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Minutes of Evidence
TAKEN BEFORE THE EUROPEAN UNION COMMITTEE (SUB-COMMITTEE D)

WEDNESDAY 12 JANUARY 2005

Present Christopher, L Peel, E
Haskins, L Plumb, L
Lewis of Newnham, L Renton of Mount Harry, L
Maddock, B (Chairman)
Mar, C Sewel, L

Memorandum by Mr Séan Rickard, Senior Lecturer in Business Economics,
Cranfield School of Management

Introduction

1. In providing this briefing paper in support of my oral evidence I have not followed the order of the
questions sent to me but rather included my answers (with references to the question) as I felt appropriate in
the text.

Overall Budget

2. In putting forward concrete proposals for the EU budget for 2007–13 the Commission has adopted a
“bottom/up” approach ie, one based on assessing policy needs and then determining cost on the basis of these
needs. The Commission’s financial perspective reflects the changing political context; namely, following the
Lisbon European Council the attempt to transform the EU into a dynamic knowledge/based economy, geared
towards sustainable growth and the pursuit of greater cohesion in an enlarged Union including reinforcing
the competitiveness of agriculture, strengthening rural development and sustaining the quality of the
environment.

3. In order to help achieve these political objectives the Commission is proposing that overall structural aid
expenditure (at 2004 prices) should be increased from ƒ47.6 billion in 2006 to ƒ76.7 billion in 2013. In
contrast, overall expenditure on the CAP is to remain more or less constant. Given the scale and importance
of the Union’s policy objectives, the Commission’s total projected expenditures could fairly be judged as
conservative, involving only a small increase in the budget to GNI ratio from 1.09 per cent in 2006 to an
average of 1.14 per cent between 2007–13, with a peak of 1.23 per cent in 2008.

4. In contrast to the Commission, the six net/contributorMember States who advocate a budget toGNI ratio
of no more than 1 per cent have adopted a “top/down” approach. I am inclined to view this approach as being
tactical at this stage, though it is also consistent with the political, if not very practical, mood that reflects little
appetite for a significant expansion of the EU budget.

CAP Expenditure

5. In broad terms, the Commission’s proposed overall expenditure on the CAP reflects a slight fall in market
support and direct payments budget line (ie, Pillar 1) and an increase in rural development funding (Pillar 2)
from ƒ10.5 billion in 2006 to ƒ13.2 billion in 2013. In early working papers on the Mid-TermReview (MTR)
reform, the Commission’s proposal for dynamic degressivity was evidence that the Pillar 1 budget would be
insuYcient to cover direct payments/principally single farmpayments (SFP)/andmarketmeasures. At the time
the Commission estimated the cumulative shortfall as amounting to 19 per cent of the CAP budget. It is
impossible to know to what extent the 19 per cent represented a tactical negotiating position but it provides
some order of magnitude as to the additional costs of accession/particularly Romania and Bulgaria/and
compensation for further CAP reforms eg, dairy and sugar.

6. A lot has changed since the Commission calculated a cumulative dynamic degressivity of 19 per cent, but
in 2004 prices this suggests a shortfall of about ƒ8 billion by 2013: or a cumulative total of ƒ24 billion. This
figure should be interpreted not as a budget reduction, but as the eVective reduction in commitments to keep
within the budget ceiling. In contrast, if the net contributorMember States succeed in limiting the budget/GNI
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ratio to 1 per cent this would involve a reduction in available funds of about ƒl9 billion by 2013: or a
cumulative total of ƒ113 billion [question 1]. The Commission’s proposed budget for 2007–13 shows
cumulative payments for Pillar l, and 2 of ƒ390 billion. The pressures should also be considered against the
Commission’s growth assumption for GNI of some 2.5 per cent annually. On the basis of experience, this
would appear to be too high. Just where the cuts in spending would fall is a matter for debate, but it is unlikely
that agriculture, (by 2013) the second largest spending category, could avoid a significant reduction
[question 8].

7. It is tempting to argue that the financial discipline mechanism (FDM), introduced under the MTR⁄reform
as a “safety-valve” for keeping CAP expenditure within its ceiling could in principle be used to reduce overall
budget expenditure if the budget/GNI ratio was reduced to 1 per cent. This, as indicated above, could result
in very large reductions in CAP expenditure [questions 2 and 8]. In my view, if this action was under
consideration the impact on SFP would be mitigated by cutting back on Pillar 2 development expenditure.
Experience would tend to support the view that farm payments and market support will only be reduced as a
last resort [question 6].

External Considerations

8. TheWTODoha Development Agenda focuses on reducing trade distorting subsidies and market support.
The MTR/reform goes some way towards helping a favourable outcome, but it may yet be forced to oVer
greater reductions in (indefensible) export subsidies [question 7]. This, alongwith theMTR-reform’s reduction
in the CAP’s market support mechanism, is likely to have a beneficial impact on budgetary costs. At the same
time, the increase in rural development expenditure will allow the Commission to move a significant
proportion of its support for farms from the “blue-box” (trade distorting) to the “green-box”. It is however,
far from clear just how the Commission will meet the reduction in the aggregate measure of support it has put
on the table. The more so as the Commission will have to find funding for any “compensation” payments
provided as part of future CAP reforms eg, dairy, sugar, olive oil etc. Member States have been eager to argue
that the MTR-reform will reduce the growth of production and hence, the budget costs of market support
mechanism. But again experience suggests that the CAP budget will have to contend with the continued
growth of production in both old and new Member States.

9. Leaving aside the vicissitude of world commodity prices and the dollar/euro exchange rate, the foregoing
suggests that overall there is likely to be a modest reduction in market support expenditure, but this will be
oVset by upward pressure on SFPs and other direct payments as a result of future reforms and enlargement
[question 2 and 7]. In short, even if, as seems the most likely outcome, the Commission protects a budget/GNI
ratio of 1.14 per cent, it will be insuYcient to meet its commitments. I do not expect output to do other than
continue recent trends, consequently the Commission’s projected expenditure on market support under Pillar
1 may fall by much less than the implied reduction of about ƒl0 billion. And any fall in market support
expenditure is likely to be more than oVset by increased SFP and other direct payment [question 5].

Rural Development Expenditure

10. In principle the EU is committed to rural development and is proud of its single rural development fund.
But I suspect that in the last resort powerful farm lobbies and cash constrained governments will force Pillar
2 bear a large proportion of any shortfall in funding. This may appear perverse given that in practice rural
development funds amount to farm support and protecting rural development expenditure at the expense of
other CAP expenditure shifts the balance of agricultural support towards the “acceptable” blue-box.
However, conditionality is higher for rural development payments and they also entail greater redistribution
and government co-funding. My experience is, that given a choice, farmers would prefer the SFP to be
protected with its minimal conditions under cross-compliance, albeit at the cost of reduced rural development
funds [questions 3 and 10].

11. By definition the existence of a rural development fund is designed to improve the flow of funds to rural
development projects, but the step-change envisaged by the Commission is unlikely to materialise given the
foregoing [question 11]. But it is far from clear whether a separate rural development fund for farming is
sensible. For example, support for organic farming is largely a waste of public funds, as are early retirement
schemes. I take the view that competitiveness, cohesion and convergence must be the priorities for the EU,
and rural development should be absorbed into this budget line. Consequently I would urge that any shortfall
in funding should be met by reducing CAP expenditure [question 8].

12. It makes little sense for the EU to be developing in parallel a rural development programme and a
cohesion/convergence structural funding programme. Agriculture accounts for a decreasing proportion of
rural economic activity and employment. In the UK it accounts for 4 per cent of rural GDP and employment.
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The one certainty regarding agriculture is that there will be fewer people engaged in the future than there are
today. Some Pillar 2 measures such as support for investment, training and the development of rural areas
need not, and should not, be confined to farmers. Even land based schemes should be open to non-farmers eg,
recreational industries. The growth of rural jobs and hence opportunities for young people to be employed
in rural areas will come from outside agriculture and consequently it would make more sense to make rural
development expenditure part of structural funds and available, on a tender basis, to individuals/businesses
that put forward credible schemes [question 10].

13. One of the implications of the foregoing is that considerable uncertainty surrounds the level of the SFP
and/or rural development payments by 2013. I do not attach great concern to a substantial reduction in SFPs,
but I believe it would be better for farm planning if a system of degressivity replaced the uncertainty of the
FDM. There is, in practice, little prospect of a further reform of the CAP, but I would like to see all Pillar 1
support phased out over say a 10–15 year period, with any saving in funds being allocated to cohesion/
convergence policies which, ideally, would include appropriate rural (not just agricultural) development
policies [question 10]. To those who would justify SFP as payment for “delivering” the countryside I ask
simply where is the evidence to show that the outcome is preferable to what would result from the phasing out
of direct payments and increased funding for the promotion of rural enterprise.

Enlargement

14. Amajor objective of SFPs is to limit restructuring. However, if the EU’s agricultural industry is to become
more competitive it must continue to restructure. The Commission has argued—in justifying the transitional
period for CAP payments to new Member States—that high levels of direct payments tend to consolidate
rather than encourage. I would agree, and point out that after almost half a century of support the EU farming
industry is over populated and ineYcient.

15. There is, however, a strong case for temporary redistribution of support. The Commission has done its
best, given the constraint, to redistribute some funding towards the new Member States, but given their
relative poverty the funding is woefully inadequate. I have little patience with the view [question 4] that
redistributing funds in this manner will reduce Pillar 1 payments and hence the relative support for EU-15
farmers. Compared to farms in the new Member States, EU-15 farms are in a much stronger economic
position.

16. I do not share the frequently advanced view that if there is a need to reduce the SFP, modulation should
be employed to force larger farms to take the biggest reduction. In principle, larger farms are more scale
eYcient and in my experience generally better managed. If we are to create a competitive agricultural industry
the authorities should not continue to attempt to arrest structural reform that is leading to a polarised industry
consisting of a large number of part-time, policy unresponsive farms who produce a very small proportion of
the industry’s value added and a relatively small number of farms who will produce in excess of 80 per cent
of value added [question 2].

Concluding Thoughts

17. It is highly probable that the Commission’s budget proposals for 2007–13 will prove inadequate and that
the FDMwill be employed and rural development expenditure will be cut. Given the choice the FDM should
be applied to protect rural development expenditure and this should be absorbed into cohesion/convergence
structural funds. In practice, I expect a farm support to be the last item to be cut.

January 2005
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Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Séan Rickard, Senior Lecturer in Business Economics,
Cranfield School of Management, examined.

Q1 Chairman: Good morning and welcome. Thank much more on the broader policies of cohesion and
convergence.you very much for coming to talk to us this morning.

We are being broadcast to the extent that we are being
recorded, and thismight be usedat some stage.Thank Q5 Chairman: That leads on to a second question.
you very much too for the written evidence, which I Does that mean that you do see a need for further
sawyesterday andwhich others ofmy colleagues have reform of the CAP?What opportunities do you think
just had the chance to see thismorning. I think thatwe exist for that as a result of the financial perspective
did send you a list of possible questions. Is there negotiations?
anything that youwould like to addbeforewe start oV MrRickard: I certainly see aneed for further reformof
on the questions? the CAP, and indeed one would have to say that the
MrRickard:Perhaps Imaysaya fewwordsbriefly,my reformof theCAP is an ongoing process. If onewants
LordChairman. First of all, I would like to thank you to pick a date, it started in 1992. Every time it has been
for invitingme to address you. Second, I apologise for reformed, about a year or two later it has been
the lateness of my written submission, but I was on accepted that it hasnotbeen suYcient and that further
holidayuntil thisweekendandsohad little timetodeal reform is needed. We have yet to remove things like
with it. I would also like to say that what I say today quotas; we have yet to move ourselves into a position
and what I have written comes from someone who wherewehaveamodernagricultural industrywhich is
believes quite passionately in the benefits of a more operating under free and fair market conditions.
integrated and harmonious Europe, and also However, having said that, I do not think that there
someone who believes quite passionately in the need will bemajor reform in the next 10 years.
anddesirabilityofan eYcientandeVectiveagriculture
industry. Q6 Chairman: You do not think that there will be

substantial reform in the next ten years?
Mr Rickard: No. I think that what will happen, ifQ2 Chairman:And the someone is yourself, I take it?
history repeats itself, is that hopefully we will get aMrRickard:That is right, yes.
Doha development agreement in 2006–07. That will
come into eVect. As it comes into eVect, it will be

Q3 Chairman: I notice in your written evidence that recognised by theCommunity that its policieswill not
youareof theopinion thatat theendof theday theEU square with what it has been forced to agree to, and
budget is more likely to be 1.14 per cent rather than 1 then I think thatwewill see greaterpressure to remove
per cent. some of the protection, and indeed the element of
MrRickard:Yes. payments, for the farming industry.

Chairman: You have thrown out some pretty
substantial points, which will be picked up byQ4 Chairman:Would you like to enlarge on that? A
colleagues in further questioning.very general question first. Why do you think, in the

end, that side of the argument will win?
Q7 Earl Peel: Perhaps I could ask a supplementary.Mr Rickard: Because I believe that the so-called
Mr Rickard, you said that you would like to see thenet contributor countries—Germany, now France,
overall spending enhanced but less money onand Britain—are responsible and support the
agriculture. You said that you would like to spend itcommitment that theEuropeanUnionhas takenon in
specifically on cohesion—and I forget the other termenlarging itself towards the east. I therefore view their
you used.attempt to limit the budget to 1 per cent at this time to
MrRickard:Convergence.be tactical. In otherwords, I think that, given thehuge

commitment the Community is taking on—if we
compare it to earlier enlargements, we have to Q8 Earl Peel: Could you expand on that a little, for

thoseofuswhodonotquitehave theknowledgeof therecognise that the newcommitments aremuchgreater
than theyhave takenon in thepastwith their southern EU lingo?

Mr Rickard: Convergence, I suppose, has a fairlyenlargement, and theyhaveenormousdiYcultieswith
these low-income countries in bringing them within similar meaning to cohesion. It is in all our interests

that those new members of the European Union,the European Community—it does not make any
sense at all to go down to 1 per cent. What should be whose incomes are much lower than the EU-15

members, who face enormous structural problemshappening is an increase in the budget, but I am
certainlywith thosewhobelieve thatwe should not be within their economies and who need a great deal of

help, become full and active members of thespending any more money on agriculture. Indeed, we
should be spending less money on agriculture and Community. We need as fast as possible to get their
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12 January 2005 Mr Séan Rickard

Q11 Countess of Mar: How do you think that ruraleconomiesmoving towards convergencewith ours. In
development expenditure, Pillar 2, will be aVected byother words, increasing their per capita incomes,
the recent enlargement and by the next tranche ofchanging the structure of their industries, and helping
enlargement?them to adopt the sort of modern economies that the
Mr Rickard: Although there is an enormous publicrest of us enjoy.
commitment at the moment to a rural development
aspect of farm policy—and perhaps I am a little

Q9 Earl Peel: In other words, the larger states or the cynical here—I suspect that governments realised
more profitable farming states should be subsidising long ago that the justification for supporting extra
those which are not at the same level? foodproductionhad vanished. Tobe precise, 25 years
MrRickard: I would like to leave the word “farming” ago, and they have been moving towards rural
out of that. I believe—and in the past Germany has a development as part of the process of justifying the
very proud record of this—that the success of the continuance of payments to farmers. However, when
Community, in terms of Spain and Ireland in push comes to shove, when the budget comes under
particular, is in no small measure due to the pressure, and when they have to find additional
willingness on the part of other countries to provide expenditure, they will be under enormous pressure

from farm lobbies and governments, who will tend tosome support to the building of those economies.
say, “Cut the rural development expenditure; hangon
to the single farm payments”. In my experience,

Q10 Lord Haskins: You refer to the fact that the privately the farm lobbies will not want all the extra
reform was not radical enough. My view is rather commitments that are attached to things like rural
diVerent: that in two respects the reform is very development payments; all they really want is a single
radical. If the Commission and the Council of farm payment. I know it contains cross-compliance
Ministers stick towhat theyhave said, i.e. thefinancial commitments, but we are talking about minimal
discipline—if they apply financial discipline because conditions attached to that. They want to receive a
they need more money for other purposes—then that sum of money and want to be left alone. If we have
would be a very radical reform. Second, do you not rural development expenditure, not only is there a
think that they have kept their powder dry, ahead of redistribution of some of that funding, which causes
Doha? If a big settlement is made inDoha, this would enormous political problems for the farm lobby, it
change the very nature of the present arrangements so also calls for co-funding from governments, some of
substantially that that will also be a radical reform. whom have not been very willing in the past. So I
Mr Rickard: May I take your second point first? I would say that on past experience, when push comes

to shove, your rural development expenditure willcertainly agree that, if history is to repeat itself, they
bear the brunt.will find that they are forced to accept, in achieving a

Doha Development Agreement, measures which go
further than they have currently allowed for, and Q12 LordChristopher:There is a potential impact on
perhaps it is good tactics not to show how far you are the rural economyof increasing these structural funds
prepared to go. Going back to your first point, what and thiswill beavailable toMemberStates at the same
the reform has said to farmers in eVect is, “Nomatter time as reducing the Pillar 1 payments. What do you
what happens, we are going to continue to give you see as the consequences of that?
large sums of money”. Youmay say that the financial Mr Rickard: May I ask for clarification? Are you
mechanism will come into eVect, and perhaps it will; saying that you think the rural development funding
but when and if it does, it will be done at the last will make a significant contribution towards the
moment and by the minimum amount—if history is economic well-being of the rural economy?
anyguide.Theyhavemoreor less said tofarmers, “We
are going to goon subsidising you”.Howonearth can Q13 LordChristopher: I think that begs the question,
anyonebelieve, in thisdayandage, that telling farmers in a sense.
you are going to do that will make them more MrRickard: Let me answer it in this way. The answer
competitive, make them change, and deliver the sort is no.What we have to get out of ourminds is the idea
of vibrant rural economy that wewant? that farming is the backbone of the rural community.
Chairman: This is splendidly controversial stuV, and It may have been 50 years ago. Farming now
we will come on to it in more detail. By the way, you contributes just 4 per cent of the gross domestic
know Brian Gardner, Specialist Adviser to this product of the rural economy in theUnitedKingdom,
inquiry.We have agreed that if he wishes to intervene and it provides just 4 per cent of the employment. The
and ask questions, and if other members want to ask one thingweknowforcertain inallof this is that, in the
him a question, so be it. We now move on to the comingyears, farmingwill engage fewerpeople than it
questionofenlargement,andIwillasktheCountessof does today. If we want to help younger people to find

well-paid jobs, so that they can live and bring upMar to ask the question.
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family farms that are hanging on by their fingers. Iffamilies in rural areas, then surely the future lies in
helping other rural industries to develop—not youwant to look for acauseof environmental damage

in the countryside, it comes down tobadmanagementfarming.My interpretation of the Pillar 2 expenditure
is that it is just backdoor subsidies to farmers to get on the part of farmers. I believe that in removing

supportwewill tend in thefirst place to remove the lessthemaway from theWTOconstraints. It canbe called
“green box”; it is not therefore threatened with being eYcient farmers. We will do something else too. It is

not something that is generally referred to. The valuecut. That is why I said in my submission that what
should happen—and I think that in the long run itwill of land in this country is probably at least 100 per cent

or sohigher than itwouldbe in theabsenceof support.happen—is that rural development expenditure
should be taken away from having to vie with If we removed support from the farming industry, we

would lower the value of land by 50 or 60 per cent andagricultural expenditure. It should be placed within
the Community’s convergence/cohesion budget line we would therefore create many opportunities for

other people to utilise the land, perhaps for greaterand it should be fully utilised to the benefit of the rural
societies, not to the benefit of farming. I would go as benefit for society. I bet that there are many young

people at agricultural colleges and elsewhere in thisfar as to say that, in pushing all this extra money into
farming, most of it is a complete and utter waste of country whowould love the opportunity to be able to

utilise land, perhaps for recreational activities,publicmoney.
perhaps for shooting and other pastime activities.
Many of these things are denied at the moment

Q14 Earl Peel: Clearly, opportunities for farmers to because, unless you are the son of a farmer, you have
develop other means of income-generating sources great diYculty in getting into the farming industry.
are probably the only way that they will actually Chairman: I have to stress that this is not an NFU/
remain on the land. What concerns me is this, CLA conference. We are talking about CAP reform
however: the management of the land. In the absence and we have a lot more questions to ask. On this
of farmers—and ifonewere to takeyourscenario to its particular one, three more colleagues have caught my
full conclusion, there could be large tracts of the eye: the Countess of Mar, Lord Plumb and Lord
countryside where farmers were not actively Sewel. Thenwewill move on.
managing the land for food production—who will Countess of Mar: Earl Peel asked my question, my
actuallymanage that landandlookafter it, and indeed LordChairman, so I will opt out.
achieve the environmental gains and benefits that the
EU and our own government have set such store by?
Surely, regarding the cross-compliance conditions Q15 Lord Plumb: As you say, my Lord Chairman,
that are imposed on farmers in receipt of the single this is not anNFU/CLAmeeting, but I find it diYcult
farm payment, that money is based on a level of to sit here and accept any comment that says that
commitment which the farmer will make to maintain agriculture or farming is not the backbone of this
that land. So if Pillar 1 were going to be reduced—the country. Until Séan Rickard said that when he goes
monies that the farmer would receive under the single round the countryhe seeswhathe sees, andhehas told
farm payment under Pillar 1—then it is possible that uswhat he sees, Iwas beginning towonderwhether he
the cross-compliance conditions will become overly had been round the country lately and seen what is
burdensome, because the money was not there to happening across the countryside. Surely one has to
cover the costs of carrying out those responsibilities. accept—and thishasnothing todowith thenumberof
MrRickard: Iwish todisagreewithalmost everypoint people employed on the land—that agriculture is still
you have just made. verymuch the backbone of the countryside.WhatMr
Earl Peel: I was not giving an opinion. I was simply Rickard said was fully in support of what we heard
making a statement. fromBrianGardner, our Specialist Adviser, earlier—

when he said that Pillar 2 would be the target forMrRickard:One of the frustrating things about all of
budgetary savings.WhatSéanRickardhas just said inthis reform is that we are told that we have to spend
his answer is, if I may say so, contradictory. You arethis money in order to look after the land. I put it to
saying that your concern is for the farmingyou that youwill findno reputable study showing that
community. Looking at the reformed CAP, I do notthere is any relationship between the management of
think we have yet heard from either of our speakersthe landandthenumberof farmers. In fact, Iwouldgo
this morning any acceptance that the reform is afurther than that. In my opinion, larger-scale
radical reform—and it is a really radical reformsurviving farmers do look after the land very well
because, when we have talked about reforms in theindeed.WhenItourroundthecountryside, it isnot the
past, they are nothing in comparison with what welarge, well-managed farms that concern me. Where
face now. If that is so, and if the pressure by farmingfarms tend to be large-scale, eYcient and intensive,
lobbies will be, as you suggest, on Pillar 2 in order tothey are the ones that look neat, tidy, which cut their
get money back into agriculture, I find this veryhedges, clear out their ditches and fix their gates. The

farms that are in trouble are the smaller, professional, strange. Certainly in this country and, in my own
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somehoworother, theyareentitled toawayof life thatexperience, in many countries the pressure is now on,
under a reformed CAP, to move towards Pillar 2, to will beprotectedbecause theyare thecustodiansof the

countryside. We could protect the countryside to amove towards changes for rural development, and so
on. These projects are there and are going on. One or higher degree than we do today with a smaller

population of farmers.two of the things that you have now said need
financing, of course, if you are going to encourage Chairman: I come back again to the point that we are

talking about CAP reform.We have aired views quitetheir development. I think that we therefore have to
get the balance right between what is going into those strongly over the last 15minutes, and that is done.We

are now talking about CAP reform and whether theareas. Itwouldnotbemyview that thepressurewill be
on Pillar 2. Far from it: there will be further moneywill be there, how it will be spent, and so forth.

I ask LordHaskins to take the next question, which isdevelopment in that area, as we see the market forces
operating in the way that the CAP reform intends on the financial discipline.
them to.

Q18 Lord Haskins: We cannot argue about policy
here.Wehaveapolicy laiddown—CAPreform.WhatQ16 Lord Sewel: A slightly diVerent perspective, in

thatwhatyouhavebeensaying is rathermoremusic to we have to explore is, if this policy is implemented,
what are the implications?What are the things roundmy ears than some of what I have been hearing for

some time. What is behind it is this breaking of the the corner? Brian Gardner has said that the budget is
going to be blown. I would like to understand whatequation that rural equals agricultural. That is

fundamental. The next question is this.Does theCAP thatmeans. If that is the case, then a newpolicy has to
come into play.We have to assume that that policy isor can the CAP provide a means and a mechanism

through reform that addresses rural issues, rather going to be there, and therefore take into account the
forces which will impact on that policy over the nextthan narrow agricultural issues? It does seem that the

rural development, Pillar 2 approach, as you rightly twoor threeyears. I havementionedDohaandall that
means—which should theoretically reduce thesay, is a backdoor means of maintaining agricultural

support. pressure on the budget if it works properly, because
there will be less subsidy. I would also like tomentionMr Rickard: Perhaps I could deal with Lord Plumb

first. I do not disagree that, in a certain respect, the so- that the decoupling may well reduce the pressure on
the budget, in that it may well land up with a reducedcalled MTR reform was radical. It was radical in

that— output from farms in that situation. If we get to the
point that you are both concerned about—that the
budget is going to get very tight—the question thenQ17 Chairman:Youaregoing tobequitebriefon this
has to be which is going to be the trade-oV. Will it bepoint, are you not?
transfer of funds to the new countries, or will it beMr Rickard: Yes. It was radical in the sense that we
farmers in the existing countries? I would like yourmoved away from partially decoupled to purely
viewsonthat issue.Oneof thequestions thatBrianhasdecoupled support. Having said that—and trying to
raised is the possibility of further subsidies requiredaddress the two questions from their Lordships inmy
for the dairy and the sugar sectors. To me, it isanswer—what we have to recognise is that farming is
incredible that that would be tolerable. If it didcontributing, and will continue to contribute, a
happen, however, clearly thatwould blow the budget.smaller proportion of the rural economy’s economic
Mr Rickard: The two elements we have to focus onactivity. I seenobenefit in the longrun inpretendingto
here are the two elements of the Pillar 1 expenditure.farmers that, somehow or other, they can be saved
First, there are the direct payments, single farmfrom the growing economic pressures and from the
payments. In large measure, they have been allowedneed for them to change radically the way they think
for within the Commission’s budget projections,andactbyproviding themwith large sumsofmoney. I
except for Bulgaria and Romania—who at thedo go round the country and I do make a point of
moment are expected to join in 2007 but no doubt,speaking to farmers. There is awidespread view at the
when they do join and if they do meet that deadline,moment that, somehow or other, they have been
they will be subject to a transitional period. So thesaved; that this single farm payment will see them all
build-up of those funds is perhaps coming moreright. They may be making a big mistake, for the
towards the end of the budget period.reasons we have touched on. What we really need to

do, however, is to encourage farmers to think outside
farming. Not necessarily to diversify, but to think Q19 LordHaskins: It will not be significant.

Mr Rickard: Towards the end of the period it will. Itof grouping themselves into farmer-controlled
businesses, to increase the value of what they receive will not be significant at first. Let us turnour attention

to the market mechanism. As you rightly say, ifbymovingdown the supply chain.Wehave to stop the
belief—and in some respects I think that this underlies indeed, as I expect, a Doha Development Agreement

is tougher than the Community currently publiclya lot of the thinking about agriculture—that,
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Q21 Lord Haskins: If all of those things are right,says it is likely to be, we should save money on things
Community rules still allow the single payment tolike export restitutions. Built into the recent reform
come down.there are reductions in support prices, which should
Mr Rickard: We have a financial disciplinaryalso save money. However, where there is a danger of
mechanism but, as I said earlier, that will be resisteda big mistake is the assumption—we saw this in 1992,
until the lastmoment. Idonot think,whenpushcomesand I see it every time there is a reform of the CAP—
toshove,and theyhaveonthe table ruraldevelopmentthat, somehoworother,what has beenagreed is going
payments and single farm payments, they will lookto halt the growth of production. That would be a
first to cut the single farmpayments. I suggest thatwillmore radical assumption. All the evidence to date is
be their lastareaofcutting.TheNFUandsuch lobbiesthat productionwill keep growing. Therewill bemore
are already saying that the budget is protected; that itmilkormilkproducts todisposeof; therewill certainly
is sacred; and that they want this commitmentbemore cereals to disposeof; and I verymuchdoubt if
reinforced. The farm lobbies will push very hard towe will see much in the way of a reduction in beef
ensure that the single farm payment is the last thingproduction. So I think that the Community has been
that is cut, and I believe they will be successful in that.over-optimistic.
Chairman: I know thatBaronessMaddockwould like
to ask a further question onDoha.

Q20 Chairman: I think that you have slightly to
substantiate those views. Q22 Baroness Maddock: On Doha you have
MrRickard:Yes.Letus take the cereals. Back in 1992, probably said it all. We did not get your submission
when the MacSherry reforms came in—and they until we arrived today, and I have been trying to listen
involved a 30 per cent reduction of cereal prices—we towhat you have been saying and to look at what you
were told by the great and the good, and I include the said in it.My questionwas going to be about how any
Government in that, that this would be the end of the future Doha agreement would aVect market support
growthof cerealyields. If you lookonagraph,youwill and direct subsidy. I do not know if there is anything
see no change in the direction of production since else you want to add to what we have already
1992, and there is nothing in this recent reform that discussed?
will change the upward growth of yields for cereals. I Mr Rickard: Let me first apologise for the lateness of
expect to see milk yields continuing to rise at 1° per my submission. In my opinion, it does the farming
cent a year, as they have done for over 30 years. There industry no good to be party to a system which is so
is nothing in this reform that will prevent eYcient detrimental to so many farmers in poorer parts of the
farmers from continuing to try to improve their world. I believe that in Europe, and particularly in
productivity. People claim that under the single farm Britain, we have some of the most eYcient farmers in
payment, because farmers will now be paid for doing theworld, and I think thatwe could still be profitable,
nothing, they can therefore cut back on their beef eYcient and eVective with smaller budgetary
animals and we will see a reduction in the number of payments within the Community, in order to allow
beef coming onto the market. I can only say that the greater reform within Doha—but, again, suspect the
beef market is extremely responsive to higher prices Community will go for the minimum in order to
and, if there was any reduction in beef production, I protect farmers.
think that the response in prices would quickly be
matchedbyhigherproductionofbeef. Inotherwords, Q23 Baroness Maddock: Perhaps I could just follow
I really do not expect to see any reduction in output up on a question I asked before you came into the
over those three sectors. I think that the Community, room,whichwas about fraud in its widest sense. I was
in coming to their budget figures—it is very diYcult given some indication that a lot of the slippage that
because they do not publish all their assumptions— goes on is concerned with finished products that have
have made over-optimistic assumptions about how a lot of diVerent elements, and they try to claim
much they can save on the so-called market various subsidies on this. Actually, if we were giving
mechanisms. I do not think they have allowed less direct subsidy and market support as a result of
suYciently, and it is almost certain that they will have the Doha agreement, this might help reduce some of
to pay more money than they anticipate in the money that goes missing, which everyone talks
compensation for a sugar reform. In theory, the milk about somuch.
payments are currently built in; but if as a result of a MrRickard: Idonot claimany expertise on fraud. It is
tougher Doha agreement there has to be a further fairly obvious that if we reduce payments we will get
reform in the milk sector, that will involve less fraud in that area. What is pertinent to this
compensation in the form of direct payments. So I go answer, however—and it goes back to the rural
back to the point that the fundamental issue here is development payments, and indeed cross-
whether the reform will deliver the reduced output compliance—is that if one were going to enforce the

conditions that are attached to those payments, thenthat the Community imagines.
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more of it to those middle-sized farms. All we wouldthe administrative costs of all this, which at the
moment fall on national governments and not the do is to prolong their agony. We will not, in the long

run, be able to oVset their removal from the industry.Community, would have to increase considerably.
Perhaps what I am really saying is that they are not What do we do in the interim, however? These larger

farms, who in my opinion are the backbone of thegoing to be administered to a very high degree.
agricultural industry and on whomwe will depend to
continue to farm the bulk of the land area—and

Q24 Chairman: Our Specialist Adviser, Mr Brian indeed to put up with all the competitive pressures—
Gardner, would like to ask you this question. In would benefit in some respect by the smaller farms
paragraph16ofyour submission—andit is relevant to leavingthe industry. If theyaredairy farmers, theywill
Lord Plumb’s earlier point about the transfer of be able to take up some of their milk production. If
money from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2—you say that there is they are cereal farmers, they will, either through
no justification for takingmoneyaway fromthe larger contractors or share farmingor purchasing, be able to
farmers in order to free up that money for other uses. increase their area of land and spread their costs. We
This is notaproblemreally because, if one looksat the must not discriminate against larger farms by
figures and the projections, it is quite clear that big subsidising smaller people. What you are really
farmers do not need the subsidies. They can operate talking about is a social policy, not an agricultural
veryprofitablywithout thesubsidies. It isonly thoseat policy. By that sort of modulation we do nothing to
the bottom, the medium-sized and less than medium- help the economicwell-being of the industry. Itwould
sized farmers, who are struggling and who need this be kinder, in my opinion, tomake it abundantly clear
money.Youmay be right in saying that those farmers to smaller farms that, no one is going to bail them out
should be incorporated into a bigger and better and, they could then make their dispositions
structure, butwould it not bewiser to have a seriously accordingly. In many instances, if they were to
digressive system where you said, “Above a certain recognise their true economic position, they would
level of farming we do not pay subsidies at all”, and probably decide to sell up and go.
put thatmoney intoPillar 2?Weknow that the ideal is Chairman:MrRickard, youhave a great ability to stir
somehow eventually to get rid of agricultural upmy colleagues. Three have caughtmy eye andwish
subsidies altogether and everything that goes with to speak to you, and they will in a second. But I must
them, but that is a long way ahead. To be politically makethepointagainthatwearenothere todiscuss the
realistic, is it not better to adopt a policy of moving sort of paradisiacal form of farming that each one of
that money from where it is not needed to where it is usmightdiVerently like tosee.Thathasbeendone.We
needed, into the things that you are talking about are here to discuss the EUfinancial reform,whether it
which need money, i.e. rural development, not will work, whether or not theywill be able to pay for it
necessarily agricultural development? and, if not, what will happen instead. That is the
MrRickard:No,Idisagree.Letus thinkof the farming subject of our inquiry.
industry as consisting of three elements and let us use
the United Kingdom. In the United Kingdom, 85 per
cent of the value added in agriculture comes from 20 Q25 Earl Peel: I hear what you say, my Lord

Chairman, but clearly one of the principal objectivesper cent of the farms. They are the larger, and in my
opinion the more eYcient farms, and the ones you of the decoupled system that is now in place is to

deliver a better environment. That is one of thewere perhaps talking about when you said they could
survive without subsidy. About two-thirds of the principal objectives. Mr Rickard, you said that,

regardless of whether it is small farmers or largeholdings in this country produce less than three per
cent of output. They are hobby or, lifestyle farms. farmers—and I can broadly agree with you on that

point—these cross-compliance conditions have beenTheyvery largelyearn their incomes inother sectorsof
the economy. There will of course be some people on imposedon thebackof the single farmpaymentwitha

specific view of delivering environmental gains. Theythose farms who struggle, who are very hard-up, but
there are alsomany people who own small farms who are built on the back of, whatever it is, 18 or so

directives that have been imposed, plus the fact thatare very aZuent, who live on them as a way of life.
Indeed, their numbers have been increasing quite there are additional cross-compliance conditions that

farmers have to abide by.That seems tomeaperfectlymarkedlyover the last 15years. So theydonot seemto
be put oV by the CAP regime. I do not want to reasonableobjectiveand it isa fundamentalpartof the

reform. I would suggest that if there were to be asubsidise thosepeople: that is theirwayof life.There is
this group in the middle, who are small family farms reduction in the single farm payment to any

substantial extent—andbearing inmind that there areand who, I admit, are struggling. I would say they
struggle because they lack economies of scale. Iwould likely to be additional environmental directives

imposedover thenextfiveor six years—then therewillgo further and say that, in many instances, they are
probably not very well managed. Suppose we were to be an imbalance regarding the money available for

those who are responsible for the management of thetakemoney away from the larger farms and to devote
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agricultural products. To the extent that thosecountryside delivering those objectives. If the money
is not there, they simply will not be able to do it in a opportunities are realised in the near future, it counts

against the need for farm support, because we are ascost-eVective way. If Pillar 1 were to be undermined,
would you accept that that could have considerable good as saying that the world market, the growing

population and aZuence around the world, will takeenvironmental consequences?
up some of the opportunities which are available toMr Rickard: I have to accept that that could be an
eYcient and eVective farmers here. In a sense,outcome, but I do not think it is the most likely
therefore, there is an imbalance between saying thatoutcome. I believe that a lot of these cross-compliance
therewill be an enormousdemand for our foodbutweelements come down to good farming practices. I
must continue, no matter what, to make thesethink that the sort of farmer who would be likely to
payments to farmers. I say yes, take those marketsurvive ismuchmore likely to engage in good farming
opportunities;donotsupport farmerssomuch,butdopractice. Iwant toseeanenvironmentally friendlyand
putmoremoney into rural development. If one has todeveloped rural economy.We lack suYcient evidence
make that sort of choice, it is quite obvious tomewhatto be able to be absolutely categorical on this, but I
should be done, but experience makes no lesssuspect that we might deliver a much better
sanguine.countryside if we said, when push comes to shove in
Chairman:Wewill comeonthe ruraldevelopmentasathe budget, “Take down those single farm payments,
final subject in just a fewminutes.but do not cut payments to the rural areas—because I

want them in a broader sense not just agriculture. Let
people come forward with schemes, and we will

Q27 Countess ofMar:Following immediately on theprovide the fundingonthebasisof thedeliveryback to
points Lord Plumb has made, is not this market ansociety of the maximum value rural payments”. I
artificial market because of 100 years of cheap foodthink that there is a fair chance that this would deliver
policies?We demand cheap food, as consumers. If theamuch better countryside and a better rural economy
consumer were to pay the market price for his foodthan concentrating on saying, “We must pay farmers
instead of paying for it in taxes and subsidies, wouldthis money. We must not cut it because; if we do the
not that solve the problem?countryside will be damaged”. I really do not think
Mr Rickard: I am very conscious that I will be tickedthat the evidence is there for that. We have seen
oV if I stray away from the budget here, so let me justfarming support reduced over the last 20 years, and I
give a brief answer. I think that if we removed a lot ofwould argue that we have seen a rise in the quality of
this support you would get cheaper food. So you arethe countryside—partly due to policies, but also due
paying for it twice.to greater awareness on the part of farmers as to what

they need to do.
Q28 Countess ofMar:Yes.
Mr Rickard: I am sorry. I misunderstood your

Q26 Lord Plumb: I would like to go back to Doha, question.
and Doha is WTO. WTO, of course, is freeing up
world trade. That is the ultimate aim and objective of
theDohaRound: togivedeveloping countriesabetter Q29 Lord Christopher: Do you think—and I think
opportunity in theworldmarket. Thereare developed that I know what your answer is—that the spending
countries that are expanding tremendously. Does not ceilings on theproposals are likely tobe exceededand,
Séan Rickard accept that China is very much an if so, what will be the consequences?
expanding economy? Does he not accept that a lot of MrRickard:One has to enter a caveat here that things
thecereals grown inEuropeandAmericawill begoing have not turned out to be as expensive as people, four
towardsChina,because themouthsare there to feedas or five years ago, would have thought they would be
the standard of living increases? In addition, we are vis-à-vis thebudget—partlydue toexchange ratesand
still living in a hungry world. Does he not accept world events. However, as we sit here today, it would
therefore that that is the real key to the future, and the seem to me that this budget looks very vulnerable. It
operationof amarket-ledorganisationwithinEurope strikesme that itwill comeunder pressure. Itwouldbe
which,onthebasisofaworldmarket,willbenefit from abravepersonwhosaidbyhowmuchbut, ifweaccept
that ultimately—in addition to the advantages one that the Commission gets its way and, on average,
gets from all the rural development process funds that achieves 1.14per centofGNI, I think that therewill be
will be there and available? reductions—but they will not be that massive. More
Mr Rickard: On balance, I do agree that China will than the rural development budget, I agree, but, in the
become the world’s biggest economy, if it keeps great scheme of things—what is it, more than 100
growing at its present rate. Therewill be an enormous billion euros or whatever?—we are talking about at
increase in living standards in east Asia and perhaps the most perhaps 20 billion excess, and probably less
other parts of Asia, and there will be enormous than that if things turn out as past experience would

suggest.opportunities for Europe to export food and
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addition a retirement fund of something like £10,000,Q30 Lord Christopher: Suppose there is that
shortfall, in realpolitik terms where do you think the which many farmers are taking advantage of if they

are over 65. If we are talking about subsidies formoneywill be found? Fromwhich of the pillars?
Mr Rickard: In reality, I think what would happen is farming, how can we move towards a level playing

field when we have that situation in one country, asthat therewould probably be a severe reduction in the
rural development element; there would be some well as the huge gap between the high value of sterling

against the lower-value euro which, over a period ofreduction in Pillar 1, via the financial discipline
mechanism; and I think that there would probably be something like five years, has created a loss to

agriculture in this country of £2.4 billion?reductions elsewhere in the budget.
Mr Rickard: One element on which I would have
diYculty in answering you is the change to theQ31 Lord Lewis of Newnham: In the negotiation
financing of theCommunity. I cannot pretend tohavestance of the net contributor countries, they have
studied how that might change matters. However, letmade the point that they would like to restrict the
me try to dealwith your other points.Yes, I do believebudget to 1 per cent ofGNI. If youwere to look at this
that, in an ideal world, more money should beparticular figure, how do you think this would aVect
available for, let me call it, the rural economy. Thatthe needs of rural development and the promotion of
was what I tried to stress. I think that there is a lot ofagricultural reform in the EUas awhole?
money needed to help not just the central and easternMr Rickard: If I take that position at face value, it
European countries but also lagging parts of thestrikesmethat,by the timeweget to2013,wearedown
existingEUtodevelop. Iwould like to seemoremoneysomething like 100 million euros. In that situation, it
moving into those areas. Apart from all the non-would be incredibly diYcult to keep the development
agricultural things, I believe that there is a lot to bebudget at all. In fact, I suspect that people would then
said for being able to produce fuel from renewablesay that perhaps it should be absorbed into the
resources. Iwould like tosee thatoYcially encouragedcohesion/convergencebudget line, as itwere, and then
to a greater extent than it is currently.Of course, itwillone could hide away or perhaps move money round
depend on policies other than the budget. I would likewithin there to keep some such policies going. The
to see the funds that are availableused tomaximise thepoint I made at the beginning is that, given the
benefits for employment and social well-being in ruralenormous demands on the budget following the
areas. The thrust of my answers here today is that, ifenlargement, itwouldbe irresponsible, inmyopinion,
wewant to achieve these outcomes,wewould give lessto force that through. I assume that it has beendone to
to agriculture andmore toother rural enterprises. It isstop people pushing the other way—I hope.
certainly true thatwedonot live in aworldwith a level
playingfield, andweneverwill. But I donot think that

Q32 Lord Plumb: You have already said that the trying tomatchFrench subsidies—which incidentally
rural development budget should be increased. Do are only there because they are massively failing to
you think that it should be increased significantly by, keep people in agriculture—would be a better way
say, 2013—becausewearemoving in thatdirection? If forward. It is much better in the longer term to try to
the spending is to be increased in that area, is that to provide what funds are available to new businesses
come from Pillar 1 or is it to be newmoney—which is which will employ people and pay them. As I said at
something you have just touched on? Second, there is the beginning, I am a big supporter of agriculture, but
the regulation on the financing of the CAP. Will that we do not need to believe that everyone has to be in
improve the distribution of the funds to rural areas or agriculture. I can see many opportunities—certainly
will it be another bureaucratic intervention, which now,with things like the Internetandsoon—forother
maydelay rather than improve the payment out? Ifwe service businesses tomove into rural areas, to employ
are talking about projects for rural developments— people, and to pay them quite well. Even a large farm
and you have already mentioned a few—what are will now only employ one or two people. A small
those projects? Would you include non-food crops as service business will probably employ several times
something more than just diversification? That could that, and probably give them a better standard of
almost be a new business in the countryside, as we see living.
the progress and the development of many of those
crops which are already being grown in many other

Q33 Chairman: I would like to ask you a finalcountries. There is one further point that I might
question, which follows on from Lord Plumb. It ismake, which is not unrelated. If one is making the
something that you said earlier, Mr Rickard, andcomparison between inputs into the farming
which is inparagraph12ofyourwrittenevidence.Youoperation, there are many young farmers going from
are very keen on the rural development programmethis country to France and, if they are under 40, they
being, as it were, amalgamated into the cohesion/are getting a grant to help them get started of the
convergence structural funding programme.equivalent of £25,000.They canborrowmoneyat two

per cent for a considerable amount of time. There is in However, oneof the subjectswehavenot talkedabout
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12 January 2005 Mr Séan Rickard

decisions to be made at a more local level, we shouldat all today is fraud, misuse of money, and so forth. If
seek as far as possible to try to put in place checks andthat were to happen—and we have heard your
balances so that the funding is not abused; but wearguments in favour of it—is there not a real worry
should also accept that the peoplewhomight have thethat individual countries would find it easier to
greatest interest in ensuring that it is used eYcientlymanipulate how the money was used, because of lack
and eVectively are those who operate at that localof clear definition and suchlike? A term such as
level.“cohesion/convergence structural funding” is a

terrible description. One really does not knowwhat it
Q36 Lord Haskins: We have spent a lot of timecovers.Would it make any sense if rural development
talking about payments to farmers and the quality ofwere to be put into that as well?
those.We do not spend verymuch time talking aboutMr Rickard:Of course there is always a risk of fraud,
the quality of the payments that are coming out of thisandonehas tobe realistic andaccept that quite a lotof
rural fund side.We just say that it is 20percentofwhatit goes on in Europe, and perhaps would go on in any
we are talking about. I have seen many examples ofsystemwhich provides—
grotesque schemes under the rural development side
which are just a waste of money. I think that youQ34 Chairman:We are part of Europe.
answered that by saying ifwe tried, from the centre, toMrRickard: I am sorry?
establish schemes—likeLeader I andLeader II andall
that sort of thing—we are creating a problem for

Q35 Chairman: You said “goes on in Europe”. We ourselves. I think that what you are saying is that it is
are part of Europe. much better to have a straightforward fiscal transfer
Mr Rickard: It certainly does. However, I think that and be done with it. That is what the structural fund
there is another argument to be placed against that. was about basically, was it not? It was to bring them
When I talk about being in favour of helping—and I together as one, rather than to muddle them up with
am sorry to use the phrase again—convergence and the CAP. We need to watch very carefully how this
cohesion, I believe it should be in ways that conform moneywill be spent under the rural development side.
with the concept of subsidiarity. I think that it is better I havemy doubts.
not to be too prescriptive, not to say, “This is how this Mr Rickard: You will be happy with this, my Lord
moneywill be spent”, orwhatever. Inmyopinion, it is Chairman. The answer is yes.
much better to give a rather broad framework, which Chairman:Thankyouverymuch for coming to talk to
then allows people at a regional or a local level to say, us this morning. Even if members of the Committee
“Inourview itwouldbebetter ifwe spentmoremoney may not have wholeheartedly agreed with all your
on thisparticular schemehere, and lesson that”. Ifone comments, you have certainly stimulated us—which

is a very good thing.accepts that there is this move towards allowing
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WEDNESDAY 19 JANUARY 2005

Present Christopher, L Mar, C
Haskins, L Peel, E
Lewis of Newham, L Plumb, L
Livsey of Talgarth, L Renton of Mount Harry, L
Maddock, B (Chairman)

Memorandum by National Farmers’ Union

1. The NFU welcomes this opportunity to contribute to the debate on the future financing of the Common
Agricultural Policy in the context of the current negotiations on the next Financial Perspectives. Our interest
in the matter cannot be underestimated—as the main farming organisation in England and Wales, our
members are directly aVected by any changes to the CommonAgricultural Policy (CAP). We also believe that
our understanding and experience of EU aVairs (and especially of the process of CAP reform) can provide
some valuable insight into the interaction between the budgetary negotiations and CAP reform and, in doing
so, facilitate the work of the Committee. Our evidence addresses the questions raised by the Committee and
provides some additional information in order to clarify further this complex topic.

2. On the issue of CAP as part of the EU budget, and focusing on how the total CAP expenditure will be
aVected by the European Commission’s proposed financial perspectives (with a 1.24 per cent GNI limit on the
EU budget), or by the 1 per cent GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributors, a distinction needs to be
established between support payments (Pillar 1) and rural development payments (Pillar 2). The CAP reform
agreement adopted in July 2003 assumed the validity of the so-called Brussels ceiling (ie the financial ceiling
on Pillar 1 agreed in October 2002). We agree (as do the Commission and most Member States) that this
agreement should be honoured and that any revision of the financial perspectives (independently of the total
EU budget under consideration) should respect the Brussels ceiling.

3. Under the assumption that a reduction in the overall EU budget (as a result of the adoption of a 1 per cent
GNI limit) is made in a proportional manner across all headings, this will aVect the overall expenditure on
rural development, with obvious negative consequences (see paragraph 14). Rural development needs could,
in such an event, be financed either through an increase in EU-wide modulation or through an increase in
national modulation. We would need to evaluate very carefully the impact that these two options would have
on the UK, but there is already a concern about the diVerences in national modulation acrossMember States.

4. When referring to the need for a further reform of the CAP, it is important to note that future reforms are
already envisaged (most notably, that of the Sugar Regime). CAP reform appears as an ongoing process that
should, in any case, be primarily driven by the pursuit of EUobjectives and not by the negotiations on financial
perspectives.

5. On the issue of (recent and future) enlargement and its eVect on rural development expenditure, it is
important to note that while the current rural development expenditure is aimed at addressing both socio-
economic and physical disadvantages, the criteria for future allocation of rural development funds remains to
be decided. Should allocation focus on physical criteria (such as natural handicaps, distances from markets
or low population density) rather than on economic criteria (relative income and development levels) the eVect
of enlargement on rural development expenditure in the EU15 will be reduced, as newMember States will not
necessarily qualify with priority. However, if rural development is used primarily as a convergence or cohesion
instrument it would be inevitable that preference would be given to new Members States (due to their recent
introduction of rural development programmes and their lower income and development levels); in this case,
enlargement will result in a decrease in available funds to current EUMember States, with the corresponding
consequences below outlined.

6. It is important to note that the decrease in Pillar 1 payments will not necessarily be accompanied by a
parallel increase in alternative funds. In this respect, a distinction needs to be drawn between rural
development funds and other structural funds. CAP reform has resulted in a shift of support from Pillar 1 (the
so-called direct payments) to Pillar 2 (Rural Development). In principle, and assuming an eYcient allocation
of Pillar 2 funds, this shift will be budgetary neutral for the rural economy at the EU level. However, and given
the distribution of EUmodulation toMember States, the impact at the national level will be varied and depend
crucially on the allocated modulated funds and the eYciency and scope of national programmes. The impact
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on the farming community remains to be determined and will crucially depend on the type of programmes
being approved at the national level, the scope for farmers’ participation in such programmes, and the costs
incurred by farmers. These can be expected to diVer across countries.

7. Any further enlargement of the EUwill undoubtedly increase Pillar 1 expenditure. As such, we believe that
the increase in the financial ceiling proposed by the EU Commission for Bulgaria and Romania is necessary.
We viewwith concern the statements of thoseMember States that postulate that there is no need for additional
money to accommodate Bulgaria and Romania.

8. As the current compensatory payments to the dairy sector (now part of the Single Payment Scheme) have
already been included in the projections for Pillar 1 expenditure at the time of CAP reform, only a further
reform of the dairy sector would require a revision of Pillar 1 projected expenditure.

9. The need for review of Pillar 1 expenditure as a result of Sugar Reform will crucially depend on the final
reform agreement. The annual costs of the reform proposed by the EU Commission remain within the status
quo expenditure scenario established at the time of CAP reform. Under this assumption, the direct decoupled
payment to producers will be oVset by the savings resulting from a substantial reduction in export refund
expenditure (even more so if the conversion scheme leads to a cancellation of significant amounts of quota)
and the abolition of the production refund for the chemical and pharmaceutical industry and of the refining
aid. Should a departure from the Commission proposals result in lower savings and/or higher expenditure,
the need for financial discipline might arise. The detailed operation of the financial discipline remains to be
determined.

10. It is diYcult to determine, at this point, the extent to which financial discipline will need to be exercised,
as this will depend on a series of, yet unknown, variables. The majority of expenditure in Pillar 1 of the CAP
will be on the Single Direct Payments. These are relatively fixed and predictable, but could be aVected by
further Reforms (including sugar) and further enlargement of the EU. The lesser part of CAP expenditure is
onmarket support, nowmuch reduced. This is muchmore volatile, aVected notably by the diVerential between
world prices and EU internal prices (influenced, in turn, by among other factors, exchange rates). The timing
and pace of the reduction in export restitutions will also be important (see paragraph 12). We do not believe
that avoidance of financial discipline should be, per se, an objective. Our main concern remains that financial
discipline is only used when strictly necessary and for the purposes for which it was designed.

11. Undoubtedly, CAP reform needs to be analysed in the context of the ongoing Doha Development Round
(DDR). However, CAP reform has anticipated some of the changes that the DDR is expected to bring about,
most notably the reduction (or even eventual elimination, subject to the adoption of total decoupling by all
countries) in support currently classified within the Blue Box.1 Decoupled payments have, by breaking the link
between domestic support and production levels (or prices), allowed for the reclassification of most direct
agricultural support as non-trade distorting (and therefore its inclusion in the Green Box, which currently has
no limits).

12. Reduction in barriers to market access and reduction (and potential eventual elimination) of export
subsidies can potentially be more problematic. These developments could aVect the functioning of the
intervention price mechanism: in the absence of export subsidies and with tariVs being reduced, only the
introduction of a quota system and/or a reduction in the support2 provided by the intervention price could
prevent a potential dramatic increase in intervention support expenditure. Moreover, a large build-up of
intervention stocks would inevitably bring down market prices, as without export restitutions there would be
no outlet for the surplus. It is important to note, in this context, that the impact at the country level will
crucially depend on the national reliance on intervention mechanisms.

13. The functioning of the Rural Development Funds, whereby the EU budget is allocated to individual
national commitments (that would otherwise be financed in an alternative manner), means there is no
possibility for the rural development ceiling to be exceeded. Should the EU budgetary allocation for rural
development expenditure prove insuYcient to satisfy the demands arising at the national level, two diVerent
scenarios can be contemplated: (i) national governments increase their expenditure in rural development, and/
or (ii) potentially beneficial rural development projects are abandoned due to lack of resources. Either scenario
can lead to negative outcomes. In the first case, diVerent budgetary possibilities and attitudes to rural
development (determined, in turn, by a mixture of political and socio-economic factors) could lead to a varied
array of approaches to rural development across countries, with a potential distortion to competition at the
EU level.3 In the second case, insuYcient rural development support will result in the abandonment of eVective

1 The adoption to partial decoupling by some Member States has prevented a more marked reduction in support classified within the
Blue Box.

2 Would future cuts in support prices be compensated? If so, the financial mechanism would again be likely to come into operation.
3 This potential distortion to competition becomes evenmore concerning in the context of the varied national approaches to CAP reform.
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projects, which would be especially damaging to EU agriculture (and, by extension, to EU rural areas) in times
where structural adjustment as a result to CAP reform will prove challenging and when growing demands for
environmental enhancement will require additional resources.

14. We consider that the imposition of a ceiling on the EU budget at 1 per cent of GNI could lead to seriously
negative developments, damaging the competitiveness of rural areas and disproportionally aVecting certain
countries. A reduction in the EU budget can be expected to result in a reduction in rural development
expenditure, with the consequences mentioned above. Moreover, a decrease in national allocations from the
rural development funds, following historic shares, will impose a disproportionate burden on those countries
(such as the UK) where rural development requirements exceed their (already low) EU allocation and
domestic expenditure levels.

15. The problem for the UK arises because Pillar 2 expenditure (and the “guidance” sector of EAGGF
expenditure, before 1999) was discretionary whereas the “guarantee” spending was compulsory. Successive
British governments preferred to keep discretionary expenditure in the UK to aminimum, in order to increase
the UK’s net deficit to the EU budget, and thus maximise (under the terms of the 1984 Fontainebleau
mechanism) the UK rebate. Since the last allocation of rural development expenditure (1999–2006) was based
on the historic shares of this type of spending, the UK was left with an extremely small share (3.5 per cent) of
the total. This is well below the UK’s share of production, or agricultural land, or other relevant criteria. In
recent years the British government has changed its attitude to rural development spending, and is now
actively arguing for a higher UK share in total EU rural development funds. The NFU, of course, fully
supports this goal, but realism would indicate that this will be very diYcult to achieve. Moreover, even if a
higher percentage allocation is attained, if the total sum available is limited because of the overall budget
constraint and with 25 or 27 countries to be accommodated, it is quite conceivable that the total sum available
to the UK could be even less than at present.

16. TheNFU accepts that there should be a shift from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 expenditure. This would be necessary
to finance the ambitious agri-environmental programmes in the government’s Sustainable Food and Farming
Strategy and other measures necessary to promote the economic sustainability of British agriculture. In the
circumstances outlined in the paragraph above, the only way of finding additional resources would be to
increase the rate of either European and/or national modulation. The concern that the NFU has is that the
rate of modulation in 2006 in the UK is already likely to be 10 per cent, probably 6 per cent higher than any
other EU country. The future of match funding is a relevant factor here; but these kinds of diVerential seem
likely to place British agriculture in a disadvantageous position.

17. We believe that the period of transition and structural adjustment motivated by CAP reform justifies a
significant increase in the Rural Development budget up to 2013. As previously stated, suYcient availability
of EU Rural Development funds will prevent an increasing reliance in national modulation, precluding the
introduction of further competitive distortions across EU member states.

12 January 2005

Memorandum by National Farmers’ Union of Scotland

Summary

1. NFU Scotland (NFUS) welcomes this opportunity to comment on the future financing of the Common
Agricultural Policy in the context of the current negotiations on the next Financial Perspectives.

2. In summary, the NFU Scotland view is:

— The financial ceiling that was agreed in October 2002 should be honoured.

— The adoption of the 1 per cent GNI limit is likely to necessitate a reduction in both Pillar 1 and rural
development funding in the UK.

— The eVect of enlargement on the UK share of rural development expenditure will largely depend
upon the criteria used for determining the allocation of funds.

— It is unclear at this stage whether financial discipline will be required and if so to what extent.

— To assist the restructuring of farm businesses and to reward the delivery of environmental, social and
economic benefits that are not paid for through the marketplace a significant increase in the Rural
Development budget up to 2013 should be sought.

— A 1 per cent of GNI limit may substantially undermine rural development support and mean that
there are insuYcient EU Rural Development Funds to meet national commitments.
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CAP as Part of the EU Budget

3. The CAP reform agreement adopted in July 2003 was done so against an assumption of the continuation
of the Pillar 1 support at the level agreed in October 2002. Given that the main element of the CAP Reform,
the introduction of the single farm payment, started on 1 January 2005, the financial ceiling that was
established for this reform should be honoured. This is the position of the European Commission and of the
majority of EU Member States.

4. If the 1 per cent GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributing Member States is adopted instead of
the EuropeanCommission’s proposed financial perspectives (a 1.24 per centGM limit on the EU budget), and
assuming that the reduction in the overall EU budget is made in a proportional manner across all headings,
a reduction in both rural development expenditure and Pillar 1 expenditure seems inevitable.

5. CAP Reform should be driven by EU objectives and not by the negotiations on the financial perspective.
Further reform of the CAP is already envisaged, most notably in the sectors that have been unaVected by the
introduction of the single farm payment. In addition the ongoing international trade talks may necessitate
further reform but, as the current CAP reform was agreed with this in mind, the impact of any conclusion to
the international trade talks should be minimal.

Enlargement

6. Further enlargement of the EU will increase Pillar 1 expenditure. As such, we believe that the increase in
the financial ceiling proposed by the EU Commission for Bulgaria and Romania is necessary. We question
the assertions of those Member States who argue that there is no need for additional money to accommodate
the expansion of the EU to include Bulgaria and Romania.

7. It is diYcult at this time to say what the eVect of the recent enlargement and any future enlargement of
the EU will have on rural development expenditure in the UK as the criteria for the future allocation of rural
development funds remain to be decided. If the future allocation of rural development funds is based on
physical criteria (such as area of agricultural land, natural handicaps, distances from markets or low
population density) rather than on economic criteria (relative income and development levels) the eVect of
enlargement on rural development expenditure in the UK is likely to be minimal as the new Member States
will not necessarily qualify ahead of the UK. However, if rural development were used primarily as a
convergence or cohesion instrument it would be inevitable that preference would be given to the newMember
States due to their lower income and development levels. If rural development is used as a cohesion tool then
enlargement will result in a decrease in available funds to the UK.

Financial Discipline

8. Whether financial discipline will be needed and, if it is needed to what extent it will be used, will depend
upon a number of variables. Pillar 1 expenditure is now largely easy to predict and account for. As the Single
Farm Payment will now account for the majority of expenditure in Pillar 1 of the CAP, the extent to which
expenditure on this will vary will depend primarily upon the shape of any future reforms and further
enlargement of the EU. The use of market support measures has been much reduced but the expenditure on
these remains volatile and is largely determined by the diVerence between world prices and EU internal prices.

9. The current compensatory payments to the dairy sector were included in the projections for Pillar 1
expenditure at the time ofCAP reform. From 1 January 2005 these payments were incorporated into the single
farm payment. Only a further reform of the dairy sector would require a revision of Pillar 1 projected
expenditure and as such the existing reform of the dairy sector does not provide a justification for a review of
Pillar 1 expenditure.

10. The form of the reform of the sugar sector has yet to be agreed. The EU Commission’s proposals have
been costed within the limits of the agreed October 2002 financial ceiling. Were the reform not to go ahead on
the basis of the Commission proposals, one of the consequences might be a requirement to make use of the
financial discipline measure.

Rural Development

11. Assisting the restructuring of farmbusinesses required by themoremarket-oriented environment in which
farm businesses will operate under the new CAP regime would be aided by a significant increase in the Rural
Development budget up to 2013. In addition the measures under rural development allow the opportunity to
reward the delivery of environmental, social and economic benefits that are not paid for through the
marketplace. There must be suYcient EU funding available for rural development to ensure that there is not
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over reliance on national modulation to fund rural development measures to the extent that this leads to
competitive distortions across Member States.

12. If the 1 per cent of GNI limit is adopted rather than the European Commission’s proposed financial
perspective then rural development may be substantially undermined and UK agriculture disproportionately
aVected. Should the EU budgetary allocation for rural development expenditure prove insuYcient for the
needs of the UK then to satisfy the demands arising here in the UK, two diVerent scenarios can be
contemplated. These are:

— The UK Government could increase its expenditure on rural development.

— Rural development projects would be abandoned due to lack of resources.

13. Whichever scenario followed would result in a negative outcome.

14. A specific problem for the UK arises because Pillar 2 expenditure (and the “guidance” sector of EAGGF
expenditure, before 1999) was discretionary whereas the “guarantee” spending was compulsory. Successive
British governments preferred to keep discretionary expenditure in the UK to aminimum, in order to increase
the UK’s net deficit to the EU budget, and thus maximise (under the terms of the 1984 Fontainebleau
mechanism) the UK rebate. Since the last allocation of rural development expenditure (1999–2006) was based
on the historic shares of this type of spending, the UK was left with an extremely small share (3.5 per cent) of
the total. This is well below the UK’s share of production, or agricultural land, or other relevant criteria. In
recent years the British government has changed its attitude to rural development spending, and is now
actively arguing for a higher UK share in total EU rural development funds. NFUS fully supports this goal.
However, even if a higher percentage allocation is attained, if the total sum available is limited because of the
overall budget constraint and with 25 or 27 countries to be accommodated, it is quite conceivable that the total
sum available to the UK could be even less than at present.

15. The only other way of providing additional funds for rural development would be to increase the rate of
either European and/or national modulation. The concern that we have is the rate of modulation in the UK
is already likely to be higher than in any other EU country. If factors conspire to result in modulation being
the means of funding additional or even existing rural development commitments then UK agriculture may
find itself disadvantaged vis-à-vis other producers in other EU member states. NFUS is therefore strongly
opposed to this means of additional rural development funding.

11 January 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Martin Haworth, Director, Policy, and Mrs Carmen Suarez, Senior Economist, National
Farmers’ Union, examined.

Q37 Chairman: Mr Haworth, Mrs Suarez, good preliminary point, I would like to say that the NFU
was very involved in the CAP Reform negotiationsmorning. My apologies for keeping you both waiting

two or three minutes. Thank you very much for which took place two years ago. We advocated the
type of reform that took place and we were muchcoming to give your oral evidence to us today.We are

being recorded live on the Web. Whether that means involved in the discussion at EU level on that reform.
I would like to make the point that the reform is awe are heard by five people or five million is never

quite clear, but we are live on the Web and you radical one and it was based on an understanding at
the time of the finance that would be available to fundshould know that. Mr Haworth, is there any

statement that you would like to make before we the reform, and the understanding on the basis of the
finance was the Heads of Government Agreement instart?We have had your written evidence, we have all

read it, and would you also thank you colleagues in Brussels in October 2002. That is a unanimous
agreement.We had our concerns and diVerences withScotland for sending us their written evidence too,

but is there anything you would like to say before that statement at the time, but it was a statement
which was made, and so, whilst we understand thewe start?

Mr Haworth: Thank you, my Lord Chairman. impatience of those who would like to see further
reform, who would like, in fact, to see the CAPBriefly, thank you for the opportunity of giving this

evidence on the future financing of the CAP. I would substantially dismantled, we would like to make the
point that to raise issues of further reform or fundinglike to introduce my colleague, Carmen Suarez, who

is our senior economist. This is clearly a matter of now is more likely to undermine any basis of consent
for further reform than it is to help it. We admit thatgreat importance to the NFU and its members. It is

very delicate matter as well, the financing of the CAP, there should be further reform of the CAP, but we see
that as a process, and we would see the process ofand certainly many questions arise out of it, probably

more questions than we can answer. As a brief understanding of the finance in the reform would
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19 January 2005 Mr Martin Haworth and Mrs Carmen Suarez

Could I ask, therefore, what eVect this is going toneed to have some time to gel within the European
Union and that rushing at that at the moment might have on Scottish farmers and, indeed, what
well be counter-productive. percentage you think are going to opt for euros and

what eVect it might have if we had a similar situation
in this country?Q38 Chairman: Thank you, Mr Haworth. In many
Mr Haworth: Thank you, my Lord. We in the NFUways that is the point that you make in your Policy
have also asked for that option for farmers to be paidStatement, and I think we have to remind ourselves
in euros. Our understanding is that in principle thethat our Inquiry—it is not easy—in a sense is as
Government has agreed that too, thoughwe have notsubject specific as possible. It is the future financing
got the details. We support this. Because the UK isof the CAP against the background, of course, of

announcements that have already been made by outside the Exchange Rate Mechanism, because the
commissions and ministers. In that context, could I payments are based in euros, there is an element of
ask you, assuming that the CAP reforms as currently risk here that is faced by the farmer. Therefore we
agreed are implemented, what do you think will be would like the choice to be given to the farmer to opt
the financial impact on your members? for having his payments paid in euros or in pounds.
Mr Haworth: It is diYcult to answer that question, The extent to which this will be taken up is diYcult to
myLord, with any precision. The basic point to grasp see. It probably is only going to be beneficial to those
is that the amount of finance available under this farmers who have a stream of costs which they can
reform is essentially no diVerent from the amount of meet in euros, which would probably be the larger
finance we had before. There will be some farmers, but for those reasons we think it would be
redistribution of the benefits of the support, useful as a risk reduction tool for farmers faced with
particularly in England because of the way we have what is otherwise quite a significant risk that they will
decided to implement the reform, so that there will be get less than they planned in their budgets because of
groups of farmers who will gain from the reform and an exchange rate movement which takes place.
other groups who potentially will lose, but the overall Chairman: A very interesting point. Very forward
sumofmoney ismore or less a constant one, and so in looking of Scottish farming.
that respect we would not expect to see any negative
impact on our members. Indeed, one of the reasons
we supported the reform and the concept of Q41 Lord Christopher: You mentioned that the
decoupling was that the old CAP required farmers to results of the new proposals will aVect some farmers
do things which were costly which took them away more than others, some will win and some may lose.
from the market. Can you say whether there is any particular type of

farming that is likely to benefit more or that are likely
to benefit less?Q39 Chairman:Would you give us an example?

MrHaworth:An example of that would be that if you MrHaworth:Yes, my Lord, the decision was made in
wanted get a subsidy you were required to keep the England that the payments would ultimately be paid
cattle for what was called a retention period, and they on a flat rate basis per hectare. There is a diVerent
had to be on your farm for that period. If a market agreement in Wales and Scotland, where the
opportunity came up during the retention period, if payments will be entirely based on what each
you sold the cow, you would lose the subsidy, and individual farm historically received. In a nutshell,
that is not necessarily a sensible thing from a market those farmers who historically received a relatively
point of view; and there are many other examples. heavy amount of support will see their payments
Within the CAP as it used to exist, in many cases, the diminished, those farmers who in the past received no
subsidy regime forced people to do things which were or little support would see their payments increased.
not rational as far as the market was concerned, and An example of the farmers who will lose would be
so we did support decoupling in order to remove that more intensive beef and dairy farmers. Examples of
constraint, if you like, or that pressure for farmers to the farmers who will gain would be farmers like
chase the subsidy rather than the market. To the horticulturalists who grow field vegetables or
extent that the reform breaks that link we think it will producers of pigs outdoors, who historically got no
be possible and therefore overall we would hope to support, who will now get support.
see the reform having a positive impact on the
finances of our members.
Chairman: Are there any supplementaries? Q42 Chairman: Out of interest, why was this

diVerence made between England and Wales, for
example?Q40 Lord Plumb: Lord Chairman, I would not
Mr Haworth: The diVerence was made because theexpect you to speak for Scotland, but I understand
diVerence could be made—I think that is thethat Scottish farmers will have a choice of whether

they can receive their support in euros or in sterling. answer—because we now have a devolved system.
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it have generally on the income of farmers, which, ofQ43 Chairman: It was that?
course, is our real question?Mr Haworth: The decision was up to each devolved
Mr Haworth: I think it will have profound changes,administration how theywanted it to be done. I could
though they may take time to work through. Wego into some technical reasons behind that, but I
would imagine that there will be eVects onthink the essential reason is that it could be done.
production and that in future farmers will only
produce what the market is telling them to produce

Q44 Earl Peel:There are, as youwill only be toowell and what they can remuneratively produce for the
aware, those that are highly critical of the CAP prices they are going to get. That requires not only a
reforms, indeed we have one such submission. I change in farming but it requires a change in the total
would be very interested in your comments on the food chain. At the moment prices that are being
suggestion (a point I think you have already oVered to dairy farmers and beef farmers are
acknowledged) that under the Single Farm Payment probably not suYcient for many farmer to continue
Scheme most farms will continue to receive more or production, so it will be up to food chain, the entire
less the same subsidy as before, but the criticisms go chain in future, to oVer those prices or see production
on to say that in return only for compliance with the reduced. As far as the structure is concerned, it is not
existing legal requirements, in eVect, farmers will necessary in the case of reform that that in itself will
receive subsidies for being farmers and the Single impact on the structure, but we have had a long
Farm Payment Scheme is likely to maintain current period of structural change in the industry which has
patterns of reduction regardless of whether or not resulted in fewer farms, larger farms on the one hand
they are economically sustainable. The public and more part-time farms on the other hand, and we
perception is terribly important here, and I would be do not see anything in this reform that will change
very interested in your comments on that suggestion? that long-term tendency. As far as the profitability is
MrHaworth: I think that suggestion is misconceived. concerned, as I said at the beginning in answer to the
The point of decoupling is that the payment is paid first question, the hope is that it will improve
regardless of what production is being made. It may profitably because it will mean that farmers can focus
be true in the first year, it probably is true, that on the market rather than producing for the subsidy,
farmers will continue to regard their subsidy as part which in many cases was an economically wasteful
of their total return and they may well not in their thing for them to do.
minds decouple the payment from production, but as
time goes by, and certainly already, I think, the more

Q46 Lord Plumb: How do you see modulationforward looking farmers have already done this, they
working in this particular area, because this is ahave realised that they must look at their enterprises
subject of concern to both small and large farms?in a more commercial way, they must decide what
Mr Haworth: The modulation that has been

they are going to produce based on whether they are introduced because of the reform is modulation—
going to make a profit from that production and
disregard the subsidy element entirely. It may take

Q47 Chairman: Could you give us your definition ofsome time for that to work through fully, but we are
modulation. It is a wordwith which I have a problem.convinced it will happen and, therefore, we do see
Mr Haworth: I was about to do that. It is used inthat the market will have a much greater impact on
many diVerent ways and contexts, but theproduction, the type of production and the volume of
modulation as introduced in this reform is ameans ofproduction in the future, than it does at the moment.
taking money from what is called the first pillar—Chairman: That is interesting. It very much leads on
that is market support and direct payments—andto the next question, which Lord Plumb, I think, will
moving it into what is the second pillar of ruralask you.
development. The United Kingdom is already doing
this to some extent (in fact it is the only country in

Q45 Lord Plumb: Thank you, Lord Chairman. You Europe that is at the moment doing it), and we have
have, I think, already said that you advocated at themoment a programme by which something like
decoupling. It makes reference to the market, of 4.5 per cent of the direct payments to farmers are
course, and farmers themselves are becoming more being removed and redirected into the second pillar
conscious of the fact that they have to rely on market of rural development. The reform introduces a
economy rather than on the subsidy point that I think European element too that that there will be three per
you have already covered, but, generally, although it cent rising to a five per cent reduction in the first pillar
is speculation to suggest what is going to happen, payments going to rural development, but there is a
what really do you think the impact will be on particular problem and concern in the UK because
farming? Will it aVect structures, will it bring about historically our share of European spending in the
changes which are perhaps even more radical than second pillar has been extremely low and it has not

been the Government’s priority to spend money inthose we can see at the moment and what eVect will
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a more market oriented system, because in future,the second pillar in the past. This current government
intends to really increase the amount of spending on unless the purchaser, the person who is buying from

the farmer, oVers him a remunerative price, in the endrural development—that is its stated policy and one
which we do not disagree with—but there is no that farmer is not going to produce. We would hope

that the eVect of decoupling would ultimately be tofunding source to do that other than on a national
level, unilateral level, to make further reductions in increase rather than reduce market prices?
the first pillar payments tomovemoney to the second
pillar. That does cause us some concern because it Q51 Lord Lewis of Newham:Could Imove to amore
means that the amount of payments that we get in specific point? Further reforms of the sugar industry
this country are going to be significantly lower than are expected. What are the implications, do you
our competitors in other European countries; so we believe, for the EU budget if reforms are not
are moving to a situation in which what was intended forthcoming?
to be a commonpolicy with common support is going Mr Haworth: We believe that reform of the Sugar
to be very uncommon with very diVerent levels of Regime is inevitable. It has to take place. If it does, or
support in diVerent countries. when it does take place, rather than if, we assume that

it will follow the pattern of other reforms, which will
Q48 Earl Peel: In paragraph 16 of your submission, involve a reduction in market prices and market
and I was very surprised to see this, you said “The support and price guarantees with some
NFU accept that there should be a shift from Pillar 1 compensation to farmers in return for that reduction.
to Pillar 2.” Is that not slightly in contradiction with If you look at it on an economic basis, you could say
what you have just said? that the result of that will be that consumers will
Mr Haworth: No, it is not in contradiction. In the benefit because prices will come down, farmers will
course of what I have just said, I said it is the get partially compensated, therefore to some extent
Government policy to increase spending on the farming incomes will be reduced, but the budgetary
second pillar, on rural development, and we agree cost of the reform will go up because you will have to
with that, we do not disagree with it. We do, indeed, pay compensation to the farmers for the reduction. In
accept that in the long term—and particularly I think other words, part of the consumer benefit will be
you yourself, my Lord, made the point about public taken away by a tax-payer increase. The result of the
perception being important—it is true that it is easier reform would be a higher increase in expenditure for
to explain and get support from the general public for the CAP budget, and that has been foreseen in the
spending on rural development than it is for spending budget forecast. If the reform did not take place,
on direct payments to farmers, and there are things there would be budgetary consequences, presumably,
that we think money should be spent on in rural but the extent and the direction of them would be
development. We agree with that, but we would like diYcult to predict. I think the underlying point is that
to see a more uniform system of that happening the reason that the Sugar Regime has to be reformed
across the European Union, rather than the United is not a budgetary imperative; it is because of the
Kingdom uniquely taking quite a big slice out of its obligations that we have and will have at an
first pillar payments and putting it into the second international level to reform the regime. That is the
pillar. We would like to see that on a more uniform driver of the reform.
European basis.

Q52 LordHaskins:TheCouncil ofMinisters has put
Q49 Chairman:Your concern is really about the rate a cap on this budget to the year 2013, but it recognises
of modulation in this country rather than the that it is possible that squeezes and pressures come on
principle? the budget particularly with regards to extending new
Mr Haworth: Absolutely. members—Romania coming in, Bulgaria coming

in—and, indeed, we are already getting evidence to
suggest that that is going to happen. There is,Q50 Lord Christopher: Can I ask a supplementary.

What will be the consequences on what are called however, a financial mechanism to deal with this
problem in that the single payment drops. Two“farm gate prices”? The supermarket power. Are

farmers going to get prima facie less for what they questions: (a) do you think that is likely to happen,
and (b) if it does happen, what sort of impact is thatproduce?

Mr Haworth:We would not accept that. As I tried to going to have on your members?
MrHaworth:Thank you, LordHaskins. In answer toexplain before, but perhaps I did not do it adequately,

at the moment the people who are buying from your first question, I think it is more than likely to
happen. I think it is extremely probable that it willfarmers to some extent know that farmers are

required to produce in order to get the subsidy and, happen. The second, what impact will that have on
our members? It is diYcult to say, because, again, wetherefore, are in a better position, if you like, to

manipulate the prices down than theywould be under are talking about a fixed budget and really this
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aware of the fact that there are Member States thatfinancial discipline is a way of redistributing that
fixed budget. It will really depend on who the money are calling for that agreement to be reviewed, but we

think that it would be crucial for the agreement to beis taken from and who it is given to. It is diYcult to
predict at this stage. We do not have the details of honoured, because otherwise the trust in any reform

of the Common Agricultural Policy may be broken,how the mechanism will work because the
Commission has not yet produced the regulation and we cannot forget that the Common Agricultural

Policy Reform was agreed on the basis that thewhich will tell us that. We do not know if it will
operate at a national level or at a European level—we Brussels Agreement was going to be honoured. On

that assumption, if indeed the 1 per cent ceiling isassume at a European level—but, for those reasons,
it is, as I said, extremely diYcult to predict the impact adopted and if that leads to a reduction or a

proportional reduction across the EU budget, thaton our members.
would come from a reduction in Pillar 2 funding in
rural development, and then it would have to beQ53 Lord Haskins:Have you any past experience of
better managed whether it is up to each Memberthis nature that enables you to make a guess at the
State to decide which part of the rural developmentimpact on your members?
funding is decreased or whether a proportionalMr Haworth: No, we have not, my Lord. This
decrease across the board would have to beconcept of a financial discipline is not a new concept;
undertaken. If the decrease is up to each one of theindeed, ever since, from memory, something like
Member States, we would envisage a situation in1987 there has been a mechanism in place to ensure
which, given the preferences manifested in thethat the CAP budget stuck within its limits which, if
current negotiating position of the Britishit looked likely that spending was going to go above
Government, one would expect, first of all, athe ceiling, required the Commission and the Council
reduction in the so-calledAxis 1 of rural developmentto take measures. In the past they never have, so we
that is aimed at restructuring the agricultural sector,have no basis on which to make any prediction for
and we think that that can be, indeed, very negative,the future.
especially in the current process of restructuring of
the agricultural sector in the context of CAP reform.Q54 Lord Haskins: They have in the sense that they
The second objective in terms of decrease would behave withheld export restitutions in order to keep the
the so-called Axis 3, and that is aimed at encouragingbudget down. They are doing that at this very
diversification of the rural economy. Because of themoment?
current commitments that Defra has alreadyMr Haworth:Yes. To that extent, yes, there has been
undertaken and given the fact that currently 80 pera need to withhold or increase export restitutions,
cent of rural development expenditure in this countryalthough that is being dictated more by the market
goes into agro-environmental schemes, a reductionthan the budget probably. It is impossible to say in
of the budget down to 1 per cent of the contributionsthe future, because we do not know how they would
is quite likely to also have an eVect on the funding ofreact, whether they would continue, as you say, to cut
agro-environmental schemes more specifically intomarket mechanisms or cut the direct payments.
the entry level scheme, and that will, indeed, haveChairman: This leads on very much to the question
very serious consequences, not only in terms ofthat Lord Livsey would like to ask you.
funding and in terms of the rural economy but also in
terms of the public perception of the rural sector.

Q55 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Lord Chairman, if the
group of net contributors get their way and a 1 per

Q56 Lord Livsey of Talgarth:We are talking aboutcent GNI cut is placed on the EU budget, will cuts
the budget here and you have mentioned varioushave to be made to the agricultural budget and, if so,
possible outcomes, but have you done anyare they likely to come from Pillar 1 or rural
fundamental “what if” questions of economicdevelopment? You have partly answered that
outcomes if the budget is restricted in this way,question previously. Obviously this is complicated,
because the answers you have given are ratherbut what is your judgment?
subjective in terms of content. Are you able to sayMr Haworth:My Lord, I think you have heard a lot
with any firm prediction rather more precisely whatfromme, so I am going to ask Carmen to answer that
the financial impact will be on rural developmentquestion.
schemes on the one hand and farming on the other?Mrs Suarez: Thank you very much.We consider that
Mrs Suarez: Forgive me, my Lord, for giving whatthe imposition of a ceiling on the EU budget would
you can call subjective answers. The problem lieshave very serious negative consequences. Whether
basically in the fact that the validity of these diVerentthe money would come from Pillar 1 or whether it
scenarios are subject to political decisions, andwould come from Pillar 2 would depend crucially on
political decisions are subjective by their very nature.whether the Brussels agreement establishing a

budgetary ceiling for Pillar 1 is solid or not. We are “What if” scenarios appear because the first “if”
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government that seems to give priority to Axis 2 (iecomes in terms of will the decrease in the EU budget,
or will the decrease in the pot of money available be agro-environmental schemes), but that considers that

there should not be aminimum expenditure allocatedfed in a proportional manner by all the diVerent
expenditures undertaken within the EU budget? Of to either Axis 1 or Axis 3. It seems that the

Government envisages rural development justcourse, we will have a completely diVerent situation,
depending whether the decrease in funding is only addressing concerns related to the environment and,

therefore, to the public perception of farming butsuVered by agricultural expenditure that is currently
less than 50 per cent of the budget, or whether other does not seem to give so much importance to the

market demands that are placed on farmers,forms of EU expenditure also have to share the bill of
that increase. The second “what if” comes when we especially in the context of a global market

environment and how a suitable regulatorytalk about within agricultural expenditure: will we
have to decrease Pillar 1, for which we have currently environment should be in place to help farmers

respond to those market demands.a commitment, or will we have to decrease only Pillar
2 for which no commitment is in place? Then, if we Earl Peel: I can fully understand that you would not

wish to see any reduction in the commitment of Pillardecrease only Pillar 2, the third “if” comes in, in terms
of will Member States have the possibility of 2, but presumably you would be extremely concerned

if there was to be a transfer of funds from Pillar 1 todecreasing funding for those programmes that they
consider less important and, if so, we open the way Pillar 2, because I would have thought that Pillar 1

funding is absolutely essential to your members inagain to distinctions between diVerent Member
States giving priority to diVerent issues. In blunt that it gives a stability for the future which Pillar 2

does not necessarily deliver?terms, it is going to be very diYcult, in any case, to
give a certain percentage that we think each one of
the programmes is going to be decreased by. What is, Q58 Chairman: Forgive me, I think I am going to
I think, essential is to understand that if you want an have to ask you to be brief. I know Earl Peel has
extreme scenario in which all expenditure cuts are asked you a very provocative question.
funded by a decrease in Pillar 2, then we can envisage Mrs Suarez: I think it is verymuch in with the answer
a situation in which, given the current allocation of that Mr Haworth has given in the sense that we
rural development to the UK, it will be very diYcult envisage that in the long term there is going to be a
for the UK to carry on with the agro-environmental transfer of funds for Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, and that is,
schemes that it has in place, and it will be very diYcult indeed, something unavoidable. What we would like
for the UK to have in place any rural development to ensure is that (a) any funds that are transferred
programmes that encourage the diversification of the from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 are done in a consistent
rural economy or that encourage the restructuring of manner across all Member States so as to place all
the agricultural sector. Member States in the same situation, and (b) that the

money transferred into Pillar 2 is transferred into
Pillar 2 for the fulfilment of the requirements of theQ57 Earl Peel: I think you have largely answered the
farming community and rural community, and thatfirst part of my question, which was what would the
encompasses not only agro-environmental schemeslikely impact be on members if rural development
but alsomeasures that fall within Access 1 and withinfunding is cut, but what are the rural development
Access 3.priorities of your members. You have talked about

the agro-environment schemes, but I assume it must
go much further than that? Q59 Countess of Mar: Very briefly, as somebody
Mrs Suarez: Thank you, my Lord. I think that the who benefited from theRural Recovery Fund, in that
priorities for our members are quite clear. We would we were given huge assistance with our business
like, and our members would like, to ensure the management andmarketing, do you think a lot of the
creation of a working environment where farming Pillar 2 money should go to teaching farmers how to
businesses can respond to the market demands that market their products? They are very good at
they have and also respond to non-market demands growing them or producing them but not very good
in the form of consumer needs concerning the at marketing them.
environment. We feel that the current proposal for Mrs Suarez:That is, indeed, why we believe that Axis
rural development funding to some extent covers 1 is crucial. Axis 1 is expected to provide measures
those two strands with the three “Axis” encouraging that increase the eYciency, increase the
diversification, encouraging restructuring of the competitiveness of the farming community. As part
farming sector and also funding agro-environmental of those programmes we have training programmes,
schemes. We feel that there is therefore a need for all marketing programmes, and so on. Again, it is very
three “Axis” of rural development, and that is where much linked with the need for farmers to understand
the position of British farmers is quite diVerent from the market and to make full use of the possibilities

that the market oVers, and we feel that, especially inthe current negotiating position of the UK
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substantive change or not, I do not know. I would saythe context of decoupling where decoupled payments
are expected to link farming decisions to the market, it is not; it is just a continuation of what is already in

place and is a long established trend. Will it giveAccess 1 becomes all the more important.
Chairman:Thank you very much.Wemove finally to opportunities for reduction in the budget? Possibly,

but very limited, because, as I have said, the trendthe question of Doha and WTO.
that we have got to replace market support with
direct payments is a well-established one, and, if weQ60 Baroness Maddock: In your submission you

have touched on Doha in paragraphs 11 and 12, and look at the budget that is foreseen for 2013, the vast
majority of that budget is on direct support. I thinkI have two questions that I hope perhaps you can

enlarge on, although you started to talk about it in it is something like four billion would be on market
support measures and 39 billion euros on directparagraphs 11 and 12. Do you believe that

substantive changes to the Common Agricultural support; so there is a potential for saving the four
billion, but, comparedwith the 39 billion, it is a trivialPolicy will be required as part of the Doha round of

World Trade Organisation negotiations, and do you amount. I know four billion euros is not a trivial
amount in itself, but as a proportion of the whole itbelieve that agreements reached at Doha are likely to

provide the opportunity for a reduction in the is not a large one.
Common Agricultural Policy budget?
Mr Haworth: Thank you for that question, my Lord. Q61 Chairman:A final question on this. The written

evidence sent to us by Which? Magazine includes theOur view is that if there is an agreement at Doha it
will require us, and every participant in the sentence, “In our view a strong WTO agreement is

the best hope for Europe’s consumers. CAP policynegotiations, to reduce their trade distorting
subsidies, to reduce and ultimately eliminate export makers generally only confront economic reality

when forced to do so by external pressures.” Do yousubsidies and to increase market access. If you look
at those three issues, we believe that the CAPReform think that is fair?

MrHaworth: I think the second half of that statementhas largely, if not completely, removed the market
distorting subsidies in the European Union. There is probably fair. The pressure for CAP reform, the

biggest pressure for CAP reform in the last 20 years,could be a case for saying that some of the countries
that have not fully decoupled should fully decouple in has been external pressure from international

obligations. Yes, that is true. It is diYcult, because, asfuture, and we would support that, but other than
that we believe that the measures that have been you well know, the Common Agricultural Policy is

negotiation between 25 Member States. It is diYculttaken will enable us to meet our obligations on
internal subsidies. The reduction in the elimination of to get internal consensus among 25 countries unless

there is some external pressure to do so; so itexport subsidies and the increase in market access
that we will have to give over time will make it probably is a fair statement, yes.

Chairman: Thank you very much. I am very gratefuldiYcult and finally impossible for us to continue with
market support measures. That is a continuation of a on behalf of this Committee to you and Mrs Suarez

for coming and for answering our questions so verytrend which is long established. All the reforms we
have had have been reducing market support and well and fully. If there is anything further that you

would like to put in further written evidence to us,replacing themwith direct support, and an agreement
with Doha will force us, whether we want to or not, please do so. We are very grateful to you for the time

you have given us.to continue down that path. Whether that is a

Memorandum by the Country Land and Business Association (CLA)

1. The CLA represents some 40,000 rural businesses in England andWales who, together, manage about half
the land area of these territories, and who therefore have a great interest in all aspects of the Common
Agricultural Policy. We are therefore pleased to oVer our ideas about the Future Financing of this Policy.

CAP as Part of the EU Budget

Q1. Affect on the CAP of the Government’s proposed 1 per cent budget limit

2. It would threaten the sustainability of rural communities in the UK. The CLA is extremely concerned by
the UK Government’s stance on the EU budget (which did not emerge from any process of domestic
consultation). We understand the 1 per cent of GNI figure allows for some expansion of expenditure (our
understanding is that the current budget takes about 0.92 per cent of current GNI we would like clarification
from the Treasury on these figures). However, in the context of current development of the EU this margin
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for growth in the budget seems far too small. Given, (i) the 2004 enlargement embracing 10 newmembers who
are mostly much more agricultural and poorer than the EU-15; (ii) that the next financing period embraces
further enlargement, to include Bulgaria and Romania, and possibly other Balkan countries, who are even
more agricultural and poorer still; and (iii) the wider ambitions spelled out by the EU Constitution, which all
governments have signed, for example into the areas of foreign and defence policy; then it is unrealistic that
all this can be accommodated during the next nine years within a budget ceiling less than the 1.14 per cent
proposed by the Commission.

3. If our Government has its way and if all parts of the proposed budget are cut in proportionwe calculate this
would represent a 12.3 per cent cut in the Commission’s budgeted funds for the CAP for the period 2007–13. If
the Pillar 1 market support and direct payments part of the CAP were maintained at the level agreed at the
2002 Brussels Council, then we calculate the 1 per cent budget limit would entail a 17.4 per cent cut in all other
parts of the budget including the Pillar 2, Rural Development, expenditure. The CLA could not support either
of these options.

4. Thus the Government’s stance on the budget is, in our view, incompatible with its other stated policy
commitments. The British Budget Rebate will unavoidably be part of this negotiation. The UK position to
hold onto the rebate; increase our share and absolute level of funding for Rural Development, and hold the
overall budget to 1 per cent of EU GNI is not a feasible combination. Something will have to give and the
CLA is highly concerned that this should not be support for the rural economy and environment. Just as the
recent policy changes are manoeuvring the CAP into amore defensible system of support for sustainable rural
communities—a vital part of which in the Government’s and our view is the strengthening of Pillar 2—we do
not wish to find that the funds available are diminished to the point of being inadequate for the task. We
sincerely hope that the 1 per cent bid is a negotiating position from which a compromise closer to the
Commission’s position will be struck.

Q2a. Is further reform of the CAP needed?

5. Yes. The CAP always has and continues to change and adapt to economic and technological circumstances
and the demands of society. Incidentally, we take issue with the remark in paragraph 4 of the Committee’s call
for evidence which described the 2003 reform as “initial”. The Fischler reform of 2003 was a further important
step in a process which has been underway since the early 1990s. Direct payments had to be created before
they could be decoupled. However, we have to take one step at a time and there is a large task to absorb the
2003 reformwhose implementation only starts this year for themajority ofMember States. SixMember States
are not implementing the reforms until 2006 and some may even delay decoupling until 2007. Furthermore,
elevenMember States (all but UK, Ireland, Germany and Luxembourg) are taking advantage of the provision
only to partially decouple supports. Only two (England and Germany) have decided on the strongest
decoupling, namely the complete divorce of payments from historical payments by moving to a regional
average payment system. In both cases this is to be done in a series of transitional steps. In four other territories
(Northern Ireland, Sweden, Denmark, and Luxembourg) a static hybrid of historical and regional elements
will be implemented. It is therefore premature to suggest throwing all this up in the air again until the current
reform has been put in place.

6. The pressures for the next steps are evident and growing. First, the very fact that it was necessary in the
political negotiation to allow considerable latitude on the pace and extent of decoupling means that there will
have to be a subsequent step to bring about convergence in the support system. Second, as the new Member
States are now full votingmembers there is every possibility they will wish to redress what they felt was a pretty
poor deal in the accession negotiations. The Poles were particularly unhappy with the settlement they felt
forced to accept. Third, the reform of the previously “untouchable” sector, sugar, cannot be delayed much
longer. The whole pattern of reform of all other sectors since 1992 has been the replacement of market support
by direct payments—amove which reduces economic costs but does so by increasing budget costs. This aspect
is particularly sharp for the sugar regime which was always defended most strongly by its supporters on the
basis that it cost the budget so little, though its economic costs, particularly consumer costs, were high. Fourth,
even when the decoupled payments are fully in place their longer term justification is in doubt unless they are
further transformed. The CLA is in no doubt that the present scale of public support is fully justified in terms
of: the quantum of public environmental services currently delivered and deliverable,4 the additional
regulatory costs borne by EU landmanagers, and in coping with the problems of rural development. However
it is equally clear that the present pattern of delivery of this support is not ideally tuned to the delivery of these
objectives. Fifth, it is likely that the outcome of the Doha Development Round of WTO and associated trade
policy changes (eg Mercusor, EBA) will necessitate further adaptation of the post-Fischler CAP.

4 We refer here to the potential, if the circumstances were right, to deliver significant benefits in adapting to andmitigating climate change
for example through renewable energy supply, carbon sequestration in soil and forest, and in floodwater control.
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Q2b. What opportunities exist for reforming CAP during the negotiations of the new financial perspectives?

7. Essentially, none. It has taken the entire three years 2002–04 to agree and prepare for implementation of
the Fischler 2003 reform. It is inconceivable that this reform could be renegotiated during the next 18 months
when massive preparations have been made across the EU to implement the current reform. It would be
unforgivable even to contemplate this. The businesses and lives of seven million farmers in the EU, and many
of their suppliers and service providers, have alreadyweathered two years of uncertainty as the current reforms
were negotiated. The farm land market in the UK has been practically at a standstill for well over a year as a
result of these uncertainties—this represents a huge interruption of an organic process of business change and
there are real (but unquantified) costs of inhibiting this process. The uncertainties cannot now be further
extended to rethink the current reform. Governments have a responsibility to engineer policy change at a pace
and in a manner which does not disrupt normal commercial activity.

8. All that said, precisely because reform of the CAP is a slow and diYcult process there is no harm at all in
commencing the process of thinking through the nature of the next stage of reforms, which could come on the
table as proposals in a few years time, for implementation in the years thereafter.

Enlargement

Q3. How will rural development expenditure be affected by enlargement?

9. This is already catered for in the July 2004 proposals for the new Rural Development Regulation. It is
already accepted bymany in the Commission and in the EU-15 that themost useful way to help the rural areas
of the newMember States (nMS) is through Pillar 2 Rural Development assistance and through the structural
funds rather than through “agricultural” support as has dominated the CAP over most of the last 40 years.
However, and not surprisingly, given that the Pillar 1 payments still dominate total rural expenditure, the nMS
have shown in their accession negotiations that they have been just as interested in getting what they consider
a fair share of Pillar 1 payments as discovering how to “do” Rural Development. Indeed whilst a dominating
theme in CAP reform debate in the EU-15 is the speed and extent of switching funds from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2,
in the nMS the debate has been the extent to which Pillar 2 funds can be used for Pillar 1 direct payments. This
indicates the diYculty of arranging a balanced policy development for the enlarged EU.

10. One of the problems of Pillar 2, Rural Development measures is that they are much more diYcult to set
up and manage than simply making direct payments to farmers. There is a problem of the sheer absorptive
capacity of the nMS to conceive and manage Rural Development measures.

Q4. What will be the impact on the rural economy of the nMS of increased structural funds with reducing direct
payments?

11. We are not able to answer this question which is best addressed to the nMS themselves. There are doubts
about how fast worthwhile Rural Development schemes can be mobilised, as it has taken the EU-15 many
years to learn how to do this. For the next period to 2013 our understanding is that the direct payments in the
nMS will be rising, not falling. Modulation does not apply to them until their payments have risen to 100 per
cent of the same basis as in the existing MS.

Financial Discipline

Q5 and 6. How far will Pillar 1 expenditures rise from enlargement and further reforms in the pipeline? Can financial
discipline be avoided?

12. We have no data, or reason, to doubt that Financial Discipline will be needed, but have no way of
estimating the magnitudes. Our presumption is that the ceiling for Pillar 1 expenditures agreed by the Brussels
Council in 2002 was the then political maximum that could be agreed for this aspect of the CAP. This decision
was taken in the full knowledge of enlargement to 27 members by 2007, and that there was a strong
determination to reform the unreformed sectors with all the expenditures that would involve. These
calculations involve assumptions of agricultural market developments inside and outside the EU, and also
about exchange rate between the Euro andDollar. They also had to incorporate assumptions about the extent
of use of export subsidies and any relaxation of import access. The very fact that a mechanism for reducing
Direct Payments was part of the 2003 reform indicates that the Commission thought, and the Council agreed,
that it was highly likely that enlargement and further reformwould require payments to farmers in the existing
MS to be reduced to provide the necessary funds. Our organisation and our partners in the European
Landowners’ Organisation (ELO) argued that as enlargement was of general political and economic benefit
to European society, then the cost of this enlargement should be shared across society by increasing the total
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budget rather than finding the resources from EU-15 farmers. However we have to live with the political,
agreements struck.

13. The magnitude of the costs of dairy sector compensation is fully known and incorporated explicitly in the
2003 reform. The cost of compensatory payments to sugar producers (both EU and ACID) has also been
estimated in the proposals tabled by the Commission in July 2004. There is therefore no mystery attached to
these costs, although until the sugar reform is agreed later this year its precise cost cannot be known. The other
unknowns are the costs of future commodity intervention where it survives, and of export refunds as long as
they last. Clear policy signals have now been given that both of these will be further reduced if not eliminated.
The only question is the timing of these processes.

14. We are concerned that the process of Financial Discipline should be a predictable one in which some clear
signals are given to farmers of the likely magnitudes involved in good time for their business planning. The
Commission and Defra repeatedly argue that the Single Payment System is the EU’s main instrument for
providing some degree of income stability for EU farmers, however, if the payments are subject to sudden
abrupt cuts they cannot serve this function.

Q7. Impacts of further “concessions” in the Doha Development Round (DDR)?

15. The CLA is not expecting any further significant concessions to be given. Just as in the Uruguay Round
ofGATTNegotiations in the 1990s, the process for the EU is first to determine the internal reform of the CAP,
and then with this political achievement in our pocket but implementation still to take place, this then defines
the limits to which we are able to go in the International Trade negotiation. This was the basis on which we
understood the Fischler 2003 reform. Of course, there may be an endgame in the DDR in which detailed
matters are finally resolved (just as there was a Blair House agreement at the end of the Uruguay Round) but
we would not expect this to fundamentally change the basis of the CAP which is now being set in place. Thus
the elimination of all supports to exports is now expected, though the trajectory of the phase-out is for
negotiation.We would expect the legitimacy of the decoupled payments to be non-negotiable whatever colour
of box they are assigned to. The main negotiation will therefore concern market access. This is of great
economic concern to producers, but the outcome would not be expected to take us to the realms where either
the operability of the CAP or its budget cost is threatened. The threat is rather to the incomes of producers
and the sustainability of rural economies.

Rural Development

Q8. Consequences if spending limits exceeded?

16. In the unlikely event that this occurs, then there would have to be cuts in expenditures somewhere in the
system. Unlike the Member States, in the budgetary process of the EU essentially there cannot be deficits.
Planned expenditure can only be made up to the budget ceilings. Of course there are large elements of
unknowable factors (exchange rates) and more importantly dire events such as dramatic animal disease or
flooding which can cause unplanned expenditures, but there are contingency reserves and mechanisms to deal
with such occurrences. Thus the main mechanism for balancing the books within the CAP is Financial
Discipline. There are apparently no legal limits on the annual changes which this can arrange. Any limits are
political. Note that all Pillar 2 expenditure is programmed for the entire seven year period and, in England,
most of that is for multi-annual (five or 10 year) contracts between the state and land managers under agri-
environment schemes. These cannot and should not be turned on and oV like a tap.

Q9. Is the stance of the 1 per cent club appropriate for sustainable rural communities?

17. No, emphatically it is not. We argued this in answering question 1 above.

Q10. Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly?

18. There should be an increase in the actions which go under the rubric Rural Development over this period,
but whether this is financed under Pillar 1 or 2 is a diVerent question. This is a huge subject in its own right.
There can be little doubt that the principal justification for public financial support to rural land managers is
increasingly for their delivery of public environmental services. There is a big debate about the magnitude of
such services and support and the most appropriate ways of arranging them. The only mechanism at present
for providing more funding for Rural Development is so-called modulation, or fund switching, from Pillar 1
to 2. The evidence of the voluntary modulation of Agenda 2000, and the very modest (5 per cent) compulsory
modulation in the 2003 Fischler reform is that this instrument is not widely supported. The reason is plain:
every ƒ1 million switched by a MS from Pillar 1 to 2 has to be matched by (approx) ƒ1 million from that
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MS’s Treasury. There is evidently limited appetite to do this around the EU. The CLA would be most
concerned if the UK were to use this mechanism more than we currently are ahead of other MSs.
The general reluctance to increase rural policy financing could be addressed either by reducing the MS co-
financing requirements, or by rethinking the types of measures allowable in Pillar 1. Three years ago,
recognising this “structural” problem in shifting the balance of the policy towards Rural Development, the
CLA and ELO argued for mechanisms to “green” Pillar 1. These ideas may yet have to be examined in
more detail.

Q11. Will the proposed Rural Development Fund improve distribution to Rural Development projects?

19. This is largely in the hands of theMember States; the distribution ofRD funds between theMember States
is a much larger concern for the CLA. There is no newmechanism proposed for getting more funds into Rural
Development. The base level of RDR funding for the next period will largely depend on the outcome of the
political debate on the EU budget as a whole as already discussed. For the UK there is an additional big issue
of redressing the imbalance in the shares ofRD funding between theMember States. On any objectivemeasure
(eg rural or agricultural land area) the UK currently has about a third or less of the share it should have of
this budget. It is vitally important that the UK government puts the rebalancing of this distribution of RDR
funding between the Member States towards the top of its negotiating priorities in the debate on the financial
perspectives.

20. In terms of the distribution of the UK’s share of the RDR funds between measures or projects, this will
be conditioned by the outcome of the current debate on the minimum expenditure weights between the three
axes of the RDR. The CLA supports the use of these minimum expenditure weights, but considers that the
Commission’s proposals for 15 per cent for Axis 1 (Competitiveness of Agriculture and Forestry) an Axis 3
(Wider rural development) are too high, and the 25 per cent forAxis 2 (Landmanagement) is too low. Likewise
we view with alarm the suggestions which have been made by Defra oYcials that the minimum weights for
Axes 1 and 3 could be zero. This would represent a very unbalanced view of Rural Development. Subject to
the outcome in this debate, the allocation of funds to projects is then a matter, as it should be, for Member
States and regions and the stakeholders on the ground to determine.

21. Finally, it should be said that although the proposed RDR contains a welcome streamlining of the policy
compared to the existing highly complex system, this is mostly a streamlining for EU andMS administrators.
Many of the RD programmes are very complex and impenetrable to the individual applicants at ground level
and we seek significant further simplification at this level.

13 January 2005

Memorandum by European Landowners’ Organisation (ELO)

Question 1: How will total CAP expenditure be affected by the European Commission’s proposed financial
perspectives, or the 1 per cent of GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributors, if agreed by the Council of
Ministers?

Answer:

Whatever agreement is reached on the size of the overall EU budget, the spending ceiling for CAP Pillar 1 has
been fixed until 2013. The Fischler reform proposal has been based on it, and the agreements of 2003 and 2004
respect it.

As regards Pillar 2, the Brussels Council of October 2002 did not fix a limit, but not because it envisaged cuts.
The Commission, considered that the second pillar of the CAP needed strengthening because of:

— The need to accompany the reform process regarding Pillar 1 with enhanced rural development
policies and measures so as to allow farmers to change their practices and diversify into more
multifunctional activities rewarding them for the services they provide to society.

— The need to revitalise rural areas, which in many places are threatened by depopulation and
desertification (by the way, slowing down the trend towards urbanisation allows to save substantial
expenditures for urban infrastructure at a limited cost).

— The need to follow up on the Göteborg Council, which supported greater eVorts to ensure
sustainability and further a better environment.

— The special needs of the new Member States, whose rural areas were seriously neglected by
Communist regimes.
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These were the arguments used by the Commission in negotiating the last CAP reform. They have created
expectations, which cannot be disregarded if the reform process is to continue.

The ELO, together with its sister organisation—the Friends of the Countryside—considers that, unlike the
structural funds, the Rural Development Fund (RDF) cannot be largely limited to Objective 1 areas, because
the second pillar of the CAP is closely linked with past and future CAP reform.

Question 2 : Is there a need for further reform of the CAP ? If so, what opportunities exist for reforming it further as
a result of the financial perspective negotiations?

Answer:

CAP reform is a process, which, under Commission Fischler has advanced more rapidly than the political
process seemed to allow. The last phase of this process is not completed yet, as the sugar sector and probably
wine still need to be reformed.

In the past, no CAP reforms were possible without additional money. Things have changed since, as current
Member States accepted to let their farmers pay for the greater part of the direct payments due to the
newcomers.

But no new reforms are likely to obtain a qualified majority if funds are cut. Which is why the Commission’s
proposal to reform sugar is based on constant budget expenditures.

Apart from the two sectors above, we see no opportunity for further CAP reform as a result of the financial
perspectives negotiations.

One should not forget that all EU farmers have been asked to become entrepreneurs and that entrepreneurs
require a stable regulatory homework.After theCAP reforms of 1999, 2003 and 2004 plus those still pending, a
new reform before 2014would be a bridge too far. Besides, it would be in contradiction with the Commission’s
approach, that Council accepted to ensure that the Brussels agreement of October 2002 and the CAP reforms
of 2003–04 would provide a stable regulatory environment and financial framework until 2013 and be
compatible with the EUposition in theWTO round. TheDoha objectives and theWTOnegotiating guidelines
agreed last July are fully in line with the reforms undertaken and planned.

If nevertheless the supporters of a 1 per cent GNI European budget insisted on further cuts in the CAP, the
only way to basically leave the reform as it standsmight be for the Commission to ask again to cap the support
for large farmers. Youwill be aware that theUK,whowas early on among the very few to support the Fischler
reform, was also among those (together with Germany and others) who rejected that proposal. It would
presumably do so again. The ELO took the same position against such a ceiling.

Question 3: How will rural development expenditure (Pillar 2) be affected by enlargement, recent and future?

Answer:

There should be no detectable eVect. The Fischler reform and the accession agreements are compatible also as
regards the EU budget, as indicated in the Commission’s proposal on the New Financial Perspectives (NFP).

The accessions of Romania and Bulgaria will cause additional expenditure for the Rural Development Fund
(RDF), unless the rural areas of the EU 25 are to be penalised (whichwould fail to honour past commitments).

In the longer term, the real problem here would be Turkey, particularly if the Member States were not ready
to fully pay for the cost of that accession. That may make capping of agricultural support to larger farmers
inevitable.

Question 4: What is the potential impact on the rural economy of increasing structural funds, which will mainly be
available to new Member States, at the same time as reducing direct (Pillar 1) payments?

Answer:

There is limited, direct impact on the rural economy of increasing Structural Funds (which don’t include the
RDF) as proposed in the NFP. However, if the Council reduces those funds for the new Member States
compared to the Commission’s proposal, support for rural development would suVer as well if its ratio to the
Structural Funds remains (as the Commission’s proposed) the historical one (14–17 per cent).
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Question 5: How far are market support and direct subsidiary expenditure (Pillar 1) likely to increase as a result of
further enlargement and the payment of new subsidiaries to the dairy and (possibly) the sugar sector?

Answer:

It seems extremely unlikely that the Commission will propose to exceed the budget ceiling for Pillar 1, because
it would fail to respect the “financial discipline mechanism”. Our members are well aware that the budget
ceiling will not be exceeded, whatever happens with the agricultural markets or the Euro-USDollar exchange
rate, or indeed any further regulatory reform (eg sugar) or adjustment.

The ceiling will obviously have to be adjusted for any new enlargement, unless the Council wanted to question
commitments made until 2013 with the last CAP reforms.

Question 6: Can use of the financial discipline mechanism realistically be avoided?

Answer:

No. It is a good mechanism, which will help spread the burden of any additional CAP costs, without aVecting
the smallest/poorest farmers.

Question 7:Will market support and direct subsidy (Pillar 1) be affected by any concessions which the EU has to make
on export subsidisation, import tariffs and domestic support expenditure in any agreement in the Doha Development
Round of trade negotiations?

Answer:

Following the WTO agreement reached in Geneva last July on guidelines for negotiations, it does not appear
that there will be any significant WTO eVect for Pillar 1, as already reformed or at least not before 2014.

Nevertheless, should any additional costs result from the finalWTO deal, we assume that they would be taken
care of via the financial discipline mechanism.

Question 8:Are the spending ceilings likely to be exceeded? If so, what will the consequences be for the farming industry
if the EU fails to meet the financial demands of both market and structural policies in an EU25 or EU27?

Answer:

We do not believe that the financial ceilings will be exceeded, because of the existence of the financial discipline
mechanism (that can be revised only by unanimity). If, in order to respect the spending ceiling, a substantial
across the board cut in Pillar 1 support was required, that could of course have an impact on farming incomes
and possibly on the market. It may also have an impact on requests under some structural funds (eg social
fund), but not on funding for rural development. One cannot, however, exclude that the triggering of the
financial discipline mechanism might lead some Member States/regions to ask for a revision of their rural
development plans (without aVecting the financial envelope).

Question 9: Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries, who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI,
appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

Answer:

The aim expressed by some Member States to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI would have no eVect on
Pillar 1 as this is pre-fixed, but we do fear an eVect on Pillar 2.

In fact the CAP reform agreed in June 2003 stipulated that funds for Pillar 2 would increase by ƒ1.2 billion
annually, which will be transferred from Pillar 1 in order to shift funds away from market towards rural
development support. (We regret that the Commission’s proposal to shift more money to Rural Development
annually was not accepted.) Any cut in Rural Development funding would question that deal and be in stark
contradiction with the Reform’s entire philosophy to make the CAP more market oriented, boast
sustainability and preserve the countryside and the environment.

To sum up, limiting the EU budget to 1 per cent of GNI would not lead to cuts in CAP expenditure for market
support, would cut funds for the Lisbon chapters and may cut the Rural Development Fund (which would be
the wrong message in our view).
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Question 10: Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain
similar to current levels?

Answer:

It was the intention of the Fischler reform to substantially increase funding for Rural Development. He was
followed only half-way. We would welcome any support by the House of Lords for a greater eVort in that
direction. At this stage it could be an uphill fight.

But it is of the essence to oppose any cuts, because they would contradict the spirit and letter of the last CAP
reform and negatively aVect our countryside.

Question 11:Will the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the Financing of the Common Agricultural
Policy improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

Answer:

By transferring some funds from market to rural development support, the reform allows the improved
distribution of funds for better purposes. Any further strengthening of Rural Development funding would be
an additional help. It is of course up to our national and regional authorities and local action group (to whom
7 per cent of the Rural Development funds are reserved) to submit good rural development projects.

As rural areas tend to be neglected, we hope to find new ways to provide additional funds for the rural
development.

Final Comment

The House of Lords should be aware that the share of CAP expenditure in the EU budget (which will move
down to 35 per cent by 2013) is only large because there are few EU Common Policies. If one takes today’s
combined public expenditure of the EU and its Member States, the CAP represents less than 1 per cent of the
total, for 11 million farmers (which can be expected to double with the accession of Romania and Bulgaria).
Is this too much to ensure that EU high cost farming survives in a world with major low cost competitors (the
CAIRNS group) and makes its contribution to preserve a vibrant countryside? Most developing countries
(other than those in the CAIRNS group) are in reality unaVected by the CAP.

January 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Professor Allan Buckwell, Chief Economist and Head of Research, Country Land and
Business Association, and Mr Mark Thomasin-Foster, President, European Landowners’ Organisation,

examined.

Q62 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for Mr Thomasin-Foster: I was going to come to that. I
coming this morning, Professor Buckwell and Mr actually farm in Essex, so I am a practising farmer.
Thomasin-Foster. We are live to the extent that what Over the last eight years I have taken quite a large
we say is going on to theWeb. To what extent people role in the CLA, both in environmental and in
listen to it and absorb it is a matter for greater agricultural matters, and, more recently, I took a role
question. It is very kind of you to come today. We in the European Landowners’ on behalf of the CLA.
have read your written evidence, both of you, with Recently, I have been elected the President of the
very great interest and I congratulate you on it. I European Landowners’. The European Landowners’
thought it was very interesting. Is there anything you now have 50 organisations which come together to
would like to say to us before we start? form the federation in Brussels across the 25Member
Mr Thomasin-Foster: Lord Chairman, thank you States. I hope that clarifies where I am at themoment.
verymuch and thank you for allowing us to come and On my left is Professor Allan Buckwell, the Chief
give evidence to you. It is greatly valued by us; Economist of the CLA, who, I am sure, if not known
indeed, it is an extremely important subject to our personally, many of you will have seen a lot of his
members, if I can say that, both in this country and writings and publications. I hope that puts us in
to a certain extent in what I represent now in the context.
European Landowners’ Organisation.

Q64 Chairman: Is there anything you want to add,Q63 Chairman: Could you give us, when you finish,
an idea who you represent, where your members are? Professor Buckwell, at this stage?
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19 January 2005 Professor Allan Buckwell and Mr Mark Thomasin-Foster

a good move? Is it something that you think they willProfessor Buckwell:My Lord Chairman, no.
benefit from, or the reverse, and how would you see
that response if it applies in this country?Q65 Chairman: Thank you. Turning to the subject
Professor Buckwell: I think the exchange rate riskof our inquiry, the future financing of the CAP,
from the fact that these supports are denominated inassuming the CAP reforms as currently agreed are
Europe is not new, because the previous paymentsimplemented, what do you expect to be the financial
were denominated in euros too. Managing thatimpact on your members? Perhaps we should look
exchange rate risk is an important part of what farmbriefly at UK members and continental members as
businesses have to do. If they have the option ofwell.
receiving the payments in euros and have a euroProfessor Buckwell: My Lord Chairman, given the
account and make purchases in euros, that makes areforms that are in place, I think we need to discuss
lot of sense. We would have certainly thought that isseparately Pillar 1 and Pillar 2. Essentially the
a flexibility that should be available to those who canchanges in Pillar 1, the decoupling of support
benefit from it. I was not aware that the Scots werepayments, in England, as distinct from Wales and
further ahead than us in England. If that is the case,Scotland, and it is diVerent again in Northern
we have got some catching up to do.Ireland, there is a redistribution of support, or there

will be over a period of eight years, from the historic
distribution of support, which was based on arable Q68 Earl Peel: I mentioned earlier, when we were
support and livestock payments and various support, discussing these issues with the NFU, that there are
to these flat rate payments. I am going to, I think, err quite a number of critical comments about the reform
in the direction of often talking about England and of the CAP. One such comment goes: a Single Farm
occasionally talking about Wales. We only represent Payment Scheme means that most farmers will
England and Wales in the CLA. Basically it is a continue to receive more or less the same subsidy for
rearrangement of support rather than a tremendous being farmers. In other words, business as usual.
eVect on the total level of support in the first instance, What I amkeen to try and get at is whether or not you
but we will have more discussions about what the feel that under Pillar 1, which has, of course, the
future may hold on that, and so the impacts are not cross-compliance conditions attached to it, these are
huge, but there will be less readjustment in the crop going to deliver in environmental terms and whether
sector than the livestock sector.We expect there to be the tax-payer is getting value for money?
more adjustment in beef than sheep, a little in dairy, Mr Thomasin-Foster: If I may start. First of all, you
but essentially it is a rearrangement of support rather may have seen recently that Barclays Bank have done
than a cut in the overall level of support. Also, of a survey which suggests that two-thirds of farmers
course, very importantly, because of the change in the will continue to treat the decoupled payment as part
way the support is given, we anticipate that it is going of their farm income, so there is still quite a lot of
to take a year or two formostmembers to decide how catching up to do on the opportunities that are
they are going to respond to that, given the impacts available to those farmers, and the way that the
of decoupling. So far as Pillar 2 is concerned, there is Single Farm Payment gives them the opportunities
a real fight on our hands, depending on the outcome and the breadth of opportunity in the future. I
of the issues that we will discuss and which are raised actually believe that one of the things that needs to
in your inquiry, that if Pillar 2 is significantly cut, this come forward is cross-compliance which is seen to be
could quite importantly change a number of schemes doing something for the environment and is seen by
and developments that we have been anticipating the general public to be doing something for our
over the last few years. landscape, not only just in wildlife terms, but in other

ways too—it may be climate change, it may be on
climate change mitigation, it may be on water, it mayQ66 Chairman:Wewill not anticipate questions that
be on flooding. There are a whole host of things thatyou are about to be asked and can answer.
can come in there, not only on cross-compliance, butProfessor Buckwell: The financial impact is varied,
in the entry level on the high-level schemes, so weand also from one farmer to another, because of this
have an awful lot of publicity to take forward tomove to an average payment.
make certain that those payments are, indeed, to be
seen by the general public to be of the value that theyQ67 Lord Plumb: On the distinction between the
should be and are.areas of the United Kingdom, you refer to the fact

that implementation is going to be varied, and we
shall see over a period of time how farmers respond Q69 Earl Peel: Are you suggesting, therefore, that

the level of payments being received at the momentto that change, but we know that Scottish farmers are
going to be given the choice of whether they take the under the Single Farm Payment Scheme are not

really justified in terms of what the farmer is havingfunding from Europe in euros or whether they wish
to stick with sterling. Would you welcome that? Is it to do with the environment?
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19 January 2005 Professor Allan Buckwell and Mr Mark Thomasin-Foster

problems, but what problems do you see in particularMr Thomasin-Foster: I believe they are, absolutely,
but, Allan may wish to say something. and would you like to outline them in terms of

financial support?Professor Buckwell: It is our belief that the total
quantum of public environmental services and Professor Buckwell: On output, in a sense this is

anybody’s guess. There have been a lot of studies oflandscape management services, resource protection
services, delivered by farmers and landowners is, as a the potential output eVects, production eVects of

decoupling across Europe. The analysis dependsdebating point, roughly the sort of flows of public
expenditure that is being made to pay for them. That enormously on how you do it and what assumption

you make. Do you include the trade liberalisation assaid, the schemes to actually arrange that delivery
patently are not targeted directly to the delivery and well or not. Some results that were presented to the

Agricultural Economics Society last week in Londonthe achievement of those environmental services,
particularly the Pillar 1. We have described this said grains outputs are to fall by between point five

and 1 per cent, ie not very much, sheep outputs to fallprocess of creating direct payments, decoupling
them, shifting resources fromPillar 1 to Pillar 2 as the 9 per cent.
direction that the policy had to move in. We have
been saying that for a decade now within the CLA. Q72 Chairman:Who produced these figures?
We are a long way from achieving that, and all the Professor Buckwell: These were produced by a team
while the majority of the payments are in Pillar 1 and from the Universities of Belfast and Missouri using
not Pillar 2 our view is that those Pillar 1 payments the FAPRI model.
are environmental payments in waiting and that
cross-compliance is an important step in a sense

Q73 Chairman: Perhaps you could send a writtenchanging the attitudes and mindsets of all
copy of it.concerned—farmers, managers and the public—to
Professor Buckwell: I am happy to do that. I do notthis change in direction. Having said that, we
pick this study out because it is better than anybodyrecognise that that story I have just told is not shared
else; it is just a recent one. A nine per cent fall in sheepto the same extent across Europe, which is part of the
production, an eight per cent fall in beef production,problem.
dairy production has hardly changed at all. That was
just taking account of the Fischler reforms, the

Q70 Chairman: I am not certain I totally understand decoupling as implemented diVerentially across the
this cross-compliance point. If, in fact, the small Member States. There were quite diVerent results,
farmer decides to take his single farm payment but and interestingly diVerent results if you add
leave all his 100 or 200 acres set asidewhere theremay assumptions about trade liberalisation as well. In
be some better butterflies and a few pheasants but not fact, most of those changes were less than the ones
much else, is that going to make the average farmer that I have just given. In a sense, Lord Plumb, the
who does that very unpopular? answer is almost what you would like it to be,
Professor Buckwell: If he produces more bio-diversity, because, to be honest, a lot of these analyses, the
no. I would have thought the opposite, that it will outcomes, are not much more than the assumptions
make the industry less criticised, or give less cause for about the eVect of decoupling.
criticism to the industry; but if the instrument of a
single payment which is tied to essentially not terribly

Q74 Lord Plumb: Could I ask whether you woulddemanding requirements beyond the existing
agree with those figures, particularly on sheep?environmental law, if there is not a process of making
Professor Buckwell: I have nothing better, and I amthem targeted so it is more obvious that that is what
astonished that I hear plenty of our members whothey are for, then I think it will be discredited.
will say, “We are not going to produce a single lamb
in future”, which says there will be a much bigger

Q71 Lord Plumb: I am sure, through your eVorts eVect, but then others, asMark Thomasin-Foster has
around the country, landowners are beginning to said, who have not woken up to decoupling yet.
understand what cross-compliance is about and
realise the moves that are bringing about some pretty

Q75 Lord Haskins: Would you not agree that theradical changes, but what impact do you think this
changes to currency would have a much morewill have on output in the United Kingdom from the
significant impact on the output than all thesedecoupling which is now agreed? May say ask also
reforms would have?what eVect do you think this will have particularly on
Professor Buckwell: That is the history of the lastthe Single Farm Payment, taking Pillar 1? What
decade.impact do you think this is going to have on the

future land and tenant agreements? I know that there
are some problems here basing, of course, the Q76 Chairman: That is why they want payment in

Euros.payment on the 2002 production. One hears of the
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giving direct payments—it increases the budget andMr Thomasin-Foster: Can I come back to Lord
Plumb’s land tenure question? With the background reduces total economic distortions and costs, that is

why you do it. The budget rise has therefore been, in athat the average age of the farmer is nearly 60 and 40
per cent have no successor, then I would suggest to sense, included within the Commission’s projections

and their financial perspective; if the reform is notyou that there will be tenure changes brought about
by this; some will decide this is the time to move on, done then I assume youwould actually save a little bit

of money, but I am not confident about that.and therefore tenure changes, ownership changes and
business changes will come. It will take time, there is Chairman: Lord Plumb.
no doubt about that, because people will see what is
around the corner and begin to form or reform their Q81 Lord Plumb: I wonder if I could ask Mr
businesses back. I am sure you are aware that the Thomasin-Foster, as president of the European
CLA has been very quick to urge tenants and Landowners’ Organisation, whether he would favour
landlords to get together to decide what is actually the introduction of the same scheme in this country
happening on these very payments and how claims for young farmers that they have in France, in other
are made. It has to be on a one to one basis and we words a £25,000 grant to help them get started if they
keep on urging them to do that. Time is running out. are under 40—that is going to British young farmers
Professor Buckwell: My Lord Chairman, can I just who are going over to France anyway—and a
add to that? retirement scheme for those who are over 65 for 10

years at £10,000 a year? Is that the sort of thing we
Q77 Chairman: Yes, Professor Buckwell. ought to be applying here, or how do we compare?
Professor Buckwell: The 10 month rule might have Mr Thomasin-Foster: We looked at this in the CLA
unanticipated, undesirable eVects. quite often, and actually rather jealously looked at it,

and thought that this is a possibility we should be
oVering our industry. However, any money that goesQ78 Chairman: This is the period you have to hold
to those schemes will come oV other schemes andcattle on your land.
other issues, so it is a very diYcult one to make aProfessor Buckwell: In order to be a successful
judgment on. Having said that, as I said a minuteapplicant for payments you have to have land at your
ago, the age of our industry is too high, we needdisposal for at least 10 months.What that says is that
young people back in, we need a vibrant industry andanybody transacting land during the year, part of a
that needs some young blood. I have not answeredholding, will certainly have to forego payments for a
your question but there is a degree of jealousy,year; farmers have not worked out how they are
looking across to our neighbours.going to handle this aspect yet and the same thing
Chairman: That does not surprise me. Lord Haskins.might mean that it retards necessary restructuring

until we find out how to do it without avoiding loss
of payments. Q82 Lord Haskins: As you know, the three large
Chairman: Thank you. Lord Lewis. Member States—France, Germany and the United

Kingdom—have firmly said that the budget must not
rise and that the figure must be at 1 per cent, numberQ79 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Can I ask a specific
one; number two, on CAP reform, they have thequestion about reforms of the sugar industry that I
mechanism through the single payment to applywhatthink are anticipated? What are the implications for
they call Financial disciplines, which assumes thatthe EU budgets if substantive reforms do not take
the people who designed the CAP reform think thatplace?
the budget is going to come under some pressure. IProfessor Buckwell: If reforms to sugar do not take
presume we all believe that, with Romania andplace? Crumbs, I was not expecting that one, my
Bulgaria coming in and other factors. Assuming theLord, because we are assuming they will take place.
financial discipline is applied, ie a reduction in the
single payment, and assuming also that that might beQ80 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Take both situations
applied to bias in favour of smaller rather than largerthen.
farmers—I know what your answer will be but IProfessor Buckwell: Essentially, on commodity issues,
would still like to hear it.we defer to our partners in the NFU so we would not
Professor Buckwell:What do we think of that?seek to take a diVerent line from theNFUon this, but

our understanding is that the proposed sugar reforms
are built into the existing budget projections and they Q83 Lord Haskins: Yes.

Professor Buckwell: As we said in our writtenwould be accommodated by that. Because I presume
the budget cost of the sugar regime rises through evidence, our view is that the position of the 1 per cent

club—and let us focus on the one that we live in, thereform—because generally speaking that has been
the pattern asMartinHaworthwas saying for the last UK—is that they are seeking mutually incompatible

objectives. They want to keep the budget to 1 perdecade, you move away from price supports by
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Professor Buckwell: You are absolutely right to saycent, they want to retain the budget rebate and they
want to increase rural development. That has been that we have to be much more overt about defining

what these environmental services are and, in a sense,the direction of reform and, in our view, those three
things are not mutually compatible, one of those will relating the payments to their delivery. I do not

believe that there is a tremendous diVerence, ahave to give and our view is we would like it to be the
1 per cent that gives and that the outcome is closer to systematic diVerence, between whether it is large

farmers or small farmers, but the point is that therewhat the Commission proposed, because in our view
it is absolutely amazing that an enlarged European should be a connection. I think that in the last decade

we have learned a lot about this. There has been aUnion with larger ambitions as to what it deals with
could be achieved within this incredibly small total huge amount learned about biodiversity and the

habitat and landscape eVects of diVerent farmingbudget expenditure. In terms of the mechanism of
financial discipline, the current regulation does not systems and the value of that, and there is an industry

out there to do research on valuing theseinclude within financial discipline any modulation—
ie using that word with its correct meaning, any environmental services. That is not to say that we

have not got a longway to go to decide on the amountdiVerentiation in payment cuts by size—and in our
view neither should it. If you like I will say why. of payments and the payment rates to bring about

these environmental outcomes, but I think we are
learning fast how to do that.Q84 Lord Haskins: Yes.

Professor Buckwell: Because in our view the logic of
payments is and increasingly will and should be Q87 Countess of Mar:You have just said there is an

industry building up. I envisage an army ofpayments for the delivery of public environmental
services, and there is therefore no logic in having bureaucrats going around farms with clipboards and

things. That is going to be a cost against the CAP, isthresholds in those payments. If you are a big
deliverer of public environmental services then there it not?

MrThomasin-Foster:One of the intentions of the newis no logic in having an artificial decision that you
cannot have more than a certain amount. Any CAP reform is to try and simplify it, and one of the

important things is that it is not only simplification atsupplier of goods from the private sector is paid
according to the volume of the goods that he delivers, a Brussels level or even a national level, there is

simplification both in our Rural Developmentso, in a sense, provided that that is the case and is
accepted to be the case, that removes any logic in Regulations and all the other regulations at farm

level so that delivery can be achieved. One does fearhaving these artificial thresholds, unless you felt that
the costs of delivery varied by the volume, but that is the quantity of bureaucrats that could be there

pursuing regulation, it is delivery on the ground thatnot the basis upon which any modulation that we
have seen has been suggested. we want.

Countess of Mar: Precisely.
Q85 Lord Haskins:Do you really think that there is
a change, is this not just a subsidy under another Q88 Lord Haskins: This is reality: we received our

documents from Defra this weekend and they arename?
Professor Buckwell: Oh yes, we really do, because we that high. The die is already cast, the bureaucracy is

not going to happen, it has happened.are completely convinced that land managers do
provide these public benefits.We can argue—andwill Mr Thomasin-Foster: The German farmer or his

representative tells me that he can spend seven hoursdo—about the precise value of them and the
quantum of them and, to put it another way, if you a week on paperwork.

Lord Lewis of Newnham: That is not surprising.cut the direct payments for example and just said we
are paying for the environmental services in Pillar 2 Chairman:One of my colleagues here told me that he

has had someone around measuring the size of theso we can cut the rest, even if it was over a period, you
would see a terrific diminution in the supply of those puddles on his farm. We had better move on. Lord

Livsey.services and the British public would be howling is
our strong belief.
Chairman: The Countess of Mar. Q89 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Thank you very much,

my Lord Chairman, I apologise that I cannot be here
all the time due to other commitments. If the groupQ86 Countess of Mar: You have mentioned that

there are public benefits; how do you envisage that of net contributors get their way and a 1 per centGNI
cap is placed on the EU budget, will cuts have to bethese will be measured? For example, a small farmer

can be very conscious of the environmental factors made to the agricultural budget? If so are they likely
to come from Pillar 1 orRural Development? I noticeand a large farmer may be just a dairy body or

something like that. How is one going to bemeasured in the third paragraph of your evidence that you had
a go at estimating what the cuts would be; I wonderedagainst the other?
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leading on, what are the Rural Developmentwhat the basis of that is and whether you feel that it is
going to be unsustainable for theRural Development priorities for your members?

Professor Buckwell: It is easy to answer both of those.part of the budget to take the whole hit, if there was
a cut of that kind? In England and Wales the stewardship payments

take up the vast bulk of Rural DevelopmentProfessor Buckwell: My Lord, yes. The basis of the
calculation is extremely simple, that the 12 per cent expenditure. If that is cut then it will simply be that

new applicants to go into those schemes will not bejust is the ratio of 1.14 reduced down to 1 per cent,
and then simply you pose the question in fact does able to be accepted and you might even get to the

situation where five and 10 year contracts that havethat apply to all the headings in the budget and the
proposed budget or does it apply diVerentially? Do already been entered into in good faith cannot be

honoured. That last outcome is absolutely untenable,we maintain the heading 2A, the market support and
direct payments, parts of the budget, and if they are how would you get farmers to trust the Government

ever again if they went back on contracts that aremaintained on the basis of the Brussels Council then
you have to cut, as a matter of simple arithmetic, all already signed for delivering environment? It would

be utterly crazy and you would have the farmingof the other headings, we estimate, by something in
the region of 17 per cent. I realise that this is an over- organisations and the green organisations making a

very big noise about that. So the scope to cut what wesimplistic calculation because you are talking about
profiles of expenditure over seven or eight years that are currently doing is not very great except in the

areas, as Carmen Suarez was describing, that we willdo not go on at the same rate, but the very clear
message is that the agriculture policy as currently say are pretty important—diversifying the rural

economy and improving marketing and quality andenvisaged could not survive, in our view, the outcome
that the budget is only 1 per cent. As we heard from encouraging regionality and locality production. To

not have measures under those headings would againthe NFU—which seemed to me a perfectly good
description of the reality—having agreed this be going back on all of the rhetoric and the

arguments we have been developing for the past fewBrussels Council only two years ago it would be very
odd if we scrapped it before it has even had any years. That is why we put this in fairly strong terms.
impact, so that does suggest that it is Rural
Development that would suVer. Given that the whole Q93 Earl Peel: But despite your natural enthusiasm
logic of reform over the last few years has been to for an increase in Pillar 2 funding I do not imagine
move away from market support to these payments that most of your members would appreciate a cut in
for public good and dealing with the market failures Pillar 1 funding because Pillar 1 funding produces a
in Rural Development, it would seem to me an continuity and security to the year 2013 which I
incredible backwards step to now kill that move would have thought would be largely benefiting
before it had really got going. them.

Professor Buckwell: This is a true statement, and of
Q90 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Do you think in your course if you oVer people a choice, would you like to
judgement as an organisation that the 2002 have an annual payment that is just related to the
agreement will be honoured or will the countries that amount of land you are farming or would you like
are pressing for 1 per cent get their way? to enter into quite a sophisticated and complex
Professor Buckwell: I suspect the answer will be even scheme to deliver biodiversity, landscape, resource
more muddled and messy. It will be a mixture of protection and so on, then the first route of course is
changes in co-financing rates, some adjustment to the easiest, so human nature being what it is of course the
ceiling and whether Bulgaria and Romania are members would prefer Pillar 1 payments—
included, it will have at least five elements into it, only
three people in Europe will understand what it is and Q94 Earl Peel: It is also secure and not a lottery. As
it will take us a while to sort that out—because this is far as I see it with Pillar 2 there is a degree of chance
the way Europe works. It has to find agreement as to whether you can buy into the schemes or not,
amongst diVerent and competing interests. but with Pillar 1 you know what you are going to get

to the year 2013.
Q91 Chairman: It will keep you in a job! Professor Buckwell: Which is why the New Entry
Mr Thomasin-Foster: I think it will be the Stewardship Scheme is so important, to establish
compromise that creeps in. the principle of a non-competitive entry, wide

application scheme to deliver tangible environmental
benefits. Therefore, if that was threatened by theseQ92 Earl Peel: Leading on from that, I accept that

you have partially answered the first part of my decisions on the budget this would seem to be a very
backward step.question, what is the impact on your members if

Rural Development funding is cut—and that is Chairman: I will ask Lord Christopher, I think he
would like to follow up.dependent on the level of the cuts, I suppose—and,
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the funding of certain aspects of the environment likeQ95 Lord Christopher: In a sense I think you have
substantially answered the question, so I will be brief Natura 2000 areas across Europe and whether the

funding for that has been lost in this simplification,in asking it. Would it make any sense at all—what
would your feelings be—if, putting it very simply, the but on the audit, to be honest, I am not sure we have

got anything much to add on the audit question.Pillar 2 money went into the other structural
cohesion funds which might, I suppose, enhance the Mr Thomasin-Foster: No.
area of rural regeneration? Chairman:Very well, we will move on finally toDoha
Professor Buckwell: Crumbs. It is not diYcult to see andWTO and I know Baroness Maddock would like
that there is a legitimate argument to say that the to ask you a question or two on that subject.
point of having a common European budget can be,
in a sense, to bring up the poorest areas of Europe, ie

Q97 Baroness Maddock:Yes. In your submission tocohesion, and to use structural funds for that.
us you talk about Doha in paragraph 15 and you sayHowever, our understanding is that the debate about
that you would not really expect any fundamentalthe Rural Development Regulation was not
changes to the basis of the Common Agriculturalprimarily concerned with that, it was primarily
Policy as a result of negotiations at Doha and withconcerned with dealing with the market failure of
the WTO. I wonder if you could enlarge a little onrural areas concerning environmental delivery and so
that. Secondly, I wanted to ask about the CAPon. Therefore, to switch from those objectives to
budget, and again you say you do not think that thecohesion objectives—which would certainly mean
operability of the Common Agricultural Policy or itsthat it would be very hard to make the case for many
budget cost is threatened, but would you see anyparts of the British Isles getting assistance—would be
possibility that this would give an opportunity for aagain a rewriting of what we thought had been the
reduction in the Common Agricultural Policydebate over the last few years, so we would be
budget?unhappy about that. In other words, the cohesion
Professor Buckwell: If we take each of those in turn, inissue is one that in a sense is not within the remit of
relation toDoha our argument has been—and in factus as a landowner organisation, it is a much broader
we agree exactly with the way in which Martinissue, and should be fought with on that plane.
Haworth put it a little while back, so I will not repeat
those arguments—that the way that Europe, because

Q96 Chairman: Do you think, therefore, that the of the complexities of reaching agreements in
measures under the financial perspectives that the Europe, has to enter these international negotiations
Commission is proposing to consolidate a number of on agriculture we should first agree our domestic
sources of funding into the European Agricultural reforms—which is essentially what Commissioner
Guarantee Fund and a European Agricultural Fund Fischler has achieved in the last two years, at least the
for Rural Development are a step forward, in your structure of those reforms—which then defines the
judgment, or not?What are the proposedmeasures to negotiating mandate, up to which the trade
improve audit and what do you think of the audit negotiators can now go and not beyond which they
controls, are those adequate? have very little leeway to go because they have noway
Professor Buckwell: To take the first one on the of delivering it. Therefore, on that basis we assume
consolidation of the budgets; it is themain idea which that the decoupling of payments was a key step and
came out oV the Strasbourg Rural Development we are now arguing about the details of the speed and
Conference that Fischler held only a year ago, where the extent of reductions in assistance to exports and
simplification was the great gain. When we looked at the extent of any market access change. If more has
what the simplification was, it was a simplification to to be given away on those, particularly on market
dowith the administration of the schemes, howmany access, then the Commission in a sense anticipates
pots the money was held in and what the rules were this, and whether it has a price-reducing eVect within
for using that money—which very few people in Europe. One supposes that that would impact on the
Europe ever understood, so if it was going to be CAP because it will simply mean that intervention
simplified it would be fairly hard to argue against it prices are either reduced or eliminated, because there
because we are all in favour of that. In terms of our cannot be any impact on the EU budget because the
members on the ground, however, getting access to EU budget cannot operate in deficit. In that sense the
public schemes to develop the quality or whatever it mechanisms are such that our understanding is that
is, there is still a huge question there as to whether at what Europe has done on its domestic policy defines
that level there is any simplification at all. So the what is achievable in Doha, and then to the extent
streamlining of the budgets we felt was a sensible that that impacts on running the CAP it will have
thing because if it meant that civil servants were not to be managed by a combination of financial
getting lost in those problems but were actually discipline—reducing the payments in EU-15
focusing on what was happening on the ground, that essentially—to provide for any additional

expenditures, or cutting the support levels. Thewas a very good idea. We are concerned a bit about
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considerable funding is going to be needed to actuallyimpact will therefore be on the economics of
producing within Europe, which will deteriorate if a put in place and manage positively those particular

sites. When you look to this country, which I thinklot more is given away in Doha.
Baroness Maddock: That is a very helpful has about eight per cent of its land area in a Natura

2000 designation, and you then move to Spain, Spainclarification, thank you.
has 30 per cent of its area under Natura 2000
designation. England, Wales and Scotland are very,Q98 Chairman: Thank you very much. Could I just

ask a final question of you, Mr Thomasin-Foster? very small compared to the other Member States so
the demand that is going to come forward for fundingWearing your hat as the president of the European

Landowners’ Organisation do you get the feeling that for those particular sites, under Axis 2 of the RDR,
is going to challenge that budget considerably. I amyour colleagues, farmers in continental Europe, will

be basically making the same noises, the same sure you, I and all of us would agree that where we
have these valuable sites we want to see positivestatements and applying the same political pressure

as you are doing in England, or is there any change in management to keep them in being and enhance
them, and that is something which has to be doneemphasis in the continent that youwould like to draw

our attention to? We are an EU Committee and we with funding to make it worthwhile.
are talking about the future of EU financing.
Mr Thomasin-Foster: I think it is worth just making Q100 Chairman:What you are saying in fact is that

this is going to be another substantial demand on thethe point that COPA does take the commodity issue
across Europe and, of course, the European CAP budget.

MrThomasin-Foster:Yes.We have been working outLandowners’ are dealing with the CLA issues across
Europe. The papers that you have seen are from both figures, which I can share with you, though not

perhaps now.the CLA and the ELO and have been shared across
Europe, across the 50 ELO member associations—

Q101 Chairman:We would be delighted to see them
in writing; that would be very kind. We hope to visitQ99 Chairman: There are 50 members, did you say?

Mr Thomasin-Foster: There are 50 associations who Brussels in the early part of March. Is there any one
of your colleagues there who you think it would become together to form the federation, which is what

the European Landowners’ Organisation is. Those particularly worthwhile us trying to have an hour
with?papers have been shared and they were debated last

week in Brussels and they were fully accepted, so the Mr Thomasin-Foster: I would be delighted if you had
an hour with the Secretary-General, Thierry demessages that you are hearing from us are not

dissented from by the other organisations. I think L’Escaille, whose oYce is in Brussels, 200 yards from
DGAgri, so no diYculty for you to get there. One ofyou asked what is one of the most significant

concerns that comes forward from other Member the things that he would bring forward to you I am
sure, Lord Chairman, is this problem of the NaturaStates andAllanBuckwell aminute agomentioned it;

that is the funding of Natura 2000. In this country 2000 funding under the RDR.
Chairman:Thank you verymuch, I will ask our Clerkyou will know that English Nature and the other

agencies are funded direct from the Treasury to to follow that up. Thank you very much for the time
that you and Professor Buckwell have given us today.provide protection for the SAC and the SPA areas,

and of course behind those the SSSI series. That is It has been very interesting indeed, thank you for the
frankness with which you answered our questions.not the case in the majority of the rest of Europe, and
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WEDNESDAY 26 JANUARY 2005

Present Christopher, L Mar, C
Haskins, L Renton of Mount Harry, L
Livsey of Talgarth, L (Chairman)
Maddock, B Sewel, L

Memorandum by Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs and Her Majesty’s Treasury

CAP as a Part of the EU Budget

Q1. How will total CAP expenditure be affected by the European Commission’s proposed financial perspective, or the
1 per cent of GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributors, if agreed by the Council of Ministers?

1. The Commission has proposed a CAP budget (Pillars 1 and 21) of ƒ390 billion over 2007–13 (all figures in
this note are 2004 prices), including the budget ceiling for Pillar One agreed by heads of Government in 2002,
applied to EU25. A breakdown provided by the Commission is at Annex 1. The Government believes that
the Commission’s overall proposals for a 35 per cent real terms increase in the EC budget are unrealistic and
unacceptable. The UK together with Austria, France, Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden, believe that
with growth and reprioritisation on those policy areas with significant EU value added a budget of no more
than 1 per cent of EU GNI is suYcient to support the Union’s priorities, including those for agriculture and
rural development. The Government’s priority for Pillar 1 is to take opportunities for further reform within
the spending limits already agreed, and that costs for Bulgaria and Romania are met within these limits. The
position on Pillar 2 is described in more detail below.

Q2. Is there a need for further reform of the CAP? If so, what opportunities exist for reforming it further as a result
of the financial perspective negotiations?

2. The Government is a leading advocate of CAP reform in the EU, pressing for a more liberalised and
market-focussed agriculture sector, in line with our Strategy for Sustainable Farming and Food. Historically
the CAP has had significant disadvantages for consumers, taxpayers, the environment, trade and
development. Significant reforms were achieved in 2003 and 2004, in particular largely breaking the link
between direct subsidies and production. It is important to recognise how far the EU has come in reform, but
there is still a long way to go.

3. Most of the benefits to the economies of the UK, EU and developing countries are expected to come from
reducing the current high level of market price support (which requires high tariVs, intervention, export
subsidies and other mechanisms), in particular by significantly improving market access. Half the support
given to the EU’s farmers is still provided in this way, mostly in the form of higher prices paid by consumers2.
The WTO Doha Development Agenda provides an important opportunity for all developed countries to
reform, and the Government is pressing for further reform, most recently calling in the July 2004White Paper
on Trade and Investment3 for the EU to “end the trade distorting eVects of its policies under the Common
Agricultural Policy” and setting out that “our long-term goal will be to abolish progressively, as for industrial
goods, all trade-distorting agricultural subsidies and all barriers to agricultural trade in the form of tariVs or
quotas.” The next internal stage is likely to be reform of the sugar regime, on which formal Commission
proposals are expected later this year; this is not part of the financial perspective negotiations. In the context
of the financial perspective negotiations, the Government is seeking to improve the value for money of CAP
expenditure, including ensuring it can help farmers to adapt to the more liberalised market conditions
following reforms, in particular by calling for further redirection (“modulation”) of resources from Pillar 1 to
Pillar 2, described in more detail below.

1 CAPPillarOne coversmarket supportmeasures and direct payments; Pillar Two covers accompanyingmeasures for rural development.
2 OECD, Analysis of the 2003 CAP Reform (2004).
3 Cm 6278. See in particular Part 3 Chapter 3.
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Enlargement

Q3. How will rural development expenditure (Pillar 2) be affected by enlargement, recent and future?

4. The available funding for rural development programmes across Member States under the proposed draft
Rural Development Regulation in the next Financial Perspective will depend on the overall budget size, and
on how the overall budget is allocated. TheCommission is proposing increasing rural development funds from
ƒ10.5 billion in 2006 to ƒ13.2 billion in 2013, or by 25 per cent, not counting funds transferred from Pillar 1
to Pillar 2 (“modulation”), which would take the 2013 total toƒ14.6 billion, up 31 per cent fromƒ11.2 billion
in 2006. Further details, including a breakdown for the costs of Bulgaria and Romania, are given at Annex 1.
The Government’s position on rural development is discussed in answer to Question 9.

5. The second factor to be considered is allocation of the funding betweenMember States, which is also under
negotiation, as part of the Rural Development Regulation negotiations. The UK is pushing for a fairer
allocation of available funds based on objective criteria based on need, and not historical spending levels as
used in the current financial perspective. No further details on proposed allocation criteria have yet been
provided by the Commission.

6. The draft Rural Development Regulation is based around a large number of specific measures, which
identify what rural development funding can be used to support, and at what level the support can be given.
Most of the proposed measures are based on the existing Rural Development Regulation, and apply equally
to all EU25, with two exceptions; the proposed removal of support for Producer Groups from EU15, but not
from EU10, and the support for semi-subsistence farms undergoing restructuring in EU10 (although both
only for a transitional period until the end of 2008).

Q4. What is the potential impact on the rural economy of increasing structural funds, which will mainly be available
to new Member States, at the same time as reducing direct (Pillar 1) payments?

7. Most of the new Member States face challenges in reducing their dependence on agricultural employment
and developing their economies, and need EU help in doing so. Increased expenditure on increasing and
improving the quality of investment in physical and human capital should improve the overall economic
performance of the new Member States, including in rural areas. Whether structural funds result in a more
competitive agricultural sector in these countries will depend, in part, on the level of oV-farm wages and also
on the impact on transport and other agricultural marketing costs. To the extent that real disposable incomes
increase in these Member States, so market opportunities will emerge for exporters (including producers of
good quality, value-added, agricultural products) in the UK and elsewhere in the EU.

8. Regarding the structural funds in richer Member States, the Government’s position is clear: EU support,
both financial and institutional, should be refocused on those poorest Member States that will benefit most
from direct EU involvement. In otherMember States, including the UK, regional policy should be (as in large
part it already is) resourced domestically. TheGovernment does not believe that focussing the structural funds
on the new Member States will have a negative impact on the UK economy, including the economies of
rural areas.

Financial Discipline

9. The “financial discipline mechanism” will ensure that from budget year 2007 (which covers 2006 direct
payments) the Pillar 1 ceilings are not exceeded. Annex 2 gives further details.

Q5. How far are market support and direct subsidy expenditure (Pillar 1) likely to increase as a result of further
enlargement and the payment of new subsidies to the dairy and (possibly) the sugar sector?

10. Pillar 1 ceilings for the period 2007–13 were agreed by the European Council in October 2002. Dairy and
any sugar direct payments would have to be financed within these ceilings. The Government is arguing that
the costs of further enlargement should be met within these ceilings, although the Commission has proposed
increasing the ceilings to provide for Bulgaria and Romania. Annex 1 shows the Commission estimates for
the cost of Pillar 1 for Bulgaria and Romania.
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Q6. Can use of the financial discipline mechanism realistically be avoided?

11. Commission estimates provided at the time of the June 2003 agreement suggest that the financial discipline
mechanism will be used (see Annex 3).

Q7. Will market support and direct subsidy (Pillar 1) be affected by any concessions which the EU has to make on
export subsidisation, import tariffs and domestic support expenditure in any agreement in the Doha Development Round
of trade negotiations?

12. The WTO framework agreement reached in July 2004 commits WTO members to eliminating export
subsidies as part of the final Doha Development Round agreement. This will impact on Pillar 1, but when and
how will depend on the date or dates agreed and on the nature of any EU reforms which take place to
implement the agreement. Changes to rules on import tariVs and domestic support could also aVect Pillar 1
if these require further reform in the EU.

Rural Development

Q8. Are the spending ceilings likely to be exceeded? If so, what will the consequences be for the farming industry if the
EU fails to meet the financial demands of both market and structural policies in an EU25 or EU27?

13. The purpose of establishing a financial perspective is to agree a medium term framework for spending
priorities. Financial perspective ceilings are maxima and can only be altered in exceptional circumstances.
They are not likely to be exceeded, and the financial discipline mechanism provides additional assurance that
Pillar 1 ceilings will not be. If the financial discipline mechanism results in cuts to direct payments, this could
reduce funds available to Pillar 2 as a result of modulation, but the financial discipline mechanism is not
otherwise linked to Pillar 2. EU funds are not the only source of funding for agri-environment and rural
development polices in rural areas; national and regional resources also play an important role. Current
proposals would permit Member States to increase funding for Pillar 2 programmes from their own resources
should they wish to, up to a maximum of 4 times the EU amount.

Q9. Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries, who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI,
appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

14. The Government believes that a 1 per cent budget is suYcient to meet the EU’s needs. Within this limit,
a better balance for the needs of rural development and promotion of agricultural reform could be found by
increasing the funds available under Pillar 2 by modulation of funds from Pillar 1, across the EU as a whole
or by individualMember States or their regions. TheUKhasmodulated funds on a voluntary basis since 2001;
and advocated compulsory modulation across the EU, which was achieved as part of the June 2003 reform.
The Government continues to advocate further compulsory modulation across the EU and the possibility for
modulation on a voluntary basis by the regions of Member States, in conjunction with a fairer allocation of
funding between Member States, as explained in the answer to question 3 above (paragraph 5).

Q10. Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain similar to
current levels?

15. The Government believes that additional funding for rural development should only come through
transfers fromPillar 1, as described in the answer toQuestion 9. TheGovernmentwould also like to see a fairer
allocation of rural development funding amongMember States based on more objective criteria of need than
historical expenditure, the method used for the current financial perspective.

Q11. Will the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy
improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

16. The draft regulation proposes an EU Strategy Document for Rural Development, which would outline
the agreed objectives and priorities for rural development programmes, with the intention to improve the
distribution of funds to projects which are delivering real public benefits and contributing tomeeting a number
of agreed EU objectives, particularly environmental objectives. The Commission is expected to produce a
“Strategy Guidelines” paper in early January 2005, and a full draft of the proposed EU Rural Development
Strategy by May 2005. The current proposal also allows a welcome but limited increase in flexibility of
allocating funds between certain parts of programmeswithout the need for prior Commission approval, which
will also improve delivery and ensure all available funds are fully utilised.
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17. On amore practical level, the implementing and transitional regulations for theRural Development Fund
have not yet been drafted by the Commission, both of which could impact on the eVectiveness of delivery of
programmes and hence distribution of funds to projects on the ground. First drafts of these regulations are
expected later in 2005.

January 2005
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Annex 2

COMMON AGRICULTURAL POLICY FINANCIAL DISCIPLINE MECHANISM INFORMAL NOTE

CAP Pillar 1 Ceilings

1. In October 2002 the European Council agreed a formula to limit EU25 expenditure on market measures
and direct aids for the period up to 2013. Such expenditure currently falls under budget subheading 1a of the
financial perspectives for 2000–06, and is also known as Pillar 1 of the CAP, Pillar 2 (budget subheading 1b)
being CAP rural development measures. The numerical ceilings were formally agreed in November 2002 as
set out in Table 1 below.

Table 1

HEADING 1A EU 25 CURRENT PRICES
(EUR Million)

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

Total EU25
Ceiling 42,979 44,474 45,306 45,759 46,217 46,679 47,146 47,617 48,093 48,574

2. As part of the June 2003 CAP reform a so-called “financial discipline mechanism” was introduced with a
view to ensuring that from 2007 (the first year of the next financial perspective) these ceilings are not exceeded.
Whilst the current financial perspective should ensure that the ceilings up to 2006 are not exceeded, there is as
yet no financial perspective in place for the period 2007–13. The full legal text is at Annex 2.1.

Determining Whether the Ceilings are Forecast to be Exceeded

3. The legal text stipulates a requirement which could be summarised in the following formula:

Cotton and
Tobacco

1a Forecasts ! payments ! ƒ300m v 1a ceiling
transferred to
Pillar 2

4. This formula should ensure that all the payments which were under subheading 1 a when the ceilings were
agreed remain there for the purposes of assessing whether the ceiling is likely to be exceeded. That is why
transfers to Pillar 2 agreed as part of the April 2004 reforms are added back in, and the funds to be transferred
from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 under “modulation” are for this purpose considered within 1a.

5. The formula also includes a margin ofƒ300 million. This margin is necessary because some CAP payments
are determined by factors outside the Commission’s control and which are diYcult to forecast, including the
weather and the euro-dollar exchange rate.

Action to be Taken if Ceilings are Forecast to be Exceeded

6. If the ceilings are forecast to be exceeded then the Council is required to adjust direct payments.

7. Direct payments are paid out by Member States to farmers towards the end of the calendar year and
charged to the EC budget for the following year. Budget year 2007 will therefore include the direct payments
of 2006. The timetable laid down in the Regulation is in line with this and can be illustrated as in Table 2,
assuming for illustrative purposes that the mechanism is triggered for budget year 2007.
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Table 2

ILLUSTRATIVE TIMETABLE FOR ADJUSTING DIRECT PAYMENTS, ASSUMING MECHANISM
TRIGGERED FOR BUDGET YEAR 2007

By 31 March 2006 Commission present proposal to
adjust direct payments for 2006

By 30 June 2006 Council agree to adjustments

Late 2006 Member States begin to pay out
adjusted direct payments for 2006

1 January 2007 Budget year 2007 commences;
2006 direct payments charged to
the budget during the year

8. Direct payments in the ten new Member States are being phased in by stages up to 2013. Reductions will
not apply to phased-in direct payments in the new Member States until direct payments have reached the
level in EU15.

January 2005
Annex 2.1

LEGAL TEXT FROM COUNCIL REGULATION 1782/2003 AS AMENDED

ARTICLE 11

Financial discipline

1. Starting with the 2007 budget, with a view to ensuring that the amounts for the financing of the common
agricultural policy currently under subheading 1a (marketmeasures and direct aids) respect the annual ceilings
set out in the Decision of the Representatives of the Governments of the Member States, meeting within the
Council on 18 November 2002, concerning the Conclusions of the European Council meeting in Brussels on
24 and 25 October 2002, an adjustment of the direct payments shall be fixed when the forecasts for the
financing of the measures under subheading 1a for a given budget year, increased by the amounts given in
Articles 143d and 143e and before the application of modulation provided for in Article 10(2), indicate that
the abovementioned annual ceiling, taking into account a margin of EUR 300 million below that ceiling, will
be exceeded. This is without prejudice to the financial perspectives for 2007–13.

2. The Council, on a Commission’s proposal presented not later than 31March of the calendar year in respect
of which the adjustments referred to in paragraph 1 apply, shall fix these adjustments at latest by 30 June of
the calendar year in respect of which the adjustments apply.

Annex 3

Financial impact of the final Presidency compromise (26 June 2003)

Amounts in mio euros

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

1. EU-25 Heading 1a 42,769 44,598 45,502 45,759 46,217 46,679 47,146 47,617 48,093 48,574
ceiling

2. Expenditure forecasts 41,681 43,642 44,395 45,156 46,123 47,568 48,159 48,805 49,451 50,099
for EU-25 on the basis
of the initial proposal
before financial
adjustment/modulation
(COM(2003)23 final)

3. Impact of the final 63 249 467 1,034 221 "583 "579 "609 "639 "671
Presidency compromise
of 26/6 compared to the
initial proposal.
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2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013

4. Expenditure forecasts 41,744 43,891 44,862 46,191 46,345 46,985 47,581 48,197 48,813 49,429
for EU-25 after the
impact of the
compromise.

5. DiVerence 1–4 1,025 707 640 "432 "128 "306 "435 "580 "720 "855

Source: The European Commission

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Stephen Timms, a Member of the House of Commons, Financial Secretary,
Mr David Thomas, Member of Environment, Food and Rural Affairs Team, and Ms Melanie Dawes,

Europe Director, HM Treasury, examined.

Q102 Chairman: Financial Secretary, thank you specifically for Common Agricultural Policy. We are
very much indeed for coming in your busy life to give pressing for a more liberalised, more market-focused
evidence and to talk to us today. Before I ask you agricultural sector. The CAP is not homogeneous,
whether you would like to say a few opening words not all sectors are supported in the sameway or to the
and introduce members of your team, could I same extent, not all the subsidies provided have the
mention that we are being webcast at the moment. same eVects. We have been quite successful in
Whether we will be heard by five people or five reducing the more damaging eVect of the direct
million people is hard to tell, but they have the subsidies, and in 2003 Margaret Beckett was able to
possibility of watching and so you should know that secure a significant reform for the first time, largely
we are live. Would you introduce members of your breaking the link between direct payments and
team and tell us if you would like to make any production for some key sectors, and last year those
opening statement? reforms were extended to other sectors. I think that

has reduced the adverse economic and tradeMr Timms: Thank you very much, Chairman. Yes, I
distorting impact of the subsidy, although there iswould like to do both of those things, if I may. I am
still more work to be done, not least to reduce thedelighted that there is the possibility of wider interest
burden on the tax-payer. The most damaging part, Iand wider attention to our deliberations. I am
would suggest, of the CommonAgricultural Policy isgrateful to you for the invitation. I am joined by
not the direct subsidies but market price support,Melanie Dawes, who is the Europe Director in the
high tariVs, intervention, export subsidies, and so on.Treasury, and by David Thomas, who is a Senior
All of those, in particular import restrictions, arePolicy Adviser and a member of the Environment,
what most hurt both our own economy and farmersFood and Rural AVairs Team who has responsibility
in developing countries. Half of the support given toat the Treasury for the Common Agricultural Policy.
the farmers in the EU is still provided in this way,A few words, if I may, about where the future
mostly leading to higher prices paid by consumers.financing discussions have got to and to sketch out
Most of the benefits to our economy and developingour approach to reform of the CommonAgricultural
economies are expected to come from reducingPolicy. In line with the Multi-annual Strategic
market price support, in particular by improvingProgramme, the Luxembourg Presidency is aiming
market access. That is why the Government isfor political agreement on the next financial
pressing for further reform, most recently in this lastperspective in June, with agreement on the detailed
summer’s White Paper on trade and investmentregulations being reached in the following six
calling for the European Union to “end the trademonths, of course, under the UK Presidency. The
distorting eVects of its policies under the CommonLuxembourg Presidency has set aside this month and
Agricultural Policy”, and setting out “our long-termnext for technical clarifications before starting
goal will be to abolish progressively, as for industrialnegotiations on the budgetary aspects in March.
goods, all trade distorting agricultural subsidies andSectoral working groups are continuing to work for
all barriers to agricultural trade in the form of tariVsconsensus on the detailed regulations. On the part of
or quotas”. I think our eVorts in the World Tradethe UK, we support the approach which has been
Organisation are slowly paying oV. First of all wastaken. We will work with other Member States
the decoupling deal last summer. WTO memberstowards political agreement in June, but, of course,
undertook in a framework agreement that, as part ofgetting the right deal needs to be the priority here, so
the final agreement on Doha Development Agenda,we do stand ready to take forward the negotiations
they would eliminate export subsidies completely byunder the UK Presidency if it turns out that that is
a date still to be determined.We have led calls for thatgoing to be needed. On the CAP, we are a leading

advocate of reform in the European Union, move. We welcome that agreement. The key goal
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26 January 2005 Mr Stephen Timms MP, Mr David Thomas and Ms Melanie Dawes

cent and 1.26 per cent. So, in a sense accentuatingnow will be to secure an ambitious deal on import
barriers delivering on the commitment that WTO further the point that you are making, the 1.14 per
members made at Doha to substantial improvements cent refers to payments. But I think against that the
in market access. This is perhaps the hardest battle, key point I would draw to the Committee’s attention
but the evidence is that it is also where the greatest is that in proposing a 1 per cent limit that allows for
benefits will lie. A key priority for us in this year is to a 6° per cent real terms increase in the EU budget,
achieve an ambitious pro poor liberalising agreement and we think that is a realistic and aVordable
in the WTO ministerial meeting being held in Hong proposition. I will ask Melanie to comment on the
Kong in December and to consider how to provide comparison with the current position. I was at the
support to help vulnerable countries to adapt and budget Ecofin before Christmas when the agreement
reap the benefits of the more global markets which was reachedwith the parliament about the budget for
are emerging; but the challenge for the European the coming year, and we did settle at round about
Union will be to continue to show willingness to 1 per cent, so I do not think that the proposition that
make that happen and also to make the very we have supported—six Member States altogether
substantial resources earmarked for the CAPwork to have signed up to it—is unrealistic, I think it is
help the farmers in the EU to make the adjustments entirely realistic, I think it is aVordable and I thinkwe
that are needed; and that is why we will continue to can achieve what we need within that.
press for further reform, including bringing a greater
emphasis to themeasures on rural development. That

Q104 Chairman: Before Ms Dawes comes in, and Iis all I would say.
am delighted for her to do so, I must put in the record
that when you have talked about the six and a half per

Q103 Chairman:Thank you. You do say a great deal cent increase, that is only because you are now
of that in your answer to our questions, but I take it including the GNP in the great national product of
thatmaybe youwanted it in the record today. I would ten more countries? That is where the increase comes
like to thank you for the written evidence that we from. It is not more money per head of EU pot at all;
received, a joint submission from Defra and the it is just that you are bringing in another ten
Treasury, but we only received that recently. economies and ten more countries.
Obviously we have all read that, and I think it will Ms Dawes:We may need to confirm this, but I think
perhaps colour the questions that we ask you now that figure is on the real terms cash amounts, but, of
because we have this new submission from you. I will

course, you are right that it is a bigger Union. That isstart by saying just this. In your submission you say
certainly true. Obviously within that 1 per cent figurethat you think the budget of no more than 1 per cent
we would certainly be expecting that there would beEU GNI is suYcient to support the Union’s
reorientation of the spending, and, of course, thepriorities, including those for agriculture and rural
CAP ceilings do imply slightly slower growth thandevelopment, and this is a joint submission from
has been seen in previous financial perspectives; soDefra. On the other hand, every one of the witnesses
that is one way that, in fact, there is some head-roomwe have had so far—and this is admittedly only our
because of the eVect on direct payments within thethird session—say exactly the opposite. They do not
overall 1 per cent increase that we are proposing. Ofthink that 1 per cent of GNI is possibly going to be
course, we are one of a group of quite influentialsuYcient. I will quote one paragraph from thewritten
countries in thinking that this can be achieved,evidence of the Environment Agency: “Holding the
including France and Germany amongst the sixbudget to 1 per cent of GNI”—this is in answer to
countries that have supported the 1 per cent, andquestion 9—“would appear seriously to jeopardise
there are two or three others who are quite like-the ability of the EU and itsMember States to deliver
minded as well. In fact, I think support for that isrural development objectives”. In your submission,
growing. I suppose the other key element to point outFinancial Secretary, you talk, understandably, a lot
is that there is a question here about the balanceabout the Commission’s wish for the budget to go up
between spending on the new Member States, whereto 1.14 per cent. The fact of the matter is that today
we believe there is a very good case for EU support,it is 1.09 per cent, is it not? In suggesting it comes
particularly on the structural side, and the balancedown to 1 per cent you are eVectively, with the new
for the existing 15 Member States, and particularlymembers, suggesting amajor reduction.How are you
the richer ones, where we feel that there is less and lessso optimistic that that can happen without seriously
of a case as time goes on for funding programmes toaVecting CAP reforms, particularly on Pillar 2, rural
support economic development in those particulardevelopment?
areas; so that is one of the reasonswhywe believe thatMr Timms: First of all, I ought to come clean and
1 per cent is not only achievable but also wouldmake the point that if we are looking at it on a
represent quite a substantial budget to achieving thecommitments basis, which is what the 1 per cent

figure refers to, the comparison is between 1.1 per EU objective.
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Mr Timms: Yes.Q105 Chairman: I do not think any of us on this
Committee, as far as I know, quarrel with the
objective and the view that the CAP needs reforming, Q109 Lord Sewel: I wonder if we can focus a little bit
but I think that the tone of your paper—and I do not on one of the more iniquitous regimes, the Sugar
want to go on overstressing this—concerns a sort of regime. I think there is a fairly heavy dependence on
confidence that this can all work rather as in a world reforming sugar in order tomeet some of the financial
of rather false economy, it all worked for the best and targets. What I am wondering is (a) how optimistic
the best of all possible worlds. That is not the tone, are we on getting significant and eVective reform of
very much, of the written evidence that we have sugar, and (b) what are the consequences if we fail to
received so far. If it is accepted there is a 1 per cent achieve that reform? What are the financial
GNI, where, in your judgment, Financial Secretary, consequences if we fail?
should the cuts in expenditure be made? Not in Mr Timms: Our thinking is that the existing regime
agricultural spending, in agricultural spending or for sugar is unsustainable. It has hardly changed
across the board? since 1968, when it started. It is very costly and there
Mr Timms: We see the possibility of reductions is a wide range of drivers for change, internal drivers
coming from across all parts of the budget. We think and external drivers, including the existing
there is scope, for example, in the competitiveness commitments on the part of the European Union to
section (1a) to focus on a more modest increase in developing countries, and WTO obligations as well.
research and development than is proposed and no There are not formal proposals yet. They are
increase elsewhere. Under the cohesion part of the expected to be broadly budget neutral when they are
budget focus, as Melanie Dawes was just saying, on tabled, and what we would want to see happening is

spending shifting frommarketmeasures, particularlythe poorest Member States, and introducing
export subsidies varying, depending on world prices,transitional arrangements which are low-cost. Under
exchange rates and other factors, towards directthe heading about preservation and management of
payments, which would be more predictable. Yournatural resources, we would like to see Bulgaria and
question is about what the consequence of failureRomania being within the Pillar 1 ceiling and no
would be. Themain budgetary impact, I think, wouldincrease in rural development other than by
be a less certain sugar budget from year to year thanmodulation. In citizenship, freedom of security,
we would like to see.justice—again, a much more modest increase in the

freedom security and justice parts—no increases
elsewhere. Under administration we would like there Q110 Lord Sewel: You would envisage basically the
to be eYciency gains and only modest increases. I same amount going into sugar?
think if you look across the budget as a whole, there Mr Timms: I think that is likely to be the proposals
is the scope for restraining the really very large that are tabled, yes.
proposals that have been tabled so far and delivering
on a pretty realistic basis a budget that is within the Q111 Lord Haskins: I amwondering—I am going to
1 per cent ceiling that we are proposing. pre-empt some questions later on—butwe are getting

into the impact of Doha on the CAP reforms. It
seems to me that actually the reforms that we haveQ106 Chairman: One more question from me and I
now do not have a huge impact on the agriculturalthen will pass over to Lord Sewel. Have you got
industries, but the reforms of Doha have a significantestimates for the increase in agricultural spending
impact. Therefore it may be that the pressures onthat is likely to result from Bulgaria and Romania
Doha are going to really put pressure on the CAP.

becoming members of the European Union in 2007? Would the Government or the EU have to consider
Mr Timms:Yes. There are some figures in the Annex repositioning the payment: increasing the single
to the submission that we have sent. I had to have this payment to compensate farmers for the loss they are
pointed out to me, so it would not surprise me if the going to incur as a result of hopefully successful
Committee has missed it, but in Annex 1, which is a Doha negotiations?
table of figures provided by the Commission, there is Mr Timms: Our expectation is that the final Doha
a line which says “of which BG and RO”. agreement is unlikely to make much of an impact on

EU direct payments. The reforms of 2003–04 were
made explicitly in anticipation of a Doha deal toQ107 Chairman: You are quite right. I see it. It is a
bring direct payments into line with any likelylittle diYcult to find.
outcome, but we would anticipate the agreement willMr Timms: Indeed, it is.
very likely require further reform of market price
support arrangements, and those reforms would take

Q108 Chairman:The figure is, in fact, running at one place between the conclusion of the round and the
time when implementation occurs. What the scale ofand a half billion euros at the top. Is that right?
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aVorded under those ceilings, so that is going to be athose is going to be I think at this stage is a little
unclear, but that is where we would expect there to very important constraining factor in whatever

decisions are taken in the future with regards tobe, as I think you are suggesting, quite a significant
impact. reform.

Q112 Chairman: I think it is right to say, is it not,
that if the Council of Ministers was to accept the Q116 Lord Christopher: Can we clarify one point?
Commission’s proposals, they would get rid of Two of Mr Thomas’ answers I do not think I have
subsidy altogether and that currently costs about 1.7 fully understood. You said that it would be used to
billion euros? compensate the sugar growers and then you said it
Mr Timms: I am sorry? would be wrapped up with a single payment. Are we
Chairman:TheCommission’s proposals are, in eVect, talking about a single payment to sugar growers or to
that there should be no more subsidy whatsoever farmers generally?
through export? MrThomas:These are the sorts of details that will still
Lord Sewel: The question is: why do we not take that have to be clarified when the Commission comes out
gain and pocket it rather than keep it in the Sugar with formal proposals. It will also depend a little
Regime? bit— As you may be aware, each Member State has

opted for diVerent methods of implementing the
Q113 Chairman: Around the figure of 1.7 billion Single Farm Payment, so that will also aVect the way
euros, which is substantial? in which the payments to sugar growers that arise
Mr Thomas: On a factual point, the Commission are from this reform are implemented. It will vary a little
not quite proposing, unfortunately, the total bit between the Member States.
elimination of export subsidies, although they would
be substantially reduced, and then—I think this was
Lord Sewel’s point—money that is saved from that

Q117 Lord Haskins: What would your guess be inwill be used to fund compensatory payments for
England?sugar growers, and that is why the proposal works
Mr Thomas: In England we have gone for anout roughly neutral.
arrangement where some of the payment is allocatedChairman: I thought that would be the answer.
on an historic basis. That share declines over time.Lord Sewel: That is not getting us very far, is it?
The rest of the payment is allocated on an area basis.
The arrangements are somewhat complicated. ThatQ114 Countess of Mar: How long would the
part is increasing over time, so at the very end of thatcompensation go on being paid? Is it a one-oV

process there will just be area payments withincompensation or would it be over a period?
England. The arrangements are diVerent in otherMr Thomas: The arrangements envisaged are that it
parts of the United Kingdom. At the end of thiswould be wrapped up into the Single Farm Payment
process the sugar payments would be fullyand then will be treated as the rest of the Single Farm
incorporated, we assume. Although, as I say, thePayment. As you are perhaps aware, there is
Commission’s proposals have not been formallycurrently no limited date on that, although the
made, the logic would be that they would be wrappedregulations would appear to expire in 2013.
up within that.

Q115 Lord Haskins: Following on from that, that in
the Doha agreement a similar declining in prices

Q118 Lord Sewel: I wonder if we could get a little bitshould happen, particularly in the dairy sector,
more general and broader now. Could you tell us thewould the same thinking apply, that the subsidies
Treasury’s estimates for the market support andsaved would go into the single payment aimed at
export subsidy expenditure section of the agriculturaldairy farming?
budget (chapter 1a) as distinct from the possibility ofMr Thomas: In the reform that took place in 2003,
direct subsidies?which was the first reform of the Dairy Regime, that
Mr Timms: The answer is I can, yes. Defra produceswas the logic applied, that the prices were cut and the
estimates of spending on policy which are usedcompensatory payments are being wrapped up into
internally. They estimate that without the Financialthe Single Farm Payment. What would happen in
Discipline Mechanism some 308 billion euros will befuture is still a matter, I suspect, for speculation, and
spent over the next financing period on marketmuch will depend on the timing of the final deal. An
support measures and direct payments—that is atimportant constraining factor in all this will be the
2004 prices—of which 59 billion euros for marketceilings that were agreed in October 2002, because
support and export subsidies and 249 billion on directeven under current legislation, current legislation

would appear to promise more than is able to be payments.
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impact will be more serious, probably, than peopleQ119 Chairman: This is over what period?
Mr Timms: That is over the next— might think it is?

Ms Dawes: That remains to be seen, but it could wellMr Thomas: Over the total financial perspective in
total. be. It depends exactly what the Commission propose

or what in the end is agreed about where any cuts
are made.Q120 Chairman: The total financial perspective?

Mr Thomas: Yes, 2007 to 2013.
Q124 Lord Haskins:We are being told that there is
going to be huge political pressure to break the

Q121 Chairman: It is a huge figure, is it not? budget, as it were. Presumably the six countries are
Mr Timms: It is. going to say, “No, no, no”?
Chairman: We will move on then to the question of Mr Timms: Indeed.
financial discipline. Lord Haskins would like to ask
you a question. Q125 Lord Sewel: I think you will be able to sustain

Pillar 2 when the pressure comes.
Mr Timms: We will be very determined to do so,Q122 Lord Haskins:A lot of people have told us this
certainly to resist pressure to switch back to Pillar 1.whole thing is going to blow up in the first year of the

budget and that the Financial Discipline Mechanism
is going to have to be introduced pretty early on. First Q126 Lord Sewel: It is going to be diYcult, is it not?
of all, do you agree that is likely to happen in Mr Timms: Yes, I am sure they will be putting
financial disciplines? Secondly, a lot of people have pressure on us.
also said that once the rules of the game are that any
cut-back should go on the single payment, a lot of Q127 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Following on from
people are suspicious that the cut-back would be that before I put my main question, we have had
made on the Rural Development Fund. Do you have evidence in the Committee which indicates that Pillar
a view on this? 2 in the UK is not as well financed as it is elsewhere.
Mr Timms: On the first point—I will ask Melanie to Have you any comment on that?
comment on the second—we do expect that the Mr Timms: The overall allocation to rural
Financial Discipline Mechanism will need to start development in the next financial perspective as
from the inception of the operation, and I think that proposed by the Commission represents a real terms
is indicated by the figures that are in Annex 3 increase of 25 per cent; so it is a very large figure being
provided by the Commission to the submission that proposed. We do not think that is justified. Our view
we have provided. I would not want to use the is that the funding being provided in the UK is
language about things blowing up, but we do think adequate, but I accept that there are some larger
right from the start the mechanism will need to figures around, some aspirations around, which we
operate. were not supporting.
Ms Dawes: There is a requirement that any cuts that
are necessarywill fall on the Single FarmPayment. In Q128 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: In response, I think
an ideal world I think we would prefer cuts to fall there is quite a debating point about that issue at the
more widely on the economically more damaging present time in the UK, but, moving on and touching
parts of the CAP budget, but that is not actually very much on what we were talking about just now,
particularly likely over this period, and certainly cuts under the present regulations any cuts in agricultural
are not something that should fall on Pillar 2. The spending must be made in payments under Pillar 1,
CAP ceilings apply to Pillar 1, and that is very clear not Pillar 2. Would the Treasury resist any attempt
within the system. The precise details of how it is by the Council of Agricultural Ministers to cut
going to work are, as yet, untested. This is something spending on rural development—you have partly
that is going to be new next year, and I think the answered that—in order to preserve Pillar 1 spending
Commission themselves are still very much working unchanged?
on how they are going to use it. Mr Timms: I would only reaYrm that we would

certainly resist such.
Q123 Lord Haskins: It does seem unreal that we
have a new system, which I happen to agree with Q129 Chairman: If I may interrupt, resist is a good

word, but if you look at the evidence, those who cameentirely, and before it has started we are saying
actually it is going to be pushing and, therefore, to us last week were representing the NFU and

landowners, both in this country and in the Europeanpolitically lots of countries are going to say, “What is
the point. It is not a real assessment of the future. You Landowners’ Organisation. They are quite convinced

that, if this pressure happens, it is Pillar 1 that will winare going to get less actually than what is anticipated
in the first round.” It is slightly misleading. The and Pillar 2 will go. It is the political pressure to keep
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Mr Timms: Hopefully.up the essential subsidy to farmers who own land
whowill be the winner. It is not that they are opposed
to reform, but they think that when push comes to Q133 Lord Sewel: I think one of the depressing
shove on the budget that is bound to be what will things is that, given the pressure on the budget and
happen. Defra, we know, are very anxious to develop the inevitable threat to Pillar 2 which is there,
the rural development side of things in this country. something like an opportunity with the reform of
It looks as if you may resist, but you are actually, sugar is then seen as just budget neutral. That would
Financial Secretary, going to have a very hard time in have been at least one small possibility of reducing
winning? the overall budget pressure and perhaps saving or
MsDawes: I am sure it is going to be a diYcult debate. making less pressure on Pillar 2. You know, the
It will be a new one, because it is a newmechanism, so parcel has been sold to an extent in this area by saying
it is diYcult to predict at this stage. We were talking that the new reform is going to be budget neutral.
earlier about cuts in export subsidy, so that will create That money could have been pocketed and reduced

the overall pressure?some head-room on the one hand, and, of course,
Mr Timms: By not providing help for those farmers.that is one of the reasons we think that we can be

quite tough on these ceilings and even bring Bulgaria
and Romania beneath them as well. Then, of course, Q134 Lord Sewel: Yes, or reducing it. I am not
there will be modulation. You may well have wanted saying that you should pull the rug from under them?
to come on to this, but we are expecting some degree Mr Timms: That is the diYculty.
of compulsory modulation, which, again, is another
part of the picture, which puts more pressure, Q135 Lord Sewel: It is not pulling the rug from
perhaps, politically on agreeing these things. As you under them, but the same budget neutral is caving in,
were saying earlier, it is a large sum of money that is is it not?
available and I think the will to achieve change is Mr Timms: One could say that a neutral outcome is
there, but I am sure it is going to be a diYcult better than what has happened in some of these
discussion. I think our position is very clear on it, circumstances in the past. If one does fund the sort of
and, in fact, the rules as set out do not actually allow transitional help that people demand, you can end up
for Pillar 2 to be cut. These are Pillar 1 ceilings agreed paying significantly more, but at least it is neutral, is
with great fanfare in October 2002. better than it might have been.

Q136 Lord Sewel: But it is in the context of veryQ130 Lord Haskins: One supplementary on
severe expenditure pressures?financial discipline. There has been a lot of criticism
Mr Timms: Yes. I am not sure at what point oneabout the old CAP—very wasteful, lots of fraud and
could expect to see significant savings once theall that sort of stuV—which I think most of us agree
transitional payments have been made. What is the

with. Do you think the new CAP is an improvement timescale for that?
on that: on the one hand the single payment itself MrThomas: That will depend partly on the Financial
should be more honest, as it were, than previous Discipline Mechanism and the overall ceilings. It is
payments, on the other hand the environmental side perhaps also worth considering that sugar has
could create and is creating a huge amount of historically been the most diYcult, in fact it has
bureaucracy? The actual application form for the proved so far impossible to reform the SugarRegime,
single payment is that thick. It has disturbed me. and we should not underestimate by any means the
Chairman: You received yours last weekend. diYculties which will be there to achieve a good sugar

reform and one that is long overdue in the
Government’s view. To add to that, there are alsoQ131 Lord Haskins: It seems a massive bureaucratic
additional budgetary demands. The Government haswaste. Is it an improvement?
to balance its objectives over the diVerent parts toMr Timms: The key breakthrough, the decoupling of
what we are trying to achieve there.the subsidy from production, I think that is a very
Chairman: It is diYcult, certainly, and it has beensubstantial step forward and an important gain. I
going on for a long time. We will move back to theaccept that in the new system there inevitably is a
question of rural development, if we may. Lorddegree at the outset of new bureaucracy for
Christopher.everybody to get used to, but I think the prize of

decoupling will be a very substantial one.
Q137 Lord Christopher: Quite a bit of this ground
has been covered already, so if I can reduce it to one

Q132 Lord Haskins: The setting up of the single specific. If the pressure does come on agricultural
payment is admittedly diYcult, but once it is set up spending and the budget, what is the Government’s

view on whether one should move to a morebureaucracy declines?
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the ways that we see that you can ensure that there isdegressive system, that is to say the rich supporting
the poor? suYcient rural development spend to go round,
MrTimms: I can well see attractions in amove in that because it is quite a small budget still in relation to the
direction. I think what I would want to be quite overall agriculture budget, but is designed to be more
cautious about though is a suggestion that is being flexible in allowing, supporting diYcult transitions
talked about in this context that reductions should and not just preserving existing structures.
fall particularly on larger farmers. There is a bit of a Chairman: We will come on to structural funding a
head of steam behind that view. From our minute. I know theCountess ofMar wants to ask you
perspective the eVect of that would be to penalise a question on that, but before that Lord Livsey.
farms which are actually better able to compete, and,
given globalisation, I think that is something that one

Q140 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: What you haveought to be cautious about doing, and it actually
touched upon is really the question of modulation inwould not do anything to contribute to the root and
terms of size of farm units and the well quotedbranch reform of the CAP, which I think all of us
statistic of the larger farms getting 80 per cent ofwould like to see. It is also just worth drawing
support and the small ones only getting 20 per cent. Ieverybody’s attention to the fact that it would impact
do not know whether that still holds—it probablydisproportionately on the UK, because we have a
does not any more—but it was that sort of ratio athigher proportion of larger farms than most other
one time. In terms of Lord Christopher’s questionEUMember States. It is interesting that, for example,
about large cuts possibly in agricultural spending onthe Co-Op counts as a very large farm for this
Single Farm Payments, etcetera, do you, in fact,purpose and would be very significantly aVected if
balance the question ofmodulation in possibly policythat change was to be made. It is hard to see what the
terms with the capping of the total amount going torationale for penalising that institution particularly is
a farm of a larger size? Do you see that as an avenue?as against its competitors who for this purpose
I know there is a cut already in terms of euros in someadministratively would not be aVected.
of the policies, but do you see that as a tool which
could be used in controlling expenditure?Q138 Lord Christopher: One can see conflicting
Mr Timms:As I was saying a moment ago, I am veryissues arising in the whole of this field, and a great
cautious about specifically targeting larger farms,deal depends in a sense uponwhat we in practice turn
because I do not think there is a good rationale forout to mean by “rural development”, and so on.
doing that; and if one looks across Europe, let aloneThere is great anxiety, for example, in the South East
the particular issues for the UK, it is not clear to methat dairy farms are progressively disappearing;
what the rationale of targeting the larger farmsnumbers in the last two years have declined very
would be.significantly. Many people would see that as

something which is not in the interests of rural
development? Q141 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: If I could add to that,
Ms Dawes: I think perhaps it is worth adding as well on the back of something that LordChristopher said,
that, of course, another aspect of the rich/poor dairy farms on the whole still tend to be rather
debate is between countries. I am not sure whether smaller. 1,700 producers went out of production, I
that was the issue you were referring to in your think, in the year 2003 to 2004 out of a total of 18,000.
question or not. The self-suYciency ratio of home produced food has

gone down from something like 85 per cent to 75 per
Q139 Lord Christopher: In a sense it was, because cent in the UK. You have got to achieve a balance
there is nothing necessarily to say that the farms that from a strategic point of view, not only a balance
are being erased in the larger farms are necessarily overall, as I have just mentioned, but also in dairy
ineYcient? farming?
Ms Dawes: I think there we could certainly see the Chairman: I think you are straying a bit, I have to say.
case in the longer term. That is something we are also Lord Livsey of Talgarth: It is an issue, Lord
arguing should be looked at in this next financial Chairman.
perspective: will rural development spending by the
European Union be focused more on the poor

Q142 Chairman: I do not think I would be tooMember States than on the richer ones, allowing the
certain just resting my case on the Co-Op, but that isricher ones to then spend money from their own
another story.exchequers instead? It does not mean that that
Mr Timms: Absolutely. It is quite an illuminatingspendingwouldwane in richer countries, but just that
example, I think.it would not be necessarily financed by the EU. That
Chairman: It is an interesting example and one I hadapproach is very consistent with the approach we

have taken on the structural funds, and so it is one of not thought of, I must say.
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Mr Timms:On that last point, yes, I think that wouldLord Livsey of Talgarth: I have seen the sale of entire
be a very welcome development. I think that is whatdairy herds, including our absent friend Lord Plumb
people will need to do. On structural funds, andwho finally sold in the last 12 months?
Melanie started to comment on this and maybe I willChairman:We are not on that at the moment.
ask her to come back on it in a moment, I think it is
worthmaking it clear to the Committee that our view

Q143 Lord Haskins: No. The main Treasury point about the structural funds in general is that they are
to this is the great disadvantage to us in Europe not a good way to redistribute money between the
because of the balance of larger farms. richer EU Member States, and that has been the
Mr Timms: The brunt of the change will be borne in eVect of them up until now.We think it is muchmore
the UK. appropriate for thatmechanism to be used to provide
Chairman: I understand that, and there are some funding to the less well oV Member States, and so I
members of our Committee who are not here today think if that perspective was—
who would certainly make that point if they were
here. Q146 Chairman: Could you be a little bit more

definite about that?What are the reasons for thinking
that? You say you do think this, but why?Q144 Countess of Mar: It has been suggested to us
Mr Timms: You mean about the rural structuralby a previous witness that we would be better oV

fund.getting rid of the family farmers who are incompetent
and ineYcient, and it got all our backs up. We are

Q147 Chairman: Yes.very much in favour of the large and eYcient
Mr Timms: I think the question in our minds is whatbusiness, and to some extent the Single Farm
is the need to redistribute money between well oVPayment will have an eVect on this. Does the
Member States? Why not leave the money in theTreasury see the Single Farm Payment becoming less
hands of those states and let them decide what to doimportant in 10 years’ time and its cost to the
with it? Is there really a role for the EuropeanUnion?community budget declining, and would the
Is there any value added in its playing this roleTreasury like to see plans for phasing out direct
between states that are already perfectly well oV? Ourpayments to farmers altogether?
view is, no. There is a role, but it is about providingMr Timms: The short answer is, yes, we would like to
support for the less well oVMember States.see plans to phase out direct payments. Perhaps just

by way of background to that, as this Committee will
Q148 Chairman: In relatively general terms.know very well, the Curry Commission took a very
Mr Timms: Yes.strong stance on the need for fundamental reform on

the CAP, and, in line with the arguments made there,
Q149 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: In your response toour vision of European agriculture looking a decade
question eight, you say about Pillar 2: “EU funds areor so forward would be an industry which is
not the only source of funding for agri-environmentsustainable which sits comfortably within the
and rural development policies in rural areas;European economy, as a part of the economy, not in
national and regional resources also play anthis rather peculiar position that it is in at the
important role.” Do you see, as one of the richermoment. It means being internationally competitive
countries, the British Government taking on this upwithout reliance on subsidy, it would be rewarded by
to four times the EU amount in supporting our ownthe market for what it produces and it would be
rural development?environmentally sensitive. We do see phasing out
Mr Timms: We certainly see the potential for adirect payments, therefore, as a part of that longer
greater role for UK funding relatively in this areaterm picture where we would like to reach.
than has been the case up to now and a lesser role for
EU funding.

Q145 Countess of Mar: It has been suggested that Chairman: Thank you very much. We come on,
the Rural Development Funding could instead be finally, to the question of Doha and WTO, which we

have just touched on. Baroness Maddock.incorporated into the Structural Cohesion Fund,
targeting it at a wider range of rural businesses and
activities. What are your views on this, and would it Q150 Baroness Maddock: My Lord Chairman, I
be a more eYcient way of funding development of think the Minister gave an answer to the question I
rural economies? You mentioned being rewarded by was going to ask, but you did mention Doha in your
the market. Do you envisage that maybe the family opening comments, in your written submission to us
farmer could be encouraged to market his own goods and in reply to Lord Haskins. I think you indicated
in a much more eYcient way than he does at the really that you were not quite sure how anything was

going to turn out. My question was going to be: havemoment in order to survive?
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Mr Timms: There is the key mile stone that I refer to,you made any estimates of the timing and eVect on
the ministerial in Hong Kong. We hope that will bethe agricultural budget of a new agricultural trade
an ambitious and pro-poor liberalising agreementagreement in the Doha Development Agenda? I
that will be reached at the end of this year forthink Melanie Dawes indicated that it was all a bit
implementation thereafter.vague and you did not really know, but if you have

got anything else you could add we would
Q152 Chairman: Thereafter is a long time?appreciate it?
Mr Timms: Indeed it is. It is hard to be much moreMr Timms: I think this is somewhat what we said
specific than that at this stage. Is there anything thatbefore. We do not think there will be a big impact on
you want to add?direct payments, but almost certainly a requirement
MsDawes:No, I think that is right. I am sure that thefor further reform of the market price support
more radical the deal the longer I would suspect thearrangements. I think it is also worth making the
phasing in of it would be, and there are some quiteobservation that those changes to the market price
complicated questions, not just about the developedsupport arrangements would not necessarily lead to
world and its own trade barriers, but also aboutreductions in spending. Past experience has suggested
adjustments for developing countries, which, Ithat market price reforms, as we were saying, in the
suspect, means that quite a lot of the deal will besugar context tended to lead to an increase in
something that is phased in over time, but it is, Iexpenditure because of farmers being compensated
think, quite hard to say at this stage exactly what theby the tax-payer for the support they used to receive
timing of the implementation will be.from the consumer. However, we would hope that

the Financial Discipline Mechanism that we have
Q153 Chairman: Financial Secretary, may I thanktalked about would make sure that that is not
you and your colleagues,MsDawes andMrThomas,possible, but there remains a good deal of
very much indeed for the time you have given us thisuncertainty, I think, about precisely what the eVect
morning. If there are any other further points thatwould be.
youwould like to add, do not hesitate towrite and tell
us.We really do appreciate it.We realise you have got

Q151 Chairman: Thank you. Do you have any a long and interesting road ahead of you.
specific date in mind on which you think the Rural MrTimms:Thank you verymuch for the opportunity

you have given us and your courtesy to us.Development Fund might be implemented?
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Memorandum submitted by English Nature

1. English Nature welcomes the opportunity to provide evidence to the Committee. Our role and remit is set
out in Annex 1. Our evidence addresses the overall budget for the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), how
it is allocated between the two Pillars of the CAP in light of the purposes of the Pillars, and the future of rural
development in the EU.

CAP as Part of the EU Budget

2. The total CAP (Pillar 1 and 2) share of the EU budget has been declining for some time but in 2004 was
still about ƒ46.8 billion, or about 47 per cent of the total EU budget1. However, CAP support for rural
development and agri-environment (Pillar 2) represents only about one tenth of the CAP total, ƒ4.3 billion
or less than 5 per cent of the total EU budget. Annex 2 gives estimates for the EU budget for 2004 by broad
category.

3. In the proposed new 2007–13 financial framework for the EU 25 the total CAP budget comes under the
“Preservation and management of natural resources” appropriation, a rather misleading title given the small
share of the CAP allocated to Pillar 2, the budget line which contributes to this objective. This is set at about
ƒ55.7 billion each year and is broken down into two headings: expenditure on direct payments and market
related expenditure (Pillar 1) of about ƒ43.1 billion/year and ƒ12.4 billion per year for rural development
(Pillar 2). The ceiling for support and direct subsidies (Pillar 1) was agreed at the EuropeanCouncil in October
2002. The Pillar 1 ceiling is just under 75 per cent of the total proposed for both Pillars of the CAP, and about
30 per cent of the total EU appropriations.

4. Given the pressure on the overall EU budget and considering the need for further reform of the CAP it is
very important to make a distinction between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 and to be clear on the purposes these
components of the allocation will serve.

Is There Need for Further Reform of the CAP?

5. The expenditure under Pillar 1 support covers programmes for export refunds, intervention measures to
regulate agricultural markets and direct payments and a range of Commission programmes including plant
and animal health measures and statistical services. The direct payments to farmers, which in the UK are now
largely paid as a decoupled Single Farm Payment (SFP), take the largest part of the Pillar 1 and overall CAP
budget. It is therefore important to be clear on the purpose of this major component of EU spending.

What is the SFP for?

6. Given the fact that the SFP accounts for such a large proportion of the total EU budget it is surprising that
an answer to this question cannot be found in the Council Regulation (1780/2003) which sets out the purpose
and rules for the reformed CAP. It is currently best defined by what it is not: it is not a social or income
payment since most money goes to the richest recipients and there are no explicit social or income linked
criteria for eligibility; it is not an environmental payment as it is not linked to delivery of positive
environmental goods; and it is not a compensation for change in a policy regime since it is not time limited or
a transition to a new system of support.
1 All figures are at 2004 prices.
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7. The proposed EAFRD Regulation (COM(2004) 490 Final) puts the purpose as follows:

“The 1st pillar concentrates on providing a basic income support to farmers, who are further free to
produce in function of market demand, while the 2nd pillar supports agriculture as a provider of public
goods in its environmental and rural functions and rural areas in their development.”

8. English Nature recognises the significance of the change farmers now face following decoupling. The need
to re-structure businesses and the uncertainty about future markets justify a limited period of adjustment
during which some level of reducing support should continue during which farm businesses can make the
changes required. However, as we identify above, the SFP is at best a highly ineYcient means of providing an
income support to farmers, many of whom now live in households that benefit frommultiple income streams.

9. In the longer term the logic of adopting a market oriented agriculture needs to prevail and it is hard to see
what justification there is for an ongoing and ineYcient basic income payment to farmers. The EU (and the
UK Government) has a clear agenda to open up global agricultural markets and to reduce trade-distorting
interventions, including export refunds. This will reinforce the commitment to the Millennium Development
Goals, where agricultural exports are seen as a basis for the economic growth of developing countries. The
Government should therefore make clear that it sees the SFP as an interim arrangement and give an
unambiguous signal to the industry that future policy will be for a more market orientated agriculture with
public support for delivering public goods.

Rural Development: Pillar 2 of the CAP

10. Pillar 2 of the CAP provides the means for both time limited structural and business adjustment and
incentives to land managers for the delivery of public goods, in particular environmental public goods. In
England Pillar 2 CAP support is delivered through the England Rural Development Programme (ERDP),
which from 2005 includes the new Environmental Stewardship scheme. This new scheme is the result of an
extensive review by Defra in close consultation with a wide range of partners, including English Nature.
Environmental Stewardship will provide a very important means of meeting a number of the Government’s
objectives and targets for the rural environment, in particular the Public Service Agreements for Sites of
Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) and farmland birds and various Biodiversity Action Plan (BAP) targets. In
addition to biodiversity, Environmental Stewardship will also be an important tool for addressing a range of
other environmental objectives such as resource protection, landscape, the historic environment and providing
improved public access and enjoyment of the countryside.

11. Despite the wide range of needs intended to be addressed by Environmental Stewardship, the current level
of funding is inadequate to meet even the Government’s biodiversity targets alone (see Annex 3).

12. English Nature’s view on the need for, and direction of further reform of the CAP is informed by the
analysis outlined above. Pillar 1 support in the future after a reasonable adjustment period cannot be justified
and must be subject to further reform. But if a wide range of EU and UK environmental commitments and
objectives are to be met then this reform must be accompanied by the transfer of support into Pillar 2 which
is currently not funded suYciently to meet legitimate and clearly identified needs.

13. The UK negotiating position on the future financing of the EU and further CAP reform, must take into
account the implications for meeting agreed EU and national environmental commitments and objectives.

What are the Implications of an EU Budget of 1 per cent GNI for Rural Development?

14. It is not possible to give a definitive answer to this question. What is clear is that if the 1 per cent GNI
ceiling is adopted then this will need to be accompanied by a significant adjustment to the Commission’s
proposed spending for the next financial perspective. The UK government along with a group of other
countries who support the 1 per cent GNI position believe this level of funding is suYcient to support the EU’s
priorities and to achieve this the UK has argued that payments under the Structural Funds should be targeted
on the poorest Member States where the need is greatest. Other Member States, in particular those that are
currently net beneficiaries, are more supportive of the Commission’s proposals.

15. According to the European Commission (COM (2004) 101 final), the consequences of limiting the ceiling
to 1 per cent GNI would: be to reduce external aid; reduce support for rural development; renege on
international commitments and pledges; and retreat from commitments already made involving justice, and
security and possibly jeopardise future engagements. Alternatively, the Commission proposes cuts across all
budget lines and to re-open existing agreements, in particular the ceiling decided at the Brussels European
Council of October 2002 and the re-orientation of the CAP towards rural development.
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16. What is clear is that the final decision on the EU budget for 2007–13 and its allocation to the various
budget headings will be the result of a political negotiation and unlikely (unfortunately) to be an entirely
objective allocation according to needs and identified priorities. If the UK is successful in securing a 1 per cent
budget ceiling it is impossible to exactly predict the consequences for the CAP, rural development or any of
the other budget headings. For this reason English Nature believes that the UK negotiating position must
include a number of risk management measures that would protect the UK’s interests in maintaining and
expanding the financial resources available to meet the Government’s environmental obligations, objectives
and targets that are currently highly dependent on a growing Pillar 2 budget.

Managing the Environmental Risks of a 1 per cent EU Budget

17. English Nature has for some time been a strong advocate of a range of policies that aim to maintain a
steady growth in the resources available to Pillar 2 of the CAP, and subsequently, agri-environmental
programmes in England, in order to meet environmental needs both across the EU and nationally. These
include the following:

18. A more objective allocation of the rural development budget: The current allocation of the Pillar 2 budget
is made according to historic spending patterns and not objective needs-based criteria. This system penalises
the UK with a disproportionately small allocation. The allocation of the rural development funding for the
2007–13 financial perspective must be made more objective and needsbased. However, a redistribution of
resources will create losers as well as winners and will therefore be politically contentious. The diYculty in
securing this outcome through negotiations in Council should not be underestimated.

19. Greater transfers from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 at the EU level: The 2003 reform of the CAP included a very
welcome requirement to make a progressive shift of resources from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, a process known as
“compulsory [or EU] modulation”. However, the rate of transfer is far too modest and is insuYcient to even
sustain the planned expenditure on EU funded rural development measures in England beyond 2007. The rate
of EU modulation needs to be progressively increased, but there will be resistance from some quarters to
further reductions to SFP and other Pillar 1 support, particularly when other financial pressures are likely to
require spending cuts to meet agreed ceilings.

20. Reinstatement of national voluntary modulation: When compulsory EU modulation was included in the
2003 CAP reform the discretionary ability to shift resources from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 at the national level was
lost. This ability for Member States to decide where best to allocate total CAP allocations to meet identified
needs must be reintroduced as part of the current negotiations on the future of the Rural Development
Regulation. This measure will be particularly important if the UK is not successful in securing the two policies
identified above. Using voluntary modulation within the UKwill, however, be dependent on the political will
to unilaterally reduce SFP in order to maintain spending of rural development programmes and will also
require Treasury co-financing. Even if the necessary changes in EU legislation can be secured this is not an
entirely regret-free option for Ministers.

21. Greater use of national sources of funding: It is possible for Member States to use national funding to pay
for rural development and agri-environment schemes up to a maximum of four times the EU funded amount.
This state aid mechanism is used to fund English Nature’s Wildlife Enhancement Scheme which supports
conservation management of SSSIs and has been an important means of helping to meet the PSA target to get
95 per cent of SSSIs in favourable condition by 2010. If the current negotiations on the future EU budget and
EU rural development programmes leave the UK short of resources to meet environmental obligations and
targets then a shift in emphasis from EU to national sources of funding may be a necessary.

Conclusions

22. In order to fulfil the Government commitments to sustainable development, negotiations in the pursuit
of economic policies need to acknowledge the potential risks to other environmental obligations, objectives
and targets. We therefore strongly believe that all of the policies identified above must be incorporated into
the UK’s negotiations on the future funding of the EU and further reform of the CAP and EU funded rural
development programmes. Protecting future funding to deliver an improved rural environment and meet the
Government’s own targets and objectives will require considerable political eVort at the highest levels.

January 2005
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Annex 1

THE ROLE AND REMIT OF ENGLISH NATURE

1. English Nature is the statutory body that champions the conservation and enhancement of the wildlife and
natural features of England. We work for wildlife in partnership with others, by:

— advising—Government, other agencies, local authorities, interest groups, business, communities,
individuals on nature conservation in England;

— regulating—activities aVecting the special nature conservation sites in England;

— enabling—others to manage land for nature conservation, through grants, projects and
information; and

— enthusing—and advocating nature conservation for all and biodiversity as a key test of sustainable
development.

2. We have statutory responsibilities for nationally important nature conservation sites: Sites of Special
Scientific Interest, the most important of which are managed as National Nature Reserves.

3. Through the Joint Nature Conservation Committee, English Nature works with sister organisations in
Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland to advise Government on UK and international nature conservation
issues.

Annex 2

APPROXIMATE EU BUDGET FOR 2004 BY BROAD CATEGORY
(ABSTRACTED FROM AGENDA 2000 BUDGET ON EUROPA WEBSITE)

Budget Head ƒ billion per cent

CAP (Pillar 1) ƒ38.4 42.1
CAP (Pillar 2) ƒ 4.3 4.7
Structural Funds ƒ29.6 32.4
External ƒ4.6 5.0
Pre-accession/enlargement ƒ3.1 3.4
Internal policies ƒ6.4 7.0
Admin ƒ4.9 5.4

Total ƒ91.3 100 per cent

Annex 3

Estimates* of the cost of delivering elements of the biodiversity targets through Environmental Stewardship
management measures.

*These figures are being refined all the time and are not final absolute costs.

Target Estimated annual costs to meet Notes
target, for management which
could be delivered through ES

— PSA for SSSIs (on-site) £50 million (HLS) by 2010 About £3.5 million extra needed
each year to 2010 on top of
existing budget of £25 million.
Estimate for ES-eligible SSSIs
only. (Derived from “PSALM 95”
model).

— PSA for SSSIs (oV-site £40 million (HLS) Covers uptake only on “high-risk”
impacts of diVuse £50 millon (ELS) farms in 105 priority SSSI
pollution) catchments.

(Derived from EN/EA report plus
follow up work).
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Target Estimated annual costs to meet Notes
target, for management which
could be delivered through ES

— BAP habitat targets £150 million (HLS) Includes maintenance/restoration
(other than those met targets only not creation. Does not
through SSSIs) include hedgerows, cereal field

margins, woodland and other ES-
ineligible habitats, or any species
targets—but would deliver some
of these. Capital costs are
estimated at 20 per cent of annual
management costs. (Derived from
RDS/ EN data on BAP inventories
& overlap with ESA/ CSS spend).

— PSA for farmland birds £200 million (ELS & HLS) (Derived from paper by Phil
Grice).

TOTAL £490 million Reminder: the total a/e scheme
annual budget (2005) is £309
million for all objectives.

This table represents our priorities pared down to the minimum. It does not include habitat creation to buVer,
link and protect existing fragmented habitat, ormeasures tomeet the full range ofWater FrameworkDirective
requirements outside of SSSI catchments. In addition the costing scenario for SSSIs does not include the
possibility that sites currently in favourable condition, particularly the lowland grazed SSSIs, will become
unfavourable as a result of changes in the management as a result of CAP reform.

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Alastair Rutherford, Head of Agriculture, and Mr Mark Felton, Director of Agriculture
Programme, English Nature, examined.

Q154 Chairman: Our Chairman has asked me to other areas of high biodiversity importance. We also
work with the Rural Development Service where weapologise that he is not here; I am deputising for him.

We are very pleased to welcome you to our have bigger sites, where we have SSSIs on the site but
where other agri-environment schemes are operatingCommittee. Are there any opening remarks that you

would like to make? across the whole of that; so we work in partnership
with them to make sure we have the right balance ofMr Felton: No thank you. I think the submission of
schemes andobjectives.Weare also involved inpolicyevidence is suYcient. We are very pleased to be here.
research.We do a lot of work in thinking aboutwhereThank you for the welcome.
the schemedeficiencies are, howwe can improve them
and making them more eYcient, looking at how we

Q155 Chairman:Would you kindly outline some of can get better value for money and how we should
the rural development schemes that you have been improve their targeting, so that we achieve the
involved in, and their objectives? In your opinion, environmental benefits at lower public cost. A good
what contributions have they made to the rural example is the new entry level scheme, as part of the
economy? Environmental Stewardship Scheme, where we work
Mr Rutherford: It is important to recognise that with the Curry Commission, with the Treasury and
English Nature has played various roles in the thenwithDefra in taking the idea from a concept and
schemes, primarily agri-environment schemes as working that up, costing it and then working with
opposed to the more socio-economic based rural Defra tomake it practical to implement.Weplayboth
development schemes. We actually deliver some a delivery and a policy kind of role. With regard to
schemes. Our wildlife enhancement scheme is an contribution to rural economies, it is quite an
agri-environment scheme. It is not an EU-funded interesting question because it is important to
scheme; it is anationally-fundedscheme.Toall intents remember that rural economies—in England, the
and purposes it is very similar to the EU-funded contribution of agricultural activity to rural
agri-environment schemes. We work to deliver this economies isquite small.Therefore if you lookatwhat

impact environment schemes have on ruralscheme on Sites of Special Scientific Interest and in
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Q158 Lord Haskins:We have had a lot of discussioneconomies, thenyouhave tosay that it ispretty limited
about whether this budget will be able to bereally, and they always will be because they are very
controlled within the limits laid down, and if wefocused on this narrow area of agriculture and land
asked the question: “Do you think it shouldmanagement. The contribution of rural development
be increased significantly?” organisations likeschemes to rural economies is going to be quite small.
yourselves would say, “of course, we are not going toHaving said that, these schemes are hugely important
get very far on that.” What is coming out of it all theforenvironmental delivery.A lotof theGovernment’s
time—and it is something you have just said—is thatenvironmental targets will be delivered through these
this is a rural development budget, and within it weagri-environment rural development schemes.
have the conflict of farming, the environment, andImplementing those agri-environment schemes can
non-farming rural development, the economichaveasignificant economicbenefit for the farmsor the
question. It is all a bit of a muddle. You are sayinglocal areas that participate. We therefore see these
that as far as you are concerned the whole thing isschemes as primarily being environmental driven,
about environmental protection and all that. Are wewith economic benefits, rather than seeing them as
going to get a proper outcome on any of the threeprimarily drivers of economies in rural areas.
fronts as a result of this, in terms of value for money?
Mr Felton: There are two things. The focus on the
need for managing land, for example not going backQ156 Chairman: Is the negotiating stance of the net
to wild nature but having a cultural landscape thatcontributor countries, which aim to keep the budget
supports nature, the evidence that you need moreat 1 per cent of gross national income appropriate to
money for that and that we can deliver it in that webalance the needs of rural development and promote
have had 15–20 years’ experience of positive landagricultural reform in the EU as a whole?
management, suggests that an environmental-ledMr Felton: The issue of 1 per cent really invites—or
approach to rural regeneration could be made to1.24 per cent or 1.14 per cent because there is a range
work in a cost-eVective way. Clearly, there areof figures—how one can understand why contributor
examples where it has not worked, but the positivecountries are looking for savings and so on. Our line
thing is we knowwhy they have not worked, and thaton this is that it is really important that all lines in the
meansmore flexibility in terms of theMember States’EU budget have a very clear purpose, and that they
ability to capture changes and lessons and thenare designed in ways that actually deliver that
change them. I always remember the first agri-purpose. As our evidence makes clear, whilst we do
environment schemes where within two years weunderstand that you cannot just cut oV a line of
knew what the changes should be, but we had to waitexpenditure as in the Pillar 1 support for direct
for five. That is just not a sensible way forward. Therepayments, in the long run the logic of a market-
is quite a lot of evidence that an attractive ruralorientated agriculture would suggest that you would
environment is good for tourism and a whole rangehave to review for how long that was needed and the
of other rural businesses; and therefore you need topurpose of it. Our evidence suggests that we need
positively promote an environmental-based businessmore money in Pillar 2 if we are to honour the
sector, which will be quite small if you take the wholeobjectives that both the EU and the UK have signed
rural economy, but nevertheless it providesup to for landscape and biodiversity, and the 2010
opportunities that are often rather diYcult fortarget of no further loss of biodiversity will require
smaller rural businesses to pick up if you look at thequite significant changes to the trends in land
wider economy.My view is that it can be designed but

management over the last 20 years. the research we have done across Europe says that it
needs to be quite localised solutions. There is not a
precise one-fits-all solution.Q157 Chairman: Member governments are able to

spend up to four times the Pillar 2 EU amount of
money. Howflexible is the British Treasury? Are they Q159 Earl Peel:On the question of value for money,
prepared to add to the kitty? English Nature are obviously involved in quite a
Mr Felton: The evidence of their support for the case number of diVerent schemes, many of them accruing
for the entry level scheme, which is broadly available directly from the CAP. It seems to me the absolutely
to any farmer that makes an appropriate set of crucial thing in determining whether or not these
contributions, suggests that they do see the public schemes are working eVectively is whether they are
benefit and the value for money of supporting being monitored properly. Do you think the level of
positive environmental management. Quite how far monitoring is suYciently robust, and do you think
one would be able to push that is not clear, but the that enough resources are built into these large
Treasury does seem to recognise the public benefit schemes to account for suYcient monitoring to find
nature of what you are getting for it, and probably out whether the taxpayer is getting good value for

money?would prefer it to ongoing Pillar 1 payments for ever.
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deal with, howmany are going to apply a scheme, onMrFelton: Some aspects of the environment are quite
well monitored. Farmland birds is about as robust as a voluntary basis, and how many will opt out; and

will that create unfairness within the market?you could get without spending—well, you could
always spend more but it is pretty robust. We think Mr Rutherford: That is very diYcult to predict, and I
there does need to be more investment in terms of cannot honestly say howmany will and howmay will
how well is the wildlife and landscape doing. The not. However, I do not think we should assume it will
Countryside Quality Counts is beginning to develop only be the UK to take that opportunity, should it be
an evidence base. The early ESAs spent about created. Before voluntary modulation was scrapped
25 per cent of their resources on monitoring, which in favour of the current compulsory modulation
strikes me as excessive. If we really are not that sure, system the UK and France were the only ones to
we should do some research and make sure we are operate it, and France suspended it fairly soon
sure. The example of the work that has been done in afterwards. To be honest, they invented a highly
SouthDevon on the cirl bunting, we were not sure, so bureaucratic system and found it quite diYcult to
we started small. I like the idea of long, thin starts, manage, and so they suspended the operation with
from which you develop the evidence base. I think it the intention of re-visiting it. In the UK we designed
is ideal if the evidence base about what works and a much simpler system that was easier to operate and
how can be shared between the farmer and people for farmers to understand, which is important aswell.
like ourselves; and then when you can demonstrate At the same time, a number of other Member States
that it is working you can expand the schemes. I were seriously looking at modulation as a
really do not think a big sudden lump of money, mechanism, although by the time we got to the 2003
which you have to spend in a particular year, helps. CAP negotiations they suspended all that in order to
It does help if you can build partnerships and grow wait and see what the CAP reform brought. It will be
them and demonstrate that what we are proposing up to Member States, once we have the new CAP
works on a small scale, and then test it on a slightly reform in place and compulsory modulation, for
larger scale. them to assess how much compulsory modulation

will bring into their coVers and whether it will be
enough to meet their needs. Indeed, some otherQ160 Earl Peel: Is there suYcient flexibility within
Member States have used diVerent means to achievethe system to allow those sort of mechanisms to
an increase in environmentally positive incentives.develop, or would you rather they were dictated to by
Their national envelopes mechanism is a way ofBrussels in the way we carry out this monitoring and
taking money out at Member State level and puttingdevelopment of these schemes?
it into environmentally friendly farming systems. WeMr Felton: I believe if we put it into our national plan
decided not to run that in England. The Scots arethat we would roll out stuV we know that works, so
considering a scheme for beef farming and otherthat you had a development phase for any novel types
Member States are looking at that mechanism. It isof things, and the flexibility is there. We consistently
therefore quite diYcult to predict howmanyMemberpush for more flexibility and an accountability
States will use this national modulation, but to aregime that is not tied to the equivalent of a financial
certain extent my answer to that would be that if it isauditor following every last cent and linking it to a
just the UK, so what? What is important is thatcirl bunting or something. We need to continue to
Member States have the ability to make decisionspush for a simplified relationship between the
about how they spend their CAP budgets in order toMember State and the Commission, but recognising
meet their objectives. If the UK decides it is better forthat it is reasonable for the Commission to want to
both the industry and for delivering publicknow that the resources that are being provided are
commitments on environmental rural developmentbeing used for the purposes intended.
to shift resources frompillar 1 to pillar 2, then theUK
should have the ability to make that decision.Q161 Lord Plumb: Following Lord Haskins’

reference to the mixed bag we face or themuddle that
could be created, in paragraph 20 of your evidence Q162 Lord Plumb: You would welcome that.
you state that national voluntary modulation from Mr Rutherford: Yes, I would welcome that.
Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 should be reinstated. In your
opinion, how many Member States are likely to take

Q163 Lord Sewel: Mr Rutherford, in your openingadvantage of this, or would it be mainly just the
comments you made reference to the fact that one ofUnited Kingdom? It is interesting because in your
your significant agri-environment schemes was beingstatement you say very clearly that it is dependent on
funded from UK funding rather than from EUthe political will to unilaterally reduce SFP in order
funding. Do you have any idea of the proportion ofto maintain spending of rural development
rural development schemes generally that areprogrammes, and that it will also require Treasury

co-financing. Realising that we have 25 countries to UK-funded rather than specifically EU-funded?
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Mr Rutherford: In theory we could spend that, yes,Mr Rutherford: Yet again, that is another diYcult
question! It is hard to give a definitive answer. Let me but there would be many hoops and hurdles we

would have to go through in order to secure thatexplain some of the reasons why it is diYcult to give
a definitive answer. As you identified yourself, some funding.
of these schemes are state aids and therefore financed
100 per cent by their Member States, but in general Q166 Lord Livsey of Talgarth:Would you agree that
the proportion is relatively small in state aid, and the allocation of funds is based on need rather than
there are EU limits on the extent of state aid. historical spending levels, and if you do, who might
Secondly, the main agri-environment schemes and be adversely aVected by this redistribution?
project-based schemes, the socio-economic schemes, MrFelton:Clearly, wewould favour allocation based
are funded, co-financed at a 50 per cent rate by the on need—and it is an interesting question about how
UK Treasury, so that is a 50/50 allocation. Some of you work that one out. The Land Use Policy Group,
the other agri-environment schemes are funded using of which we are a part, held a conference in Brussels,
this modulation mechanism, so there is discussion looking at this, and there is a paper, which, again, we
there about whether that is EUmoney or UKmoney can supply as supplementary evidence. AtUK level it
because we are actually taking the UK’s allocation of would suggest that if you started using diVerent
the CAP to fund it, and then you have to get co- criteria, they could be employment rates, could be
financing on top of that as well. That muddies the GDP and could be environmental. They chose an
water a bit more. There is a small proportion of hill environmental indicator based on protected areas
farming subsidies allocated from the EU budget, and and Natura 2000 areas and that sort of thing; and
that is topped up by a national contribution. I think instead of 3.5 per cent we get 10 per cent, and that is
it is about 75–80 per cent of the hill farming support it; and that will be at the extent of somebody else. We
that comes from the Exchequer, from UK sources of think a historic basis simply freezes the current
funding. For every ƒ1.5 we contribute to the pattern and does not really address the pattern of
European pot we get ƒ1 back to fund these rural need, so there is no real rationale for continuing the
development schemes. We have done a little bit of historic basis, even if there was one at the beginning,
number-crunching on this, and it is a diYcult because you were rewarding commitment to the
question and a broad answer, not a definitive answer; change. Who loses? Ireland looks as though it could
but it is about 70 per cent the UK contributes to the lose, and that is largely because of its relatively low
total EU-funded rural develops. We have done a area of totally protected landscapes, according to the
calculation on this, and I can send out the figure here. But Ireland would even lose on a GDP
supplementary evidence if that would be helpful. per capita basis because it has done rather well over

recent years. That signals the political diYculty of
securing really significant changes, but we do think aQ164 Earl Peel: Leading on from what you have

said, your answer to my question is obvious, but shift towards the nature of the level of contribution
and need towards the purposes of these funds oughtwould a significant cut in rural development funds

available from the EU have a large impact on to be part of the next financial perspective in the
allocation process.schemes in the UK, or could adequate funding be

found from within the UK?
Mr Rutherford: It would have a disproportionately Q167 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Following on from
significant impact onUK funding because somany of that answer, do you see more need in the rural
those schemes are co-financed. A reduction in EU development sector or do you feel that, given the
funding would have a big impact on rural global market process on agriculture, this creates a
development schemes in England and the rest of the need possibly—
UK. There is the potential to increase the amount of Mr Felton: Let us talk about two diVerent
UK funding to make up the diVerence, if you like, circumstances. The biodiversity objectives of the
and to ensure that we maintain the level of spending EuropeanUnionwill not bemet without some sort of
that we need to in order to deliver these change in the way that the management needs are
environmental objectives, but that would have to go addressed, so if that is given weight through the
through the normal process of allocation of UK various commitments that have been made at EU
budgets through a comprehensive spending review level, then that does need to be increased. Themarket
and submitting a robust submission to the Treasury, logic of “we will free agriculture to become more
identifying why it is needed, the eYciencies and all responsive to the market” requires a diVerent
that kind of normal spending process. I would say approach to the way you enable and facilitate
probably “yes”, but with caveats. agricultural businesses to respond. I would suggest

that long-term support, which is referred to in the
EFRD as basic income support, in the long run, asQ165 Lord Christopher: You really would say

“probably”, would you? opposed to a transitional period as the Secretary of
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important for delivering andmaintaining the existingState when she announced why we were going for a
historic and then a transition to an area-based assets, and there is not enough money to manage all
payment, is that you cannot have big disruptions in of that in the system, but it does not necessarily
financial flows and expect businesses that are depend upon Pillar 2 if the UK Government can be
otherwise viable to be able to cope with it sensibly. persuaded to putmoney into it. That goes back to the
There is a transition arrangement on that, and I previous question of how certain you are of—
cannot see a long-term clear purpose to what the Earl Peel: It is a very important point, thank you.
Single Farm Payment is for that would address the
adjustment to competition.

Q171 Lord Sewel:Can I put this proposition to you?
If agriculture has little contribution to make to ruralQ168 Lord Plumb: You determine need country by
development, what then is the justification for havingcountry. You referred to Ireland having an
the amount of resource available for ruraladvantage and so on.Who would determine the need
development really being dependent upon a balanceinternally?
between Pillar 1 andPillar 2 in theCAP?Would it notMr Felton: In England the process is that at each
be better if we approached rural developmentregional level, so the level of the government oYce at
funding completely diVerently, and incorporateda regional level, works up a process which, under the
rural development into structural and cohesionnew EFRD, has to be much more inclusive than the
funds, therefore enabling a much wider element oflast time, which means it has to start sooner, to
rural businesses and activities to be supported than isidentify the optimum ways in which both that region
the case at the moment?can contribute to nationally important and wider
Mr Rutherford: In general we are not particularly incommitments, and addresses the particular patterns
favour of that kind of approach. The structural fundsof need in the region.
are primarily about achieving the European
objectives of cohesion, which is about bringingQ169 Lord Plumb: I was thinking in particular of the
lagging areas, in economic terms, close to theneeds, or as perceived to be the needs in the past, of
performance of the average.moorland, for example Exmoor and Dartmoor,

where they have been receiving a fair amount of grant
support for stocking rates and so on. Do you see that Q172 Lord Sewel: That is what rural development
changing to a more environmental application of

should be about as well, should it not?funding which will assist those areas?
Mr Rutherford: I would not agree with that. WeMr Felton: Let us be clear: we think that there should
would say that the rural development regulation andcontinue to be significant flows ofmoney to positively
rural development funding is not about cohesion; it issupport the actual management you need of
about delivering the environmental objectives that Ilandscapes, so Dartmoor and Exmoor would be
have just identified which we cannot deliver unless weincluded in that. We think that rather than give it as
increase the amount of funding to deliver them. Wea per-hectare lump sum, it is better to give it as a
would argue that they are not primarily designed as aspecific negotiated agreement about delivering the
spur or a boost to rural economies, which are muchpublic benefits, because actually cross-compliance is
bigger things than simply agriculture and landa pretty blunt instrument and it has got quite high
management. They are also there to help agriculturebureaucratic overheads which you may as well use in
through a period of re-adjustment, and it is not justnegotiating more personalised agreements so that
the poor areas of Europe that have theseyou get that personal commitment from both sides of
environmental problems and needs, and it is not justthe equation.
the poorer areas of Europe where agriculture is going
through a diYcult restructuring phase. Therefore theQ170 Earl Peel:Were you suggesting in your earlier
rural development funding needs to be spread acrossremark that the Biodiversity Action Plan targets will
the whole of the European territory and not targetednot be met unless there is an increase in funds to
upon particular Member States where GDP is lowerPillar 2?
than the rest. There is a risk, if you take the structuralMr Felton: They could be met if there was more
approach to rural development funding, in the wayExchequer money, in other words the state aid thing.
that we characterise rural development funding—Our evidence included a table of narrow targets from
and it is important to recognise that there is a discretethe Biodiversity Action Plan, which suggests there is
definition of that—that you could risk resourcesnot enough money. One cannot see this being
moving out of relatively prosperous Member Statesdone voluntarily. The Curry report was clear:
and into poorer countries. The UK could lose out ifpublic money is needed to support the delivery of
rural development was shifted into a structural fundpublic benefits. There are 2.5 million hectares of

semi-natural habitat in England which are broadly approach.
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Mr Rutherford:You are absolutely right. Any farmerQ173 Lord Sewel: The arguments against the
in receipt of the Single Farm Payment needs to meetproposition I advanced is really that you would not
the cross-compliance conditions. The big problemsecure thewider environmental benefits that youwish
with cross-compliance is how you define a set ofto secure on a pan-Europe basis, and that the
conditions that are applicable everywhere, so that allagricultural adjustment is required across Europe as
farmers receive the same level of requirements. It iswell.
unfair, in a higher nature value interest area puttingMr Rutherford: Yes. Therefore, you are looking at
lots of cross-compliance on a farmer, and then youprotecting environmental resources across the whole
move to an area where there is low nature valueof the European territory and helping an industry
interest andmaking cross-compliance very light. Yousector go through structural change again across the
have to have equity across the board. So how do youwhole of the European territory, but a structural
make that sensitive to this great variation in thefund targets resources on to particular areas.
kind of management we want? You have to takeMr Felton: I do think that the Pillar 1/Pillar 2 fix
cross-compliance down to the lowest commonperhaps restricts some of the options for doing the
denominator, so in terms of environmental delivery itpan-European adjustment by simply tying what
is not very eVective; it is a very ineVective tool. Whatlooks like 90 per cent of it to a basic payment with
you can use cross-compliance for is to reinforce themild cross-compliance, which may not be the best
“don’t”s and you apply that to farmers all over; butway of using those particular resources to achieve
in terms of delivering positive environmentalthat wider objective.
management cross-compliance is a very ineYcient
tool.

Q174 Lord Sewel: Can you think of any other
mechanism that would be more eYcient and eVective
in delivering the socio-economic rural development
side than the mechanisms that are available at the
moment?

Q177 Lord Christopher: We are all aware of theMr Felton: I do not think the Pillar 1 payments
number of factors that could aVect the agriculturaladdress those questions necessarily.
budget as the years go by, and there is already a
diVerence in view of whether it should be 1 per cent
or five-figure. Do you have a view on the thoughtsQ175 Lord Sewel: I am really talking about the
that some people have put forward, that the SinglediVerence between Pillar 2 as onemechanism, and the
Farm Payments might well be what is described instructural funds as the other. Is there an alternative?
jargon terms as digressive, that is to say the richMr Felton: The question is how you join up the
getting a little poorer and the poor getting a littleregional and rural development funding which go
richer?through the rural development agencies in England
Mr Felton: Without absolute clarity of what theat the moment, at the point of delivery so that you do
purpose of the Single FarmPayment is, it is a bit hardget a range of measures from business support to
to answer that. From an administrative and generalbusiness advice tomarketing development. That then
purpose, the simpler these things are the easier it is towill preferably reinforce the value of the products
understand, and the less artificial the incentives. Ifflowing from the environmental management you
you say, “you get so much up to 100 hectares andget. That is about a planning process so that at the
then you get so much less after 500 hectares”, thenpoint of delivery it is the same. We have done some
people will structure their farm businesses to respondresearch across Europe, and the rural futures report
to that. It is silly to create those sorts of incentives. Itindicates that where you do get the leader type
is much easier if you have a fairly straightforwardapproach, that bottom-up partnership combined
payment that simply is changed uniformly and easily.with a funding source that represents the state’s
The other assumption is that larger businesses areinterest, there are fairly significant opportunities for
always more eYcient because there are economies ofsome elements of the business so that you get what we
scale and so on. The Farm Business Survey showed,refer to as endogenous growth based on the national
and the Curry Report shows that there can beassets—it is just jargon really, is it not?
eYcient businesses at all sorts of diVerent scales.
Even if bigger businesses tend to have bigger cash

Q176 Lord Plumb: You said “mild cross- flows, they may not be appropriately diversified and
compliance”. I am a bit baZed! You do not get theymay be overly specialised, and theymay be quite
anything in Pillar 1 if you do not farm in an vulnerable to market changes. There is a whole range
environmentally friendly way; and that of course is of reasons why we should leave businesses to sort out
pretty tough cross-compliance, not mild cross- their own size without trying to say to them that one

size is better than another.compliance.
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Mr Felton: The danger of Pillar 1 is indeed that it isQ178 Earl Peel: We have talked about the Single
Farm Payment and Pillar 1, and clearly, from an not seen to be positively linked. The hedgerow

example, I would accept, in England but not in otherenvironmental perspective, you do not seem to think
it is going to achieve a great deal. Do you see it countries is an example where we have managed to

put in something that is more than just “do not trashbecoming less important in 10 years’ time when the
Community budget is declining, or should plans be hedgerows”; it is “look after them in an appropriate

way”. The link to the entry level scheme—we believemade for the phasing out of direct payments to
farmers? that the broad area of land that needs to be

managed—and Iwould not push that to quite 100 perMr Rutherford: In short, yes. The Single Farm
cent—in ways that generally deliver an improvedPayment will get less over time. Even if any other
countryside that is positivelymanaged. Therefore, wepressures that are likely to bear on it do not bear on
do think the entry level scheme is an importantit, then it will be less significant. The simple fact that
component, and broadly speaking, in terms of theit is not index-linked means that in 10 years’ time it
total budget, we think it is about 40 per cent to a halfwill be relatively insignificant to farm businesses, and
of the need is for generalised land management,therefore I think farm businesses need to be thinking
which ever farmer ought to be able to pick up.about the economic robustness of their businesses.

They have a period of time to do that. As we all know,
there are a lot of pressures on the Single Farm

Q180 Earl Peel: That comes out of Pillar 2.Payment, and this reduction in significance could be
Mr Felton: Yes, because it is tied to moreaccelerated if other demands on the CAP make less
geographically specific ideas about the best things tomoney available for the payment. Our line remains,
do with that money, and therefore in areas with lotsthough, that we cannot see the justification for the
of hedgerows it would include much more emphasisSingle Farm Payment. It should be phased out
on “let us look after these hedgerows for thequicker than what it is. Indeed, there is not a planned
landscape and biodiversity reasons”.phase-out of the Single Farm Payment over time in
MrRutherford:This point wasmade before about thethe current agreement; it is just left to wither away as
problem with cross-compliance because you cannota result of inflation, so we believe it should be more
make it farm-specific, and that is addressed by thisplanned, and that the reduction should be clearly
entry-level scheme approach. You should havesignalled. It should be reduced over time and some of
enoughmoney in the scheme to pay the vast majoritythe resources from that reduction should be moved
of farmers for their positive management, but youinto Pillar 2.
can make the scheme a bit more specific on what they
are doing on the farm. Indeed, one of the great

Q179 Earl Peel:Can I press you a little harder on the attractions of the entry-level scheme is that you
question of the environmental benefits that may or throw the options back to the farmer. You ask the
may not accrue with the cross-compliance conditions farmer to consider the kind of things that he might
attached to Pillar 1. Lord Plumb made the point and want to do on his farm in order to get the points to be
picked up on you saying that it is all “don’t”s, but eligible. It is not only prescriptive. A very important
there are some “do”s. For example, the way people point is what is the environmental value of the Single
manage their hedgerows is a positive plus for Pillar 1, Farm Payment. A very big problem that English
which would not otherwise be there if cross- Nature is facing now is how we manage our lowland
compliance conditions had not been imposed. nature reserves and Sites of Special Scientific Interest
Perhaps I might suggest that you are being a little that are dependent on extensive livestock grazing,
negative about Pillar 1. It is important when it comes particularly beef cattle. In the past, we were being
back to this point that we raised earlier about value cross-subsidised by all of the cattle subsidies—
for money, whether or not the environmental gains Suckler Cow Premium, for example—which
attached to Pillar 1 will be seen after the ten-year maintained cattle production because farmers would
period to be delivering. The other point I would not get subsidies unless they kept cattle. Sometimes
quickly like to make is this. If you were to divert the those enterprises were inherently unprofitable and
majority of funds from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2—speaking the farmer basically did them in order to capture the
specifically about agri-environment schemes—that subsidy. Now, the situation with the Single Farm
would be selective, would it not? It would not Payment is that it makes no economic sense
guarantee that every single farmer in the country was whatsoever for those farmers running uneconomic
going to get benefits; whereas under Pillar 1 anybody suckler cow enterprises in lowland England to
picking up the Single Farm Payment will have some continue. The economic rationale has just shot them
environmental conditions attached, so from a pan- down. That leaves us with a huge problem about

where we can get stock from to manage these natureagricultural perspective you could argue, could you
not, that Pillar 1 may have an additional advantage reserves. The Single Farm Payment in this instance is

not helping to secure environmental objectives. Thefrom an environmental perspective over Pillar 2?
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Mr Felton: The currency adjustments that used tofarmer can do what he wants with the Single Farm
be—Payment; he can invest it in the farm; he can throw it
Mr Rutherford: Where it is diYcult to track anddown the drain keeping suckler cows on this farm; he
monitor the flows of commodities or where thecan invest in a diVerent rural enterprise, a transport
subsidies are going. The level of monitoring on agri-business for example, or he can invest it in a property
environment schemes and rural developmentin the Seychelles if he wishes. What he needs to do is
schemes is pretty high compared to some of thesekeep the land in good agricultural condition, which
other types of schemes.might mean just going across the land once a year

with amower and keeping the grass short. That is not
Q182 Lord Haskins: There is the problem becausegood enough to deliver the kind of environmental
the cost of administering the old CAP wasmanagement that we are looking for.
six per cent, but the cost of Pillar 2 could be as much
as 30 per cent. Instead of fraud we will have

Q181 Baroness Maddock: Are you, in your work, bureaucracy.
aware of any diYculties arising from fraud in relation MrRutherford:That is true to a certain extent, but we
to rural development schemes, and if you are, do you have tried to tackle that with the entry-level scheme,
think things could be done to deal with the situation where the deliberate plan was to get the
and improve it? administration costs down. The other point to
Mr Rutherford: The short answer to that is, “no”. consider is that if you are spending 30 billion on
Certainly in the UK we are not aware of any serious agricultural support of questionable value but it does
fraud issues coming from rural development. I think not cost much to administer—is that better than
rural development schemes are much more targeted spending three billion on something that definitely
at asking farmers to do specific actions, which you delivers your outcomes, but it might cost you more?
can then monitor and check that he has delivered. Lord Haskins: I would like a bit of both!
Where big risks of fraud can come from is things like Chairman: Thank you very much indeed, gentlemen.

We have found your submissions very helpful.intervention, storage or export refunds.

Supplementary memorandum by English Nature

1. The proposed European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) has an important role to
play in improving the competitiveness and the environmental sustainability of the EUagricultural and forestry
sector in ways that are consistent with the EU’s Lisbon (competitiveness) and Gothenburg (sustainability)
agendas.

2. Ensuring that those rural businesses associated with the use of land becomemore competitive is a legitimate
objective for EU Rural Development policy, but the use of support which undermines the drive for a
sustainable pattern of development or which leads to anti-competitive support is not acceptable.

3. The various measures under EAFRD Axis 1, therefore, need to be very carefully designed so that:

(i) environmental damage as a consequence of supported schemes is avoided by building environmental
conditions across the whole programme;

(ii) a very strong emphasis is placed on improving a technology transfer and improving knowledge and
skills base of farming businesses which can both reduce environmental impacts and increase
eYciency of resource use;

(iii) capital investment is targeted on improving infrastructure that will improve environmental
performance;

(iv) all aid and capital investment respects the “polluter pays” principle;

(v) in a more market orientated agricultural sector public support avoids the distortion of market
signals; and

(vi) support for business development avoids damaging existing, but often fragile, diversified rural
businesses and economies by providing anti-competitive support and subsidies.

February 2005
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UK CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE EU BUDGET (NOTE FIGURES ARE FOR UK FINANCIAL YEAR
IN £ MILLION)

1997–98 1998–99 1999–2000 2000–01 2001–02 2002–03 2003–04

1. Gross payment 8,603 10,507 9,207 10,640 9,213 9,737 11,345
2. Public sector receipts "4,472 "3,950 "3,676 "4,099 "3,298 "3,407 "4,756
3. Gross payments-receipts (1!2) 4,131 6,557 5,531 6,541 5,915 6,330 6,589
4. UK abatement (Actual) "1,563 "2,447 "2,206 "2,223 "4,427 "3,234 "3,283
5. Net contributions (3!4) 2,567 4,111 3,325 4,318 1,488 3,097 3,306
6. Contributions to EIB reserves 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
7. Grants from ECSC "6,255 0 0 0 0 0 0
8. UK EC aid contributions "408 "520 "519 "584 "672 "806 "607
9. Net contributions to budget (5-8) 2,159 3,590 2,807 3,734 816 2,290 2,699
10. Gross pay-rec less aid (3!8) 3,723 6,037 5,012 5,957 5,243 5,524 5,982
11. UK rebate own calculation (t-1) — 2,457 3,984 3,308 3,932 3,460 3,646
12. DiVerence: actual and calculated rebate (9!4) — 10 1,778 1,085 "495 226 363
13. 11 as per cent of 4 — "0.4 "80.6 "48.8 11.2 "7.0 "11.1
14. Spending eVectiveness (*) 1.48 1.91 1.76 1.91 1.25 1.67 1.57
15. Spending eVectiveness (**) 0.67 0.52 0.57 0.52 0.80 0.60 0.64

According to HMT, the UK rebate is broadly equal to two thirds of the diVerence between gross payments and
gross receipts (excluding aid payments) backdated one year. Note the significant diVerence between actual UK
rebates and own calculations.
1.71—Weighted spending eYciency for 1997–2003.
0.59—Weighted spending eYciency for 1997–2003.
*: to get f 1 from the EU budget, UK spent f (x)
**: for every £1 the UK contributes, it received £(x) in return.
Source: Taken from HMT EU budget Statements to Parliament (2003, 2004) and own calculations.

Memorandum by Emeritus Professor K J Thomson, University of Aberdeen*

CAP as a Part of the EU Budget

1. How will total CAP expenditure be affected by the European Commission’s proposed financial perspectives, or the
1 per cent of GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributors, if agreed by the Council of Ministers?

There are strong political reasons for leaving unchanged the October 2002 budget agreement on a ceiling for
CAP Pillar 1 spending up to 2013. To re-negotiate this agreement would (further) open up various issues, eg
the UK budget rebate, and the positions of the new Member States who were not involved in the earlier
agreements. Thus Pillar 1 spending on direct payments (SFPs) and the remaining market-related expenditure
will remain within (ie likely at) this limit, which reflects a slow decline in real terms, from ƒ43.500 billion in
2007 to ƒ42.293 billion in 2013 at 2004 prices. These figures assume entry of Bulgaria and Romania (but not
Croatia) in 2007. However, inflation of more than 1 per cent per year would depress these real figures further,
and modulation funds of some ƒ1.2 billion in 2007 (European Parliament Fact Sheet 4.1.5) should be
subtracted, to be re-spent (along with national co-funding) under Pillar 2.

Politically, it should be remembered that CAP expenditures within individual countries will be aVected by
exchange-rate fluctuations against the Euro in the case of the UK and the newMember States (NMS), and in
the case of the NMSs by their ability to add national increments to Brussels-funded SFPs, Single Farm
Payments.

Themain eVect of constraining the total EUbudget to 1 per cent ofGNIwould fall on the “rural development”
Pillar 2 of the CAP, which in fact covers a wide variety of programmes, ranging from farm modernisation,
agri-environmental support, and aids to forestry, animal welfare, food quality, etc. The draft Commission
plans which assume an overall 1.14 per cent spending limit envisage this component of the CAPmoving from
ƒ11.759 billion in 2007 to ƒ13.205 billion in 2013, excluding modulation.

* The author was Professor of Agricultural Economics at the University of Aberdeen between 1986 and 2004,
and now holds emeritus status.
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2. Is there a need for further reform of the CAP? If so, what opportunities exist for reforming it further as a result of
the financial perspective negotiations?

There is certainly a need for further reform, primarily:

(i) the remaining unreformed commodity regimes, eg dairy and sugar, and remaining “coupled”
payments to farmers; and

(ii) reduction of import tariVs, which maintain considerable market protection even though export
subsidies have been cut considerably.

Past experience shows that budget pressures have had little eVect in reforming the CAP; either the money has
been found (most notoriously, from extra-budgetary resources during the 1986 crisis), or the existing CAP has
been largely maintained, with new initiatives stifled. In fact, both the 1999 Agenda 2000 reforms and the 2003
Mid-Term Review reforms had the eVect of increasing the budgetary demands of the CAP by switching from
market support to direct payments; this has been economically more eYcient (and fairer) but financially more
expensive.

Enlargement

3. How will rural development expenditure (Pillar 2) be affected by enlargement, recent and future?

Pillar 2 expenditure allocations have always been quite restricted, and actual expenditures have reflected
national capacities for uptake, both financially (ie the need for national co-finance, even allowing for diVerent
rates between countries and regions) and administratively (ie the ability to develop acceptable programmes).
New Member States have shown a marked preference for using Pillar 2 funds (and the preceding SAPARD
funding) for “competitiveness” purposes, ie farmmodernisation and improvements in food processing, rather
than for agri-environmental farming, although, at least in Poland, the ability of rural local authorities to claim
for infrastructure improvements was considerable (and permitted the available SAPARD funds for 2000–03
to be actually spent in the time available; Dalton, 2004).

Given the likely shift of structural funding towards the new Member States, it seems unlikely that the old
Member States will allow any further increase in Pillar 2 expenditure as a result of enlargement, over and above
that envisaged by the Commission, and it is more likely to be reduced from these levels, with more reliance on
national funds.

4. What is the potential impact on the rural economy of increasing structural funds, which will mainly be available to
new Member States, at the same time as reducing direct (Pillar 1) payments?

Structural funds generally have been largely used—for a variety of reasons—on “big” construction-type
projects which have improved major communications, or enhanced or protected the environment. From a
rural point of view, this pattern (though not so much as Pillar 1 funding; ESPON project 2.1.3) has tended to
favour already relatively prosperous rural areas, eg by encouraging international movement of farm inputs
and products, or opening up certain attractive areas to more tourism and second homes. Overall, therefore,
the postulated increase would be expected to promote “cohesion” between the more prosperous areas in the
new Member States and the EU-15, but to leave behind the poorer and more remote areas in the NMSs.
Reducing Pillar 1 payments will have a smaller eVect in these countries—mainly a somewhat smaller influence
on land prices, which have already risen in anticipation of the SFPs.

5. How far are market support and direct subsidy expenditure (Pillar 1) likely to increase as a result of further
enlargement and the payment of new subsidies to the dairy and (possibly) the sugar sector?

As explained above, it seems that these developments (further enlargement, and new dairy payments) have
been already taken into account in the Commission’s proposals. Further payments in the dairy and sugar
sectors will have to come out of the existing planned amounts, possibly bringing forward the operation of
financial discipline.
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6. Can use of the financial discipline mechanism realistically be avoided?

Probably not; but this will occur late in the period 2007–13, and depends on a Commission proposal at the
time. Reductions might be spread over all or some direct payments, or initiatives (eg further dairy reforms)
might be delayed. If discipline applied to the SFPs were to exclude the ƒ5,000 limit (ie only payments above
this level were cut, along modulation lines), then the impact on the UK would be much increased.

7. Will market support and direct subsidy (Pillar 1) be affected by any concessions which the EU has to make on export
subsidisation, import tariffs and domestic support expenditure in any agreement in the Doha Development Round of
trade negotiations?

Any Doha Round agreement is unlikely to have much eVect on the budget until 2009 at the earliest. Export
subsidies are already small (despite the recent re-introduction of export refunds for wheat as a result of good
harvests and the falling dollar), and will not be of much significance (the EU has been able to live with the
Uruguay Round commitments on export subsidy expenditures fairly easily, except for rice, sugar, and
processed products; Swinbank, 2005). Reducing import tariVs would impact on the dairy, beef and sugar
markets, but not with any great budgetary eVect if quotas were tightened up correspondingly. Domestic
support expenditure is intended to be moved to the WTO “green box”, and thus be exempt from expenditure
limits, though they may be subject to more restrictions as regards payments to farmers.

Rural Development

8. Are the spending ceilings likely to be exceeded? If so, what will the consequences be for the farming industry if the
EU fails to meet the financial demands of both market and structural policies in an EU25 or EU27?

See responses to Questions 1 and 6 above; moreover, financial discipline is designed to avoid the above
scenario. If discipline is applied, the bulk of the “farming industry”, ie the main producers and sellers of farm
products, will be largely protected within slowly tightening Pillar 1 limits on direct payments, while smaller
and poorer farmers and rural communities will be more exposed to unmodified market and national-budget
pressures.

9. Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries, who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI,
appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

Given the above-explained situation of a “hard” framework for Pillar 1 expenditure, and “softer” Pillar 2
figures, it is unlikely that simply reducing the overall budget from 1.14 per cent to 1 per cent of GNI will have
the “appropriate” eVects.

10. Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain similar to
current levels?

Rural development spending planned by the Commission for 2007–13 is intended to rise by some 25 per cent,
which modulation funding ofƒ1.2 billion would raise to some 37 per cent. This is already significant, and will
be diYcult for someMember States to spend eVectively due to the need to identify and implement acceptable
programmes and projects. In the Commission’s proposals, there is a major diVerence of some ƒ96 billion, ie
some ƒ14 billion per year, between (overall) commitment appropriations and payments appropriations over
2007–13, compared to just over ƒ4 billion for the Berlin Financial Framework for 2000–06 (Mayhew, Sussex
European Institute Working Paper no 78); this suggests that there is major scope for delays in actual
expenditure within the budget as a whole, and so there may be unexpected flexibility from year to year.

11. Will the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy
improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

If agreed without modification, the Commission’s proposals in COM(2004)490 for minimum percentages of
the EAFRD to be allocated to “competitiveness” (15 per cent), “land development” (25 per cent), “wider rural
development” (15 per cent), LEADER (7 per cent) and a reserve (3 per cent) are likely to improve the
distribution of funds, depending of course on programme design and implementation within these categories,
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and the use of the residual 35 per cent of the total available. This is because this pattern of spending focuses
more on “public good” aspects of “rural development” and less on areas where private or state financing could
be expected to operate, eg bank lending to farmers and food-processing firms. For the UK, the proposed
modification of the Less Favoured Area regime within the land development axis is of major importance.

January 2005

Examination of Witness

Witness: Emeritus Professor Kenneth Thomson, Professor of Agricultural Economics, Department of
Geography, University of Aberdeen, examined.

Q183 Chairman: Good morning, Professor could better manage its risks, which range all the way
from livestock outbreaks to pure currency risks. IThomson, thank you very much for coming to give

evidence to us. We look forward to hearing what you have to say that most of the investigations are rather
dispiriting; the financial sector is not very interestedhave to say. I have to give you apologies from Lord

Renton who is unable to be here because he has ’flu. in the sorts of insurance contracts that would have to
be created, of a new kind. I am inclined to leave it upI have been deputed to take his place today. Are there

any opening remarks you would like to make before to agricultural merchants. Supermarkets themselves
are interested in hedging against exchange rate risk.we start asking you questions?

Professor Thomson: I do not think so, Chairman. I am
happy to take questions.

Q186 Lord Plumb:We are all very well aware of the
eVect of the fluctuations of the diVerence between the

Q184 Chairman: We have seen your written value of sterling and the value of the euro over the last
submission. You state that simply restricting the five years. It has been estimated there has been a loss
budget is unlikely to have the “appropriate” eVects. to British agriculture of something like 2.4 billion,
Can you explain this, please? which is very significant. In Scotland, I understand,
Professor Thomson:As my written submission tried to they have been given the choice: they can opt to take
make clear, the agreement on Pillar 1 seems fairly the payments from Brussels in euros, or they can stay
firmly fixed in the firmament, and therefore the with pounds. What is your reaction to this? Is it
current attempts to restrict the budget are unlikely to helpful and should we be following suit?
aVect the situation, and restricting the budget will Professor Thomson: I was not aware of that opt-out. I
therefore presumably restrict Pillar 2. The general must say that I am slightly surprised to hear it, given
view in theUK and some places elsewhere is that that the current outlook particularly, and take-up in euro,
part of the budget is more likely to have appropriate because they will be worth more than the pound over
eVects than Pillar 1, and therefore restricting the the next two or three years.
budget from where we are now is unlikely to have
appropriate eVects. Those would cover the needs,

Q187 LordPlumb:Would thismean that if they tookso-called, of rural development and the desirability of
it in euros their business has to be conducted in eurospromoting further fundamental agricultural reform
and that they will have to make their purchases inin the EU.
euros? That has been suggested by one or two people.
Professor Thomson: Two-thirds of farmers’ returns

Q185 Chairman: You also state that currency still come from market, and that will presumably
fluctuations could have a significant impact. Could continue to be in sterling as long as one is selling to a
this risk be better managed in the UK? British buyer. However, if another stream of revenue
Professor Thomson:Of course it is a risk that moves in is coming in a currency that is going to appreciate
two directions and it only applies to certain Member against my own, then I am perfectly happy to make
States. As regards transactions within the EU, there that distinction!
are fluctuations against the dollar to consider, but Lord Plumb: I am surprised that your fellow
within the EU movements can go either way, but countrymen have kept so quiet, but it is certainly so.
current expectation seems to be that the UK would
benefit if the pound slips against the euro, that that
would increase our payments to farmers, and in parts Q188 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: If the various factors

likely to bear on the agricultural budget in the periodof central Europe new Member States have already
benefited because their currencies have slipped a bit to 2013 result in the need to make large cuts in

agricultural spending, particularly in Single Farmagainst the euro. However, if one is thinking of
negative risks in relation to farmers, there has been Payments and other payments, do you believe that

these payments should be made more degressive soquite a lot of interest in how the agricultural sector
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Professor Thomson: “Much less important” dependsthat most eYcient farmers receive the smallest
payments? on what we are comparing it with of course, but we

are talking about 80 per cent of the overall CAPProfessor Thomson: No, on several grounds. It would
be impossible to decide legally whowasmore eYcient budget at the moment, and I think that is quite likely

to remain. Indeed, it might even increase if one saidor most eYcient compared to others, and indeed to
start arguing that the more eYcient farmers would that restricting the overall EU budget to 1 per cent

meant that Pillar 2 would have to be cut, whichwouldreceive the smallest payments would in a sense put in
the reverse the current pattern of payments, which, of course increase the relative important of Pillar 1. If

you then say that there are not going to be any exportdespite some remarks made earlier this morning,
does represent a situationwhere larger farmers are on subsidies in five or 10 years’ time because of WTO

agreements, that takes out a bit of Pillar 1 that is notthe whole more eYcient than smaller farmers, and
they of course receive the greatest payments. So to Single Farm Payment; so all those factors would lead

to an increase in the relative importance of Singlemove them to receiving the smallest payments would
be to reverse the whole pattern.Maybe we are talking Farm Payments in 10 years’ time. Its cost, as was

made clear before, should decline very slowly, at 1 perpro rata here rather than in absolute terms.One could
of course use a proxy such as farm size, business size, cent a year in real terms, so in that sense there is a

decline; and there will be some switching awayland area, for eYciency; or one could open out into
arguments of a means test or income criteria. These throughmodulation. Again, onemust remember that

the newMember States are beginning to receive thesethings have been fought against so far successfully by
the UK for many years, with some support from payments and their take will increase on a timetable

over the next seven or eight years. They will be totallyrepresentatives from East Germany who have large
farms. They will now be supported by governments uninterested in agreeing to a restriction in this

escalator on which they have now stepped.from the new Member States, which have important
influential agri-business interests. They have
many millions of small farmers of course, but in

Q192 Earl Peel: Do you have a view as to whetherterms of fighting against the degressiveness and
you feel the Single Farm Payment is providing valuediscrimination that has been argued here, I think it
for money, and whether the environmentalwould be very diYcult to tamper with the
attachments under cross-compliance will producestraightforward linear basis of the payments so far.
that which the Government hopes it will?There is of course theƒ5,000 franchise on the current
Professor Thomson: I think it would be very diYcultscheme, which represents a degressive element in the
for anybody to say the Single Farm Payment will,current set-up.
when it is in place and has been received and its
conditions have been checked, give value for money,

Q189 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: To summarise it, since nobody really knows what it is there for. I must
modulation is dead and it is not really an argument. say that I have been rather warmer to the idea of
Professor Thomson: Modulation—these words have utilising the cross-compliance tool than your
changed their meanings over the years, but if we previous witnesses were. However, they are closer to
mean by modulation simply switching from Pillar 1 the action on the ground than I am. From an
to Pillar 2 above ƒ5,000, then that is there and it is academic point of view, there is the tool with which
mandatory. I suppose one could complicate the we can do at least part of the job. It has been agreed,
switch-over mechanism and have double the rate of and in my view it is there for many years to come, so
switching for those receiving more than ƒ20,000. why not utilise it? It would throw up problems of fair
One could argue that, but I think it is unlikely to competition between this country and otherMember
come about. States, but that would be something that UK

governments would no doubt take into account
Q190 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: In the farm sense? when deciding on how strictly and how severely
ProfessorThomson: It is simply that thosewhomightbe to implement cross-compliance. Thinking more
most interested in doing that, such as the UK creatively, it would be possible to move towards an
Government,whichhas been in favourofmodulation opt-out arrangement whereby farmers now entitled
generally—as well as other governments—have a to receive Single Farm Payment on a flat-rate,
strong long-terminterest innotdiscriminatingagainst universal basis, would agree to move to a one-to-one,
businesses of diVerent size. once-for-all contract, based on environmental

grounds largely, I would imagine; and thereby slowly
move away from this homogenous schemewe have atQ191 Earl Peel: Do you see the Single Farm
the moment. Whether that would be a runner inPayment becoming less important in years to come,
Brussels, I really do not know, but it would be a wayand its cost to the Community budget declining? Do
of slowly working away at the situation we have nowyou believe that plans should be made for the

phasing-out of direct payments to farmers? arranged for ourselves. It could be done partially; one
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about the British countryside, which is the one that Icould reduce Single Farm Payments for those who
are not willing to be tied down by additional know most about, becoming privatised in an upper

middle-class way. One has to be a little nervous aboutcompliance requirements, so it is not something that
would have to be done overnight or once and for all, moving in that direction if one is talking about

imposing obligations on farmers and land-owners.but it would be a way of modifying andmaking more
flexible the current situation.

Q196 Lord Plumb: I had not thought of the Single
Q193 Chairman: One of the points made by English Farm Payment as being gold-plated before, but it
Nature in their written evidence to us was that Single gives one thought. The market of course is not gold-
Farm Payments “is at best a highly ineYcient means plated, and surely food security has a part to play in
of providing income support to farmers”—and this is all of this, because the world as it is—if we are
the point that struck me—“many of whom now live inundated with foods coming in from elsewhere, then
in households that benefit from multiple income the income to the farmer goes down, and maybe the
streams”. I declare an interest here, as a small farmer. gold-plating then has a purpose.
My husband and I bothwork outside the farm as well Professor Thomson: The gold-plating to which I refer
as on it. is based on the Franco-German agreement to
Professor Thomson: I am sure that is right. The UK maintain the Pillar 1 funding at a rate that will decline
departments are now doing their best to monitor at only 1 per cent per year, and most of that goes to
much more closely the dependence of agricultural Single Farm Payments, which are not likely to be cut
households on various schemes. The Single Farm in significant terms, in my view. In so far as any
Payment of course is a highly attractive component payment scheme is guaranteed, one would say the
of household income because it is in a sense totally Single Farm Payment Scheme is guaranteed. Returns
reliable and gold-plated and something to show to from market are of course not guaranteed, and food
your bank manager. is notoriously a part of the consumer’s shopping

basket that has become relatively cheap over many,
many years. Farmers of course have complained longQ194 Chairman: Like the milk cheque used to be.
and hard about their share of the end-product price,Professor Thomson: Indeed. In these discussions it is
but that is unlikely to reverse, particularly as moreoften diYcult to take all farmers together. One has to
and more regulations are passed about food securitylook at these statistics and just check whether they
and the food market and so on. This is inevitable. Ifare, say, excluding part-time farmers as some farm
farmers or their own organisations could capturescheme systems do, whether very large-scale farms
some of the value added there, then so be it, but thatare included, since their situation will be quite
is up to the farmers and their organisations.diVerent from family farms, and so on.

Q195 Earl Peel: In your opinion, would it not be fair Q197 Lord Haskins: Following this increasingly
bizarre world we are into, we have on the one handto say that the income generated from the household

as a whole is completely irrelevant because the Single lots of people coming and saying the budget is not big
enough and there needs to be more money put into itFarm Payment is paid to the occupier to comply with

certain regulations and to carry out certain and then you can do this, that and the other; on the
other hand, you are saying that with the money thatobligations in the way that he or she manages the

countryside? is there at the moment, they cannot find ways of
spending it quickly or eVectively enough. We areProfessor Thomson:Well, it is not relevant if it is being

proposed as an income-support scheme, which I now getting towards a budget which will rise by
25 per cent, and apparently there is not a demand asthink were the words used in the question. That is a

completely diVerent objective from paying for yet for that money, so we are going to have to take a
whole lot more bureaucrats to find schemes to spenddeliverable and monitorable agri-environmental

services. I would distinguish very clearly between the it properly. Is this a really serious—well, it is a
problem right across government anyway—problemtwo. Large land-owners and large farmers I think are

fully aware of their dependence on state funding of across Europe? Certain countries will have greater
diYculty in picking up the schemes to meet thethis kind, and find it very diYcult to argue against the

degree of public services. If one is making payments conditions that the Commission lays down.
Presumably, some of the new countries will haveto small-scale land-owners who may have bought the

land precisely for personal privacy and security in more diYculty than people who are used to playing
the game!residential areas, it is rather more diYcult to

persuade them on the ground, when one is rambling Professor Thomson:At the start of your question I was
not quite sure who the “we” was but if we take it asup the lane, that they have an obligation to open up

the countryside or to manage it in ways that might be the EU at large rather than the UK, there certainly
have been signs that some of the now old Membermore appreciated by visitors. I am a little nervous
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have heard it said by a UKminister only a few weeksStates found it diYcult to take up the rural
development funding that was available to ago that it is diYcult to distinguish such a thing as the

rural economy; it is so like the national economy, forthem. They were less able than northern Member
States—the UK, Germany and Denmark and example in terms of its proportion in services or its

dependence on the public sector that it makes littleScandinavians—to design programmes and get
together partners, and put together paperwork that sense to talk about “the rural economy” as diVerent.

I am sympathetic to what was said earlier. Landcould be approved in Brussels. It is true to an extent
that the administrations in those countries were management is a special complicated activity with
unable to get their act together. No doubt the needs widespread environmental and social ramifications,
in those countries so-called were high. There were which probably does deserve its own policy
certainly problems of over-grazing all the way round approach. For it to be called an agri-environmental
the Mediterranean, and water quality is not what it fund than the rural development fund, and since
might be and so on. Those problems are likely to be I am not particularly sympathetic to large-scale
even greater in some of the new Member States, investments in food-processing or indeed on-farm
which are restructuring from top to bottom and investment, which I think should be financed
across their governments; and I think it is unlikely through the private sector, then such a term as
that their rural administrations will be at the “agri-environmental” would be a much better label
forefront of their re-design, and although they have for what I would like to see as Pillar 2 than we have
had some experience through the pre-accession at the moment.
Sapard programme in putting together partnerships
for absorbing rural development funding, those were

Q200 Baroness Maddock: One of the questions inquite limited funds. The experience in Poland, which
relation to which you submitted an answer was aboutI am more familiar with, seems to indicate that when
the rural development budget and whether it shouldlocal governments were themselves involved in rural
go up or remain at present levels. In your answer topublic infrastructure, there certainly was capacity
Lord Haskins you touched a little on this. In yourfor approving water treatment works, road
answer, in your submission, you talked of theimprovements and so on. However, when it came to
diYculty of Member States spending moneyinvolving larger numbers of small farmers, it was
eVectively, and particularly new Member States, asmuch more diYcult to make them aware of the
you said to Lord Haskins. You also suggest thatapplication conditions to check that their business
because of this and other matters there is major scopeplans were satisfactory and so on.
for delays in expenditure, and so there might be some
unexpected flexibility. For those of us who are not

Q198 Lord Haskins:Does that mean that this policy quite so familiar with all this, can you expand and
may not be deliverable?

explain a little?
Professor Thomson: I think that is right. I would not be

Professor Thomson: I am not an accountant either, butat all surprised to find that available funds were not
it is clear that business and infrastructure planningfully taken up in some of the new Member States.
does take time, especially in the sense that the larger
the project often the longer it takes to get through the

Q199 Lord Sewel: Can I make the same general various legal steps, both locally and nationally and at
point that I made to English Nature. Given the lack EU level, and to put together the necessary private
of a close relationship between agriculture and funding. Then of course there are unexpected delays
rural development generally, particularly the sometimes in construction, and environmental
socio-economic side of rural development, that really problems are encountered, and so on. It is not at all
the Pillar 2 approach will not deliver much in terms unusual for major works of one sort or another to
of broader rural development; and why do we not overrun. The EU financing of such projects foresees
merge that with the structural and cohesion funds, that and allows for it to an extent. There is slippage
which would enable a much wider range of activities in these things. Of course, if one has not spent the
and businesses to receive support? money that one had anticipated by 2007–08, then
Professor Thomson: It is unfortunate that the term that leaves some room in the budget for those years.
“rural development” in EU-speak covers both It might squeeze you in later years from taking
payments for agri-environmental services support, as further projects on board, but it is the nature of cash
opposed to development purposes. Even within flow, I suppose.
development one might wish to distinguish between
agriculture and farm-based development, including

Q201 Baroness Maddock: What is your conclusionfood-chain investment and processing from non-
about future levels of budget? Is it that there isfarming development such as promoting tourism and
enough around and some of it will not be allocated sosmall-scale manufacturing and anything else one

might wish to see as developing the rural economy. I will be a lot of flexibility, or do we actually need some
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anything, whether it is nature conservation ormore money if we are serious about rural
development and changes? development pressures, is a term I would resist.

Clearly, it would bemore satisfactory to have a list ofProfessor Thomson: I have not lived with the CAP for
quite as long as some members of this Committee, objective criteria—if we can use that term. One

criteria referred to before was the area of Naturabut in the many years that I have, I am not at all
convinced that budgetary pressures have been the 2000 sites within the EU. That is an EU-wide system

which does give you a number that would be a basismajor factor in CAP reform. In the current situation,
with a block on reforming Pillar 1, with the interests for allocating agri-environmental expenditure.

However, all one can do is move slowly from whereof the new Member States that are coming on
board—and quite large Member States, including we are. Clearly, with 10 or twelve Member States

coming in, a purely historical approach is of limitedPoland and Romania—then I do not see the need for
money being a major factor in restructuring. From significance anyway, and there will have to be some

adjustments. I think one would prefer to see a set ofthe UK’s point of view, I think we have always put
the political objective at the margin of the EU as objective criteria being brought in, monitored and

reported on annually, and hope that that bringsrather more important—right at the top of the
agenda, let me put it that way. We are perhaps now about a better allocation of expenditure.
being asked to put our money where our mouth has
been. I see more pressures coming about, for Q204 Lord Haskins: Coming back to this
example, through theWTO trade talks, which clearly troublesome term, “rural development scheme”—
have a very major influence on all political whatever we mean by that—nation states have an
discussions. Other events, such as a collapse of the option to either just participate in the EU schemes or
dollar, will also have an eVect. I am looking at trends the national schemes, and some countries get more
here rather than potential crises. involved in others. France, we believe, was much

more into nationally-driven rural development
schemes than Britain. Have you any idea whatQ202 Chairman: Do you think the outcome of the
proportion of rural development is fundedWTO talks could queer the pitch completely for this
exclusively by HM Treasury?period up to 2013?
Professor Thomson: I do not think I can help theProfessor Thomson:No, I do not think they will queer
Committee more than the previous witnesses havethe pitch in that sense. It depends which way one
done, and it really is an almost impossiblethinks they will go. If they went swimmingly, and
definitional problem. Does improvement of a majoragreement was reached in 2007, then that would have
road into the Highlands count as rural developmenta transition period, which would extend over most of
or not?the EU budgetary period that we have been talking

about, so that it would all be phased in. We have
already cut export subsidies very considerably so that Q205 Lord Haskins: Put it another way: in a general
there is some money to be saved there, but not very framework would you think that the UK
much. If you put it the other way and say that the Government is as committed to a rural development
Doha Round will collapse and ask if that would agenda as the French Government is?
queer the pitch, then I suppose again I have to say Professor Thomson: In practice or in words?
“no”. The WTO would continue under the Uruguay
Round rules, which have budgetary constraints with Q206 Lord Haskins: In practice.
which the EU has in general been able to comply, Professor Thomson: I think in practice the UK
although for certain commodities we have had to cut Government has been remarkably supportive of
our cloth to fit; and so I think life will continue much rural development. I am not of course familiar with
as before, I am afraid to say. the new situation in England where, again, at least in

theory, this has been regionalised, but within each
region there must be a kind of urban/rural balance toQ203 Lord Plumb: We know that spending will be

based on historical levels in the future, as planned at be struck—even whether regional development
authorities have a rural branch so to speak, whetherthe moment. Would it be better if they were based on

need rather than on historical facts? Using historical a rural/regional economy exists or not, to be treated
specially. When one takes into account thelevels some are going to gain and some are not going

to gain so much, but we know what the needs are: widespread support of the UK Government for
health services, for post oYce, for broadband, forwould it not be better to do it that way—but what

then about the unilateral approach to it? infrastructure improvements in the countryside
generally, then I think the undoubtedly higher costsProfessor Thomson: As an economist, I would slightly

react against the term “needs” since I tend to think in those areas have had an eVect in persuading the
UK Government that it should spread its benefitsthat the world works in terms of relative demands

and relative supplies, so an absolute need for quite widely in a geographical sense.
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suppose that the Government would not be veryQ207 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: You made reference
to an infrastructure project possibly improving keen.

Professor Thomson: One is talking about thematters in the Highlands of Scotland, but surely is it
not the case that the French in particular have strived possibility of the Government increasing modulation

within its own boundaries. Like the previousto increase the GDP of rural populations, whereas
the UK Government has not been so proactive in witnesses, I see no objections to allowing countries to

do that if they want to. There are arguments againstthat sense?
it on grounds of fair competition from the farmers ofProfessor Thomson: I am not sure the French
course, and the need for additional national co-Government has been particularly and directly
financing, but those in a sense are further down theactive in supporting its rural GDP per head. It has
road. Let us get the possibility on to the statutecertainly tried to use market protection to do that,
books, and then we can argue the funding—because that is a cheaper way of doing it; but within
hopefully on reasonably objective grounds like valuethe CAP it has had to cut that a little bit. What
for money and the relative needs for such funding atare the major French interventions in public
that stage. I do not see any real objection to havingexpenditure? TGV, the Airbus, France Telecom, are
diVerent rates of modulation from Member State tomajor urban-based subsidies from Paris, and one
Member State.will have to point to some pretty large expenditures

locally and rurally to balance out against those.
Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Certainly in my experience Q210 Earl Peel: You would not be in favour of a
they have put massive investment into the rural ceiling; if you were going to do it, do it on an open
areas, for example, which has had a terrific spin-oV basis.
in mopping up unemployment and increasing the Professor Thomson: I do not think I would, no.
incomes of those areas. That is an aside to ponder
on! Q211 Lord Sewel:We set oV on this inquiry focusing

on the budget as a whole on the tensions in the
budget. In that context, how important is the reformQ208 Lord Christopher: There are always spin-oVs
of the sugar regime? Is that an important factor in theeven from unpleasant things. The hunting debate has
overall credibility of the budget, and looking forwardcertainly laid stress on the need to be careful about
to future budgets?social cohesion in a relatively small country. It seems
Professor Thomson: Again, I do not think budgetarytome that whichever government is there for the next
factors are likely to play a big part in reform of thefive years, they will need to address this. In that
sugar regime. The diYculties are political, and geo-context, you have heard from previous witnesses that
political, in the sense that we have world-wideif enough funds do not come from the EU about the
commitments there which we are finding it diYcult toprospects of getting them from the British
extract ourselves from. From the point of view of theGovernment, and they thought it would probably be
CAP budget, I suppose there will be an issue as tookay. What is your view?
where any compensation to African, Caribbean andProfessor Thomson: If we are talking about the next
Pacific countries will come from. Should it come fromfew years, I suppose it is a general macroeconomic
the CAP budget, which has had the regulations onquestion about the availability of public funding.My
the sugar regime in the past, or should it come fromreading of the runes is that public finances are going
an overseas development budget of some sort, whichto tighten very considerably over the next few years
would be the purposes toward which compensationbecause of the changes that have been made in core
would be put in those countries? Internally within thepublic services like health and education; so I would
EU Iwould have thought it would be unlikely that we

be rather surprised if the UK Government were able would be talking about full compensation for
and willing to substitute for a withdrawal of funding reductions in the sugar prices within the EU, and it
with funding on its own. I think one would see a could be phased in; so I do not think budgetary
slowing-downof new initiatives and improvements in problems are likely to drive the sugar regime. It will
local transport infrastructure for example, or grants not help the budget situation of course, but there are
to rural businesses. I do not think the prospect of more important things to be decided.
replacement there is very high.

Q212 Lord Sewel: Is it likely to be budget-neutral?
Q209 Earl Peel: You will obviously be aware that Professor Thomson: No, it will not be budget-neutral
there is considerable opinion that the national because the sugar regime has been very carefully
voluntary modulation from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 should designed over the years to be budget-neutral in itself
be reintroduced; but that will require, as I understand at the moment. When we start paying our own
it, co-funding, and given your comments to the last producers in place of market support, then of course

it will cost us more financially, as has happened in thequestion about the tightening of fiscal constraints, I
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Professor Thomson: Certainly they have been enteringdirect payments over the last 10 years. The only
additional factor I would put into that is again the a highly protected sugar market, and naturally it was

open to them to argue for as large a quota onsituation in several of the newMember States, which
have each argued for a substantial sugar quota and in everything as anybody else, and one cannot blame

them for that. I am saying that having arguedmany cases have received direct investment in their
sugar factories, often from foreign investors; themselves into that situation, they may be reluctant

to see it dissolved, but we may be forced to do thattherefore they would be extremely reluctant to see
that investment being made less attractive by a new under the WTO appeal procedures, not the Doha

Round, but the conflicts that we have already.sugar regime. I hope nevertheless, despite all these
problems, that this last remaining wart on the face of

Lord Plumb: The strongest lobby of sugar producers,the CAP commodity regime will be removed.
in my experience, is in France.

Q213 Lord Sewel: The incoming Member States
have been investing in sugar deliberately in Chairman: Professor Thomson, verymany thanks for

coming today. You have given us all food foranticipation of getting a share of the sugar regime—
is that right? thought!

Supplementary memorandum by Emeritus Professor Kenneth Thomson,
Professor of Agricultural Economics, Department of Geography, the University of Aberdeen

Overall Budget

1. In your answer to question 9 you state that simply restricting the budget is unlikely to have the
“appropriate” eVects, could you expand on this?

The question states: “. . . appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform
in the EU as a whole”. Restricting the overall EU budget is likely to preserve the current Pillar 1 arrangements
within the October 2002 agreement, including incomplete introduction of SFPs in the EU-15 and their growing
application within the NMSs, and to constrain the emergence of Pillar 2 “rural development” policy. It is
therefore unlikely to advance the “needs” of rural development or to promote (further) agricultural reform in
the EU.

2. You state that currency fluctuations could have a significant impact, could this risk be better managed in
the UK?

EVorts to promote agricultural risk management, eg by insurance and public private partnerships, have not been
very rewarding. The House of Commons EFRA Committee examined this topic in 2002; see their Ninth Report,
HC 550-1, paras 234–240. It is largely up to agricultural merchants (and perhaps supermarkets) to hedge against
exchange-rate risk, and thus pass some of the benefits (and costs) on to farmers.

3. If the various factors likely to bear on the agricultural budget in the period to 2013 result in the need to
make large cuts in agricultural spending, particularly in Single Farm Payments and other direct payments, do
you believe that these payments should be made more degressive so that in fact the most eYcient farmers
receive the smallest payments?

It is notoriously diYcult to determine “eYciency” in farming, and this suggestion is therefore impractical as it
stands. Moreover, most “eYcient” farms (outside the pig, poultry and horticultural sectors) probably receive
larger rather than smaller payments, so that to receive “the smallest payments” would require a major reversal in
SFP design. If farm size (business, or land area) were to be taken as a proxy for eYciency, this would re-activate
longstanding issues of “discrimination” against large farms. The UK government has fought long and so far
successfully against this approach, and will now be supported not only by other countries with large farms, such
as theNetherlands and East GermanyLander, but also by someNewMember States with influential agri-business
lobbies. The Euro 5000 limit on modulation already represents a “degressive” element in the reformed CAP, and
the (personal) taxation system provides a degree of social adjustment.

4. Do you see the Single Farm Payment becoming less important in 10 years time and its cost to the
Community budget declining? Should plans be made for the phasing out of direct payments to farmers?

If shown to be successful, further modulation would lead to further reductions in SFP levels. Budget and WTO
pressures may also lead to some further reductions, but all these are likely to be strongly resisted by the farming
lobby. There will be some additions to SFPs arising from dairy and sugar regime reform, and from their growing
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application within the NMSs. Thus it seems unlikely that SFPs will “become less important”, particularly within
a constrained overall budget. A more fruitful route might be to extend cross-compliance, with opt-outs (loss of
SFPs in whole or part).

New Member States

5. In your written evidence you state that Pillar 2 expenditures have been limited by national capacity for
uptake, roughly what percentage of available funds have been taken up by new Member States? In your
opinion what is the maximum capacity for uptake of an economy?

A maximum for all EU structural spending of 4 per cent of GDP already applies; when combined with national
co funding in the NMSs, this implies some 5 per cent of GDP, or say 10 per cent of public expenditure in those
countries, and a much higher share of “development” (investment) expenditure by governments in those countries
than of “support” expenditure such as that on social security, health, education or defence.Within this total, Pillar
2 spending on “rural development” is only a small proportion, but is likely to face greater problems of
administrative capacity than for projects in cities or for major national infrastructure improvements. The
experience of administering the pre-accession SAPARD programme has informed and “trained” NMS
administrations, but there is quite a high level of personnel turnover.

6. Is the shift towards structural funding in the new Member States likely to restrict rural development
schemes, or can such developments be funded adequately through structural funds?

It is not clear whether “rural development schemes” here means those in the EU-15, or in theNMSs. If the former,
the shift will restrict initiatives in “old” member states, and may intensify the debates over state aid and EU-wide
tendering. If the latter, problems are more likely to arise from administrative capacity to design approvable
projects and programmes, or from national co funding problems.

7. It has been suggested that rural development funding could instead be incorporated into the structural and
cohesion funds, targeting it at a wider range of rural businesses and activities. What are your views on this?
Would it be a more eYcient way of funding the development of rural economies?

This would be a more eYcient way of funding rural development, by forcing farmers and landowners generally to
compete alongside non-agricultural claimants. However, the current signals from the Commission are that the
Directorate-General for Agriculture and Rural Development [sic] will take more rather than a lesser interest in
rural development, at the “expense” of DG Regio.

Rural Development

8. Should theRuralDevelopment budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain similar
to current levels?

I am sceptical that it should be increased, except in very impoverished areas, although if the funds came fromPillar
1 the objections would be less.

9. Would you agree with allocation of funds based on need rather than historical spending levels? Whomight
be adversely aVected by this redistribution?

The current allocation criteria are an unclear compromise between “need” amd historical levels. Mantino (2003)
has suggested agri-environmental criteria for allocating the relevant rural development funding, instead of
(largely) farm-based criteria such as agricultural employment.

10. What proportion of rural development schemes in the UK are currently funded by the UK rather than
from the EU budget?

I do not have figures to hand, but much depends on what is classified as “rural development”. Within the CAP,
the co funding arrangements specify (limits on) EU: national shares.

11. Would a significant cut in rural development funds available from the EU have a large impact on schemes
in the UK, or could adequate funding be found from within the UK?

TheUK has been an energetic user of rural development funds, and so a significant cut would be expected to have a
large impact. The pressures on public expenditure in theUK are well-known, and seem likely to intensify in future.

12. We have received evidence suggesting the re-introduction of national voluntary modulation from Pillar 1
to Pillar 2, do you believe that this would be a good idea?

Yes; and the UK is exploiting the existing flexibility already, eg Scotland intends to have 10 per cent modulation.
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Sugar Reform

13. How important is reform of the sugar regime to any future budget?

Sugar is not a large component of EU agriculture, and financial compensation to EU sugar beet growers for price
cuts and perhaps loss of production quotas would probably not be in full. Thus the straightforward impact on
(presumably) the SFP budget line from extra direct payments would not be large. Compensation to cane suppliers
in African, Caribbean and Pacific countries for import price cuts and loss of import quotas could be significant,
but might not fall on the CAP budget.

February 2004
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Present Christopher, L Peel, E
Haskins, L Plumb, L
Lewis of Newnham, L Renton of Mount Harry, L
Livsey of Talgarth, L (Chairman)
Maddock, B Sewel, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Lord Whitty, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State,
Mr Andrew Lawrence, Head of EU and International Agriculture Division, and Mr Martin Nesbit,

Head of Rural Development Division, Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs, examined.1

Q214 Chairman: Minister, good morning. Thank number of complications but which will be a major
feature of the UK presidency of the EU in the latteryou and members of your staV very much for

finding time to come and see us this morning in this part of this year. That is all I need to say now.
inquiry we are conducting into the future financing
of CAP. I understand that we have 45 minutes of

Q216 Chairman: We feel that we almost certainlyyour time, is that right?
will have to look at the sugar review question laterLord Whitty: A little more, should you so require.
in the year, but I thank you for that and if I could
start oV the questioning. Obviously in our previous
discussions and oral interviews, we have heard onQ215 Chairman: That is extremely generous. We
the one hand from the NFU and many others thatare live on the website. Whether the whole world

will hear it or not we do not know. Would you like they think that, for the CAP to be extended into
to introduce your colleagues and is there any Pillar 2 and so forth in the way that is suggested, an
opening statement that you would like to make increase of around to 1.14 per cent of national
before we start on questions? budgets is necessary whereas the Financial Secretary
Lord Whitty: Just very briefly, if I could take a told us very firmly that the figure was going to be
minute or so. This is Andrew Lawrence who is Head 1 per cent. If the 1 per cent gross national income
of our EU and International Agriculture Division were to be the target/were to be the success, to what
and Martin Nesbit who is Head of Rural extent do you think the European Commission and
Development Division. All I would like to say at the the Council of Ministers would be able to maintain
beginning is that we are clear that the overall their present undertakings to the agricultural sector?
allocation of payments in Pillar 1 of the CAP will Are they not likely to be compromised by a 1 per
represent a real decline in the level of payments and cent figure?
also an entirely new system in that it is decoupled Lord Whitty: I think that the settlement and the
from production. We are therefore in a completely financial discipline which goes with the settlement
new era of the nature of agricultural support in the does envisage that there might be some significant
EU and therefore it is very timely that you have this reduction in the real value of the single farm
intervention, but it is important also to put it into payment and I think those who follow these things
the broader context of the overall EU budget on the in the agricultural sector understand that. Were the
one hand and of the developments on world trade overall budget beyond into the next phase to be
on the other. On the rural development side, restricted 1 per cent, then clearly we are further into
although we are not clear what kind of ceiling would the possibility of ceilings impacting on the real value
yet operate within that area, our view is that the of a single farm payment. However, in terms of the
present funding and the present requirements on objectives that we want for CAP and for rural
that would fit within the 1 per cent overall budget development, we do believe that those objectives
which the EU finance ministers and our finance and indeed the rest of the UK’s objectives from the
ministers make clear ought to be the objective of the EU could be managed with a 1 per cent ceiling
financial negotiations, and that should deliver most operating to enforce financial discipline right across
of the requirements which are set out by ourselves in the EU budget. So, arguments between 1 per cent
our memorandum to you and in the various policy and 1.14 per cent may well be the area in which the
statements that we have made on the CAP reform. finance ministers are negotiating at the end, but the
You will be aware that the next stage of that reform kind of proposal which the Commission have on the
will be the sugar reform where we will have a table for a very substantial real increase in the
1 Joint Written Evidence on page 35. budget is not acceptable and is certainly not one
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we have already planned that we have to have?which the UK Government and indeed many other
finance ministers would be prepared to accept. The What eVect will it therefore have on the budget?
1 per cent figure is our target in those negotiations. Lord Whitty: On the latter point, the direct eVect of

the implementation proceeding on Pillar 1 payments
will not have a direct eVect on the Pillar 2 payments

Q217 Chairman: Before we move on and others and therefore schemes that we are gearing to the
start questioning you, may I refer back to the speech expected level of Pillar 2 payments will not be
which you gave to the Oxford Farming Conference aVected by that. Of course, in the financial
on 5 January. In that, under the heading of “EU negotiations at the end of this year, there will be a
Budget Pressures”, you talked about, “Irrespective ceiling to all budgets including Pillar 2 budget and
of wider financial reform the cap set on Pillar One we will have to fit within that, but I do not see a
expenditure by the Berlin Ceiling will be hit by direct threat to the way in which our environmental
about 2008 as direct payments to the 10 accession stewardship schemes are being proposed. In relation
countries increase—earlier if Romania and Bulgaria to a new negotiation, it depends what you mean by
are members. That of itself will mean reductions in “negotiation”. Clearly, a number of things are still
payments but also some pressure for further being negotiated in relation to reform of CAP, sugar
reform.” I think one thing that the NFU kept on being a big one, and there are continuously reforms,
saying to us was that it did not want further reform. tweakings and embellishments to the CAP system
What is in your mind in those words “further which go on throughout the period. What I do not
reform”? at present envisage is a fundamental review of the
Lord Whitty: That was not necessarily for me to decoupled payment except perhaps to tidy it up
imply that I wanted further reform because I think and I would hope—and this may be slightly
a degree of stability for European agriculture at contentious—that the other countries who have
least on the basis of the system is highly desirable based their single farm payment on purely historic
and the fact that this round of reform does run to payments might recognise that this is increasingly
2013 does give a degree of stability and diYcult to defend, but that is still within the context
fundamentally tampering with that would be a of a single decoupled single farm payment into
problem, but I think if we are in a situation where which more will be piled as sugar was reformed and
we hit the ceiling probably in the Commission’s so on, but I would expect that structure to remain
own calculations which are attached to our barring a major financial crisis on the budget. There
memorandum, it will actually be 2007 that we would are of course other things which we would like to
hit the financial discipline coming into eVect and of see reformed during that period in parallel. We do
course we have to work out how we deal with not particularly like the remaining quota systems.
Romania and Bulgaria in 2007–08. If all those The fact that the dairy quota has been rolled on for
pressures were there, then the rest of the EU budget far too long in our view ought to be reviewed and
as well as the agricultural budget begins to be under renegotiated. Likewise, we would like to see a end
strain and the internal politics of both governments of the sugar quota and others. I suspect that will
and nations is going to look at the single farm take some time to negotiate. So, there will be
payment and ask, “Is this really the way we wish to continuous negotiations but not at this point do I
maintain for as long as 2013?” As Agriculture envisage a fundamental review of what was agreed
Minister, I must try and resist those pressures, that in 2003.
is not to say that some refinement could not be
made, but to fundamentally adjust that picture

Q219 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: With regard to thebefore 2013 seems to me would be a mistake in
way that you started oV answering the questionterms of agricultural policy but I am signalling there
about whether the budget would be 1 per cent orand addressing an audience of relatively well-
1.14 per cent, what is your view that many countriesinformed farmers there that they cannot expect
in the EU believe that the agreement reached in 2002necessarily that the rest of the world agrees with that
to set at 1.14 per cent? That is one part of myor that the rest of Europe agrees with that.
question and the other is, it is our understanding
that only France and Germany support the view of

Q218 Lord Plumb: If I may just ask a the British Government; is that correct?
supplementary. Anticipating that there will be real Lord Whitty: The first part is a bit of statistical
pressure particularly from the new countries both argument which is still going on but, on the second
for funding in Pillar 1 and Pillar 2, do you anticipate point, France and Germany and Britain are a pretty
that there will be a renegotiation of the agreement hefty core of the EU vote. Our understanding is that

the Dutch, most of the Scandinavian countries andbeyond that and, if there is a renegotiation, how will
that relate to the proposals that Defra are already one or two of the Central European countries also

want a limit of that order even if they have notmaking on the environmental schemes, those that
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mechanism could be as much as 30 per cent by theentirely nailed their colours to the mast of a 1 per
cent figure. So, robust discipline is the order of the end of the decade. If this is the case, what impact do

you think this is likely to have on British farming?day in probably the majority although not
necessarily the unanimity of the countries and Lord Whitty: I do not think the figure of 30 per cent
clearly some of the eastern European and southern is one that I would recognise. There are various
countries are not in favour of that and the estimates of what the financial mechanism will
Commission’s proposals reflect that. I suspect there require to be reduced over and by 2013 but the
will be a lot of very hard negotiation to go through. estimate for that is the aggregate figure, not the

annual figure, of ƒ7 billion reduction which
represents roughly five per cent of the total and notQ220 Lord Plumb: You have already referred to the
30 per cent. Even taking account of Bulgaria andstrains on the budget which I think we can all
Romania, it would not go up that much. Thirty perforesee. Where would you expect the main pressures
cent is extremely unlikely and I cannot see howto come from? Obviously the market situation is
anything approaching that would occur in terms ofgoing to have quite an eVect next year and nobody
an annual budget figure. Obviously any reduction incan anticipate what that is going to do, but will the
single payments will mean further financialpressure come from there or will it come from direct
challenges for European agriculture as a whole andsubsidies or will it be allied to either of those things
how our British farmers react to the decoupledand the costs of course of applying the diVerent
payment in total will depend on how they will reactmeasures to the new Member States which is again
to a 5 per cent or a 10 per cent cut in it. Our belief—part of the unknown areas? I suppose that my
and I think this is generally clear from thequestion really is where you see the source of the
motivations and moving of the single farm paymentproblem in terms of budgetary pressure generally in
and the completely decoupled payment—is that theythose specific areas.
would be freer to respond to the market than theyLord Whitty: I think the pressures arise in all of
would have been under the old systems andthose areas but, formally speaking, the discipline
therefore would be freer and hopefully moreimpacts on the direct support and on the market
creative in meeting even greater pressure should thesupport and direct subsidies. Whilst it is true that
5 per cent come on. A 5 per cent cut does notthere are cross-pressures from the 10 coming in, we
remove the very basic support which society wouldknow what they are in terms of the CAP. The deal
continue to be giving to British farming through thewas done in terms of the escalation of them to meet
single farm payment which would still be there.through to 2012. So, they are not in a sense new

pressures, they have to be built into the system. How
we deal with Romania and Bulgaria should they Q224 Earl Peel: Could I briefly press you on the
come in has yet to be decided but the existing new question of the single farm payment because there
Members are not really the problem here, the issue seems to be a consensus, certainly from those we
is whether direct subsidies do drift up to hit the have discussed this with to date, that it is not a
financial discipline and the estimates are that it will mechanism much loved. As I understand it, it was
do so in 2007 and it will therefore be mainly on the designed principally, although I acknowledge that
direct payments side. there are still some direct payments, and originally

designed to pay farmers to deliver an environmental
Q221 Lord Lewis of Newnham: You have in part I service under the cross-compliance conditions that
think touched on this point. Would you expect the were attached to the single farm payment. Is this
financial discipline mechanism to come into eVect at how the Government actually perceive it? In terms
its inception in 2007 or may it be delayed or will it of value for money, do you think that the taxpayer
not come in at all? is getting a good deal?
Lord Whitty: Our latest feeling is that it will come Lord Whitty: I think if it delivers both a more
in probably at inception. I was being slightly more profitable and a more environmentally sensitive
optimistic at Oxford but I think it is clear now from form of farming within the UK, yes, the taxpayer
the Commission’s own figures that we will hit it in will get a pretty good deal and it will also remove
2007. a great deal of bureaucracy and administrative costs

from the relationship between farming and
Q222 Chairman: From inception? Government, which will also be a pretty good deal
Lord Whitty: From inception eVectively, yes. from both ends of that relationship. When you say

that it is not a loved payment, I think that the details
may not be loved but the principle seems to beQ223 Earl Peel:Moving specifically on to the single
accruing very substantial support. When we firstfarm payment, it has been suggested by some that
spoke about decoupling and a decoupled paymentthe reduction in the single farm payment as a result

of the operation of the financial discipline in 2003 even, it was pretty unpopular but gradually
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Lord Whitty: In 2005, that is probably true in thethe majority of farmers and those who follow
farming fortunes have come round to the view—and administration because we are introducing a whole

new system which requires not only at the same timethis certainly includes the leadership of the major
organisations—that a decoupled payment is highly an IT system which, as your Lordships will know, to

introduce is not exactly the easiest thing to do anddesirable and does free British farming from a
number of the problems that it faced before and that therefore the costs of actually introducing a system

will be very high or relatively high and also we willthe more entrepreneurial both in an environmental
and economic sense will greatly benefit from that. need to bring in information in terms of the historic

entitlements under the nine diVerent systems andThat is not to say that everybody loves it but the
principle seems to be quite well loved now compared some new customers, if you like, will come into the

system. So, it is complicated over the next year.with some other elements of Government policy. It
is the conditions. Some of the conditions are However, all that information will be in the system

from thereon and we will be, from thereon, payingregarded as either ridiculous or burdensome and
cross-compliance particularly, but I think that will out a single payment on a single pattern of

information which will normally be pre-populatedsort itself out as we see how we in practice
administer it. once a year. So, the long-term administrative costs or

the medium-term administrative costs will go down.
I cannot remember whether it is in LordMarlesford’sQ225 Earl Peel: On that basis, given that you
answer but I have given figures, with which I canobviously support the principles of the Pillar 1 single
provide you, of estimates of what the costs would befarm payments, you would be reluctant therefore to
in 2006 and 2007.see funds transferred under modulation from
Chairman: That would be helpful.Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 because it might undermine the
Lord Plumb: I am sure that the Minister has heardPillar 1 objectives which you described with such
many times from farmers that they do not want toenthusiasm.
become a nation of park keepers, that they areLord Whitty: Not necessarily. You will know that
farmers and they want to produce food.we went into the negotiations on the mid-term
Nevertheless, I think Pillar 2 has an element of helpreview as then saying that part of this should be a
in the agricultural field. I wonder if you can give ussignificant switch to rural development outcomes
a rough guesstimate—I am sure you cannot do moreand away from production subsidies. The original
than that—of what percentage from Pillar 2 wouldproposition from the Commission would have gone
actually be used for agricultural development bearingfurther than was the actual outcome in that respect
in mind of course that there is a move and ain terms of mandatory modulation. However, at the
considerable move to the use of the new entry schemesame time, environmental conditions were imposed
and so on which farmers will benefit from. It is veryon what had previously been production related
diYcult to see how a farmer in fact can fully utilisesubsidies. Therefore, some of the objectives of
that part of Pillar 2 depending on what it is actuallyshifting money into Pillar 2 will now be achieved, at
designed for under your scheme.least at a minimum level, under Pillar 1. There are
Chairman: I think perhaps we should leave that. Westill desirable things that you can only do with
are about to come on to rural development in twoPillar 2 money and we would like some more of it
questions.provided the current negotiations of the rural
Lord Plumb: It is the agricultural portion of it that Idevelopment regulation alter the rules a little which
was interested in.more beneficially aVect and are available to English/
Chairman: I think we will come back to that in aBritish rural development and farming than they
second. Let us finish with the single farm paymenthave been in the past. So, whether we need more
first, perhaps.modulation or not depend a little on how successful

those negotiations are but some of the original
objectives for that shift have been achieved on a Q227 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Minister, does your
more widespread basis, if you like, through the Department consider that farmers should regard the
single farm payment. single farm payment as an income supplement or as

an integral part of their operational balance sheet?
LordWhitty: That is quite an interesting question forQ226 Chairman: I perhaps should just throw in,

Minister, that I have a letter here from our colleague individual farmers and their accountants! I think
what is clear, to answer a slightly diVerent question, isLordMarlesford saying that he had awritten answer,

presumably from yourself, dated 7 February that the that the old systemwhereby, if you like, their variable
costs, ie the number of sheep they were producingsingle farm payment CAP would cost 5.7 per cent

more in the first year, 2005, than the cost of IACS and the amount of grain they had, was oVset by the
payment will no longer be the case. In other words,in 2004. So much for greater simplicity, less

bureaucracy! this is not a subsidy to their production levels and
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Q230 Earl Peel: Going back to what you havetherefore to their variable costs. My personal view,
which may not be entirely in line with the advice they described, I can see great diYculties arising in the
are getting from their accountants, is that they should future because, as I understand it, there are quite a
nevertheless regard this as a contribution or an oVset number of regulations and directives emanating from
to their fixed costs because basically it is keeping the Europe in the pipeline which are going to be imposed
land in good condition and the other basic things that on farmers. The single farm payment was designed to
you need to carry on farming and they should oVset cover those expenses but, if that is not going to be
it against their fixed costs. That is my slightly esoteric increased, surely farmers are going to be rather worse
view and it is not one that I would say is necessarily oV or considerably worse oV at the end of the day
government policy. That seems to be a much better when these new regulations and directives come
system than being stuck in working out how many into being.
sheep you have because you were getting a single Lord Whitty:Whether we change the system or not,
farm payment set against the number of sheep. That these new directives and regulations will come into
seems to be daft because the whole point of being and the question is whether they are better
decoupling is that you focus on what the real price is placed to deal with changing demands of the
and what the real market is so that you get some fixed environment and food safety and so on with a system
cost salaries, which would seem to be sensible. which allows them to decide what they produce, their
Putting it a building society, which is what some method of production and so forth within those rules
accountants are advising them to do, also seems to be and the single farm payment is not intended as a
fairly daft because it is a contribution that society, the payment to complywith regulations.With one or two
taxpayer, the European Union will pay towards minor exceptions, by and large, we do not pay people
keeping farming going and avoiding abandonment of for complyingwith the law and certainly it is true that
the land and so forth. I think that the best advice the law will change and we are very much engaged
would be to set it against fixed cost but that is my with the leaders of the farming industry to see how
view, it is not necessarily the Government’s view and best those new regulations can be dealt with in an
it may not be precisely what the accountants are holistic way, which is what the whole farm approach
saying. is about, and trying to minimise the number of

regulators and regulations which farmers have to
deal with. Regulations will not go away and indeed in
one sense they will increase, but the way in which weQ228 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: In the light of that
actually impose them can be made much moreanswer, what will the implications be for farmers if
eYcient and much more user friendly.the single farm payment were substantially reduced?

Lord Whitty: As I said in response to Earl Peel,
clearly a five per cent reduction in the real value of it
would put greater cost pressures on them but it would Q231 Baroness Maddock: Can I ask you about the
still be a very substantial support to their fixed costs future of the single farm payment. Do you see this as
which—and I know that farmers do not like me becoming a permanent part of European agricultural
saying this but I do have to remind them from time to rural policy or would you see it as a transitional
time—no other industry gets. measure and would it be phased out sooner rather

than late?
Lord Whitty: Nothing is permanent in the European
Union. This system has been agreed to run to 2013.Q229 Lord Christopher: Is not the definitive answer
It may be modified partially but I do not see it beingto the question what the Inland Revenue says?
modified drastically, as I said in an earlier answer,Lord Whitty: No because your income and your
over that period. I think I would be a little unwiseexpenditure have to be set on your balance sheet
to speculate quite what finance ministers andsomewhere and it is always hugely complicated by the
agriculture ministers are going to think in 2013. I willfact that most farmers do other things besides
have a go if you like but I had probably better not onfarming. So, when the tax comes, it has to be taken
the record!account of and certainly the Inland Revenue have
Chairman: I think that leads on to Lord Sewel’ssome fairly severe views on that. Conceptually, when
question very neatly.you are planning your rough budget as distinct from
Lord Sewel: On the basis of what Lord Whitty hasyour tax return—I appreciate that I am dealing with
been saying, I am terribly tempted to explore thea world expert here—then we are talking about
diVerences between England and Scotland in regardseeing it as a contribution to carrying on farming, ie
to single farm payments, but I think I will resist thatyour fixed costs, rather than a contribution towards
temptation.your decisions on what you are producing and how

much you are producing. Chairman: Scotland is based on history!
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money being spent to give to farmers to do nothingQ232 Lord Sewel: Lord Whitty has made some
interesting comments on how robust he thinks the on their land?”

LordWhitty: The answer to that is they are not beinghistoric basis is, but I will resist that temptation and
go on to something else and put in some figures really paid to do nothing. They are being paid to keep that

land available for farming and most of them willbecause, according to the latest report from the
Commission, the cost to the budget of the single farm actually farm on it and indeed it is a more defensible

position than saying we should pay people for thepremium to 10 of the EU-15 in 2005 will be ƒ15.1
billion of which ƒ3.7 billion comes to the UK. Once number of sheep they have whether people want to

buy the sheep or not and even, if I can allude brieflypayments are made to all 27 Members, the total
annual expenditure on single farm payments will to Scotland, pay people for the number of sheep they

used to have! I think it is a more politically andexceed ƒ38 billion. Looking at that figure, do you
presentationally defensible position. That is not tobelieve that paying that amount to farmers each year
say that it will not come under political andis really politically sustainable?
presentational pressure.Lord Whitty: I think perhaps one might query some
Chairman: We will turn on to the subject of ruralof the precise figures. It is clear that there is a big
development, if we may because time is getting on.escalation of the figures with the structure of farming
First of all Earl Peel and thenLord Plumb if hewishesand the dependence on agriculture of some of the
to ask the question that I would not let him asklarger new Members including Bulgaria and
earlier.Romania. It is certainly not sustainable unless the

public and the non-farming based political leadership
can see some clear return from that in terms of the Q235 Earl Peel: Minister, the question of rural
way in which we deliver the landscape and the development. The Financial Secretary has told this
environment and, particularly in more southern Committee that the UK Government’s priority for
countries, avoid desertification and abandonment of Pillar 1 is “to take opportunities for reformwithin the
land. If you can show that, I think there will be spending limits already agreed.” What opportunities
continued support for some of the system but for reform might there be, do you think?
probably not at that level of expenditure. The issue is Lord Whitty: That relates back to what I was being
whether the challenge to that occurs before or after asked by Lord Plumb. There is quite a lot of tidying
2013. At the moment, I am saying that financial up to do. I suspect that some of the historic element
discipline and other budgetary pressures plus a bit on may have to be at least reduced in those countries
the world trade dimension may well reduce the real that are going to go down that road. There is also
value of it to some extent during the 2013 period but, market interference in relation to quotas. For
probably beyond 2013, the question will be asked example in dairy, there is supposed to be a limit on
again, is this viable long term? Does society really production but there is actually an incentive to over
wish to have that level of shift to general agricultural production, and the more quotas we can get out of
production? The answer may be “yes” but it may be the system the better. So, all of those things could be
and is more likely to be, “We will give it to some done without actually necessarily a fundamental
aspects of agriculture but not right across the board.” reform and I think probably that is what the
I am hugely speculating and I underline that I am Financial Secretary was referring to, but he is also
talking beyond 2013. I think it would be wrong to say referring to what we have just been discussing in
that there will be no appetite for continued support terms of the run up to 2013.
for agriculture across Europe at that point because I
think there will be, but the issue of what it is and how Q236 Earl Peel: Leading on from that, we have
large will be an issue by that time. received evidence suggesting that there might be

scope for greater modulation from Pillar 1, indeed
most people seem to think this is a desirableQ233 Lord Sewel: Does the issue of some form of
objective, in order to support Pillar 2. Minister, doreform come about very heavily on the agenda in the
you believe that this is realistic given the historicallead-up to that period?
resistance to reduction in Pillar 1 support?Lord Whitty: If the issue of some kind of reform does
Lord Whitty: There has been historic resistance to itcome up, then I suspect there will be pressures on
and there is always historic resistance to any change.other parts of the EU budget at that point. It may not
I think that if you look, for example, in Centralbe an agriculture-driven reform or a perception of an
Europe, the unnatural position would be that weagriculture-driven reform.
have a lot of farmers, especially in Poland though the
other newMember States do not have quite as many

Q234 Chairman: Is there not quite a real danger that, farms as people think but Poland certainly does, and
quite a long time before that, a certain number of the we therefore have to look after the farmers and

anything that moves money away from directnon-agricultural public will say, “Why is so much
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of course the responsibility of the land occupier, Ipayments to farmers is not a bad thing, but actually
the real economic problems for the rural countryside think is itself important. On modulation as a whole,

do you foresee this taking place on a European scalein Poland is the condition of the land and the lack of
infrastructure. Actually, if Poland gets to an or can it be done nationally? There is a good deal of

flexibility already in the whole scheme but if oneobjective assessment, they may well want to see more
money spent on those aspects of rural development country is going to modulate more than another,

does this not lead to the creation of unfairthan on straightforward keeping otherwise
uneconomic farmers in business. Therefore, I think competition?
the pressure to defend the present systemmay reduce. LordWhitty:This is one of the great dilemmas. There
As far as the UK is concerned, of course we are has been a lot of argument that we should bringmore
voluntarily modulating, as are Germany, at a higher agricultural policy and rural development policy
rate than themandatory requirements and the degree back to the national level and indeed the sub-national
to which we go down that road or indeed argue for a level. When we do it, obviously it means it is not an
higher level of mandatory modulation does depend a entirely uniform position across Europe or even, as
little on what the Pillar 2 will provide, what the UK’s Lord Sewel was just saying, across the UK, but that
likely share of it is going to be andwhether we can use in a sense is a product of subsidiarity and, if it does
it for our wider rural development objectives. The old create market distortion, then we have to do
system (a) did not give the UK its fair share and something under single market dimension to oVset it.
(b) was quite inflexible in some respects. We are I think in general it is the same amount of money. It
having some success, but we are not there yet, in these may be distributed in diVerent ways in diVerent
current negotiations to improve that situation. countries and tomeet slightly diVerent objectives, but

it is a transfer from the national share of the
European budget to the rural areas and it may beQ237 Earl Peel: Is there not in fact a danger that, if
spent in a diVerent way but it is not less money ormoney is transferred from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, it goes
more money. For the immediate future, there is theinto the general pot and, on the Government’s
ability, for those who have already decided toconcept that in fact need should be the demand rather
modulate voluntarily, to modulate higher than thethan historical support, there is a danger that that
mandatory level. That may or may not continuemoney is actually going tomove away from countries
forever but it is there now and the UK has takenlike the UK?
advantage of it as has Germany. One could argueLord Whitty: You are reading across the
that what then happens is that the rest of EuropeGovernment’s view on structural and cohesion funds
catches up with those who have been ahead or thatinto Pillar 2 whereas actually the objectives of the two
there is greater devolution of decisions on this andare diVerent. Within structural funds, it is certainly
that may be a long-term position. As far as the actualthe Government’s view that that should be used for
balance of expenditure under Pillar 2 is concerned,those regions of Europe which are the most
then at the moment under UK plans, the bulk of itdisadvantaged, but there is also a policy objective to
will be spent on the environmental stewardshipmaintain the landscape and avoid land abandonment
schemes and therefore go back to land managers inright across Europe which is the main Pillar 2
that way. The proportion of the current ERDPwhichobjective. It is a diVerent sort of need and one which
is actually spent on agricultural development in theapplies just as much to the northern countries as it
commercial sense is actually relatively small, it is lessdoes to some of the countries which would benefit
than 10 per cent, and that will probably roughlyfrom a more focused expenditure of the structural
continue although there may be one or two otherfunds.
things added to that and also part of it is for
agricultural diversification as well but the biggest

Q238 Lord Plumb: My question earlier was really single element is the agri-environment schemes.
related to the degree of diversification and Chairman: I think that we are now straying into a
diversification is something now that has been wholly little bit of extra time, if we may, but we will try not
accepted by the whole industry both in the use of land to keep you, Minister, for too long.
and also the use of buildings in order to make an
income from a farming enterprise. The question,

Q239 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Minister, do youreally following Earl Peel’s earlier question, is how
agree with the increase in the rural developmentmuch of Pillar 2 is really going to be used for
budget as proposed by the Commission or shouldagricultural development? I know that it is almost
increased spending for rural development only comeimpossible to say at the moment but that degree of
from reductions in Pillar 1 spending and subsequentdiversification, whether it is for non-food products
modulation? This does bear on some of the territoryfor instance or whether it is there for further
that we have already been over and I do not knowdevelopment of the use of the land or whether it is for

not farming at all but keeping the farm tidy, which is whether the fact that your department and the
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we have received, we have not actually had anyTreasury produced a joint paper was for a tactical
reason or whether the Treasury was in fact keeping a inhibition on the Treasury recognising that the

schemes that we have put into place are value fortight rein on your department but that is perhaps
peripheral. money, including the new entry level scheme and

environmental stewardship scheme. So, whereasLord Whitty: You will have to ask the Treasury that!
It is just a good example of joined-up government, there may be other areas of public expenditure where

the requirements on match funding may be anChairman! The ceiling, if you like, for the Pillar 2
expenditure will be set in conjunction with the ceiling inhibition, we have not yet seen it in relation to what

the Treasury as well as ourselves regard as a desirableon all other aspects of EU expenditure apart from
Pillar 1 which has already been set by the Berlin refocusing of rural support into Pillar 2.

Theoretically, you must be right.Ceiling. The general view is that a 1 per cent overall
figure could allow for enough expenditure within
Pillar 2 but it may not be precisely in line with that Q242 Lord Haskins: There is a suggestion that the
1 per cent, it will be part of those negotiations. We French, for example, would be more ambitious for
certainly do not see the necessity for a significant match funding than the British.
external increase in Pillar 2 over and above that as LordWhitty:Yes, but that partly relates to the way in
part of the Commission’s proposals that there be which the schemes under Pillar 2 have hitherto been
4 per cent increase, or whatever it is, increase in the couched and indeed the fact that the original
budget as a whole. Rural development, which must allocations for rural funding were based on historic
be favoured in those negotiations, is not going to payment which were relatively small in the UK, so
create that kind of pressure for new money and the fact that the French have done rather better out
therefore any additional money over and above of it than us I think is not necessarily an indication for
where it is fixed in this ceiling would have to come out the future.
of modulation in Pillar 1.

Q243 Earl Peel:Minister, you may be interested to
Q240 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: The 1 per cent which know that when we asked Mark Felton of English
you have been advocating would surely Nature whether the UK biodiversity action plan
reduce Pillar 1 spending whereas, if there were a targets could be met under the existing Pillar 2
1.14 per cent, the pressure would not be on to do that. funding, he said that that would not be possible
Lord Whitty: I have already said that the financial unless there was more money coming from the UK
discipline will reduce the real value of Pillar 1 Exchequer and I would imagine that that would also
spending. A 1.14 per cent would make it slightly less refer to the objectives as far as Natura 2000 sites are
but there would still be a reduction in the real value. concerned. So, clearly that is one element which is
Chairman: The words “financial discipline” seem to going to require additional funding from the UK if
have a very well known echo. those objectives are going to be met.

Lord Whitty: We think that there will be arguments
obviously for more funds on a lot of fronts but theQ241 Lord Haskins: The Treasury has talked about
new stewardship provisions, both on the elementaryrenationalising a lot of these fundings particularly in
level and more specifically higher level schemes, willrural development funding. In eVect, a degree of
provide significantly more resources for biodiversityrenationalising takes place at the moment because of
objectives. I have no doubt English Nature andmatch funding and the Treasury, for its own reasons,
others will argue that they need more but it is morehas been quite cautious, let us say, in the past with
than they have hadmatch funding compared with others. How do you
Earl Peel: That did not quite answer my question.see that is going to develop with the rural
Chairman:Next a question from Baroness Maddockdevelopment funding becoming more important and
and then we will have a final question on Doha andis there eVectively a case for renationalisation
then we will say “thank you very much”.because we are, in a way, renationalising by the use of

match funding?
Lord Whitty: We are not allowed to use the term Q244 Baroness Maddock: Lord Whitty, I wanted to

ask really about administrative costs of schemes.“renationalisation” or “repatriation”, they are both
politically incorrect but I know what you mean! An How do the costs of administering the existing rural

development schemes compare with administeringelement of subsidiarity is achieved by the mechanism
of requiring match funding and the way our the single farm payment in the United Kingdom?We

have touched on that earlier. How is value for moneycolleagues in Great George Street interpret that is, if
they are being asked to match fund, then it is subject assessed? Do you think that the process will need to

be increasingly robust if we are going to have moreto the same assessment as any other proposal for
Government expenditure in terms of value for money made available through rural development

schemes in the future?money. I have to say that under the Pillar 2 hitherto
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include some Pillar 2 funding, is 72 million, to goLordWhitty: If the first part of the question relates to
the Pillar 1 expenditure, then the new system—and into economic schemes precisely for that rural
this is partly elaborating what I said earlier—when development objective.
it is bedded in, will have seen a reduction in Chairman: Then it is very appropriate that Lord
the proportion or the equivalent going on Haskins should ask you the last question.
administration. Before the RPA’s creation, it was
roughly seven pence in the pound and it is now down
to just over five pence and, with a hiccough in

Q246 Lord Haskins: Just to come back to farmingintroducing the scheme, it will be down to four pence
and we have talked too much about farming in thisin 2006 and I will give you more detail on that as I
Committee but there we are. You said that thepromised earlier. On the ERDP, because the issue is
farmers have a reasonably good deal out of the singlerather diVerent depending on the diVerent schemes as
payment and I would agree with that. At the time,to what the level of administrative costs are but, if
you talked about the five billion and five per cent overyou take it across the board, it was about 14 pence in
seven or eight years as something people could livethe pound. As we are rationalising again in that area
with. You also said that Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 would notas well from the 10 schemes which were there as
be a huge transfer in the total context of things.higher level schemes under the old system into the
However, Doha, if it takes place, would have a hugeentry level scheme and then into a more rationalised
impact on agricultural income like 10 per cent onhigher level scheme, we expect that cost to come
cereals and 10 per cent on dairy products. How dodown. I am not sure that we have very clear estimates
you think you are going to cope with those sorts ofas to the exact degree to which that will come down,
impacts on European agriculture? Are those asbut it will come down and, as regards some of the
serious as I am suggesting?individual schemes in the past which have even higher
Lord Whitty: They are serious. They are also notthan 14 per cent administrative costs, those kinds of
instantaneous. As you all know, we run into a seriousfigures will not be seen again under the new system.
discussion on the Doha round at the end of this year
in Hong Kong and to some extent our decoupling

Q245 Lord Sewel: You have spent the whole and hopefully some measure at least of sugar reform
morning to a large extent identifying and quantifying by then will put us in a good position, negotiating
pressures on agriculture expenditure and possibly the with the other trading partners, on having removed
likely need for further readjustments in agriculture. trade distorting subsidies from our agricultural
Does that not make it essential to try and get more support. Not everybody will buy that at face value
resource into rural development, the trouble being and there will be a lot of negotiations and which bit
that rural development, as defined in the European falls into which box, but I think that the European
context, does not actually deliver much in terms of Union is on the front foot in that regard. They are
economic and social development in rural areas? It also on the front foot but slightly less clearly in that
gives a lot in terms of agri-environment but it does we have committed ourselves to eliminating export
not do a great deal in terms of putting broader rural refunds which will hit some areas of surplus
development possibilities into the countryside. What production within Europe, though probably not
are the mechanisms that are available to do that? proportionately the UK, rather the opposite in terms
Lord Whitty: I think that is fair comment and I think of the UK. Then of course the reduction of tariVs,
that part of our look at our negotiating position in which will inevitably be part of the Doha round, will
relation to the rural development regulation aspect of also sharpen up the competition in certain areas. It
Pillar 2 currently is to allow more flexibility to do will also give us the huge opportunities in other
things like that, to move some money into economic markets for both farming and food-based industries
and social area as well as in the environmental area as well as for manufacturing and other goods. So, the
on specifically agricultural related areas. I would say balance of opportunity as against cost is, I think,
there was an even bigger requirement for those even for food and agriculture, hugely in favour of a
changes in areas like Poland, that I was talking liberalising outcome for Doha. The other aspect is
about, or the eastern area like Hungary or whatever that whatever is agreed in Hong Kong and beyond
where really rural communities are verymuch in need will not happen overnight and there will be phased
of infrastructure developments. That is part of the introduction, if history is anything to go by, over
negotiations. In addition, we are having, as a result of quite a long period of time.
part of LordHaskins’s contribution to these matters,
a rationalisation of our funding streams in total, a big
chunk of which will be delivered through the RDAs

Q247 Chairman: Minister, thank you very muchwhich will be almost entirely economic and social,
indeed. We could go on questioning you for evenand I think the total figure of transfer from the past

system of funding now via to theRDAs, which would longer but it is very kind of you to give us so much of
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Lord Whitty: Thank you very much and best wishesyour time. We do appreciate it and, to your oYcials
also, thank you for coming. We will send you a copy for the outcome of this inquiry which I will, as they

say, read with interest but, in this case, it is genuinelyof the evidence in draft and, if there is any mistake
that you wish to correct, doubtless you will do so. meant, I will!

Memorandum by Dr Janet Dwyer, Reader in Rural Studies, Countryside and Community Research Unit,
University of Gloucestershire

1. Thank you for providing me with the opportunity to give evidence to the Committee on this important
issue. As someone who has been studying, analysing and seeking to influence CAP reform for more than
15 years now, I have a keen interest in these matters and I hope my views will be of some use to the Committee
in making progress with this inquiry. My particular knowledge is in the rural development and environmental
elements of the CAP and its reform, so my submission focuses mainly on the questions related directly to these
aspects. However, a short introductory section seeks to set my evidence in its broader context.

Context—The Importance of Financial Drivers in the CAP Reform Process

2. It is evident to many who have analysed CAP reform processes that the issue of finance has been a central
driver of change to the policy, almost from its inception in 1962, following agreement on the Treaty of Rome
in 1959. Initially, the principal concern ofMember State governments and the Commission was to address the
problems of budgetary overspend, year on year, as CAP spending consistently exceeded allocated funds during
the 1970s and 1980s. The introduction of milk quotas in 1984 and the MacSharry reforms of 1992 took
significant steps to eradicate this specific problem by placing limits on production rights and on subsidy
entitlements, respectively. However, broader concerns about the sheer scale of CAP spending and its relative
dominance of the total EU budget have grown over this period, and particularly since the 1992 introduction
of direct payments to compensate for price cuts, which eVectively transferred support from EU consumers to
EU taxpayers. Furthermore, as the Community/Union has enlarged and socio-economic disparities between
Member States have thereby increased, the so-called “cohesion” principle of the EU budget (namely that all
contribute in proportion to their relative wealth, and not in proportion to the degree to which they benefit)
has come under increasing strain.

3. These budgetary strains are very apparent in the current debate about the financial perspective for the EU
budget, 2007–13. Cohesion arguments would indicate that for this coming period, the EU-15 should expect,
on the whole, to become net contributors to the budget while the new Member States (with the exception of
Malta, Greek Cyprus and the Czech republic) should expect to be net beneficiaries. Yet several of those among
the EU-15 who have become accustomed to significant cohesion and/or rural development funding in the past
are seeking to retain this, while others who have historically been net contributors are seeking to constrain the
scale of spending so as to limit the drain on national funds. It is in this diYcult context, therefore, that decisions
about future CAP financing will need to be taken.

Rural Development Funding 2007–13 and the Implications of the “1 per cent Club” Position

4. A Communication on the Financial Perspectives 2007–13 was published on 14 July 2004 alongside
EAFRD, and draft Regulations covering the Structural Funds, Fisheries and a paper on financing Natura
2000 (the management of designated Sites of Community Importance for biodiversity). The Financial
Perspectives paper presented an argument for a budget based on 1.14 per cent of Gross Domestic Product and
made the case that a budget of this size is needed to maintain progress on all current EU financial
commitments. In the ensuing discussions, a number of key Member States—Germany, Austria, Denmark,
France, Netherlands, Sweden and the UK-have pressed the case for a budget based on 1 per cent GDP (the
so-called 1 per cent club).

The debate on the budget is likely to continue for some time and it is not clear whether the 1 per cent club will
win the day andwhat the impact will be uponCAP spending under each pillar, if it does. The paragraphs below
attempt to construct this impact from the available data at present.
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5. The Brussels summit identified and agreed a fixed ceiling for Pillar 1 expenditure up to 2013, such that
financial discipline (ie cuts in the Single Farm Payment) will have to be applied to keep within this ceiling if
other pressures threaten to increase this budget. Given the likelihood of:

— reform of the sugar regime in 2006 which require new direct payments to producers; plus

— the accession of Bulgaria and Romania in 2007; and

— the likely further reform of the dairy regime in 2008–09, with increased direct payments in return for
price cuts to enable phasing out of export subsidies as anticipated in the Doha WTO round;

then it is likely that there will be a need to apply financial discipline to keep Pillar 1 spending within the ceiling
by at least 2008, if not before. It should also be remembered that most Pillar 1 spending is “compulsory” by
theMember States—that is, governments are obliged to oVer every eligible farmer their respective entitlements
to direct payments and/or market support measures, under the Pillar 1 regulations. Thus it would appear
highly unlikely that there could be additional scope for savings under Pillar 1, if the total EU budget is fixed
at the 1 per cent figure.

6. You asked (Q8) if the spending ceiling on Pillar 1 agreed in Brussels is likely to be exceeded. I would answer
that spending could be expected to overshoot it within the next four to five years, but that this will
automatically lead to the application of financial discipline which will force cuts to the direct payments
received by EU farmers (in the UK’s case, the Single Farm Payment), in order to fund other parts of the Pillar
1 budget while keeping to the overall total ceiling. So, the ceiling should not be exceeded but farm payments
will be reduced through this agreed mechanism. This will clearly have some impact on producer incomes but
its significance will depend upon the scale of cuts required—it is possible that they could be relatively small.

7. By contrast to Pillar 1 funds, expenditure of EU funds on the Cohesion programmes (what we used to call
the Structural Funds) and on Pillar 2 of the CAP is voluntary, to the extent that Member States can decide
whether or not they wish to spend these funds, once oVered by the EU budget. This makes them particularly
vulnerable to overall EUbudget cuts because there is no pre-determined eligibility or agreed level for spending.
So, it is widely anticipated that if the 1 per cent club succeeds in securing a reduced overall budget for 2007–13,
the greatest absolute reductions in budget allocations will be made in the two areas of cohesion and rural
development spending.

8. TheFinancial Perspectives paper identified a total fund ofƒ88.75 billion for 2007–13 for rural development
under the second pillar of the CAP. The amounts resulting from compulsory modulation of Pillar 1 payments
within the EU-15 (of 3 per cent per year from 2005) would complement these resources (in those countries
only). Thus the total annual spend, on average, would be around ƒ14 billion for the EU-27. This figure
compares with a level of current spend (total EAGGFGuidance and Guarantee funds) likely to reach around
ƒ7.1 billion a year by 2006 for the EU-151, plus around ƒ2.6 billion for the new EU-10 by 2006.2

Thus it would represent an approximate one-third increase on current resourcing for rural development under
Pillar 2 for the EU-25 (but note that it would need also to fund rural development in Bulgaria and Romania
from 2008 onwards).

9. In January 2005, IEEP reported (Swales, pers comm) that Germany’s Foreign and Finance Ministries are
proposing that the EU should reduce the levels of rural development funding to just ƒ55 billion for 2007–13
in the hope of pressing the 1 per cent GDP argument. At the same time however, they appear to support an
increase in the CAP budget for market measures beyond the ƒ301 billion ceiling agreed by EU leaders at the
Brussels summit. Such a stance not only contradicts earlier German arguments for increased rural
development funding but is likely to strain the relationship with other members of the 1 per cent club, such as
Austria, which favours an increase in rural development funding. The implications of the German proposal
for rural development funding are severe. A cut in funding to just ƒ55 billion would represent an annual
average of aroundƒ7.9 billion per year, or a 19 per cent decrease in anticipated second pillar spending among
the EU-25 compared to planned spend in 2006, notwithstanding the need to fund new programmes in
Romania and Bulgaria. This would require major adjustment to rural development programmes in many
countries, as a result.

10. You asked (Q9) if the negotiating stance of the 1 per cent club is appropriate to balance the needs of rural
development and promote agricultural reform in the EU. This depends upon the stance of the club “members”,
on balance, towards spending on Pillar 1 versus Pillar 2. The apparent German view as described above would
certainly not be appropriate in these terms. In my view, it would be possible for a 1 per cent overall
contribution to provide funds to meet the needs of rural development but only if the agreed ceiling on Pillar
1 Dwyer et al, 2003.
2 DG Agri website Enlargement figures, total spending 2004–06 divided by three.
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1 spending were actually viewed as a ceiling rather than a likely level of spend, and Member States agreed to
use compulsorymodulation to switch a greater proportion of the Pillar 1 budget into Pillar 2 than has yet been
agreed. In the Commission’s original draft proposals for the 2003 CAP reforms they suggested that
compulsory modulation should switch as much as 20 per cent of Pillar 1 funds into Pillar 2 over a six year
period (applying a cumulative rate of 3–5 per cent per year). The actual agreement reined this figure back
substantially, to a non-cumulative 3 per cent per year. If theMember States could agree to increase this figure
in order to protect rural development funds in the event of an overall decrease in the EU budget, this could
help to meet rural development needs while at the same time promoting more significant agricultural reform
in respect of Pillar 1, along lines which have long been promoted by the UK government.

11. However, this may be an unrealistic scenario because it fails to take into account the perspectives of those
net contributors and net beneficiaries who are much more supportive of retaining partially coupled Pillar 1
supports than the UK government has been. These countries include France, Spain, probably Poland and,
from the information presented above, probably also Germany and thus represent a powerful lobby for
retaining funds in Pillar 1. Thus for as long as Pillar 1 expenditure is seen as always taking precedence over
Pillar 2 at the EU level, the implications of a reduced overall budget will bemore serious for rural development
than they will be for Pillar 1 agricultural support.

12. It is my view, based upon conducting a number of relevant studies over the past five years3, that the EU-25
has considerable unmet need for rural development funding (taking the rather particular definition of “rural
development” that is used in relation to CAP Pillar 2 measures) on both environmental and rural socio-
economic grounds. In the UK, for example, our environmental schemes at present make only a modest
contribution to reversing biodiversity and landscape decline and do little to enhance water quality, given that
they only involve just over 10 per cent of all farms. At the same time, farmers face significant problems in
seeking to adapt their businesses to meet the new post-Curry and parallel Welsh, Scottish and Northern Irish
agendas that promote greater diversity, more customer focus and more innovative and novel business
connections with the wider rural economy. While these needs are probably unlikely to require the same scale
of funding as the current UK Pillar 1 supports (of over £3 billion per year), they could easily be double their
current levels under the various Rural Development Plans and EAGGF-funded elements of Objective 1
programmes.

13. In other parts of the EU, the picture varies considerably. Austria is probably unique in enjoying a Pillar
2 budget at present that is slightly larger than its Pillar 1 budget, which results in the overwhelming majority
of farms being enrolled in the Austrian agri-environment scheme Őpul and a significant additional budget for
rural development and related schemes and projects targeted to marginal parts of the country. By contrast, a
country such as Spain receives a much lower level of spending despite having significant unmet
agri-environmental needs and serious environmental problems to address, including major water quality and
quantity issues and significant threats to internationally important species of wildlife such as the Great
Bustard and the European Lynx and Bear. Taken as a whole, there is significant scope to grow the EU’s rural
development budget while at the same time increasing its value for money through gradual improvement and
simplification of planning and delivery systems.

14. You asked (Q10) if the Rural Development budget should be increased significantly up to 2013. Based upon
my research experience, I would recommend that it should be increased rather more than has currently been
envisaged in the financial perspectives paper, if it is to build appropriately upon its existing successes. Perhaps
a 60 per cent or 70 per cent increase compared to 2006 levels, rather than the currently planned 30 per cent
increase would be more appropriate, particularly if this were phased in gradually in order to enable
programmes to develop over time. I would not wish to call for something much more dramatic at this stage
because I believe the EU-27 still has much to learn about how to “do” rural development eVectively, and
therefore that the risk of a too sudden or large increase in the budget would be much ineYcient spending and
wastage.

15. The only way in which such a gradual expansion appears possible, in my view, is for Member States to
come to an agreement to increase the rate of compulsory modulation above 3 per cent, in stages, after 2007.
To enable expansion on a scale that I have suggested here, the rate might need to rise to perhaps 10 per cent
by 2013 (and be then applied to all EU-25), which in my view still remains quite modest (meaning that farmers
still retain at least 85 per cent of their Pillar 1 direct payments, ceteris paribus). This is, after all, comparable
to the 10 per cent eVective rate of modulation that the UK countries are committed to applying to their
farmers’ direct payments by 2007, in order to fund the new suite of “entry level” agri-environment schemes
that were approved by the Commission just before Christmas.
3 Dwyer et al, 2001, Dwyer et al, 2003, Dwyer et al, 2004, PriceWaterHouseCoopers, 2005, Swales et al (ongoing).
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16. Finally, you asked (Q11) whether the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the financing of
the CAP will improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects. To answer this question requires
me to split it slightly into a number of sub-issues, to clarify the key points.

17. Firstly, I assume that “the newRural Development fund” refers to the draft Regulation on the EAFRD—
the successor Regulation to the current Rural Development Regulation 1257/1999, which is currently being
debated in Council. This Regulation has not yet been finalised so it would be inappropriate to make toomany
assumptions about what the final text will look like, at this stage. My comments below should thus be treated
as speculative.

18. As regards the balance of funding between Member States, the draft EAFRD says relatively little about
how this will operate, but it aYrms the aim to combine three criteria:

— past expenditure on rural development (RD) in the Member State;

— application of the so-called “SAPARD criteria” that have been used to determine RD allocations to
the New Member States 2004–06 (which place emphasis upon agricultural area, in particular); and

— a third element which somehow takes account of specific RD needs/situations.

19. If this approach survives into the final Regulation, it will oVer a potentially improved method for
distributing second pillar funds to the Member States by comparison to that which operated in the previous
financial period 2000–06, which placed most emphasis upon past levels of spending and ongoing financial
commitments. But the scope for improvement really depends upon the detail of how the three points above
are weighted, in the allocation process, and in particular, how the third point is made operational. If the first
point continues to dominate allocations then the situation will be little improved upon current practice.

20. It is also possible to comment, based upon the draft EAFRD, on the issue of whether the eYciency or
eVectiveness of the distribution of funds to projects will be improved by comparison with current practice. This
relates to wider issues of transparency, accessibility and simplification of rural development programmes
which were given prominence at the Commission’s Salzburg conference on Rural Development in November
2003. Speaking at the Agra Europe Rural Development Conference last October, I argued that the new
Regulations only make modest steps towards this and that there is much more that could be done. I would
be happy to expand on these points in oral evidence if this is a key area of interest for the Committee, but
in essence:

1. the Council needs to agree the EAFRD Regulation with amendments that reflect more of the key
simplification and LEADER points expressed at Salzburg:

— replace the proposed minimum spends with better arguments/criteria to justify the choices made
between priorities for funding;

— reduce the total number of measures in the Regulation, and enable their flexible use across priorities
(eg farm investment for environmental gains, non-farm rural development spending to improve
farms’ competitiveness);

— create more scope for integrated programme delivery using key LEADER principles of partnership,
local strategies and stakeholder involvement—not only via the specific use of the “Axis 4”
measures; and

— enableMember States to build on their own domestic financial control systems instead of generating
more EU controls on top of these, keep the implementing regulations simple, flexible and focus upon
requirements for justification of use of funds by the evidence of outcomes, rather than detailed
procedural rules.

2. Member States and their regions must plan ahead and begin institutional adaptation for the next
programme round—eg review rural delivery, learn and publicise the lessons of past experience, “think outside
the box” to create a climate fostering innovation, establish stronger dialogue with stakeholders, restructure
programme delivery apparatus, pilot new ideas.

3. Other stakeholders and successful local pioneers must have “seats at the table”, in these processes—
including those with expertise in economy, environment, community, youth and women, and those who have
shown that they know how to make it work in practice.
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Examination of Witness

Witness: Dr Janet Dwyer, Reader in Rural Studies, Countryside and Community Research Unit, University
of Gloucestershire and Senior Associate, Institute for European Environmental Policy, examined.

Q248 Chairman: Dr Dwyer, you heard the largely as a result of external pressures, both the
enlargement and the situation in the WTO.Minister’s replies. Thank you very much for coming

this morning. As I said to theMinister, we are live on
the website, so you may wish to be aware of that. Is Q250 Chairman: So, it is relatively unpopular with
there anything that you would like to say to us before the farming industry in France?
we go into the questions? Dr Dwyer:Yes. I think decoupling is certainly seen as
Dr Dwyer: No, I do not think so at this stage. I have a very risky step to have decided to take at the
been very interested in the discussion that has European level in France and I do not think that
preceded my session. there is any view in France that, in the long term, a

kind of Pillar 1 support for the farming community
should wither away, in the way that has long been the

Q249 Chairman: You will have heard what the view in this country.
Minister was saying and, in a sense, a number of my
questions to you are very much the same as what we Q251 Chairman:Do you think that is totally related
were asking the Minister and do not hesitate, if you in France to both history and the percentage of the
think it is appropriate, to comment on the Minister’s French population that is still engaged in agriculture
reply. Just to start oV, do you see the single farm as compared to that in the UK?
payment becoming less important in 10 years’ time Dr Dwyer: It would be diYcult to say that now, I
and its cost to the community budget declining? In think. You could certainly have said that 10 years
your judgment, should plans be made for the phasing ago. The rapid structural change that has taken place
out of direct payments to farmers? in French agriculture over the last 15 to 20 years has
Dr Dwyer: I think I would tend to agree with the really led to a situation where although it is still much
Minister on this point in that I think we have a more tied to agriculture culturally and in terms of
tendency in the UK, because of our historical family connections and things than it is here, it is not
position in relation to the CAP, to see the single farm . . . well, things are changing very quickly. I think
payment as, in a sense, the writing on the wall for there are a number of diVerent factors in play in
support for agriculture through a conventional France, in terms of their view in relation to
production support approach. I think the view in the agricultural support. On the one hand, one does still
other Member States is significantly diVerent from have the traditional view, if you like, that farming is
that. I think, for example, in France, there is very the backbone of the rural community, the rural
much a feeling that the SPF, (single farm payment), economy, and that support for farming is essential to

maintain rural life and rural landscapes. On the otherand decoupling have been forced upon the Union
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generally less costly regimes than the big ones, thehand, there has also been the French vocation
exportatrice attitude which is much more to do with arable, the beef and the dairy, but they are also

regimes where only a partial level of decoupling hasthe idea of using public money to give an industry a
comparative advantage in an international market, been so far agreed and I think the Commission

certainly has an agenda which involves continuingwhich is in a sense, completely contrary to the tenets
of the free trade position that is espoused in Doha reform of these partially reformed regimes. So, there

is an ongoing agenda of incremental reform of theand the WTO.
CAP in Pillar 1.

Q252 Chairman: I think that, in answer to the
second part of my question, we would say that, Q256 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Dr Dwyer, I very
should plans be made for the phasing out of direct much agree with your interpretation of the situation
payments to farmers, it is extremely unlikely that in France and if you add the 10 new countries to that
some of our continental neighbours such as the perspective, one can see quite a number of things
French, would ever agree to it. That is putting words emerging. I am going to ask you, if the various factors
into your mouth. likely to bear on the agricultural budget in the period
DrDwyer:Yes. I think it is extremely unlikely at least to 2013 result in the need to make large cuts in
until 2013. I think the bigger issue will be the budget, agricultural spending, particularly in single farm
the budgetary contribution to Europe as a whole. payments and other direct payments, do you believe
Given that the French have already signalled that that these payments should be made more degressive
they would like to reduce their overall budgetary in order that in fact the most eYcient farmers receive
contribution, one begins to see some kind of— the smallest payments?

Dr Dwyer: Firstly, I think that when we talk about
Q253 Chairman: Because they are in the 1 per cent large cuts in agricultural spending, we need to bear
league, are they not? that in perspective. For example, because we are not
Dr Dwyer: Yes. So, one begins to see some kind of part of the euro, the support that we provide to our
tension developing within the French political farmers through the CAP can fluctuate quite
perspective on, do we need a strong and large CAP or significantly year on year as a result of fluctuations in
is it more important to actually reduce our overall the exchange rate between sterling and the euro.
contribution to the European budget, of which the During the late 1990s, we saw the eVects of that in the
CAP of course is a very significant part? extreme, as the pound appreciated against the euro

after its launch, of order of farm incomes being cut by
Q254 Lord Haskins: Just following up on that, my 30 to 40 per cent in a single year .Whenwe are talking
reading of it is that the French Government tacitly about cuts needing to be made to the single farm
has moved very dramatically by even going so far as payment as a result of the application of the ceiling at
it has gone on these reforms and, whilst in public they European level, my view would be that it is highly
may not be saying the historic things, the things that unlikely that one would see cuts of that kind of order
need to be said, by the time you come to 2013, the having to be made in the period between now and
FrenchGovernmentmaywell be verymuch in line on 2013. I would be very surprised if we were in a
these reforms. situation where, in one year, the single farm payment
Dr Dwyer: I think that is . . . possible. had to be reduced by 40 per cent. I do not think that

Europe would agree to those sorts of things going
through. Having said that, if cuts have to be made inQ255 Earl Peel: Dr Dwyer, you say in your paper
single farm payments and one is talking aboutmaybewhen discussing the fact that Pillar 2 could be
cuts of 5 or 10 per cent over that period, there is thenprotected under the 1 per cent club objectives
the separate argument of how you target those cutsthrough modulation and I quote from your paper
and whether you do them across the board, and thatwhen you say, “while at the same time promoting
really depends upon what your understanding is ofmore significant agricultural reform in respect of
the objectives behind single farm payment. It wasPillar 1” and I was just curious to know what you
interesting to hear the discussion on that point thismeant by that.
morning because I do not believe that Europe seesDr Dwyer: Perhaps because we are the UK, we might
these payments as being payments for environmentaltend to forget that there are a number of regimes
management. They are payments that are oVered aswithin the CAP which at the moment remain
compensation for the series of price cuts and then theunreformed. We are very aware of the fact that the
move from direct payments in the past and, on thatdairy regime and the sugar regime are on the cards for
basis, they are at the moment working in a way suchreform in the next few years but the agreements that
that some of the most eYcient farmers receive somewere made in April 2004 in respect of the southern
of the largest quantities, in absolute terms, ofregimes and the southern crops, so the olive oil

regime, the wine regime and fruit and vegetables, are payment. The move to the single farm payment will
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both the 10 newMember States but also Bulgaria andmove towards a system, gradually over eight years
and only in England, whereby every farm receives the Romania, was around about 60 per cent of the total

funds allocated. Everyone has recognised that thissame level of payment per hectare regardless of their
eYciency but also regardless of other factors. So, we thing was very slow to start because, to begin with in

the first couple of years after the SAPARDare redistributing, if you like, the balance of weight of
payment between diVerent kinds of farm over time. instrument, (the rural development instrument for

pre-accession), was agreed, a great deal of emphasisThat will not happen obviously in Scotland, Wales
and Northern Ireland where they have not opted for was placed upon making sure that the paying

agencies in these countries were adequate to exercisean area based payment. With regard to the
arguments for giving less money to the most eYcient the disbursement of funds in a proper way. So, for the

first couple of years, nothingmuch happened, but thefarmers, there are not very strong arguments to
support a view that less eYcient farmers can provide spend now is on a really rapidly increasing trend and

in fact there have been some reports in AGRAa greater degree of public benefit. In certain areas, for
example, some work has been done on older farms Europe recently that some countries are expecting to

overshoot massively on their expenditure on theseand on the coincidence of farms being managed by
older people and those farms being rich in programmes, in relation to their original allocations.

The Commission is seeing that as good news becauseenvironmental assets, but often those farms are also
farms which have less management expertise in it says that where people are applying for SAPARD

and there is no SAPARD funding left, they can thenrelation to environmental benefits. So it is almost by
happy accident there is a coincidence between that be transferred into the successor rural development

measure which is now available to those 10 countriesgroup of farms and environmental benefit, but it is
not necessarily going to be perpetuated in the long that have joined the European Union. This measure

is called the transitional instrument for ruralterm because those people do not necessarily actively
manage. There are some organisations I believe development, a special measure which mirrors the

Pillar 2 measures available to the oldMember States.Sustain, in the past has argued that more money
should be given to less eYcient farmers on public
goods grounds, environmental and social grounds. Q259 Chairman: Could I just anticipate a later
That the argument is not entirely well made, in my question which I was going to ask you that, in
view. I think there might be, on purely equity relation to rural development schemes, are you aware
grounds, an argument for restricting the sheer scale of diYculties arising from fraud and let us say
of single farm payment that goes to some of the perhaps pretending that a scheme is a rural
largest farms, but that is really a diVerent matter. development scheme when it is something quite

diVerent?
Dr Dwyer: I think that those two points are actuallyQ257 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: There are a huge

number of issues there but do you think, very simply, quite diVerent. I am not aware of big issues in relation
to fraud in Pillar 2 spending.My impression has beenthat if farmers were paid in euros, this would help to

cushion some of these impacts? that there are more significant issues in relation to
fraud for the structural funds measures acrossDr Dwyer: I think it could bring greater stability to

farming incomes in the UK. So, in that sense, yes. Europe, but I could not comment on the detail of
that. However, the whole nature of Pillar 2 as an
instrument and the diVerent measures that areQ258 Lord Christopher:We have had some evidence
embraced within that very long menu means thatthat the Pillar 2 expenditures in the new Member
Member States have a huge amount of flexibility ofStates have to some degree been limited to their
interpretation, shall we say.capacity to take it up.Have you any knowledge of the

percentage of available farms taken up by the new
Member States and, in your opinion, is there in fact— Q260 Chairman: Discretion?

Dr Dwyer: Yes, about how they decide to use Pillar 2and it may vary from country to country—a
maximum capacity to uptake this in the economy? money to promote rural development. Whereas we

havedecided that, in large part, for theUKasawhole,Dr Dwyer: Thank you for giving me prior warning of
this question because I was able to search theweb and we are spending a large proportion of support on the

less-favoured areas, other countries are spending aI discovered a very interesting paper by Alan
Wilkinson, a former DG Agri Unit director I think, large share of their support on such things as village

renovation which, for example, is very popular inon SAPARD4 spending by the newMember States to
date and the current figures, or the most recent former East Germany. Spain is spending the largest

share of its rural developmentmoneyonupgrading itsfigures in his paper, show that the commitments for
spending over the whole of SAPARD, ie including agricultural irrigation systems as part of its national

water plan, and the Austrians are spending by far the4 Special Assistance for Pre-accession Agriculture and Rural
Development. largest part of their budget on agri-environmental
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countries are doing in this relationship. If you did feelmanagement. So, the second part of your question is
really highlighting this issue, that what rural that we had not asked you all the questions about it,

if you would care to drop us a note about it,development may mean across Europe may vary
considerably between countries. DrDwyer, I think it would be very interesting indeed.

This is actually, certainly for me, new information
and I think it very interesting indeed.

Q261 Lord Plumb: I am very well aware of the work Lord Plumb: Particularly to expand on the euro,
that your institute does and the work you have done Chairman!
in particular in trying to help or look at the ways of Chairman: Are you long or short, Lord Plumb?
funding the development of rural economies. Would Lord Plumb: I just want to know whether there is
this be beneficial if it were funded instead by benefit or not. That is the simple question.
incorporating the structural and cohesion funds
together? Would this be of benefit and perhaps
therefore giving it the opportunity for targeting a Q262 Lord Lewis of Newnham:What proportion of
wider range of rural businesses and activities bearing the rural development schemes in the UK are
in mind of course that farming is a rural business? currently funded by the UK rather than from the EU
Dr Dwyer: I think there are a couple of issues here. budget? The Minister referred to RDAs and the
One is that because the structural and cohesion plans potential there but presumably, if it is done, it is done
have been dealing with a multifaceted problem, i.e. in a relatively localised area.
economic development, for a much longer period Dr Dwyer: This is very interesting because the
than the CAP has had to deal with those sorts of proportion of EU funding of UK rural development
issues, there is considerable experience among both schemes, if you take that term in its broadest sense,
those people in Brussels and the administrators and ie not just focused onRuralDevelopmentRegulation
deliverers in the Member States, in dealing with a schemes, (the Pillar 2 schemes), is probably very
complex issue such as would be presented by rural small and there are a number of reasons for that.
development. So, in that sense, there is certainly some Firstly, as the Minister alluded, because there has
potential benefit from bringing the structural and long been in existence rural development funding
cohesion funds’ experience to bear in delivering completely outwith the CAP, there is a significant
Pillar 2, but I am also mindful of what Lord Whitty sum of money going into rural areas for economic
said in the previous session about the diVerence in development in ways that are nothing to do with the
character between Pillar 2 and the kind of purely CAP. One could think, for example, of the current
economic and social development that the structural budget of the Countryside Agency, of which
funds have been previously involved with. (Having £70 million a year goes into, broadly speaking,
said that, some very interesting projects have been socio-economic development in the countryside. One
funded with structural fund money which very well could include of the role of the Enterprise Agencies in
combine environmental, social and economic the devolved administrations. Highlands and Islands
objectives together). I think that the issue about Enterprise spent £69 million in 2003, although some
moving rural development funding to structural and of that may be European co-financed, but Scottish
cohesion funds is that one would lose the formal link Enterprise, outside Edinburgh and Glasgow, is
with Pillar 1 of the CAP, in which context the spending more than £100 million a year on enterprise
modulation principle has now been at least and some of that must be rural. Secondly, within the
established. If one moved rural development funding scope of the Pillar 2 schemes itself, one has to think
to the regional development bit of the Commission, about two things: one is Fontainebleau and the
that link would not exist anymore and I would argue Fontainebleau rebate mechanism which means that
that it would be very diYcult to seek to establish it. when a scheme is apparently 50 per cent co-financed
Also, there is this situation of how to bring together by the European budget, because of Fontaineble, it
the environmental land management element of works that 85 pence in the pound is UK money and
Pillar 2 with the economic and social development the remainder is European money. So, that will
focus of structural and cohesion fund delivery which, decrease the proportion of European funding that is
at the moment, does not give that issue particularly going into even the Pillar 2 schemes within the UK.
high prominence. There are some commentators who Then, beyond that, if you read the rural development
would say that, in many Member States, structural programmes, as well as EU co-financed measures
and cohesion funding has been too urban biased, has they notify a number of state aids. These are
been insensitive to rural needs and has underplayed measures that are 100 per cent UK funded because
the opportunities that could be taken in the rural they are not eligible for funding under Pillar 2 but
economy for an improved future. they are part and parcel of the schemes that are being
Chairman: I think that is extremely interesting. This oVered under the programme. So, for example, all the
is the first timewe have actually had evidence given to capital items funded in agri-environment schemes in

England are funded as state aids over and aboveus, as far as I am aware, about what other continental
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programmes, the specific ones that English Naturethe annual management payments, which are
co-financed by Europe. would like to see growing, are the ones that are most

heavily locked into the CAP system and they are
something that traditionally our other ruralQ263 Lord Lewis of Newnham: With the
development expenditure has not had much to doFontainebleau Agreement, you also have the
with. So, if you want to grow those, you would seekprobability or possibility, if I can put it that way, that
to do that, I think, within the broader sphere ofof course the Treasury may not be prepared to give
European spending and spending shifts. The othertheir particular proportion, their 85 pence as it were.
concern here is what is happening to the CAP as aSo, this must complicate the issue quite significantly.
whole. If you want to see the longer-term aim asDr Dwyer: Yes. It was interesting when Lord Whitty
shifting money from production support in farmingsaid that he did not feel that the Treasury’s view had
towards broader rural development, you need tobeen a constraint upon the development of Pillar 2
again play the European game and you need toschemes in the UK.My view would be diVerent from
achieve that shift at European level. If you disengagethat. I think that we have a poor allocation of funds
and start saying, “We are going to do ruralunder the current programming round precisely
development entirely with our ownmoney”, then youbecause of Treasury squeeze on the growth of these
lose the battle over the future of Pillar 1, it seems tokinds of things in the 1990s. So, if you compare our
me.agri-environment schemes with those in many other

European countries, we still have a relatively low
Q265 Chairman: Could I just come back to a pointproportion of farmers involved in these schemes. In
you made earlier. Did I hear you right in saying thatsome other countries, the proportions are 80/90/95
you thought that between 10 and 20 per cent of UKper cent whereas ours is somewhere between 10 and
farmers were in some way involved in environmental20 at present. It will grow with the entry level scheme,
schemes involving money through environmentalbut that is in the future. Also, funding on agricultural
sensitive agreement or whatever, but that thedevelopment, farm diversification and farm
comparative figures in continental farms would beinvestment was very sharply cut back in the 1990s
80 to 90 per cent?because it was non-compulsory CAP spend and the
Dr Dwyer: Not in all countries. I think that theTreasury took the view that anything that was non-
average figure is somewhere around 20 per cent but,compulsory in MAFF’s enormous budget should be
in Finland and in Austria, the figure is abovecut to the absolute minimum. The allocations to the
90 per cent.current programming round budgets were based very

heavily on past spending. So, the UK ended up with
a much, much smaller share than it should have, Q266 Chairman:What is it in France?

Dr Dwyer: I am afraid that I do not have the figurearguably, based on more objective criteria.
Chairman: I think that leads us on directly to a in my head but I would imagine that it is somewhere

around the average.question that Earl Peel wants to ask.

Q267 Chairman:My impression of the French onesQ264 Earl Peel: I think that Dr Dwyer may have
if that it would be very much lower.actually answered that question. Would a significant
Dr Dwyer: That is interesting because the Frenchcut in the rural development funds available from the
changed their agri-environment schemes to coincideEU have a large impact on schemes in the UK or
with the Agenda 2000 reforms and, certainly beforecould adequate funding be found from within the
then, they had a thing calledPime a l’herbewhichwasUK? Bearing in mind the comments I made earlier to
a simple premium paid to anybody who hadtheMinister about English Nature’s concern that the
permanent grassland; that was an agri-environmentbiodiversity action plan objectives would not be met
scheme that had quite a high level of uptake, asunless additional funds are put in over and above, the
you might imagine. After 2000, they changed theiranswer has to be, “More money, please” I would
agri-environment schemes and merged them into ahave thought.
new scheme (the contrats territriale d’exploitation)Dr Dwyer: Yes. I think the answer is certainly “more
which has now been dismantled and replaced but, asmoney”. Where that money comes from all depends
a result of that, I would imagine that the proportionon the position of the UK in relation to how far it is
would have gone down.playing this game in Europe, if you like. If we accept
Chairman:As I say, if you could drop us a note aboutthat at themoment most rural development money in
this, we would be very grateful.the UK is the UK’s own money, then the answer to

the first part of your question could be that a cut in
European funding for rural development would not Q268 Lord Sewel: I wonder whether we need to be a

little tougher in terms of defining what we mean bymake a big diVerence; but it would politically,
because at the moment the agri-environment rural development and therefore to be more specific
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Dr Dwyer: It is quite similar to a lot of theabout the objectives of rural development and how
programmes that the Countryside Agency has run inwe assess rural development because, Lord Whitty
this country, a kind of combination of village design,did seem to met the overwhelming case to have
parish planning, parish paths partnerships, theseeconomic and social development in the countryside
community-based holistic planning exercises tryinggiven the continuing pressures on agriculture and yet,
to really create an engine for new community benefitin terms of what is funded under Pillar 2, that is not
and new economic benefits through a partnershipclose to what I see traditionally as rural development.
based, bottom-up, multi-sectoral approach. In sum,Is that partly because of what we have chosen to do as
,I do not think the regulation is constraining thata Member State under Pillar 2 or is it a fundamental
broader view, I think it is the UK’s choices.weakness of Pillar 2 itself?

Dr Dwyer: I agree with your assessment. My own
view about rural development would be that an Q272 Lord Plumb: Will those schemes include
emphasis on social and economic is important but the aVordable housing?
environment has to be in there as well. One should be Dr Dwyer: No, not to my knowledge but I am not a
looking for sustainable rural development, so legal expert on the situation in Germany. It is
economic and social— interesting when you start making comparisons

between countries because, in diVerent Member
States, obviously certain basic services are consideredQ269 Lord Sewel: It is the three components of
as being a staple that the state will always provide. Isustainability.
made a presentation at Salzburg where I cited theDr Dwyer: That is right.
example of Pillar 2 money in England being used to
fund a nursery to provide childcare, and the Swedes
were horrified and they said to me afterwards, “IfQ270 Lord Sewel: Two of them are economic and
anybody ever thought that that would have to besocial components.
done through project funding in Sweden, there wouldDr Dwyer: That is right, within the overarching
be uproar because the state provides these things.”constraint of wishing to maintain the natural capital
So, it is quite diYcult once you start makingof the rural environment. The Pillar 2 measures as a
comparisons.whole, at the European level, reflect the notion of
Chairman: I think Lord Livsey’s next question takessustainable rural development relatively well because
us a little further into this.they have measures for competitiveness, they have

measures for the environment and they have
measures for the broader social and community Q273 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: You state in your
aspects of rural development. We have taken a evidence that you believe that the rural development
position in the UK, which is for a mixture of historic regulation could do much more to increase the

transparency, accessibility and simplification of ruraland, if you like, public concern reasons, I think, to
development programmes. How might this be done?emphasise in our spending firstly, the less favoured
Can I say that we have heard in this Committeearea payments which, for example, in Scotland are by
previously and indeed today that the administrationfar the largest element of the programme. I think over
of the single farm payment scheme is about six per50 per cent of the Scottish programme goes on LFA
cent and Lord Whitty has just told us that he has anpayments. The figure in Wales is also very high.
objective of four per cent, yet we have been told bySecondly, we spend a significant proportion of our
environmental bodies that it is 30 per cent that goesprogrammes on the agri-environment payments,
on administration. What about rural development?because they have been a particularly popular new
How much does that cost and could this be madedevelopment in relation to agricultural management.
more transparent and in fact actually assessed as aThere has been a groundswell of UK support for
result of more transparency?growing those schemes. By contrast our position in
Dr Dwyer: I am getting more pessimistic as time goesrespect of social and economic development has been
on about the new rural development regulationeither that this is done through other mechanisms, or
which is currently being debated by Council inin the ways in which it is done through Pillar 2, it is
Brussels because the Commission definitely sought tovery closely linked to agriculture and is relatively
achieve a simplification of the regulation through thisminor by comparison with other countries. If you
next round, but what has happened is that they haveconsider the fact, for example, that some of the
been too modest in their proposals and they are noweastern German regions are spending 40 per cent of
being beaten back to a position whereby the newtheir RDPs on village renovation—
regulation is going to look very similar to the old one,
with the same number of measures and not a great

Q271 Lord Sewel: What does that mean? What are deal of simplicity in the programming process, nor
the monitoring and control requirements. I think itthey doing?
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what you have been saying is leading me to believewould have been possible to be more ambitious in
proposing a draft regulation for discussion by that his idea that somehow they are going to cut the

costs, I think he said it was about 14 per cent of theCouncil, and that could have been done by learning
much more from the experience of the structural admin on rural development and, if what you are

saying is true, his idea that he is going to cut the costsfunds and the way in which they have worked. For
example, the current regulation with its 22 measures on that is a little ambitious.

Dr Dwyer: I think there is another point that I wouldis agreed by many people to be too complicated for a
lot of people to understand and to enable people to like to make here and that is that administration of

the single farm payment and administration of thework in integrated ways with those diVerent
measures. I think it would have been possible to kind of schemes one is running under the second

pillar are not actually the same beast, and you shouldrebrigade the same range of actions under a much
smaller number of measures, say seven or eight for not expect to have the same low overheads on what

are much more complicated schemes, where it isthe new regulation, whereas, as it is, we are going to
be having 24 or 25. So, that is one example. In much more important for the state to assist with the

process of a kind of creative use of the money, takingrelation to monitoring and control, I think that we
need to take a step forward: again, learning from the risks and making the most of opportunities that

might exist for rural development. For example, inlessons of the past (though there are no obvious
models in place that I could recommend). It seems to relation to environmental schemes, what gets

counted as administrative overhead includes anme that monitoring and control at the moment places
still too much of the burden upon making sure that element of advice and support to people in making

sure that the money they get is used to deliverthe detailed rules and regulations, even at the level of
the local delivery bodies, are adhered to, rather than environmental benefits. It seems to me that if you

were very strict about that, it should not be countedfocusing more upon the outcome at the end of the
day.What is the result of the spend of this money and as an administrative overhead, but it is at present and

that is one of the reasons why those figures are high.is that meeting our strategic objectives? The
Commission finds it very diYcult, I think, to step On the business development side, I think similar

arguments can be made. However, I would say that Iback from regulating things in detail, particularly in
DG Agriculture because of the culture that has been think the ERDP administration of the non-land

management parts of Pillar 2 has been quitecreated by direct payments in Pillar 1. The way that
they look at regulating spend is: minutiae in advance, ineYcient, and I have hopes that when some of these

things aremoved to theRDAs, theymight learn someand then less emphasis on what actually are the
eVects.That is where the switch needs to occur, but it lessons from that process and provide a much easier

access and a much less bureaucratic procedure fordoes require a bit of farsighted thought about how
that can be done. The structural funds, by accessing those funds.

Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. One of thecomparison, do allow for greater flexibility in the
choice of how instruments are delivered but then DG things that probably puzzles and worries us all is the

actual implementation of more money going into theAgri will say that they have been subject to more
fraud, so obviously the system is not perfect. I do rural development side of things. It is actually going

to be very complex with a lot of lack of clarity and athink that more eVort needs to be put in looking to
shift the system in the way that I have just described. lot of expense in setting it up, whether it is permissible

etc. If you care to, with the continental examplesChairman: Thank you very much. I am afraid that
time is closing in on us. BaronessMaddock has a final Dr Dwyer, expand a little on that to us, I think we

would be very grateful because it is quite unknownquestion to ask youwhich follows on verymuch from
what we have been saying. territory really inmanyways. Thank you somuch for

coming this morning. I did not add at the beginning
and I should have done that wemuch appreciate yourQ274 Baroness Maddock: I think that you have

covered quite a lot of it. It was the same question that written evidence, it was very helpful, and we much
appreciate your answers to our questions today.I asked Lord Whitty which was really about

comparing the costs of administration and I think Thank you very much indeed.
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Q275 Chairman: Thank you so much for finding the Mr Wynn: What is the diVerence between
commitments and payments? If it is 1 per cent intime to see us. We have all got our name tags in front

of us. I know you have known Lord Plumb for a commitments, how much is that in payments? It is
0.85.long time.

Mr Wynn: I have met Lord Haskins before in
Strasbourg. Q280 Lord Lewis of Newnham: That is up rather

than down?
Mr Wynn: The average payments have been 1 perQ276 Chairman: We are late, can you spare time
cent, what the Council are now proposing is it woulduntil, say, four o’clock?
be 0.91 because they want 1 per cent. They have gotMrWynn:Yes, no problem.We aremore than happy
to get that agreedwithin theCouncil and the questionto do that.
is what if it is agreed.

Q277 Chairman: Thank you so much. As you know,
Q281 Chairman: Absolutely.we are trying to produce a report on the new plans for
Mr Wynn: If you are going to make savings on thethe financing of the CAP. It could be argued that we
Commission’s proposals there are only two areas inare a bit early doing this because so little has been
which you can do it, to my mind, which is eithersettled yet but we have decided to have a go.
agriculture or Structural Funds. I would think thatObviously from the evidence we have received so far,
the Council would want to abide by the deal that wasI think our first question would be whether there is
struck in Brussels in 2002. Having said that, thethe ability of the European Commission and the
Parliament voted in the last Parliament—it was aCouncil of Ministers to maintain the undertakings to
report in my name because I was Chairman of thethe agricultural sector, including Pillar 1 and Pillar 2,
Budgets Committee—and said, “We do not acceptif the UK Government and other net contributors
this ceiling, we will decide when we are having oursucceed in saying that the budget should only be 1 per
negotiations on the new financial perspectives whatcent of national income.
we think it should be”. It was a bold statement andMrWynn: It is a pity Reimer Boege is not here yet. I
for those of us who voted for it we assumed we couldhave got responses from the Secretariat and I will
go below the ceiling, but there were those of mygive you my responses.
colleagues who voted for it who assumedwe could go
above that ceiling. If we are being realistic,

Q278 Chairman: Yes, give us your responses. agriculture is not going to go above the ceiling that
Mr Wynn: If the 1 per cent is agreed, and let us be was agreed in Brussels.
clear the average spending over the last six or eight
years has averaged out at 1 per cent, the European Q282 Earl Peel: Can you just qualify that. By that
Union’s budget has averaged out at 1 per cent, and to you mean the combination of Pillar 1 and Pillar 2?
get an average of 1 per cent you have got to go above MrWynn:Yes. I think there will be deals being done
sometimes and that is on payments. What the club of within the Council and I have no proof of this, no
six are proposing is that it should be 1 per cent of evidence of this whatsoever, this is just my opinion.
commitments but there is a significant diVerence of The way things are looking, I think the Germans will
0.2 per cent or something like that. want a deal on the Stability Pact criteria and, if they

agree that, the Frenchwill want a deal on agricultural
expenditure, and if they can get that then both thoseQ279 Chairman: It would be of that order, would it,

about 3 per cent? Member States will not take a pot-shot at the British
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Q285 Earl Peel: On the question of the Single Farmrebate. I think that is probably likely to happen.
There are arguments against the rebate, I have got to Payment, in fact there was a question four—

Mr Wynn: Yes, I have seen it.say. The rebate is great for the Treasury but if you are
in the regions it works against the regions, and that is
another argument. What I am trying to say is that I Q286 Earl Peel: I was allocated five and six but I will
think the agricultural spending as agreed in Brussels do four if you like. Some analysts have suggested that
will be the Council’s position. Whatever they come the reduction in the Single Farm Payment as a result
to, even if it is 1 per cent, I do not think agriculture of the operation of the Financial Discipline
will budge from that. Parliament may not be happy Mechanism could be as much as 30 per cent by the
with that, Parliament may jump up and down but, end of the decade. If that is the case, what would be
then again, we do not have to agree it. Let me the impact on European farming?
rephrase that: it needs Parliament and Council MrWynn: Let us talk about if that is the case. I was,
together to agree the new financial perspectives, the and still am, Chairman of an inter-group, which Lord
new financial programmes. It is an inter-institutional Plumb was a member of, called LUFPIG. I know it
agreement. If Parliament was not happy, Parliament sounds like a flying pig but it is the Land Use and
could unilaterally break the existing inter- Food Policy Inter-Group. One of the proposals
institutional agreement and if we do that we go back almost 14 years ago—the day that Margaret
to using Article 272 of the Treaty which means that Thatcher resigned—when we launched the booklet
you do not have categories one, two, three, four in the and it got no publicity, there was an event that
budget, you have a budget with an amount of money overtook it, on that day in the booklet about the
and you decide how it is spent. It is messy and it is reform of CAP, one of the things was about to buy
what applied before the first Delors package in the the farmers out because that is what you are talking
mid-1980s and it would not be recommended, but about, if youwant to compensate you have got to find
Parliament will certainly use it as a threat of a nuclear a way of buying them out. It was the Marsh-
option if the Council stick by their 1 per cent, decide Tangermann proposals, Stefan Tangermann—
that agriculture will have no reduction and that the
cuts will come in Structural Funds.

Q287 Earl Peel: The bond scheme.
Mr Wynn: The bond scheme. It could have had a
degressive element. The bond was time limited. TheQ283 Chairman: But that is the way you think the
alternative was if you did not have one amount thatpressure will be, cuts in Structural Funds rather than
was time limited then at least you should have ain agriculture?
degression. To me, that is what we should still beMr Wynn: I think that is where the battle will be.
aiming for. If we go for a 30 per cent reduction thatRight now it is a problem for the Council. We are
is heading in the same direction, and there are thosetrying to get our opinion through over the next
of us who would argue it could go well beyond that,couple of months and my attitude has always been
but that is a political decision which the Memberthat we should take it easy on this because it is the
States will have to agree upon. If it did happen, whatCouncil who have to get an agreement first of all on
will happen is what has always been said will happen,whether it is 1 per cent, 1.14 per cent or somewhere
youwill have a reduction in the number of farms. Thein-between, and thenwhen they have agreed that they
smaller ones would go out of business. You couldhave got to agree what changes there are to the
argue, and you should argue, that the ones thatCommission’s proposals.Will the Spanish or the new
would be left would be not only large but moreMember States or the Greeks agree to significant
competitive. Those who did leave the land wouldreductions in the Structural Funds? You tell me. It is
have to decide what to do with the land if it was notgoing to be a nice battleground and that is why I say
sold on to other farms. The Marsh-Tangermannwe should be sitting back and watching it happen
proposals in eVect said if you want England’s greenuntil the Council have made their mind up.
and pleasant land, you have got to pay for it,Chairman: Thank you. Alas, we do not have too
someone has got to manage the landscape if you domuch time so we may have to skip one or two
not just want it be left to go to ruin and in some casesquestions. Lord Lewis.
turn into desert. Some may well turn to alternatives.
Some may turn their farms into golf courses. Some

Q284 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Would you expect may go into production of non-food crops. At least
the Financial Discipline Mechanism to come into that would give farmers the chance to do what they
eVect from its inception in 2007, later or not at all? want. The beauty of the bond scheme was at least
MrWynn: According to Commissioner Fischer Boel over a 10 to 15 year period farmers would be in
it will probably come into eVect in 2007. That is what charge of their own destinies and they could decide
she is saying and I have no reason or problem what they wanted to do. They would be guaranteed

an income for a certain amount of time and, to somedoubting her on this one.
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Parliament who would say if we are going to reduceextent, this is what the Single Farm Payment is doing,
they are being given a choice as to what they want to Pillar 1 funding then it is not going to go back to the

treasuries, it has got to into Pillar 2, it still has to godo. After the first few years when those who are in
eYcient farms have decided “this is what I want to into agriculture or rural development.
do”, they will get on and do a good job. The obvious
answer to Earl Peel’s comment is that you will see Q291 Earl Peel: There is this rather important issue,
fewer farmers but the farmers who remain should be I think, about if funds are modulated from Pillar 1 to
more eYcient and should be more competitive. Pillar 2, as I understand it 20 per cent of that can be

put into a central pool and will not necessarily go to
the country fromwhich it has come, if you followme.Q288 Earl Peel:This leads on to the next question as
Mr Wynn: Yes, I do follow you, but I am not tooto what extent you see the Single Farm Payment as a
sure—permanent feature in the structure or whether you

feel it is a transitional measure which should be
phased out sooner rather than later. Q292 Earl Peel: In the case of UK agriculture
Mr Wynn: If I can come back to the bond system potentially that could be depriving us of some very
again because there was so much involved in it. I was important funding for rural development.
speaking to one Agricultural Commissioner several Mr Wynn: My written answer is modulation is
years ago now and he said, “It will never work, Mr convenient for those who favour co-financing. It may
Wynn” and when I asked “Why, it is time limited”, be a way for a compromise on the overall amount of
he said, “Yes, but when the time is due to expire agriculture. What you just said, I honestly do not
people will want to renegotiate the terms”. It is know.
probably a true statement. The same would apply to
this. I would love to see the Single Farm Payment Q293 Chairman:This flows froma remark that Lord
being degressive, I would love to see it time limited, Whitty made to us when he was a witness before us
but somewhere along the line someone is going to last week.
raise the issue of saying they want to renegotiate this. Mr Wynn: I do not know. It is the first I have heard
I think this is where it takes politicians with a strong of that, I have to say. Reimer Boege is a far better
will to counteract the very powerful lobbies that exist agricultural expert than I am on matters like that.
within these institutions who continually want more
and more money for agriculture. On the report that Q294 Lord Haskins: Can I put my question about
Parliament is about to vote on next week—it is an the Doha Development Round. The Doha
oral question, not a report—about the reform of the agreement on the way may be in place by 2008–09.
sugar regime, it is unbelievable what has been voted. Talking about farm incomes, the impact of Dohawill
They are living in a diVerent world from me. That is probably be much more substantial than people
the type of attitude that people still have, that there think it will be.
is a bottomless pit which we can take money from to Mr Wynn: For the likes of me it cannot come soon
finance things like the sugar regime, which really we enough. I think it is the impetus, the catalyst, that we
cannot. There is an argument for help for agriculture, need to help things along significantly. There are
there is an argument for a real rural policy, there is an those, once again, within the Parliament who think,
argument for an environmental policy, there is an and whether this is reflected in the Member States I
argument for a food policy, but all of those things are do not really know, it is certainly reflected in the
not necessarily the Common Agricultural Policy that sugar oral resolution I have read in the last couple of
we have got now, and all of those things would days, that any savings on export subsidies, for
probably cost money. instance, should go straight back into compensating

farmers.
Q289 Earl Peel:Would you not accept that Pillar 1
oVers farmers a degree of stability at a time when that Q295 Lord Haskins: That is the thinking.
is precisely what the agricultural industry requires? Mr Wynn: That defeats the whole object of what we
Mr Wynn: Yes, and they have got it until at least are trying to do with agricultural reform. There are
2013. those within the Parliament who are saying that but,

thankfully, on this type of issue they have not got
much cloutwithin the Parliament. I do not know howQ290 Earl Peel: Assuming there is not too much in

the way of modulation in terms of money flowing far that is reflected withinMember States but I would
hope that the majority of Member States would notfrom Pillar 1 to Pillar 2.

Mr Wynn: To some extent that will be left to the be supporting that. The Doha Round gives us a
chance to make real savings in CAP. When I sayindividual Member States. The fact that the UK is

keen on that does not necessarily mean that the “savings”, I do not expect for one minute to see great
reductions in the agricultural budget, what I doFrench are keen on that. There are those within the
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Q298 Countess of Mar: The whole thing is dead inexpect to see, and I think what would be politically
acceptable to a lot of people, is movement from Pillar the water if you cannot have somewhere for people

to live.1 to Pillar 2. We still have Bulgaria and Romania
which we will have to finance which was not in the Mr Wynn: What we really need is a rural
Commission’s proposals. development policy, an environmental policy and an

employment policy for rural areas, but we should not
pretend that it is all to do with the Common

Q296 Countess of Mar: Can we look at rural Agricultural Policy. They have their own unique
development. Do you think that the funding styles. Reimer Boege is here now.
allocated by the Commission in the budgetary Mr Boege:We are very sorry we are late, there was a
perspectives to rural development is enough to deal meeting with Mr Juncker and I waited for his
with the planned schemes to be financed? intervention on financial perspectives.
Mr Wynn: Not according to all of my colleagues. In Chairman: Thank you very much indeed for coming.
the Natura 2000 programme, which is being We are going through our questions because we
discussed at present, the amount required is 10.6 cannot delay you much after four o’clock, you have
billion and that is not within the Commission’s got things to do andwe have got to get on too.We are
proposals for the financial perspective. That is down to questions on rural development and Lord
problem one, that the one big programme they have Plumb is going to ask those. You are very, very
got for rural development is not within the current welcome.
proposals for the financial perspective. On this issue,
let me just come back to a couple of comments which

Q299 LordPlumb: It is like revisiting the past talkingI heard within the Agricultural Committee. I floated
about the bond scheme. I am very glad that it hasthe idea of co-financing and it has received quite a bit
been revived because I think it is a matter that thisof interest. Reimer Boege will tell you that he
Committee might consider as we pose furtherproposed it in the early 1990s in the Lander that he
questions over the next fewweeks. You can see wherecame from in Germany. He is very supportive of co-
the questions are coming from, the question of Pillarfinancing and it was the Germans at Berlin who
1 and Pillar 2. There is a feeling that Pillar 2 is whereproposed it. As far as members of the Agricultural
the development is going to be. Therefore, would itCommittee are concerned, it is a non-starter. They
not be a possibility, and this has been put to us by asee it as re-nationalisation, they see it as against the
few people, that the developing funding could bereform, and then they see some Member States not
brought together through the Structural andpaying or whatever. In fact, I am not too sure our
Cohesion Funds and put into one fund, which I thinkownNFU are very keen on it because they would say
would be interesting, and would perhaps target it atif the British Government decides not to pay their, let
a wider range of rural activities than hitherto? That isus say, 25 per cent then they would have a real
the sort of feeling that has been put to us by way ofproblem. There are a lot of peoplewho are against co-
development. We would like your views on that.financing. One of the comments from one of the
Would it be a more eYcient way of using the fundingDutch guys, who is very anti-reform, and I come back
in that sort of development? I say in passing on that,to your 1 per cent, Chairman, and it is either
there are many farmers in the UK, and I am sure itagriculture or Structural Funds, was “Well, if we
would be the same in Germany, who immediatelyhave to give on anything, let us give rural
say, “We don’t want to be a nation of park keepers,development for the Member States to finance or co-
we are farmers and we want to produce food”. At thefinance or whatever. If we have to find savings, let us
same time, if the money is going into that particulardo it through Pillar 2 rather than Pillar 1 or the
fund they want to make sure that they get their fairStructural Funds”. Once again, that is a comment
share of it. It is very interesting that whilst you werefrom within the Agricultural Committee. I do not
talking about buying out some of the smaller farmers,know how much significance it has within the
or that may be the process that we see developing inCouncil of Ministers. I also think within the Council
the future, it is a lot of the bigger farmers who areof Ministers that co-financing will not happen
attending these meetings to find out how these fundsbecause of what I said earlier. Much as I have pushed
can best be used for further development for thingsit here, I am sure if the Brits can get a deal on the
other than farming.rebate then co-financing will be dead in the water, it
MrWynn: I think Reimer is probably best to answerreally will.
that and he could probably come back to your
question, Earl Peel, later on.

Q297 Countess of Mar: The thing that worries me Mr Boege: I am still under the impression from what
about rural development funding is that there is no the President of the European Council said that he is
funding for aVordable housing. becoming more and more sceptical about whether

there could be a result on the financial perspectives.Mr Wynn: No, you are right.
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other side so that they will not be in contradiction toQ300 Chairman: At all.
the other part of development, but it could also meanMr Boege: There is the pressure of the timetable, the
that rural areas will be losers. That is my impressionpressure of referendums, of election campaigns and
from the internal debate in Germany.so on, so the work in Council possibly will not go
Chairman: Lord Sewel, are you satisfied with thatforward as it is needed to come to a result in June/
answer?July. As a Parliament, we want a result but not at any

price, that is quite clear. Concerning this relationship
between the so-called Pillar 1 and Pillar 2, the Q301 Lord Sewel: If you get linkage of Structural
agricultural reform has always been presented as a Funds with Pillar 2 and it is driven by a Structural
success, especially that there is a move to this second Funds perspective that raises the other problem,
pillar for development. Looking at the figures for the which of course is redistribution between Member
whole period, 88 billion for EU27 is foreseen and, in States. Is that not the case as well?
addition to that, eight billion from the so-called Mr Boege: Yes, you are quite right. I forgot to
modulation. This means a minus in the direct mention one thing, possibly you have discussed it
premiums. May I add that if the financing of already, to do with a special problem onNatura 2000
Romania and Bulgaria are not on top of the decision which has to do with sustainability and there has to
of the European Council of 2002 it will mean minus be an early settlement from the European Council in
10 per cent for the overall direct payments for the 1992 to create the system of Natura 2000 which
EU15 only. It will mean no cuts for the 10 new includes 63 million hectares all over Europe. It has to
countries that have been Member States since May. do with annual costs of 6.1 billion—these are
It is a very delicate situation. I think that the new estimates from the Commission, the NGOs have
instrument to create one special fund for rural higher estimates—and nobody is talking about how
development is an interesting idea. Of course, the to finance it. Member States did not give the figures
legislation proposed from the Commission gives two years ago to the Commission, although they are
much space for the principle of subsidiarity and the obliged to do so based on Article 8 of this Directive,
regions, the Member States, have the choice as to so we could have a fair estimate. Now we have the
what they want to do with this money, whether they figures. As a Rapporteur, I would suggest that within
want to spend it very near to the farming or food the Rural Development Fund we should foresee a
industry or other sectors in the rural areas. Coming special ring-fencing for Natura 2000. I would not
from Germany, we are very much in favour of agree that a European institution should take certain
subsidiarity and that must not be decided at a decisions which are costly—nobody talks about the
European level, only to say what should be done with costs—and gives the costs back to the regions and
this money for rural investment and rural they do not know how to finance it. There is a link
development. You cannot compare rural areas in and it has to do with one side bringing forward the
Hungary and Poland with rural areas in the United Lisbon Strategy concerning growth and employment
Kingdom or inGermany, for example. Rural areas in as a real priority and as a basis for our socialist
Germany are very diVerent, so the approach in systems and so on, but on the other side this link to

sustainable development and the relationshipSouthern Germany will be a very diVerent one from
between urbanised society and rural areas. It has tothe approach in Northern Germany where I come
do with Natura 2000 and how to finance it within thefrom. To put the instruments together is a very
Rural Development Fund.delicate question as to who will pay and whowill not.

My constituency is Schleswig-Holstein, a rural area
40 kilometres north of Hamburg. I know that within Q302 Lord Sewel: If you look at what Pillar 2 is
the regional ministries of our federal state delivering, it is delivering environmental gains, it is
government there is an interesting discussion to bring delivering some restructuring of agriculture and
these things together to support special clusters. improving competitiveness. There is very little of
Bringing these instruments together totally means Pillar 2 that is actually delivering rural development
that the area around Hamburg will be supported, in terms of improving socioeconomic opportunities
Kiel andLubeckwill be supported and the rural areas and infrastructure provision in rural areas.
will be out of the game. What does it mean for rural Mr Boege: This shows that the debate coming from
development then? I am very much in favour of certain Member States to reduce the Rural
concentration, of subsidiarity, but you also have to Development Fund by around 30/35 per cent does
reflect on what it means for the internal decision not correspond with the ideas of the agricultural
making process and for certain majorities at the reform and the needs we are facing there. What I
regional or national level. I am a bit hesitant to follow would say as a Rapporteur is I will support and
this idea. Maybe we could create special pipelines present certain figures but, coming from a so-called
between the various instruments with structural net payer’s country, I think that Member States have

not only to discuss commitments and payments of 1policy on one side and rural development on the
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Commission staV management will give theirper cent or 1.14, although this includes EDF and
support.Bulgaria andRomania, also we have to speak on own

resources, on a correction mechanism and co-
Q306 Chairman:Finally, Chairman’s privilege, can Ifinancing as a package. I need a sign from theCouncil
ask you both, if we were meeting in 12 months’ time,that they are ready to negotiate on these things or
what do you thinkwill have happened about theCAPwhether we have to negotiate five years later about
financing?What would the budget be and howwouldthese things when it will be on the table again. It is
it be divided between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 and sobetter to do so now and not wait five additional years.
forth? What do you think will happen?Chairman: Thank you very much. Lord Plumb,
Mr Wynn: On the assumption that we havebriefly. This is absolutely fascinating but we are going
concluded a new financial perspective, and I honestlyto have to leave you, I am afraid.
believe there will be no changes to the agricultural
ceiling as proposed in Brussels—

Q303 Lord Plumb: Has any work been done on the
administrative costs of the existing rural Q307 Chairman: Neither up nor down.
development schemes and the implementation of the Mr Wynn: That is how it will stay. That will be the
Single Farm Payment? deal in the Council and that is what the Council will
Mr Wynn: No. stick by and they will try to squeeze the Parliament to

agree to that.

Q304 Lord Plumb: Should you be doing that? Q308 Chairman:With approximately the same split
Mr Wynn: I think you will find the first signs of that between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2?
will come from the Court of Auditors because they Mr Wynn: Yes, but the Natura 2000 would have to
were saying to me quite recently that they are quite be on top of that.
concerned about how they are going to do their audit.
They have got their system of audits set up but now Q309 Lord Lewis of Newnham:Not paid out of it, in
we have moved to the Single Payment system and to addition to it?
get your Single Payment is not just a matter of pay Mr Wynn: No. This is what Parliament would be
but what you do as far as environmental needs, insistent upon and if you want to get an agreement,
animal welfare or whatever is part of the package. that is what—
How does the Court monitor all that? How does the
Court assess that these things are being done? When Q310 Lord Lewis of Newnham: That will be your
you ask has it been done, the answer is not yet and price.
youmight find it is a darn sightmore expensive trying Mr Boege: I represent these figures on the rural
to monitor how farmers are spending the money that development at Natura 2000 and at the same time tell

European citizens if theCouncil is not ready to followthey are getting.
these figures and ideas, including Natura 2000, and
the Council is responsible, that Natura 2000 cannot

Q305 Earl Peel: That would apply to Pillar 2 just as be financed. They made the decision 12/13 years ago.
much as it would apply to Pillar 1. I fully support what Terry said. This will not exclude
Mr Wynn: Yes. the fact that within the report voted in the European
Mr Boege: To make things more flexible, to fight for Parliament there are special reflections on CAP and
the reform of the financial regulation, being in favour the second pillar not being decided for this round but
of control and budgetary discipline, to organise the preparing the next financial perspective, for example
implementation of the Structural Funds, Rural as to co-financing and what does it mean if, based on
Development Funds and research funds on a more constitution, Parliament has the full right of co-
flexible basis is a link we are fighting for together. To decision for the total budget, including agriculture
transform the agricultural reform for the farmers— expenditure for example. All of these questions will
I am a farmer myself—and for the local be on the table and will be presented and if the
administration, within the first years it will become Council is not ready to speak on that I am sure it will
more bureaucratic but it means at the European level be part of the negotiation for the next round.
within the Commission services having less market Chairman:From all ofmy colleagues, thank you both
management, for example this should lead to a verymuch indeed for the time you have given us. I am
reduction of the staV in the longer term. It will be a sorry we were so late. It has been a fascinating half an

hour or so. Thank you very much.very interesting question to see whether the
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Witnesses:Mr Thierry de l’Escaille, Secretary General, EuropeanLandowners’ Organisation,Mr Corrado

Pirzio-Biroli, Chairman of European Landowners’ Organisation Consultative Committee, and Mr Mark

Thomasin-Foster, President, European Landowners’ Organisation, examined.

Q311 Chairman: We had the very great pleasure of very big problem with Pillar 2 and we have to take
into consideration all the hopes Pillar 2 is createdmeetingMr Thomasin-Foster in London a fewweeks

ago and it was he who very kindly suggested that around, that there is a discretion at this stage in the
European Parliament dealing with the finance ofwhenwe came toBrussels we shouldmeet you aswell.

Thank you so much for finding the time to see us. I Natura 2000 because—
apologise for our late arrival, needless to say it was
the train going to Paris that delayed us, that broke Q313 Chairman: We have just been hearing about
down in front of us. We are here and thank you very that.
much indeed for welcoming us. Mr de l’Escaille: I was in the Natura 2000 working
Mr Thomasin-Foster:My Lord Chairman, thank you group, Financing Natura 2000, representing the
for coming. It is a privilege for us to be able to host socioeconomic interests, there was one representative
you here today. Hopefully, I can sit back, if I may, of the greens and six Member States. We had three
and allow Thierry de l’Escaille and Corrado Pirzio- options. The first option was to utilise the LIFE
Biroli to take over the answering of the questions that programme, to change the existing LIFE
you have. Obviously I amhere if youwishme to come programme. The second option was to create a new
in. You have heard me before, so you probably will fund for this purpose. The third option was to use the
not want to hear me again. I am hoping that my existing funds. The strategy was to use Articles 5 and
colleagues will provide you with the information that 6 and the second pillar in order to finance this.
you want. If you are ready, I hand over entirely to Corrado Pirzio-Biroli was one of the architects of the
you. second pillar in his former position and will be able

to explain the view of Franz Fischler. The view ofDG
Environment was to utilise the money of the secondQ312 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I

think, in a sense, we are still where we were when we pillar to finance Natura 2000 completely. Then we
had to challenge or question the budget figure. Wemet your colleague inLondon,Mr de l’Escaille, in the

sense that we have the commitments to spend this know where we are in terms of budget for the second
pillar but on the budget foreseen for Natura 2000 welarge amount of money on Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 of the

Common Agricultural Policy, and this is obviously have got three figures. The minimal figure is 3.4
billion for EU15 and then they say it is diYcult to sellvery much supported by the National Farmers’

Union in our country. On the other hand, we have that idea, we will challenge and propose it for EU25,
but let us be very clear that we made the calculationour government and other governments saying that

the total budget should only be 1 per cent of national on the basis of EU15. The second figure was 5.7
billion. Because we do not know exactly what has toincome. What do you think is going to happen? Who

is going to win in this discussion? If it is only 1 per be financed, we know the Articles say in case of lack
of finance or absence of co-finance there is nocent, is that going to aVect the ability of the

Commission to keep up with the figures for the obligation but to standstill, and I do understand our
UKpartners are not that interested because you haveCommon Agricultural Policy that we have all heard

about? already financed the management at a national level,
when there is an agenda for all the other partners, theMr de l’Escaille: I think that is a key question.

Personally, I hope that the group of 1 per cent will not third potential figure was more than 10.5 billion. Of
course it has to be co-financed by 50 per cent, so youwin otherwise the interests of farmers and

countryside managers will be heavily aVected. I am reduce the bill by two, but, let us be honest, if you had
to finance Natura 2000 through the LDR, I do notdeeply convinced of that. First of all, if the 1 per cent

party wins, let us be very realistic that we have this know where the money would come from. This is a
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the expenditure for the markets. That was agreedvery serious challenge and you have to take that into
consideration. On the one hand, there is more and unanimously in Brussels in October 2002. Anybody
more demand and, on the other hand, less and less whowants to cut that part, which is the one thatmore
money if we go to the 1 per cent. I am very pessimistic people want to cut than rural development, will get
if we go this way. nothing. Chirac would not be in a position to lift his

opposition. He would wish 1 per cent but will not
wish to aVect the CAP and you need unanimity onQ314 Chairman:We have just come from talking to
that. It would aVect rural development because wetwo MEPs who are much informed. What is your
calculated rural development as being 14 to 17 perbest guess as to how this would be resolved?
cent, 17 because of Romania and Bulgaria but 14 perMr de l’Escaille: I suppose I hope that we will come to
cent with the others, because most of it was ina very realistic solution. Of course we will never get
Objective 1, part of regional policy. As it had been1.24 and this is not needed, but I suppose that some
extracted from that and is now a fund in itself, we hadMember States will have to make some eVorts
to take the historical share which rural developmentotherwise we will have to change the role of the
had at the time otherwiseMrBarnier would have saidEuropean Union. It is impossible to say that the
“No, no, wait a minute, you are reducingmy regionalEuropean Union will continue to fund the Structural
policy here”. We took the historical share and thenFunds and will continue to support the farmers if we
the modulation would add 1.2 billion. If one thinksdo not make that eVort. I hope that we will have 1.10
that a lot of money is going in terms of ruralor 1.14. That is my personal belief.
development, one has to calculate that 10 or 12 new
Member States are coming in whose main problem isQ315 Lord Lewis of Newnham: When would you
rural development. There is no increase in ruralexpect the financial discipline mechanism to come
development money, we are doing nothing else butinto eVect, at its inception in 2007 or later or not at
taking the amount of money which we were giving toall?
the new members in the pre-accession phase, theMr de l’Escaille: Maybe I will leave the answer to
percentage of that in terms of total funds they gotCorrado because he hasmuchmore experience in this
that went into rural development, and putting it intomatter than I have.
the chapter on rural development. There is noMr Pirzio-Biroli: First, I would like to add a
addition there. It sounds big but it is simply takingcomment on the question of the 1 per cent.
the historical position. If the 1 per cent passes, thatAgricultural expenditure today by the European
means one cannot cut the market, one has to cut theUnion represents some 1 per cent of total public
Lisbon chapters and the Structural Funds. If one cutsexpenditure in the EU. The fact that—
the Structural Funds one cuts rural development
automatically by the same percentage. There is aQ316 Earl Peel: Can I just clarify. Are you talking
specific problem with Ministers of Agriculturespecifically about agriculture or is that including
because the Council decided to reform as a deal. Therural development as well?
deal was that one would reform—not everybodyMr Pirzio-Biroli: Agriculture and rural
liked it, in fact most did not like it—in exchange fordevelopment—the CAP—represents 1 per cent of
not losing money. Reform in the past always costtotal public expenditure in Europe. It represents 46
money but for the first time, this time—it is a bit lessper cent at the moment only because there are a few
in real terms—has not added money. How do youcommon policies. If you had even fewer it could be
convince people to reformwho do not want to reform100 per cent. If you had only a CommonAgricultural
if you do not give them somemoney? This time it wasPolicy it would be 100 per cent of the budget. This is
not given but there was a promise to say we are goinggoing to go down to 35 per cent of the total budget by
to shift some money towards rural development, 1.22013. Agriculture represented 71 per cent of the
billion, the modulation. The problem is if you cutbudget at its peak, so it will be half what it was at its
rural development then you aVect the wholepeak. I think this is important because the farmers
agreement because it means that the modulation ofrepresent somewhat more than 1 per cent of the
1.2 billion would not be a modulation at all becauseEuropean population but the total public
as you are cutting the total amount of ruralexpenditure being put on the table for them is pretty
development you would have a deal which is put insmall. This sounds provocative but it is pretty small
question which was agreed by the whole Council. Iconsidering that we cannot ever compete with
hope I am being clear. One goes back to theAustralia, Canada or New Zealand and so on. We
agreement of July 2003. I come to this question of thecan compete with developing countries because they
financial discipline. Somehow there are many doubtscannot compete with anybody but we cannot
about whether the financial discipline would evercompete with those 14. The 1 per cent is an important

constraint, if it happens, because it would not aVect work which are based on past history, but this time it
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too late to discuss it. That was the first time, in thehas to work, there is no other possibility. At the
moment, in fact, it would work automatically past it was 2 per cent. There is a reduction anyway of

10 per cent. It is diYcult to answer your question, itbecause the Commission is in charge, according to its
proposal to cut. If additional expenditures take place depends on how much.
for the dollar exchange rate changing in a way which
is unfavourable to the CAP, or the sugar, whatever Q319 Earl Peel: I appreciate that.
happens, the Commission has to make sure that the Mr Pirzio-Biroli: I do not think that 30 per cent is
money remains within the limits foreseen for the very likely. Clearly if the reduction is too substantial
markets. There is no doubt that the Commission will this would require new reform or it would mean that
have to do it because that is the agreement. The one reduces the money for everybody across the
Member States at the moment during the board, which is what the discipline mechanism
negotiations on the details, if you wish, want to make foresees, and there will be a lot of problems,
sure that the Commission is not in charge of that, it particularly in some sectors. Then we will see what
is the Member States. If the Member States are in the political world will do with those problems,
charge of that then we have a problem. If the whether they will wish to deal with them or let people
Commission is in charge of that, I think I can go down the drain. Clearly the discipline mechanism
guarantee that whatever happens the expenditure is meant to avoid the diYcult question. Suppose that
which has been established the Commission will stick you need more money for sugar, where do you get it
to, that is part of the agreement and it has to apply from once your budget is submitted to a ceiling? In
the law as it is. Sugar may cost money. The proposal the past we had to say, “Let us try to get it from beef,
is neutral, there is not one additional cent of let us try to get it from cereals, let us try to get it from
expenditure for it. If it turned out that the agreement something else”, but then you got a fight between the
in Council led to an increased expenditure for sugar diVerent interests involved because the beef
than is the case today, then—and only then—the producers would say, “Why should I be paying for
question arises where do we get the money from and the sugar reform?” The financial discipline
that will have to come from the discipline mechanism was meant to distribute the cost on
mechanism. There is no way whatever happens on everybody in the usual way so that nobody could
wine or sugar or on anything that one additional contest, but if the consequences for one of the sectors
pound will be spent because it is an agreement of the was very serious this would be equivalent to having
Council and the Commission has to stick to it. another reform for that sector.
Chairman: I am not quite certain where this leaves
me. You have a bit of a pries de faire to deal with Q320 Earl Peel: Presumably your organisation
there. would be reluctant to see money being modulated

from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 because Pillar 1 gives a degree
Q317 Earl Peel: You have certainly made your of stability to farming in a period when we have
position clear as far as the working of the financial undergone tremendous change and the other point,
discipline but it is suggested that, in fact, as a result and this is something we have been discussing
of this the Single Farm Payment could be reduced by amongst ourselves, is it appears to be now that if you
as much as 30 per cent. If that was the case, in your modulate money from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, 20 per cent
view what eVect will that have on European farming? of that money can go into the central pot and,
Mr Pirzio-Biroli: The Single Farm Payment in therefore, will not necessarily be distributed in the
reality, if you take into account enlargement, has countries from which it has been taken which could
already been reduced by 10 per cent compared to the disadvantage certain countries. Is that the case?
money which the farmers got, 5 per cent of which is Mr Pirzio-Biroli:Not really. It was agreed at the end
due to the fact that the potential inflation rate that 80 per cent would stay within the country
calculated, because the calculation is in constant anyway.
terms, comes from the fact that the inflation rate is a 1
per cent inflation rate calculation whereas everybody Q321 Earl Peel: What about the remaining 20 per
knows that normally it would be 2 per cent and that cent?
makes quite a diVerence. MrPirzio-Biroli:Thewhole concept is one where one

says let us not focus any more on certain production,
let us focus on the benefit and the welfare of theQ318 Chairman: Does no-one object to that?

Mr Pirzio-Biroli: Everybody perhaps. The Dutch countryside. At that point, if you say the same
farmers should be benefiting from the money theyproposed this in Brussels at the final minute and

nobody really considered that. This was a unanimous lose by not getting more market support payments, it
is diYcult to organise. The compromise at the endvote and the Dutch said, “We will not agree in

Brussels unless it is 1 instead of 2 per cent”, and it was was that 80 per cent would stay within the country
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Q324 Countess ofMar:Good afternoon, gentlemen.concerned. I would say it is true that the farming
Is the funding allocated by the Commission in theorganisations did not want to transfer money from
budgetary perspectives to rural development enoughthemarket to the rural development. The ELOwas in
to deal with the planned schemes to be financed? Itfavour of it—
has been suggested to this Committee that instead ofMr de l’Escaille: Absolutely.
the planned increase of 30 per cent in funding, the riseMr Pirzio-Biroli: Absolutely in favour of it. Mr
should be nearer to 70 per cent. What is your view?Fischler wanted to transfer 10 per cent but political
Mr Pirzio-Biroli: I do not know if I fully understoodrealities did not allow him to do that much, so we got
that, if you can speak more slowly because English isto 5 per cent maximum.
not my main language.

Q322 Earl Peel: You talk about Pillar 1 in terms of Q325 Countess of Mar: Is the funding allocated by
market support. We got a very clear indication from the Commission in the budgetary perspectives to
the CLA when we were discussing it with them in the rural development enough to deal with the planned
UK that, in fact, because of the cross-compliance schemes to be financed?
conditions that are now imposed on Pillar 1 it is no Mr de l’Escaille: I will take that. Clearly the answer
longermarket support, it is actually the farmers being is no.
paid to provide a service to the countryside. Mr Thomasin-Foster: I think you also need—Sorry, I
Mr Pirzio-Biroli: I suspect you know these things have interrupted you.
better than I do.
Mr de l’Escaille: It is a matter of political acceptance

Q326 Countess of Mar: I was going to say is 30 perby the public in general. We were, and still are, in
cent enough or should it be 70?favour of the second pillar because we believe it is
Mr de l’Escaille: If we dream we could say that all thepaving the way to the future. We are looking to what
budgets of the CAPwould be hit by the second pillar.kinds of new activities farmers and land managers
MrThomasin-Foster: There is the issue of the amount

may develop in the countryside because this is really of money that comes to the UK which is historically
allowing people to challenge new ideas and new very, very small, something like 3.2 per cent, which I
businesses. That is what we are envisaging in the think you know. If you compare us to Italy as being
second pillar. roughly the same sort of size and shape and all the

rest of it, we are obtaining a third of what the Italians
do. The Italians have about 11 per cent of the EUQ323 Earl Peel: Does CLA agree with that?
budget. From the UK angle, we are already at a veryMr Thomasin-Foster: I think that is right, yes. The
big disadvantage before we start talking about whatpoint that we made when we gave evidence to you
monies we need. There is the issue where we see theearlier was that the Pillar 1 payment should not be
UK’s demand of a maximum contribution of 1 perwithin the production based calculations that
cent GNI and the monies received in the RDR offarmers make, it should be looked at separately from
3 per cent not stacking up as a coherent argument. Ithat and, indeed, looked on to provide for working
am sure you appreciate that straight away.diversification, working diVerent means of obtaining

sustainability within that business, within that
Q327 Chairman:What can you do about that?countryside management unit. I do not think there is
Mr Thomasin-Foster:We are trying very hard at theany diVerence.
moment. On the 3.2 per cent?Mr Pirzio-Biroli: No. This fresh market support is

improper, in a way, but, on the other hand, it is
proper as well, it depends how you see it. In the past Q328 Chairman: No, the point you were saying is

that basically Italy is doing so much better than wewhen we said market support it was support to
are.production, so you were given a certain amount by
MrThomasin-Foster:That is what I am talking about.tonne, etc. Today, market support is more in the
It has been based on the historic use of those moniessense of supporting the market system, that is the
and it is extremely diYcult to lift that level above thatfarmer depends on the prices he finds on the market
3.2 per cent because it is still based on what hasand he gets a direct payment. The decoupling
happened in the past. The UK has been very slowindicates that we are pushing the farmer towards the
over many years to draw those monies down and,market, that is he will depend on the price but he gets
therefore, lift us up.a sort of basic aidwhich allows him to compete on the

world market.
Chairman: I think we will move on to Pillar 2 and Q329 Lord Haskins: You are talking about

matched funding.rural development.
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Mr de l’Escaille: This is a point we are working on.Mr Thomasin-Foster: That is one of the arguments,
yes. I think it is also slowness in taking at the chances This is a real concern.
that are there, not just the matched funding. Mr Pirzio-Biroli: The new Rural Development

Policy is meant to increase the quality of life, to try
and finance activities in the rural areas. If you do notQ330 Countess of Mar: This debate has been going
have that people do not want to stay with a lot of oldon for a long time, has it not?
people and the young people go, unfortunately. TheyMr Thomasin-Foster: It has been going on for a long
do not want to stay with us, they go. The only way istime. To actually move those goalposts is very, very
to make the rural areas more attractive. Some can dodiYcult. We have been shouting about it for some

time from theUKangle. If wemove our funding level it by themselves, they do not even need funds, they
up, somebody else moves down because the pot, as are near to a big city and it works quite well, but most
we know, is a fixed amount. others have diYculties doing so. We should be

attracting rather more people to the countryside:
computer specialists, people who do not need to go toQ331 Countess of Mar: It has been suggested to us
the oYce any more, they can do it from home, whothat instead rural development funding could be
want to have fresh air, go jogging in the morning,incorporated into the Structural and Cohesion
who would love to live in the countryside, but mustFunds, targeting it at a wider range of rural
feel that there is an infrastructure of people of somebusinesses and activities. What are your views on

this? interest to communicate with. I think the Rural
MrPirzio-Biroli:This is a very complex issue because Development Policy is aimed at helping the Member
there was a temptation, and in fact an attempt by States and the regions to push in this direction but
Wolf-Mathies, the Commissioner for Regional they have to do it. We can only help with some
Development, during Agenda 2000 to have a single money, they have to do it.
fund, a single fund for regional development with Mr de l’Escaille: The problem is the rural
everything within it, the Social Fund in it and the development regulation is a menu so it depends on
rural development money as well. The problem with each Member State to select the measure that they
this is that politics leads the regions to prefer projects want.
which are not in the rural areas because the voters are
mostly in towns, therefore the moment you include

Q334 Chairman: This goes back to the point yourural development as part of regional development it
were making earlier about Italy getting relativelymeans that rural development loses out.
much more money than us. Is there not tremendousEconomically that is also very stupid because the
flexibility as to how you spend this money? We heardmore people you keep on the land, the fewer people
from a witness last week pointing out that in Spain itgo to town and the less new infrastructure you need
was very largely being used to increase water supply,in towns, which is very expensive. It is cheaper to
bringing water to where there is no water at thekeep the people on the land than to finance their
moment. I think there was a reference to the fact thattransfer to the city. At the time there were great
in Eastern Germany it had been very largely used todiYculties, partly related to the political situation in
repair badly built old villages. Within this contextGermany because of the competences between the
you could use it for almost anything, could you not?Landers and the federal state. Fischler won the battle

and rural development remained somewhat separate, Mr Pirzio-Biroli: No. In the proposal there are
although partly within Objective 1, but with the certain percentages and you have to put 25 per cent
second go it became completely separate which in the second axis, which is the environment and so
means one can guarantee to have the money if there on. You can put up to 15 per cent in the first axis, 15
are enough projects to the regions and if they do not in the third axis and 7 per cent in the Leader project
use it for rural development they have lost it. coming from local communities. These are the

obligations. The rest of the money, which is about
another 30 per cent or so, you can decide to put moreQ332 Countess of Mar: The thing that concerns me

about this, and I mentioned it earlier this afternoon, or less under one of these axes. On the other hand, we
is you have got all these development projects but can go beyond that with subsidiarity. Frankly, the
there is no provision for aVordable housing to keep Commission does not know what is best for a region.
people in the rural areas. It is a place which is far away with some bureaucrats,
Mr de l’Escaille: You are right. they do not know the local situation. It is right that it

is the regions who decide and all the Commission
does is to say, “You cannot ask me for this becauseQ333 Countess of Mar: This is really beginning to
this is in contradiction of the following law, but allworry me because it is not going to work unless you

have people there. the rest is fine, you decide”.
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MrPirzio-Biroli:Weexpect a successfulDoha butweMr Thomasin-Foster: We have struggled very hard
do not expect that it will be a big problem for thewith that exact question within this oYce as to what
CAP.levels we believe are the right levels and how to keep

that fair balance because the disparity between the
spending within the Member States between the Q338 Lord Haskins: Because?
various axes of which you talk is very, very great Mr Pirzio-Biroli: The Doha text itself left certain
indeed and to put down some form of a system that things open but the agreement which was reached in
you shall or you shall not spend this and that is very July last year on the guidelines for the negotiations,
diYcult. We have come out with the idea that axis which is the base and you cannot go much beyond
two, which is the environmental one, should be that, is entirely compatible as far as we can see with
substantially bigger than the others. You cannot the CAP.
have a zero on one of the other two axes otherwise
competition could well be distorted. We have

Q339 Lord Haskins:With the CAP, yes.struggled very hard to try and reach something which
Mr Pirzio-Biroli: There is only one point which willanswers the question that you pose.
come up which is the elimination of export
restitutions, of export subsidies. Presumably that will

Q335 Lord Sewel: You have talked about rural not take place before 2013 because when you agree
development in the terms I understand rural something it will be 2007 and it will say “as from a
development, about population retention, getting certain moment”. If that was before 2013 we would
new activities into rural areas, the use of computers need another CAP reform because export subsidies,
and things like that, but to what extent is Pillar 2 which were 25 per cent of export values 10 years ago,
capable of delivering that type of activity? are down to 5 per cent of export values but are very
Historically it has delivered environmental gains, it important for one or two products. Thesewould have
has delivered some restructuring in the agricultural to be reformed. When the Commission accepted the
sector making it more competitive. The amount that text in July it made sure that the text would be
has actually gone into that sort of more general rural compatible with this stage of reform because it is a
economic and social restructuring is small and is process and the next stage might have to do more
likely to remain small. things.
Mr de l’Escaille:My view is that it is a first step into Mr de l’Escaille: We are extremely concerned about
post-2013. As you know, if we are able to keep the new potentialities in terms of production of farmers.
agricultural policy at the next reform, if we have the I think we have to forget the way we have been
1 per cent we will keep this reform until 2012 maybe, producing for 30 years, we have to develop new
but my view is this is paving the way for the next opportunities, for example bio-energy or biomass are
generation of the next agricultural policy. Do not issues we have to look into deeply.
forget that the next agricultural round will not be
with 15 partners but with 25 partners. I am quite sure

Q340 Earl Peel: Can I just follow up a point thatyou will be reluctant to pay a big amount of money
Lord Sewel made about rural development becausefor the new partners. We have not spoken about
one of the questions we have that has not been put toTurkey or other potential partners. I get the feeling
you is a very important one. Do you believe that thethat we will be very careful in terms of expenditure in
EU has the right approach to rural development? Isthe future.
there not too much emphasis on schemes closely

Chairman: I am afraid that time is rather pressing, we linked to agriculture and not enough aiming to
have got to go and visit theDeputyDirector-General. encourage non-agricultural or even agricultural
I think Lord Haskins would like to ask you one linked schemes in rural areas? It seems to me that
question about Doha. there is a danger of being over-prescriptive. If these

schemes are going to work I would have thought that
the people on the ground are best placed to see whatQ336 Lord Haskins: I come back to the gory issue of
the opportunities are and the money should followfarmers’ income and all of this but I assume that you
the initiatives coming from those who are there.assume a successful Doha, which many of us hope
Mr de l’Escaille: I do not think so because it is still afor, is going to be quite problematical for European
policy for farmers and land managers. The eligiblefarming.
people are still the land managers and the farmers, itMr Pirzio-Biroli: That is not what we expect.
is not open to everybody at this stage. I would not be
too pessimistic.

Q337 Lord Haskins: You do not expect a Mr Thomasin-Foster: The point that you make is you
need to enable the people on the ground to do things.successful Doha?
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criticised very strongly but in the regulation for ruralQ341 Earl Peel: Precisely, regardless of who they
are. development we included a little Article 33 which is

the key. Article 33 says that we can finance small andMr Thomasin-Foster: That is critical. The
predominant use of land will still be agricultural. medium scale enterprises. This is quite open. There is

a big discussion in the Council on this at the moment
because some Member States said “Not only smallQ342 Earl Peel: I am not denying that.

Mr Thomasin-Foster: The business will be andmedium scale but also big ones”. Obviously these
are the people who say we are losing the Regionalagriculturally based probably but you need to

facilitate that, to go beyond just the agricultural side. Funds but with the Rural Funds we will do the same
things we were doing before. There is a certainMrPirzio-Biroli: I can tell you how things really were

during the negotiations internally in the Commission limitation there, which is why at the end we come
back to what Thierry said, that in a way there muston this issue. Mr Fischler wanted to finance with

rural development anything that rural areas would be some formof link, even the village is a formof link,
with the farmers and their children.wish to have. For the same reason Mark mentioned,

if we had done that, this would have been a sort of
regional development policy by the back door. At the Q343 Earl Peel: I see the method in the madness.

Mr Thomasin-Foster: Or the madness in the method!moment all the Regional Funds are going to Eastern
Europe but then we find a trick, we find a Rural Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I must say,

listening to the three of you I had moments when IDevelopment Fund that can do whatever the
Regional Fund did and we have a new Regional felt almost sorry for the EU Commissioners. Thank

you.Fund. This was something which others would have
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Lewis of Newnham, L (Chairman)
Mar, C Sewel, L
Peel, E

Examination of Witness

Witness: Mr Jean-Luc Demarty, Deputy Director-General of DG Agriculture, examined.

Q344 Chairman:MrDemarty, thank you verymuch constituency, has to find a reasonable result. I think
the Commission’s proposal for the financialfor finding the time to meet us. I am sorry we are a

wee bit late, we had a little bit of trouble with the train perspective is based on some sound choices. As far as
agriculture is concerned, perhaps it would be usefulgoing to Paris this morning which was stuck in front

of us. Apologies for that. Tell me, how much time to clarify how this financial perspective works for
agriculture. For the first pillar we have taken thehave you got?

Mr Demarty: The time which is necessary. Brussels ceiling at 25 and we have actualised the
Brussels ceiling with the forecast expenditure for
Romania and Bulgaria. That is very clear. ThisQ345 Chairman: That is extremely kind of you and
construction leads to a decrease in real terms by 3 pera very good answer for us. Shall we start straight oV

cent between 2006–13 for the first pillar of the CAPwith questions?
in spite of the Romania and Bulgaria expenditure onMr Demarty: Before that, I would like to qualify the
top of this and in spite of the fact that the 10 newstatus of my answers. Will they be considered as
Member States are only at 30 per cent of theirregistered oYcial answers or are they background?
phasing in of their direct payments in 2006 and they
will be at 90 per cent in 2013. In spite of theseQ346 Chairman:There will be a transcript taken and
elements we are decreasing by 3 per cent during thewe will send you a draft of it and it will be published.
period. That means an important default for the 15Mr Demarty: Okay.
other Member States. It means a reduction in real
terms by six billion between 2006–13.Q347 Chairman: Is that a pity?

MrDemarty:When answers are oYcial we have to be
more prudent or less frank. Q351 Lord Haskins: What is six billion as a

percentage?
Q348 Chairman: If you trust us, at any stage if you Mr Demarty: It depends whether we are talking in
would like to tell us something that is oV the record real terms or in current euros. Here I am reasoning in
it will be oV the record. constant euros, which is the normal way of building
Mr Demarty: Okay. the financial perspectives. I propose that we discuss

this further when we discuss the situation of the
Q349 Chairman: You will understand that we have ceiling for the direct aid for the 15 in current euros.
taken quite a lot of evidence, both today and over the That will be easier because it will create some
last few weeks in London, about the apparent, if you confusion if I make the calculation now. For rural
like, contradiction between the agricultural budgets development, which is the second pillar, which is a
that are being prepared by the European very important element in the construction of the
Commission and the Council of Ministers and the financial perspective as far as agriculture and rural
fact that the contributing countries, on the other development are concerned, the first element is we
hand, are all saying that they verymuchwish the total have built a single Rural Development Fund.
budget for the EU to be confined to 1 per cent of Presently we have a situation where we have two
national income. funds, the EAGGF Guarantee, which is financing
Mr Demarty: Yes. one development in all zones of the EU, plus some

measures in Objective 1 regions, and EAGGF
Guidance, which is a Structural Fund, which isQ350 Chairman: Do you see this as a contradiction

and, if so, who do you think is going to win? financing investment and some other grants in
Objective 1 regions. This situation is rather confusedMr Demarty: First, I think nobody will win and

nobody will lose. In the EU we are building balance and not easy to manage. It had been decided by the
Commission that it would propose a single fundand compromise where each Member State, each
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your question about the sacrifice or the eVects for thewhich would be easier to manage and easier for the
public to understand. This new fund is FEDER and old Member States. The budgetary discipline is

applied only for the old Member States becausethe amount has been calculated in the following way.
We have taken the amounts oV EAGGF Guarantee financial discipline will not be applied to the new

Member States until the phasing in of the direct aidfor rural development at 25 and this amount has been
maintained in constant euros, so it represents is over. Our view is that globally the first pillar plus

the second pillar, in spite of Romania and Bulgariasomething slightly more favourable than for the first
pillar which represents the priority of the second on top of this and in spite of the new Member States

in 2006 only at 30 per cent of their phasing in directpillar compared to the first pillar which was decided
in the last reform. We have transferred the amount aids, will be only an increase of 2 per cent. We think

that the room for manoeuvre for reducing thecorresponding to the FEOGAGuidance in Objective
1 regions, including the newMember States, into this agriculture heading, the new natural resources

heading, is rather limited compared to othernew single Rural Development Fund. The amount
corresponding to the FEOGA Guidance has been headings. If we want to reduce we have already made

our reform. That is the first political part of thetaken into account in the calculation of the capping
of the structural intervention in each Member State. answer. We know that if there is an agreement on a

lower figure than the Commission has proposed forIn reality it concerns only the newMember States and
this FEOGAGuidance share is included in this 4 per the whole financial perspective it is clear that some

cuts will be necessary in the agriculture and ruralcent cap at the end of the day. For the FEOGA
Guarantee share of rural development it means that development parts, but my message would be that

this room for manoeuvre is very limited. If wewe have constant amounts in euros and for the
FEOGA Guidance we have an increase compare the increase of the new 1A heading in the

financial perspectives, the so-called Lisbon heading,corresponding to the increase of the structural
intervention in new Member States and a decrease there is an increase of nearly 200 per cent, so nearly a

tripling of this heading “research”, 10 trans-corresponding to the decrease of intervention in
Objective 1 regions in all Member States. Globally it European networks and education training. It is a

very big increase compared to the situation inleads to an increase of 25 per cent of all the rural
development intervention. For the old Member agriculture. I am not saying that the cut has to be

concentrated on this new heading but we have toStates, the decrease for the new Rural Development
Fund corresponds to an 8 per cent decrease and a 25 balance the elements. Concerning your previous

question, I have no intention of not answering. In myper cent increase for the 25. It means that the real
increase corresponds only to the newMember States, view, there is no room for manoeuvre for agriculture

regarding the Brussels ceiling. It would not be wise toto enlargement. I have been a bit long but that was in
order to clarify how it was built. put the Brussels ceiling into question. Some claim the

only open question would be the actualisation for
Romania and Bulgaria. I have to add, if we are notQ352 Chairman: Before I ask Lord Lewis to ask the
actualising for Romania and Bulgaria it means 8 pernext question, is there not a general feeling among the
cent more cuts in direct aids for farmers in 2013. Itfarming organisations, for example, that it will be
means at the beginning of the period 4 per cent morediYcult for the Commission to retain the figures that
cuts added and at the end of the period 8 per centyou have been stating? If there had to be cuts, where
more. This amount has to be added to the likely 5 perwould they come from?Would it be market support?
cent cut in order to respect the EU25 ceiling decidedWould it be the direct subsidies? Where do you think
in October 2002 at Brussels and to the 5 per cent ofit would come from?
modulation. At the end of the day it means aroundMr Demarty: First, I would say that a reform was
18–20 per cent reduction of aids for farmers, so itdecided in 2003 and this reform has to be financed.
would not be easy to manage. I am not saying weWe will not reopen the reform as we need stability.
have to do this but I am explaining what would be the
red line. Concerning rural development—Q353 Chairman: You say you will not reopen it
Chairman: Could we come on to rural developmentnow?
later, we would like to talk about the Single FarmMr Demarty: No, we will not reopen.
Payment first.

Q354 Chairman: Because you want stability.
Q355 Lord Sewel: I think you answered part of it. IMr Demarty: Yes, we want stability. This reform is
want to get your view on how firm a ceiling thealready tight. Even with the Brussels ceiling and the
Brussels ceiling is, whether it is a likely estimate or aactualisation for Romania and Bulgaria we have to
strict ceiling and from what you are saying it is acut the aid probably by 5 per cent during the next
strict ceiling.period in order to respect the Brussels ceiling, which

means that the Brussels ceiling is tight in answer to Mr Demarty: It is a strict ceiling.
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Q363 Lord Sewel: Without Bulgaria and RomaniaQ356 Chairman: So no movement there at all?
Mr Demarty: In my view, reopening the Brussels actualised?

Mr Demarty: We have to add a cut by 4 per cent atceiling means there would be no possible agreement
on the financial perspectives. the beginning of the period and 8 per cent at the end.

It means between 14 and 18 per cent during the
period under this scenario.Q357 Lord Sewel:Then we are led on from that, that

the Brussels ceiling is likely to be breached by 2007
possibly bringing the financial discipline in. Q364 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Do you anticipate
Mr Demarty: Based on our forecast for expenditure, that there may be an occasion when you would get
based on the present legislation, there is a risk of transfer between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2?
overshooting the Brussels ceiling at 25 without Mr Demarty: Sorry, could you repeat that?
Bulgaria and Romania, I leave those to one side. The
likely overshoot would be between 500 and one

Q365 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Do you considerbillion per year during the period 2007–13. It means
there would be a situation when you would transferwe have to cut the direct aid in order to cover this
between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2?likely overshoot in order to respect the ceiling.
Mr Demarty:More money?
LordLewis ofNewnham:Yes, fromPillar 1 to Pillar 2.Q358 Lord Sewel: That produces the 20 per cent cut,

does it?
MrDemarty:No, this produces the likely five per cut. Q366 Chairman:More modulation.
It is an estimation, an assessment. We are never sure; Mr Demarty: I understood. I know it is one of the
it could be less, it could be more. The second element priorities of the BritishGovernment.We have not got
is 5 per cent cut ofmodulation for transferringmoney a problem in principle with this; the question is where
to the second pillar, which has already been decided, will we find room for manoeuvre in order to do this
if by chance, for Romania and Bulgaria, under the because the ceiling is already very tight. If the
present Brussels heading at 25 we have to add more amounts for Romania and Bulgaria are actualised, if
than 8 per cent for supplementary cuts. So it is five, the ceiling is actualised and if we have good surprises
plus five, plus eight. in our expenditure, it could be envisaged but at first

glance it seems very diYcult. The second element in
order to do this is we have to reopen the mainQ359 Lord Sewel: What does that translate into in
regulation, the main Council regulation, of theterms of the maximum cut on the Single Farm
reform, Regulation 17/82 of 2003. It meansPayment at 2013?
reopening the reform and if we begin to do that we doMr Demarty: Under which conditions? With the
not know where we will arrive. It is a diYcult idea toceiling as it is fixed at 25 orwith the ceiling actualised?
implement and I would say we are not politically
against this idea but we do not know how it could beQ360 Lord Sewel: Give us both.
easily implemented and where we could find theMr Demarty: With or without modulation, because
money in order to proceed like this.modulation is not really a cut, it is a transfer from the

first pillar to the second pillar? It is clear the recipients
of the second pillar will not be the same as the payers Q367 Earl Peel: Before I ask you my formal
of the modulation. question, I wonder if you could just clarify a point. If

modulation was to take place over and above what is
Q361 Lord Sewel: Keep modulation in and then do expected, am I right in assuming that 20 per cent of
the two scenarios at 2013. the modulated funds could be retained in a pool and
Mr Demarty: In order to be clear, with the scenario distributed to diVerent parts of the European Union
the Commission has proposed the likely cut will be 10 and, therefore, a Member State might be deprived of
per cent: 5 per cent corresponding to modulation, that money? Is that a fair point?
which has already been decided so it is fixed, and 5 per Mr Demarty: The exact situation is the following:
cent likely in order to respect the ceiling. It means based on the Commission’s proposal the Council has
around 10 per cent but it is not sure. It would be decided to implement a system where we are cutting
between 5 and 15 per cent, between zero and 10 per direct aid for farmers by 5 per cent with a franchise of
cent in order to respect the Brussels ceiling. Five per ƒ5,000 of direct aid for every farmer. These amounts
cent is the likely average. are transferred from the first to the second pillar.

These amounts are redistributed between Member
States based upon an objective acquis based onQ362 Lord Sewel: That is with Bulgaria and

Romania actualised? farming area, farming employment, two-thirds of
farming area in the acquis and one-third of farmingMr Demarty: With Romania and Bulgaria

actualised, yes. employment. A safety net has been added in the
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Mr Demarty: Yes. It is enough to finance reasonablenegotiation to ensure that each Member State
recoups at least 80 per cent. compensation for the farmers.

Q368 Earl Peel: So, in eVect, they could lose 20 per Q373 Lord Haskins: But that would not be in
cent? perpetuity, presumably there would be a time limit on
MrDemarty:Yes. It is true that someMember States compensation.
are recouping more money than the farmers have Mr Demarty: It would be integrated into the Single
been paid. It is true that the UK is losing and France Farm Payment. It is clear that at a certain moment—
is losing due to the structure of the farm, due to the I do not know when—the Single Farm Payment will
importance of the direct payments compared to the have to be reviewed. There is a rendezvous clause in
objective criteria of Member States who have 2008–09 but it is not a transitional reform. It is clear
important rural farming employment authorised also that I do not know, perhaps the classical timing is a
by the system. Member States who have small farms big reform every ten years, intermediate reforms
which are exonerated by the franchise element are every five years, we will see. It is clear there is a
authorised in this system. It is clear that it has been timetable for construction at a certain time. For
decided politically. Under this construction the UK sugar, it is clear that concerning the ACP countries
recoups much more money for rural development some compensation or some aid will have to be
than the historical acquis of the UK in rural financed but these elements will be financed within
development which was very low. Even France, the normal budget lines for helping the third
which has a higher acquis for rural development, in countries in the ACP, EDF or the special lines.
spite of losing this 20 per cent recoups more money
than its historic acquis in rural development. The

Q374 Chairman: Do you think you are being anpicture is not black and white.
optimist about this?
Mr Demarty: About what?Q369 Earl Peel: Do you see the Single Farm

Payment developing as a permanent part of the
European agricultural and rural policy or simply as a Q375 Chairman: In relation to sugar.
transitional measure which should be phased out MrDemarty: I think sugar will be reformed. It will be
sooner rather than later? diYcult to negotiate in the Council taking into
Mr Demarty: I do not think it is a transitional account the diVerent interests on the issue. It is clear
instrument. It has not been built like this. It is true that it is very diYcult but I think the time is right for
that regularly we have to reform CAP but not each reforming sugar and if we do not reform sugar the
year or every two years. Before the big 2003 reform, regime will explode under the external constraints of
the last big reform was in 1992. I lived quite closely EBA, WTO negotiations and so on. That is why we
with this because I was an advisor toMrDelors as the have to reform it and we have to reform it now.
President of the Commission, so I was one of the Chairman: As time is getting on, let us move on to
negotiators of this reform. At the beginning nobody rural development.
liked this reform.

(There followed a short discussion oV the record) Q376 Countess of Mar: We have received evidence
which states that Pillar 2 expenditures in new

Q370 Lord Haskins: You have three product sector Member States have been limited by national
regimes which are still controversial, being dairy, capacity for uptake. What percentage of available
cereal and particularly sugar. You are almost funds has been taken up by the new Member States?
certainly going to have a sugar reform, particularly if In your opinion, what is the maximum for uptake?
there are budgetary constraints, but do you see MrDemarty: I would say first that based onwhat was
reforms of the other two sectors as well? decided in Berlin in December 1998 we have to apply
Mr Demarty: I think it is clear now we have to make whatwas decided thenwhich is in the basic regulation
budgetary neutral reforms, that is evident, and for for Structural Funds which foresees a ceiling of 4 per
sugar it will be budgetary neutral. cent of GDP for all the structural interventions. The

amount transferred, as I explained on FEOGA
Q371 Chairman: Do you think it really will be? Guidance, will be within the ceiling. It is clear that
MrDemarty: It will be. I am quite ready tomake a bet this ceiling is rather high. It is the acquis but it is clear
with you on this. It will be budgetary neutral. that it is already a big amount and on top of this we
Lord Sewel: You are putting the export subsidies have the classic rural development coming from
back into it. EAGGF which is not this 4 per cent GDP ceiling. It

is clear it represents a lot but, for example, for
Romania the 4 per cent from Structural Funds plusQ372 Lord Haskins: The money saved by the export

subsidies will be put against that, will it? the rural development coming from EAGGF would
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agreeable countryside for everybody and for ruralrepresent 5.6 per cent of GDP. They will receive the
direct aid also. inhabitants other than farmers.

Q379 Earl Peel: You did comment on Natura 2000Q377 Lord Haskins: It is a lot of money.
in your remarks.Mr Demarty: I agree it is a lot of money. There is the
Mr Demarty: Yes.question of could these countries absorb these

amounts. I would say I do not know. I have my
personal opinion but I keep it for me. There is the Q380 Earl Peel: Is this part of Pillar 2, in your view?

Mr Demarty: Yes, it is a part of Pillar 2.acquis to apply so it is very diYcult to change the
rules of the game which were decided in Berlin on
which the enlargement was based. Q381 Lord Sewel: And it could be financed?

MrDemarty:Yes. Today it can be financed. It is clear
that in their programme the Member States haveQ378 Lord Sewel: Staying on rural development, I
been a bit timid generally on this part, subsidiarity,think one of the problems is defining what rural
and we have to encourage them in the future to paydevelopment is and the extent to which Pillar 2 can
more in the programme for Natura 2000. Basicallydeliver rural development. If we think of rural
we are financing the costs of the farmers respectingdevelopment in terms of building up economic
the permanent constraints of Natura 2000 and that isactivity and retaining population in rural areas, does
very important in order to implement the NaturaPillar 2 get us all that far in that direction? If you look
2000 regulations and respecting the Natura 2000at where the money is spent so far, it is spent
Zone. We will have to continue to encourage this.predominantly in environmental areas and some
The Rural Development Fund is not alone, we haveclearly helping competitiveness and restructuring in
to finance through ERDF in particular someagriculture but very little goes into broader economic
investments which are not eligible under Naturarestructuring and rural development.
2000. There are also the running costs for someMr Demarty: I am not sure that this picture is
implementing bodies in Natura 2000 which are notcompletely right. It is clear that in old times the
under the competence of the Rural Developmentclassical structural policy on agriculture was
Fundwhich could be financed elsewhere, for exampleconcentrated on competitiveness and investment and
in the new LIFE regulation. These things are not yetit is clear that the newMember States still need some
stabilised but it is clear there is a lot of money whichrestructuring. In our new regulation we have clarified
is necessary for Natura 2000 and the new Ruralthree axes. The first axis is an axis of competitiveness.
Development Fund will take its place. We hope thatThe second axis is land management, which is
the Member States will be reasonable and consistentbasically agri-environment plus less favoured areas
because too often they decide Directives in Brusselsand other measures, Natura 2000. The third element
and are not implementing them in their Memberis what we call wider rural development, Article 33 of
States.the present regulation, which is quite open. In this we

have the Leader type measures which are integrated
into the mainstream because it was too diYcult to Q382 Earl Peel: Just so we are absolutely clear about

this, it is not expected that the finances availablemanage with too many programmes. Unfortunately,
I have not got the figures with me but in the long run within Pillar 2 will cover the Natura 2000 financial

commitments so that will require additional fundsit will continue. The third axis, wider rural
development, which corresponds to what you are from Member States.

Mr Demarty: No, that is not what I said. I am sorry,saying, is developing and we are putting a minimum
for each axis in our regulation in order to avoid I said that Natura 2000 is a part of Pillar 2. It has to

be financed through Pillar 2 and it is up to theunbalanced programmes. This is very disputed in the
Council but at the end I think we will obtain Member States in their programmes to decide how

they choose to use the rural development money forsomething on this element. Concerning the second
axis, we cannot say that the second axis is only for Natura 2000 or for other measures. It is a question of

political choice and balance. I have said that not allagriculture because it corresponds to agri-
environment or less favoured areas and in this case the money can come from the new Rural

Development Fund, there are other instruments suchwe consider that we are remunerating for public
goods which are produced by the farmers. When the as ERDF, the Social and General Fund, the LIFE

instrument. There are other instruments. Basicallyfarmers are producing using less pesticides or less
fertiliser, it is foreseen that in the normal way of the task of the Rural Development Fund far as

Natura 2000 is concerned is to finance the costs forproducing, respecting all the normal regulations, we
are encouraging these farmers to produce public the farmers due to the constraints of Natura 2000.

That is themain element. There are other possibilitiesgoods that society is asking for. This second axis
corresponds also to the objective of having an forNatura 2000 in the newRuralDevelopment Fund
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terms of free trade and something which protects ourbut I do not want to go into too many details
because— sensitive products, not all agricultural products but

some sensitive products. It is a delicate balance.
Agriculture is not a stumbling block in my view. InQ383 Chairman: I sense time is running out.

Mr Demarty: I am available, it is up to you. my view, the real issue is to do with the big players,
the United States first and the big players of the G20Chairman: A final question from Lord Haskins and

then we must not take any more of your time. group with Brazil, India and so on, that want an
agreement. We have an interest in an agreement but
the unknown part of the equation is do the UnitedQ384 Lord Haskins: This is about Doha. Do you

think it is possible to achieve a radical settlement at States, Brazil and India really want an agreement.
HongKong at the end of this year and, if so, what are
the implications going to be for European Q386 Chairman:Wemust not take anymore of your

time, Mr Demarty, thank you very much. I amagriculture?
Mr Demarty: First, I have to say that I am not interested that the expression “red lines” has come

into your vocabulary, I thought it was only theresponsible for these negotiations.
British who used that.
Mr Demarty: I know my English is not marvellousQ385 Chairman: You must regret that very much.

Mr Demarty:Not necessarily! It is diYcult to make a with my terrible French accent.
prognosis. We have to try to find an agreement. We
have already found an agreement that was not Q387 Chairman: I think we all very much hope that

your optimism is how it works out because you doevident in Geneva in July of last year, so let us hope
that we will succeed. In the EU we are often strong have quite an optimistic approach to this, do you

not?when we have decided at 15, now at 25, a big reform,
decided with blood, sweat and tears, and when it has Mr Demarty: I like the formula of the pessimism of

the ratio and the optimism of the will, which is abeen decided we have a red line in order to negotiate
united behind the Commission. I think we are in a classical formula by Antonio Gramsci, who was an

old marxist. I am not of this thought but I think it isgood position to negotiate something, a reasonable
balance.What is sure is that agriculture cannot be the an interesting formula.

Chairman: Let us hope it proves right. Thank youbanker of this negotiation. We have to find balanced
results as far as agriculture is concerned. In my view, very much indeed for your time. Our apologies for

arriving late.We havemuch enjoyed listening to yourthe main diYculty will be the market access, to find
something which is open enough to make progress in answers. Thank you.
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COPA-COGECA, Rue de Tréves 61, 1040 Brussels

Present Haskins, L Plumb, L
Lewis of Newnham, L Renton of Mount Harry, L
Mar, C (Chairman)
Peel, E Sewel, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Ms Shelby Matthews, WTO-OECD, Enlargement and Development, and
Mr Simon Michel-Berger, EU Budget and Economic Analysis, Committee of Professional Agricultural

Organisations in the European Union, examined.

Q388 Chairman: We are getting rather used to Ms Matthews: First of all, I could take those
questions as such but I think it would be useful to juststarting our meetings with apologies. Yesterday it
give an overview at some point.was because we got stuck behind a train going to

Paris and today evidently there has been a bomb
scare at the European Parliament, so we have spent Q390 Chairman: Please do. Would you like to do
the last hour in a bus. I am sorry that we are late and that at the start?
I hope it is not too inconvenient for you and your MsMatthews:Maybe I should start with an overview
colleagues if we take some time from now on, is that of the issues facing agriculture because this reflects on
all right? the direct payments and so on. The big issues facing
MsMatthews: That is fine. May I welcome you all to agriculture which have been emerging over the last 10
COPA-COGECA. We just moved into these or 15 years, and going on, are first of all enlargement,
buildings, so it is quite new for us. We are not as WTO, the concentration on the agri-food business as
organised as well as we might be. My name is Shelby awhole, and the other big issue is this shift in society’s
Matthews. I am Director for General AVairs. My attitude and growing concerns about a whole range
colleague, Simon Michel-Berger, who is of German of issues, which I do not have to go into, you know
origin but you would not notice it from the way he them very well: the environment, animal welfare,
speaks—he has been in England for quite a time food safety and all those issues. If I leave aside for the
working on the NFU as well—is policy advisor moment the question of concentration on the agri-
particularly on the CAP reformmeasures, the budget food business, because I do not think that is being

tackled at this stage, and also enlargement, which isand those issues. We have received your questions. I
a specific issue. Obviously it has an impact on thewill hand over to you to see how you would like to
reform as such but in a way those numbers are nowhandle the discussions.
part of the EU and they are going to face the same
issues that rest of us in the European Union will face.

Q389 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. I Taking the two big issues, one is the WTO and the
think we would like to start with a general question other is these growing concerns. What we are seeing
about where do you think the reform of the CAP and in WTO is this reflection of the pressure for
the financing of the reform is going to come from and liberalising trade in agriculture being pushed by
then move on to Single Farm Payments and then to certain major trading countries in particular,
rural development and perhaps, finally, to Doha. As including the US, which is pushing down farm prices
the appropriate Committee of the House of Lords, and getting rid of support linked to production. On
we are conducting this inquiry into future financing the other hand, we have these growing concerns in
of the CAP against the background of the decisions European societywhich, if you put them in a nutshell,
that the Commission have already taken. In general are for sustainable production and those are
terms, our first concern would be, given the pressure increasing the production costs of farmers. This is
from the five contributing countries that the budget really the problem facing agriculture, the pressure on
should be restricted to 1 per cent of national income, prices and the increasing costs. If you look at the
to what extent on the decisions made by the reform measures you have to take the three major
European Commission are they likely to be able to reforms that we have had since 1992. They are part of
maintain their undertakings as far as the agricultural a series of a continuous policy, as we see it. If you
sector is concerned? Or, because of the pressure on look at the measures you have to conclude that the
money, in your judgment, at this early stage, are these main reason behind those reformswasWTOand that

was the main push for it. If you look at McSharry inundertakings likely to be compromised?
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production is moving is not a way of production1992, it was a pre-Uruguay Round reform, and the
often that is acceptable in the European Union and,main thing was to reduce support prices because that
for example, animal welfare concerns are just not anwas required in GATT at that time. If you look at
issue in these other countries. For us, the directAgenda 2000, it was reducing support prices in
payments are enabling farmers to survive with pricespreparation for the Doha Round, quite an early
going down to world price levels, therefore it ispreparation, and there was a further cut in prices. As
essential for them to be maintained. The othersoon as we had done that, our partners said “Yes,
problem is that a lot of these rules and regulations arethat is fine, you have done that, now we want some
not new, farmers have been complying with a lot ofmore”, so we had the mid-term reform which was the
these measures, but they are increasing and,next step to tackle milk on the price side, which was
therefore, the costs will continue to go up and we seethe last big sector, and also to tackle the direct price
quite a big increase coming forward on thesesupport on Mediterranean crops: cotton, olive oil
regulations which are going to impact on farmers’and tobacco. The big thing was to shift from our blue
costs. We do not think that the rural developmentbox to the green box, so to decouple payments to
policy, as such, can deal with that.meet WTO requirements. We have cut our support

and we have almost reduced our amber box by nearly
three-quarters. We have removed the major part of Q391 Chairman: Why not? Is there not enough
our blue box into the green box. We have partially money committed to it at the moment, or what?
compensated farmers for those cuts but, in a way, we MsMatthews: The direct payments which are part of
have not tackled the issue of these growing concerns Pillar 1 are decoupled so one could say they could go

in Pillar 2 but, as the rural development policy is atin society about animal welfare and environmental
the moment, the amount of money there is less thanconcerns. We have in a way but this is where I see the
it has been in the past for the EU15, it is going downproblem and the link with rural development. In the
under the new proposals, and it is possible to use thatlast reform a lot of people made a big thing of the fact
money for direct specific measures to pay forthat it was a reform to take into account all of these
particular services. It is also possible to pay, as it is innew concerns and the way it was done was by
the new measures, for farmers to adjust for certainintroducing some new measures in the rural
investments they have tomake tomake the structuraldevelopment policy, a change in the rural
adjustments and so on.development policy as such, but in fact no newmoney

coming, at least for the EU15, for those measures. I
think this is where the question on the future of the Q392 Lord Lewis of Newnham: In other words, there
Single Payments is important because there is this is not compatibility between what is available there
thesis put forward, particularly by OECD, that you and what is necessary in the other?
can have a free market for agricultural products and MsMatthews: If you look at the direct payments, they
all of these non-trade concerns, if I can put it that are getting on for around ƒ30 billion in total and
way, can be dealt with through direct payments there is no way that farmers can survive and compete
under a green box or rural development policy. This at the world price level without those direct

payments, they are part of the cost of producing foodis where I think the problem is because you can do
in the European Union.that to some extent for certain services that farmers

provide when they are specific services like planting
copses, you can identify it and you can pay an aid for Q393 Lord Haskins: They are going to be there until
that service to the farmer under rural development or 2013 and at the most pessimistic level the direct
something like that. Most of these concerns impact payments will be 70 per cent of the present level.
directly on production costs. If you look at the Ms Matthews: Yes, I saw that in your note.
reform measures in annex three and annex four, they
are to do with plant health and safety, environmental Q394 LordHaskins: Six or seven years is quite a long
issues and animal welfare, which are part of cross- period for the adjustments to take place in European
compliance. These are all related to production costs agriculture. The adjustments have to take place and
and increasing the production costs of farmers and they have been taking place for the last 20 years. It is
they are daily costs. What we are saying is there is no quite a significant amount of money still being put in
way that farmers canmeet those requirements, which to help farmers adjust to the future.
they are perfectly willing to do. For us, society fixes Ms Matthews: Yes, but the point we are making is
the rules and farmers have to meet those rules as best that surely farmers can continue to modernise and
they can. There is no way they can meet those rules there is scope for quite a bit of structural change in
and be competitive at world market prices because the European Union without becoming massive
our other competitors are not under the same farms with beef flocks of 200,000 cattle or whatever.
constraints. The type of production that you have It is the daily production costs they have to pay and

you can increase your productivity but you cannotbeen to around the world and seen and the way
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Ms Matthews: Yes. I know it is there, of course, andget away from the fact that you have those daily costs
which other competitors on the world market do it is very strong in the UK. The whole question is do
not have. you want agriculture in Europe and what sort of

agriculture do youwant.We are facedwithmounting
pressure from imports. Brazil is only just starting andQ395 Earl Peel: Do you think that the Single Farm
the pressure coming from there and countries likePayment in the UK is suYcient to cover the
that is going be considerable, although it depends aadditional costs that farmers have to comply with
little bit on what the growth is going to be in theunder cross-compliance? Is there a correlation

between the two? I have also wondered whether this Pacific area and the developing countries and so on.
was done on a cost analysis basis or whether a figure Obviously the retailers and the processors want to get
was just plucked out of the sky. the cheapest food, but when people have got all of
Ms Matthews: What happened was they were based these concerns about sustainable production and
on— farmers in Europe are trying to produce in a

sustainable way, in the way that they want, is it right
that we say, “No, that is too expensive, we will forgetQ396 Chairman: History.
that and we will import products which are notMsMatthews: They were based on the cut in support

prices but with— produced in a sustainable way.Wewill import it from
Brazil, for example, where they are cutting down the
forests in order to produce this food”?Q397 Earl Peel: It was what was put on top, the

cross-compliance conditions, and whether it related
to the amount of money that the farmer was actually

Q400 Lord Plumb:How do you see Europe handlingreceiving.
that? What you say is of concern to everybody. AsMs Matthews: No, I do not think there was any
you say, people are concerned about animal welfare,correlation. Basically, we lost x number of euros per
people are concerned about cutting down the foreststonne and the compensation was between 50 and 60
in order to grow more, but if a housewife goes intoper cent of that loss. Farmers have already faced this
Tesco or Sainsbury or wherever and they see aloss because they have been partially compensated.
chicken that is 35 per cent coming cheaper in fromAll you can do is to say that is how farmers can
Brazil—they probably do not know it has come fromsurvive at the moment with the cross-compliance
Brazil anyway—should they know it is coming frommeasures that they have to comply with at the
Brazil, that is 35 per cent cheaper than thosemoment and that level of direct payment and this is
produced at home, are they going to buy the one thatthe situation we have.
is 35 per cent cheaper even though they may be told
the conditions under which that bird has beenQ398 Earl Peel: So you would be reluctant to see
produced are very diVerent from the regulations thatmoney modulated from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 because of
are laid down for animal welfare? In other words,the stability that it oVers to farmers?
how do you see the phytosanitary measures workingMs Matthews: What we see happening is that the
if no-one is implementing them?Might I ask a secondcosts are going to be going up and, although we have
question because it is not unrelated. I am sure younot yet seen what is going to come out of WTO, we
hear in this room often enough about the importanceknow there is going to be more pressure, prices are
of trying to get a level playing field. We have nevergoing to come down more and, therefore, it is
had a level playing field in theUnitedKingdom so weessential to maintain these payments. You could
cannot expect it in Europe, but there are vastdiscuss whether it is best to maintain them under
diVerences in currency values. Do you see thisPillar 1 or Pillar 2 but it amounts to the same thing in
levelling out in the longer term? All of these are issuesthe end as far as the budget is concerned. We need to
if we are going to apply themeasures of a Single Farmmaintain those payments from our point of view.
Payment and the measures that are necessary under a
diVerent form of structure in order to keep farmers inQ399 Chairman: You have said, and in a sense you
business and, if that is so, how on earth can this lot behave repeated, that it is the WTO pressure that has
implemented in a wider Europe which is stillparticularly moved the Commission and then the
expanding?Council in this direction. To be a bit provocative, is
MsMatthews:You raised the question of a consumerthere not also a very general large feeling in the EU
in the supermarket and it is a big concern to us thatthat in these days of global trading when food is
the politicians are taking measures on animalavailable and in general terms much cheaper from
welfare, environment and so on, which do reflectelsewhere, there is somewhere wrong about more
genuine concerns on the part of society, that is quitethan 40 per cent of the EU money being spent on the
clear, but there is this fact that when people go intoCAP? You must get some strong reflection of that

attitude. the supermarket they go for the cheapest price.
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acceptance that agriculture will be one of those areasQ401 Countess of Mar: Does that not depend on
their budget? that will suVer.

Ms Matthews: From our point of view, this is quiteMs Matthews: Yes.
diYcult to accept because the main push behind the
reform was WTO and that was a decision taken toQ402 Countess of Mar: I do not go for the cheapest
follow what was necessary in WTO, that was toprice because I have got quite a good income but
reduce support prices and shift from price support towhen I was younger and I did not have quite such a
budgetary support, and now you are telling us theregood income I went for the cheapest price.
is no budget.Ms Matthews: I am sure you are right. I am sure you
Lord Lewis of Newnham: I am not telling you that.know more about this than I do but I did see on

television at one point where they interviewed people
coming out of a supermarket and asking what were Q406 Chairman:We have to examine the likelihood
the prices and people had absolutely no idea of the of what is going to happen. We have had the
prices of the goods they were buying. Financial Secretary of our Treasury come to us and
Chairman: Perhaps we can get back to our questions. say, “No, 1 per cent of national income is an
This is a general discussion that interests us all but— appropriate sum to go into the EU budget and that is
Lord Haskins: Very interesting though. what we are going to fight for”, and then equally we

have the NFU saying, “Unless you get 1.14 per cent,
which is a 10 per cent increase, there is going to be aQ403 Chairman: Extremely interesting, and we hear
real problem about the commitment to CAP”. In ayour views reflected in NFU in London and so forth.
sense, that is at the heart of our inquiry at this earlyWe have also to write a report about future financing
stage. It is not saying it does not pose huge diYcultiesof the CAP and what is going to happen and so forth
for the farming industry but the slight wonderment isand in essence you are saying—to put words in your
what is likely to be the course of events.mouth—it is inadequate. If there were real pressure
MsMatthews: If you start reducing on the ceiling theon it, what do you think would get sacrificed by the
biggest one to reduce is direct payments and you canCommission? Would it be Pillar 1, Pillar 2 or what?
also reduce export refunds, for example, but they areMs Matthews: For us, the agreement in Brussels in
so low now that is going to have a very marginal2002 was a commitment up to 2013. Are you looking
impact. The only way you are going to get anybeyond 2013?
substantial reduction is if you tackle direct payments.
As I said, if you go down that route then you areQ404 Chairman: No, we are very much looking at
going down the route of a huge structural change inwhat is going to happen over the next year or two in
agriculture.essence. The point has often been made to us that

they do not want to change these commitments but in
Q407 Earl Peel: I think we were all a bit surprised toa way we are saying what if that is necessary because
discover that the budget for Natura 2000 had notthe money is not there.
been built into these figures and, therefore, if theCAPMs Matthews: First of all, I have to say we consider
is expected to finance a large proportion of this,that a commitment and it was linked up to the reform
inevitably this is going to have an eVect on the overallmeasures andwe do not think you can suddenly come
budget available for direct payments and also for theback on that. The Commission has taken that view
agri-environment schemes. That came as a shock toand we hope they will go down that route. If you do
us.maintain that ceiling obviously it is the other
Ms Matthews: That is right.measures in the budget that would be under pressure
Lord Lewis of Newnham: This is about 6.1 billion.and it is clear that rural development would be under
Chairman: Admittedly, Mr Demarty, who we heardpressure. If they do not stick to that ceiling are you
yesterday evening was saying Natura 2000 wassaying what will they reduce?
included in the budget.
Lord Sewel: He was saying from the amountQ405 Lord Lewis of Newnham: If we take the 1 per
available for Pillar 2 you should be able to financecent situation, indications are that there is not going
Natura 2000 obligations under Pillar 2. It is a take itto be enough money and there are going to be
or leave it basis.pressures on various areas and it does seem
Lord Lewis of Newnham: If there are anypossible—I will not say probable—that agriculture
developments that must be taken out of thewill be one of the areas on which pressure will come
national cut.for the very reason that our Chairman has been

talking about of public opinion. As you said, if you
do not take it from there you have got to take it from Q408 Lord Haskins: As I understood it, the

mechanism that is in place is if there is pressure thesomewhere else. It does seem to us that the
probability is that there will have to be a certain pressure will have to be taken by the Single Payment.
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lose out quite considerably by that amount in orderMs Matthews: Yes.
to fund Bulgaria or Romania or whatever other
reason there is. That was our understanding of it andQ409 Lord Haskins: But the most pessimistic figure
it strikes me that could be a very real issue.that I got out of that was, I cannot remember whether
MsMatthews:Once you move money out from Pillarit was either 5 per cent or ƒ5 billion as the scale of it,
1—this is our concern—there are an awful lot ofbut if it is 5 per cent it is serious but it is not critical.
places it can go to. A part of it will be bound to be lostWe were rather surprised how low that figure might
by farmers for a start because it will go to other non-be.
agricultural rural measures. There is huge pressureMs Matthews: I think it is very diYcult to say at this
from a whole number of groups who see their eyestage. Under the estimates made by the Commission
very much on getting the money from the Ruralon the original Agenda 2000 we would be coming to
Development Fund. I have not studied that point youa crunch around 2008–09 as far as the ceiling was
have made, it is a little bit new to me that it could beconcerned.
used for Bulgaria and Romania. Again, from our
point of view, if politicians take these decisions toQ410 Lord Haskins: Forgetting Doha.
shift from price to budget support, if they takeMs Matthews: Exactly. We have sugar reform on the
decisions on enlargement, then they really shouldtable. The Commission have an apparently neutral
take the responsibility of following it up.budget at the moment but we are far from over on

sugar so we do not know what is going to come out
of that. Clearly there will be some shift from price Q415 Earl Peel: Just to try and fully understand

your position on this, you would be nervous aboutsupport to budget, again, and thenwe have theWTO.
I think those are the big issues. any transfer of funds from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 for the

reasons that you have just explained?
Ms Matthews: Yes, absolutely.Q411 Lord Sewel: You have got Bulgaria and

Romania and further decisions down the road on
funding Bulgaria and Romania. Q416 Earl Peel: You see Pillar 1 as the stability that
Ms Matthews: Yes. is required during a period that has been quite
Chairman: Can we ask a bit more about the Single diYcult?
Farm Payment. Earl Peel. MsMatthews:We see it as being essential in order for

farmers in Europe to be competitive and still produce
Q412 Earl Peel: There is this figure being bandied in a sustainable way.
around that if the financial discipline mechanism
were to come into operation there could be a 30 per Q417 Countess of Mar: The more our inquiry goes
cent drop. You have partially answered that in your on the more I get the feeling that Europe is more
opinion that would have a very serious aVect on interested in the environment than it is in farming.
farming. When we look at the Rural Development Fund that
Ms Matthews: Yes. comes up particularly. You have just mentioned that

other people want to get their fingers in the pot, do
Q413 Earl Peel: There is an issue that we were you think there is going to be enough money in the
talking about last night on this question of pot to create sustainable development in rural areas
modulation. If, during the course of the period from in order to support both farmers and the other people
2005-2013, it was decided to re-look at the whole in rural areas who want to remain there?
financing of the CAP and a large tranche of money Ms Matthews: The problem is what I said at the
was modulated from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, as we beginning was there is a misunderstanding out there
understand it 20 per cent of that money could go into that people think if we have a rural development
the central pot which means that the contributor policy then farmers can produce in an
countries could lose out on quite considerable environmentally friendly way through these
amounts. Is that your interpretation of the way it measures under rural development. The rural
might happen which could put further pressure on development budget is not going to pay to cover these
countries like the United Kingdom, for example? additional daily costs. What you will end up with is
Ms Matthews: If we shift through modulation— pockets under rural development policy where we

will have nice environmentally sensitive areas, which
are fine, but for the vast bulk of agriculturalQ414 Earl Peel: If there was modulation from Pillar

1 to Pillar 2 in order tomeet a financial crisis thatmay production farmers will either need these direct
payments in order to produce in a sustainable way orwell come about through sugar, or whatever

particular issue it happened to be, because of this they will go out of business. What is a little bit
annoying is the fact that people say they are all forability to move 20 per cent of that modulated figure

into a central fund the contributing countries could sustainability but surely they do not just want
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has already set the scene on development insustainable production in certain pockets, they
environmentally interesting areas and that, of course,should be concerned about the whole of production
relates more to the Structural Fund. Farmers havebeing produced in a sustainable way, and I think they
said, and continue to say, “Wewant to produce food.are, but then they have to pay for it. We cannot pay
We are farmers, we are not park keepers”, and I sharefor it through the prices and I think consumers in
that view. On the other hand, if the funds are there inEurope are not madly concerned about the price
Pillar 2 then they are going to show a lot of interestlevel, they are not going to see verymuch benefit from
in how they can get hold of those funds andwhat theyprices going down, but, unfortunately, because of
are used for. I think the interesting area wewould likeWTO we are forced to shift from price support to
your view on is in that second pillar to what extentbudget support.
those funds can be used for agricultural purposes,
agricultural development. There is a lot ofQ418 Countess of Mar: It has been suggested too
diversification going on and at the moment mythat the rural developing funding could also be
information is that at all of these meetings that areincorporated into Structural and Cohesion funds,
taking place in the UK on the use of Structuraltargeting it at a wider range of rural businesses and
Funds, on the use of the funds for diversification, notactivities. What are your views on that?
for farming matters, not for making golf courses butMsMatthews:Our concern there is that we would see
for using buildings for other purposes, using land forthe money going out of agriculture because the
other purposes, and so on, there is a growing interestpressure would be even greater for it to be used for from some of the larger farmers. In the past it has

other elements. been that this is help for the smaller farmers but now
there is a lot more interest in asking how can we get

Q419 Chairman: So you would be against it. You hold of that and better use it. This is why I think the
would be against rural development funding being question comes as to whether it would be better to try
incorporated into Structural and Cohesion Funds to incorporate that into the Structural and Cohesion
because you think you would be more likely to lose Funds allowing for development in those other areas.
sight of the money, is that right? I could name farm after farm, and so could you, Ms
MsMatthews: The pressure from other parts of rural Matthews, where those buildings are much more
development would be even greater. Simon, you were profitable in what they are being used for. One
talking about pressures on the urban areas. farmer, who is not very far removed from my family,
MrMichel-Berger:Yes. Normally urban communities said “I cannot produce animals at £3 a foot”. In other
are more used to applying for government funding, words, storing equipment and so on is far more
handling the administrative tasks, and more in touch profitable than trying to farm it. In my opinion, it is
with the media so they are in a better position to a very sad reflection of what is happening, speaking
communicate their needs to the media and create the as a farmer, but nevertheless that is theway things are
image of need whereas rural communities are not so going. Is this happening in other countries to the
able to do all of these things and, therefore, if there is same extent? Is there the same sort of interest in the

Structural Funds as there seems to be a growingdirect competition between the urban and rural areas
interest in the United Kingdom?on equal terms, so to speak, the urban areas would
Ms Matthews: Farmers are seeing their directtend to win and the rural areas would tend to lose if
payments being cut through modulation and theythere was a struggle for the money.
know that this modulation is paying for if there is any
additional money in the rural development policyQ420 Chairman:We have been given the impression
and that increases their interest because they arethat at the moment diVerent countries use Rural
losing out and looking for ways to compensate forDevelopment Funds for very diVerent things: Spain
that. I think what you are asking is, are theyfor improving the water supply; Eastern Germany
interested in getting that money for wider elementsperhaps for the improvement of villages. Is this your
and, therefore, it might be better to put it in thepoint also, that a farmer is perhaps less good at
Structural Funds. This is a dilemma for us. Thearguing his case than an active urban civic group?
advantage of putting it in the Structural Funds is

Ms Matthews: Yes. It is normal that the funds are farmers could get open access to other sorts of
used for diVerent purposes in diVerent countries to investment possibilities or whatever, whereas the
reflect regional diVerences, I think one can expect position I have put to you is the opposite side, we feel
that, but there are limits to that as well. that if it does go there will be demands on it that we

have lost. We have taken the view that it is better to
Q421 Lord Plumb: I think you have made your keep it.
position absolutely clear and understandable that the
direct payment fund has to be sacrosanct and if you Q422 Chairman: On that point, what is the attitude
start moving from there you are really taking away of the new members? Is there a greater feeling in

Poland or Slovakia, as an example, that there isfrom agriculture. In the UK, the Government
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Mr Michel-Berger: Yes.suYcient of the infrastructure that is still very poor
and arguably they would be quite interested in using
money that otherwise might be called rural

Q427 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Could we have thatdevelopment money eVectively to improve villages,
point again?

for example?
Mr Michel-Berger: I will give you a very practical

MsMatthews:There is this big dichotomy in the types example. In the newMember Statesmany farmers for
of farming in these new Member States of very small their livestock, let us say for their pigs, have had only
and quite big. The very small are not going to be in a a limited gene pool and limited variety of animals to
position to benefit from Structural Funds as such. choose from. Because of the restrictions of the Cold
The main problem for agriculture in these countries War era they did not have the opportunity to draw on
as far as investment is concerned is between the farm the wide gene resource that is available to them now.
gate and the retailer. Many farmers in the newMember States now have a

very strong interest in getting some of the genetic
material to improve their livestock. For example,Q423 Chairman: Is that so?
there is some trade developing now on the import ofMs Matthews: In certain sectors where investment is
pigs into the new Member States, exports from therequired, like milk and so on, obviously that is a
existingMember States, to update the genetic pool. Ifconcern, but if they fail to be competitive it is not
I may make a specific national point: Britain is verybecause of their costs but because they have not got—
well placed because the British gene pool for many
animals is very well developed and there is a very
strong opportunity for British farmers to exportQ424 Chairman: The distribution.
animals to the newMember States for this particularMs Matthews: Exactly, and the processing.
reason. That is one very specific example.
Chairman: That is very interesting. Lord Sewel, do

Q425 Countess of Mar: And doing the value added you want to add something on the question of rural
before the farm gate rather than after it. development?
Ms Matthews: Yes. You have done a study on that,
Simon, I do not know whether you have anything to

Q428 Lord Sewel: Can I feed back to you what Iadd on that from the new Member States’ point of
have taken from what you have said. It seems to meview?
that what you are arguing is there are enormous costMr Michel-Berger: I did a study when I was with the
pressures on agricultural production as a result of theNFU on EU enlargement and the impact on British
externalities of environmental considerations andfarmers. There is a great need in the new Member
animal welfare, so the CAPmoney available ought toStates for some aid to help them with their
be focused almost entirely on farm support. Therestructuring because the lag, so to speak, is much
diYculty there is how to get the balance in terms ofbigger in terms of the infrastructure. As to how this
the rest of the rural economy because one of themoney is being used, developments are only
things that we do know is that in rural areas thebeginning to show and it is quite early to say what is
greater the level of dependence upon agriculture,going to happen in any precise way because, as
the higher the level of rural depopulation. It could

Shelby said, there is this big issue of farming in the well be that an argument which says maintain rural
new Member States often being very small scale, incomes, rural activity, has as its perverse
subsistence even, and not even family farming which consequence the decline of the rural economy and
we are used to with a viable farm of a couple of depopulation.
hundred hectares, just a very, very small size. I think Ms Matthews: If you are talking about rural
it is very diYcult to say what is going to happen there. development, which the rural development policy is,

then you should take into account all of these factors
and you have got to spend your money on otherQ426 Earl Peel: I remember hearing you present
things, perhaps, but this does not take away from thethat paper and one of the things you put, which I
fact that production has to be produced in athought was quite interesting, was you said as the
sustainable way.general standard of living begins to increase in the

East European countries there are going to be great
opportunities for the UK and other countries to Q429 Chairman:How do you put over that point? It
export their agricultural produce there because by is very diYcult to sell that point of sustainability, is
that time those countries will not have reached our it not?
level. Obviously that was a major plank of your Ms Matthews: These are the cross-compliance
argument and I assume you still hold that view, measures that farmers have to meet. What I am

saying is they are part of production costs.which I thought was a very interesting one.
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prices, not immediately but in four or five years’ time,Q430 Chairman: I appreciate that.
Ms Matthews: Normally they would be reflected in could be as much as 10 per cent on top of that. How

do you think that European agriculture is going tothe prices but we are not able to do that because of
WTO. cope with that further change?

Ms Matthews: The oYcial position in WTO is weLord Lewis of Newnham: I am not a farmer but I
found your argument very persuasive. I do think that have done two reforms and whatever comes out we

must meet those reforms, but I have to say there is athe position in farming, as far as I am concerned, has
been badly expressed from this point of view. If I big fear that is not going to be the case and the first

thing is if we eliminate export refunds completely andmay make an analogy here, that would be with
the manufacturing industry which is virtually at the same time lower tariVs we are going to have this

pressure on prices.disappearing from many aspects of the European
scene and going over to countries in which
production costs have become the prime factor and Q433 Lord Haskins: It is the tariVs rather than the
they are very, very much smaller and, as a result of refunds that is going to aVect the prices, there is not
this, we are losing out. I think we are significantly very much left in the refunds. We are left with tariVs,
losing out. I have a lot of sympathywith what you are which is a big thing.
saying. It seems to me that somebody has got to sit Ms Matthews: We have almost emptied our amber
down and rewrite the script in such a way that these box, we have almost emptied our blue box and we
particular points are made from the point of view of have oVered to eliminate export refunds, and all we
environmental and sociological points rather than have got left now is market access to tariV protection
the point of view of—no disrespect to my that we have. If that goes you only have to look at the
colleagues—money is being given to farmers andwhy OECD figures, which I think exaggerate the
should it be given to them and not to other sections situation, which have calculations of the price gap
of the community. I think you have given me a very between the price that is left, and that is significant,
persuasive case in terms of the WTO argument. and the reason it is there is largely tariVs. It is
Chairman: Before we get on to WTO, Earl Peel. something between ƒ30 billion and ƒ50 billion.

Q431 Earl Peel: I think Lord Lewis’ point is Q434 Lord Haskins:Most of that is Mediterranean
extremely well made. There is another factor which is products, that is where the real pain is going to be.
beginning to come into play and that is the hidden

Ms Matthews:Why do you say that?
environmental costs of long distance transport.
There was a very interesting report on the radio, I

Q435 Lord Haskins: If you take grain, Europe isthink it was yesterday—
largely getting towards being able to compete. DairyMs Matthews: This morning.
is a problem. There is not a big global market in dairyEarl Peel:Was it this morning? It shows how out of
products.We do not quite knowwhat themarket is insync with time I am. I thought it was very interesting
dairy products. Talking to the Australians last week,indeed. These are the sorts of issues that are going to
they are not interested in the European market, theyhave to be taken into account. The opportunity for
are interested in the South East Asian market. It isbuying your produce locally and, therefore, reducing
the fruit, the Southern European products, which arethe impact, going back to climate change, are the
the ones that are really protected against Southsorts of issues that have got to start coming up in a
African imports, sub-tropical imports, and that ismuch more dominant way than they have.
where the problem is going to be.Lord Sewel: So we move to a European pineapple
Ms Matthews: I agree with you on the fruit andregime, do we?
vegetables, particularly if theminimumprice increaseEarl Peel: Bananas in Iceland!
system is attacked as well.We have other concerns on
a range of products, including butter and sugar. WeQ432 Lord Haskins: I want to come back to the
have got the reform coming up sowe do not know thequestion of Doha. You have made the very strong
situation on sugar. Also the meats, including poultrypoint that all of these reforms have been driven by
and pig meat and, of course, beef. We have realWTO, and I agree with that absolutely. There is a lot
concerns about the tariVs particularly because ofof codology that Pillar 2 or Pillar 1 are aimed at some
what is happening in Brazil.other objectives. The main objective is to comply

with WTO arrangements. Once you get into Pillar 2,
once you get into the environmental agenda and the Q436 Lord Haskins: Do you think the WTO will

address any of these issues if you are concerned aboutrural development agenda, it all gets very muddled
because it has not been thought out properly. We welfare issues and environmental issues in part of the

negotiations? I know they did not last time aroundhave now got another WTO coming up and we have
been told that if it goes through the impact on farm but there is talk of them paying some more attention
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Q441 Countess of Mar: We have talked to someto particularly the environmental issues in the next
extent about consumer pressure and supermarketsround of negotiations.
and I was wondering what power the consumer has inMsMatthews: I come back to a point I did not answer
Europe over the purchasing. Obviously all this stuVfrom Lord Plumb. There is some chance of applying
is purchased by themajor companies from Brazil andthose rules from the EU on the food safety aspect
various other places. Does the consumer have anybecause they have to. They have to try at least.
power or is it purely and simply the purchasing power
of the supermarkets? They put pressure on us as

Q437 Lord Haskins: The Asian flu thing, for producers in the UnitedKingdom, for example, huge
example. pressure, but they do not seem to be doing the same
Ms Matthews: Obviously it is their responsibility. thing, although Tesco pays lip service to what they
When it comes to animal welfare, you almost cannot buy from Africa, they are not maintaining the same
talk about it in Geneva. On environmental issues we standards for Thailand and Brazil.
have not made any progress so far and I must say I Lord Haskins: I do not think that is right for Tesco.
feel very doubtful that we are going to make any Their standards in Thailand are as high as they are in
progress on that in this round because we have got England.
such a long way to go on the main issues. There is a Countess of Mar: Are they?
lot of work to be done on three pillars. If they are Lord Haskins: Definitely.
going to get an agreement they are not going to be
able to get very far on the environment. Q442 Countess of Mar:Who is purchasing the stuV

that is coming in at such low prices?
Lord Haskins: The catering trade.Q438 Lord Haskins: The third uncompetitive
Lord Plumb: It is also going through supermarketelement which we have notmentioned at all is labour,
shelves.which is a huge problem in Western Europe.
Chairman: They say now that one pound in eight of

MsMatthews: If you look at what is going to happen every consumer spending goes to Tesco.
if we have additional price pressure, where we are Countess of Mar: That is not necessarily on food.
competitive is we have the knowledge, the good Chairman:No, but it just shows the incredible success
climate and quite a lot of good factors. of the big supermarkets.

Q443 Countess of Mar: Look at what is happeningQ439 Lord Haskins: And a nearby market.
to Boots and Marks & Spencer.Ms Matthews: Exactly, a wealthy stable market on
Ms Matthews: As we understand it, a lot of theseyour doorstep. Where we are not competitive is on
imports of poultry coming in are going into all ofthe labour and on land prices.Normallywewould see
these new products like chicken nuggets and so on.a shift away from land-based production, away from

labour intensive production in Europe, if we had
further price pressures. When you look at sectors like Q444 Lord Plumb: As a final point, obviously from

what you say, and we are not surprised to hear youthat already, like the poultry or the pig meat sector
say what you have said, farming is going to face awhich are often not land-based and quite low labour,
pretty tough time over the next 10 years, if not longerthey are facing pressures as well. Even the big poultry
and, therefore, farmers have to be gearing themselvescompanies in the UK are facing enormous pressures
to the market and finding a way through it.from imports from Brazil. At the moment it is going
Ms Matthews: Yes.into processed products usually but if we move on

tariVs any more we fear that we will be importing for
the supermarkets. Q445 LordPlumb:What is COGECAdoing because

that is the co-operative arm of COPA as I haveEarl Peel: Those processed packages have a little red
always seen it? What encouragement can they give totractor on them even though most of the initial
farmers to help them to get together to co-operateproduce has actually come from Brazil.
and to try to build some of the co-operativeLordHaskins:You cannot import fresh chicken from
marketing organisations that do exist in various partsBrazil, it has to be frozen. Once you freeze a chicken
of Europe which do not seem to exist in the Unitedyou are in a totally diVerent market.
Kingdom?
Ms Matthews: You are certainly right that with the

Q440 Earl Peel: I think there is this confusion. pressures we have to focus on getting as much as
Ms Matthews: We are importing fresh chicken from possible from the market. There is a big feeling that
Thailand. farmers should move towards more co-operatives
Lord Haskins: It is being flown. and these co-operatives have to get bigger, and some

of them are getting bigger. There are diverse types ofChairman:We have got another five minutes.
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Ms Matthews: I think the economic situation inco-operatives in the European Union so it is very
Germany and the history of the importance of thediYcult. Denmark is at one extreme, Spain is
budgetary issue means it is going to be very diYcult.completely diVerent and then you have the UK.
I think Germany is going to take quite a strongWhat we want to focus on as well is strengthening ties
position on the budget.in the food chain with the supermarkets and looking

at farmers who make contracts with supermarkets
Q448 Chairman: Is going to take?and how we can get a better link between the farmer
Ms Matthews: I fear that they will take a strongand the supermarket and make the contracts a little
position to limit the budget.fairer.

Q449 Chairman: Yes, and, if necessary, to limit the
CAP portion of the total budget.Q446 LordHaskins:Whenwe talk about decoupling
Ms Matthews: Yes.in Britain at any rate that is because the supermarkets

are no longer absolutely sure that the goods are going
Q450 Lord Haskins: Stick to the 1 per cent.to be there, because the old scheme guaranteed that
Ms Matthews: That is what we have to fear,there was always going to be supply, but they are now
particularly with the problems that Germany isgetting concerned and beginning to talk about going
facing at the moment. If it was a diVerent economicinto long-term profitable contracts on things such as
situation it might be diVerent but, given the currentmilk because that assumes that the supply will drop
situation, it is not looking particularly good.quite significantly and then the seller will be in amuch

better negotiating position. There could be a good Q451 Chairman: Thank you both very much indeed.
element in all of this. Ms Matthews: It was a great pleasure to talk to you.
Ms Matthews: The fact that we have these direct
payments, which for us are absolutely essential to Q452 Chairman: As we write the report, if we have
cover the production costs to meet all these controls any further questions might we come back to you in
and so on, because they are decoupled to meet WTO writing?
requirements you are obliged not to produce in order Ms Matthews: Of course.
to meet the requirements. We feel this measure is not

Q453 Chairman: We very much appreciate yourgetting across to consumers and society and they
experience and knowledge.think that farmers are getting even worse because
Mr Michel-Berger: Since the issue of agriculture inthey are being paid to do nothing except mow their
Brazil and competitiveness has arisen quite a numberlawns or whatever.
of times in our discussion today you may be
interested to hear that the NFU is producing a major

Q447 Chairman: Could I ask a final question going report on agriculture in Brazil which has been done
back to the CAP budget. One understands that already and will be published in the near future. If
France will always defend the amount of money your oYcers contact the NFU, I am sure they would
going to the CAP but what about the other be very willing to provide you with a copy of that.
contributing countries, particularly Germany, for Chairman: That is very interesting. We will certainly

do that. Thank you.example? What is going to be their attitude?
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Livsey of Talgarth, L (Chairman)
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Witnesses: Mr Stefan Lehner, Head of CAP and Structural Policies Unit, DG Budget, European Commission
and Mr Marco Pecci-Boriani, Head of CAP Sector, DG Budget, European Commission,

Ms Eleanor Brooks, 1st Secretary Agriculture, UK Representation, was also present.

Q454 Chairman: Can I thank you both for coming. Mr Lehner: You have referred to the matter of five
contributing countries and that is an interestingThis is a unique meeting for us; it is the first one that

we have managed to have on time. It has not been nuance and leaves some space for speculation
because there are six who originally signed up.entirely our own fault, we were delayed by a train in

front of us going to Paris yesterday and, as you will
know, there was a terrible traYc block this morning, Q456 Chairman:Who are the six?
I gather due to a bomb scare. For once, we have not Mr Lehner:My recollection is it is Germany, France,
got to apologise for our lateness which is extremely the UK, Sweden, the Netherlands, Spain and
pleasant for us. I think you will know that we are Austria. One of my first statements would be that at
writing a report as a European Union Committee of the current stage of negotiations it could be said that
the House of Lords on the subject of future financing views are still wide apart. The Dutch Presidency has
forCAP.Obviously we are looking particularly at the taken the eVort to add up all the individual wish lists
agreement that was reached before 2003 in terms of of the Member States and has established a
the CAP budget, moving money, modulation, from maximumamount for these total wish lists of 1.30 per
Pillar 1 to Pillar 2. This is the first matter of concern, cent of gross national income. You will recall the
is it going to work? Do you think that what the Commission proposal being 1.26 per cent in
Commission is currently proposing is going to be the commitments, known as 1.14 per cent in payments,
solution in the end? How does it fit in with the 1 per and the six mentioning a ceiling of 1 per cent of GNI.
cent of national income that the five contributing We are still thus at that stage of a wide range of
countries are demanding as the total contribution to positions. I would add that should the Council agree
the EU budget? Could we start oV on that. What are on something it will not be the end of the financial
your views on that? package negotiation process. It should not be
Mr Lehner: Chairman, my Lords, may I first say it is overlooked that there will still have to be an inter-
a great honour for me and for my colleague, Marco institutional agreement with the European
Pecci-Boriani, to have this opportunity to address Parliament which in the past has obtained significant
you knowing the seriousness of your inquiry. In the corrections from the Council conclusions, although
past I had the privilege to be present when you met not necessarily in the area of agriculture, which is of
Commissioner Liikanen some years ago and concern to you. While the range of negotiation
Commissioner Schreyer who both served in diVerent positions is very wide, the Barroso Commission has
capacities in their cabinets in my previous made its own the proposals which the Prodi
professional assignments. I know the seriousness of Commission had developed. You will understand
your work and I have benefited from reading your that I can only accept for argument’s sake the
past reports. I do not know how you want to group reflection of whether there would be a reduction and
together the questions that you have submitted to us. where this reduction could fall. This is a very open

question because the six in their letter not only
mentioned the 1 per cent but they also recommittedQ455 Chairman: I think probably in the three

groupings: overall budget, Single Farm Payment, themselves to the 2002 ceiling agreed in Brussels and
enshrined inCopenhagen for the first pillar. The 1 perfurther reform of CAP, rural development and finally

Doha, if we can manage to leave it to the end but cent and the reconfirmation of that ceiling are in one
and the same sentence of the letter. That would leadsometimes it pops up rather earlier. Some of my

colleagues have to leave at about half past two, so one to the presumption that the six would not
necessarily want to reopen this ceiling, the so-calledthey will come in with questions earlier.
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ceiling at all.We have just had the 2004 budget closedBrussels 2002 ceiling. Nevertheless, there were
scenarios circulated by Swedish oYcials about a year and the actual execution was some 4.5 billion below

the 2004 ceiling. That is the budget year just behindago on the 1 per cent scenario showing that 1 per cent
could only be met if there was a serious reduction in us.
the 2002 ceiling, at least by adding into it the
additional expenditure for Bulgaria and Romania. Q461 Lord Haskins: Below?

Mr Lehner: Below the ceiling.
Q457 Chairman: Included in it?
Mr Lehner: Yes.

Q462 Chairman: It is 4.5 billion below and it is about
10 per cent of the voted budget.Q458 Chairman: About 1.1 billion?
Mr Lehner: Yes, not used. This is particularly due to

Mr Lehner: Per year, yes. About nine billion over the the fact that 2003 was a very poor year in agricultural
seven years, and cutting rural development in terms. What is bad for farmers is always good for the
addition. I think that was never an oYcial position of EU budget because if there is a bad harvest then
the Swedish Government. I am not aware of prices are high and we have to intervene very little.
any oYcial reactions of other Member States. However, the 2004 harvest, which we are now taking
I am convinced that the six do not have a account of in terms of the 2005 budget, was much
common position on where they would want to cut if better and, therefore, we will probably have to spend
they wanted to achieve the 1 per cent. The more in the 2005 budget. We have had to open some
Commission analysis has always been— interventions on cereals. The 2005 budget has been
Commissioner Grybouskaite has restated it adopted with a margin of 1.7 billion under the ceiling
recently—that 1 per cent financial perspectives are and currently execution is in line with the budget. I
not imaginable without reopening the 2002 ceiling for am just pointing this out to give you the notion that
the first pillar given the legitimate interests in other while we have not even started to establish a 2006
parts of community spending. If one were to lower budget yet, we are coming to the starting point of the
the budget to 1 per cent and keep the ceiling as agreed next financial perspective, and there may be a small
in 2002 we would have agriculture as the dominant margin under the ceiling.
part of our EU budget in the 21st Century. The
Commission would not want that as an outcome.

Q463 Lord Haskins: The swing between the two is
about three billion. Is that about the extreme that youQ459 Lord Haskins: Would agriculture and
would expect?environment be part of agriculture or would they not
Mr Lehner:These are the kinds of swings which therebe part of agriculture?
are for market measures. Market measures is nowMr Lehner: In our new structure we have three parts
only about 10 billion of our annual budget, so it isof our so-called heading two. One is the first pillar,
really shrinking in importance, less than 20 per centagriculture, then there is the second pillar, with rural
of our total agriculture budget. Nevertheless, thesedevelopment, and then there is environment as a
swings still occur and they have their origins inseparate part.
harvests, in world market prices and in dollar
exchange rate fluctuations. I wanted to make thatQ460 Lord Haskins: It is part of Pillar 2?
point in particular today. Althoughmarket measuresMr Lehner: Yes, it is part of Pillar 2. When I am
are a diminishing part of our total agriculture budgettalking about possible cuts in the Brussels ceiling of
and will diminish even further in the future, we are2002, I am referring to the first pillar and not to the
still not protected against swings of this order ofenvironmental part at all. I was not planning to
magnitude and we will not be protected against thesemention the environmental part of this at all because
swings in the future. We have to deal with an areathat is discussed quite separately. You are asking
where our budget requirements are subject tocould we still meet the undertakings made to the
considerable uncertainty. That is a point that Iagricultural sector if there was a cut. For that, one
wanted to underline. The final element in reply tohas to remember where this 2002 ceiling came from.
your question whether we can meet requirements isIt took the final year agreed in Agenda 2000 of 2006
we have important reforms still outstanding, suchand extended it to 2013 adding an artificial inflation
as sugar, fruit and vegetables, and I thinkrate of 1 per cent per year.Although in nominal terms
Commissioner Fischer Boel has announced there willthis was a slight increase, in real terms as real inflation
be some reflections about wine next year.will be higher than 1 per cent it will be a slight

decrease. The starting point of the ceiling was the
2006 ceiling. As we are now in 2005 we are coming Q464 Lord Haskins: Dairy?

MrLehner: It is discussed but I am not sure that it hascloser to that moment so we are not without
possibilities to assess whether that is a meaningful been formally announced.
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conditions—environmental, animal and plantMr Pecci-Boriani: In principle there has already been
a reform. health, for example which are issues which have come

much to the foreground of consumers’ concerns andMr Lehner: There has been a reform of the dairy
citizens’ concerns. Personally, I am very intrigued bysector already with a certain agreement until 2013,
this instrument and I see it as a very positive, forwardeven 2014. There may be further discussions but it is
looking element of the Common Agricultural Policynot on the list of outstanding reforms. The
in the future. As I said, this has just been introducedoutstanding reforms are clearly sugar, fruit and
so at this stage I do not see any reason or incentive tovegetables and probably wine. Let us say from a
re-discuss it.Treasury point of view, which I represent here, we
Chairman: Earl Peel is a farmer himself, and I thinkwill certainly approach these proposals on the
he will tell you—assumption that there can be no extra costs to the EU

budget from these reforms. We know that the Earl Peel: I am not a farmer. I have eight tenant
Treasury view does not always prevail and maybe farmers but I do not farm myself.
even if the Commission proposes no extra cost, that Chairman: I think he can tell you in his
may not be the outcome of the Council’s decisions. I supplementary why he has asked the question.
am sure we will come back to that, and in the future Earl Peel: I am fascinated by the answer because it is
we will have this financial discipline mechanism a very robust one and in many ways certainly more
which imposes a strong discipline on overall outlays robust than some of the answers we have had. There
in agriculture and we may succeed in having no extra is a view that as the financial diYculties begin to
costs from these outstanding reforms, but it is very unfold there may be a move to try to modulate the
early days and they have not even been proposed. In funds away from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 in order to deal
summary my answer to that part of your question is with those diYculties that might arise in the future.
we are at an early stage of negotiations still andwe do That is really behind the nature of my question.
not knowwhether the outcomewill aVect agriculture.
With the Commission’s proposal we think we can

Q466 Chairman: Also, perhaps it can seem verymeet the requirements. We have a certain grey zone,
unpopular to the average European who is not aan area of uncertainty, which could be of the order of
farmer that farmers are getting Single Farmmagnitude of one or two billion where we cannot say
Payments possibly for doing nothing with their land.with conviction whether we need them or we do not
Mr Lehner: I have heard views of people who wereneed them.
rather awed by the long list of cross-compliance tasksChairman: Thank you very much. I am conscious
they had to fulfil which for a non-farmer, like me,that some of my colleagues are sadly going to leave us
with no agricultural background whatsoever looksfairly soon and I am going to ask them what
like quite an impressive list. Doing nothing is notquestions they would like to ask first. Lord Lewis and
something that would come to my mind seeing thatEarl Peel.
list. Maybe we will allow a little time to see how thisLord Lewis of Newnham: I think I am quite happy.
plays out on the ground. The question of whether any
kind of direct payment in whatever way, be it

Q465 Earl Peel:Can I come in on the question of the separate as at the moment or combined in to a Single
Single Farm Payment. Do you see it as a permanent Farm Payment, would come under pressure and
part of the European agricultural and rural policy or whether there would be future pressure to modulate
merely as a transitional measure which should be more towards rural development is quite
phased out sooner rather than later? independent from how you organise it, but I will be

pleased to take up that question because it is also onMr Lehner: I have been much intrigued by this
question, maybe I do not understand it very well. The your list, whether there could be more modulation in

the future. From a Treasury point of view, we loveSingle Farm Payment is an innovative approach
which has just been decided in a major reform. modulation because modulation means that paying

for a new priority—rural development—by means ofMember States are just starting to introduce it and
have several years—if you include the new Member taking money from other spending, and treasuries

always like that if we can meet new requirements byStates a total of five years—to introduce it and to
phase it in. It brings together numerous specific and re-allocating. That is what we are doing, taking

money away from the first pillar and meeting theindividual direct payments which exist at themoment
so we would expect considerable administrative requirements of the second pillar, so we like

modulation. Secondly, could it be more? There is nosimplification both for the farmer and for the
payment agency who have to run this. From an law, no treaty condition, limiting it to the 3 to 5 per

cent which is the state of law at the moment.administrative point of view, at least, it looks very
attractive on the drawing board. Also, the cross- However, in all fairness I also have to recognise that

modulation is a sectoral tax. It is a tax on farmers’compliance aspect, which is entirely new to our direct
payments, links them to a certain catalogue of income and it is taking away 3 to 5 per cent of the
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Q469 Lord Haskins: It is not a huge figure, is it? It isfarmers’ income with the promise that it will be
recycled to the redevelopment of the regions in which not an enormous figure.

Mr Lehner: It is not an enormous figure at all. Wethey live. It is diYcult to hold later in the
implementation. It is a bit like a road user’s tax, you have come down to this 1.6 billion per year on

average between 2007 and 2013. But it represents stillpromise people that the money will be recycled into
better roads later on but it does not mean it will make a bit which would make it interesting from a

budgetary point of view to come to this kind ofit more attractive to those who have to pay.
Modulation as a sectoral tax has now been agreed agreement.

Chairman: I am very sorry but four of my colleaguesand there is union-wide agreement and a regulation
which says 3 to 5 per cent. That is part of the overall have to leave. I think they will take away with them

the phrase that you love modulation. They have gotreform package. At the moment we should see it as a
compromise deal and should let the reform be to catch a train but the rest of us have got quite a lot

of ground still to cover, if that is all right with you.implemented first.
Mr Lehner: Absolutely.

Q467 Earl Peel: But it could be more than 3 to 5
per cent. Q470 Chairman: I think you understand there is a

general feeling on this Committee, which LordMr Lehner: Theoretically there is no superior law
preventing that, no constitutional law limiting it to 3 Plumbmight reflect, that there is a concern because it

is new really, is it not, in some ways, the transfer ofto 5 per cent, it is just the current regulation in place
and a new regulation can always replace an existing the money from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, as to how is it

going to work and at the end of the day if, as Lordone. I am just mentioning a theoretical possibility.
Chairman: Can I just bring in Lord Haskins, I know Plumb knows better than anyone, farmers at this

moment are relying for 10 years or so on thehe has to leave us and he is very anxious to bowl one
at you. regularity of their Single Farm Payment, what

happens if the whole of the rural development simply
becomes more attractive and more money isQ468 Lord Haskins: My observation of that is as
transferred out of Pillar 1. Is that a fair summary?long as it goes into agri-environment schemes that is

fine but if it goes into all sorts of obscure social
schemes that is not right. I presume you hope the Q471 Lord Plumb: It is a very fair summary. I think

it is the uncertainty that is of concern to farmersimpact of Doha is going to be neutral on the budget.
You could make a case for saying it will be a saving everywhere. Structurally farmers are changing, size is

changing regularly and many young farmers are noton the budget and you could make a case for saying
it is going to cost a bit more in order to buy those going into farming and, therefore, on the farms that

are kept on technology takes over and this reducesfarmers out who are aVected by it. Do you hope to
save money from Doha? the total labour force. I would like to put a question

that you may not like to even comment on. It struckMr Lehner: I came with the intention of refusing to
discuss Doha because it is way out of my league to mewhenEarl Peel said hewas not a farmer but he has

eight tenant farmers that one of the issues which isspeculate onwhat could be the outcome of this global
trade negotiation round. I observe two things from a not fully resolved because it is variable throughout

the United Kingdom is that we have, perhaps morebudgetary point of view in the agriculture area. Inmy
understanding there was a framework agreement last so than other countries, a landlord/tenant system. In

the landlord/tenant system the question is who isJuly which has enshrined the CAP reform into the
Doha outcome. There is no stepping back from this entitled to the Single Payment? There are landlords

who say, “It is my land and, therefore, I am entitledreform. I find that remarkable. Secondly, there is the
joint letter which the Agriculture Commissioner and to the payment”, the tenant says, “But I am the

occupier and it is my decision to plant this crop or notthe Trade Commissioner at the time—Fischler and
Lamy—sent oVering to phase out all export subsidies to plant this crop, I am entitled to it” and the landlord

may say, “We will do a deal and we will take halfif that were to be met by the other partners. What
does that mean in budgetary terms? In 2006 we are each” or whatever. Those are the sorts of things that

create a lot of uncertainty but say it is mischief on theexpecting to have export subsidies of some 3.6 billion
in our annual budget andwe expect that will go down part of some people, nevertheless it is an issue that is

continually worrying a lot of farmers, both landlordsunder the reform to 1.6 billion per year. This
remaining 1.6 billion per year could be reduced still and tenants.

Mr Lehner: With regard to the first aspect of yourfurther if there was this kind of global agreement to
phase out all export subsidies. Howmuch that would question about uncertainty, I very much understand

that the longer I work on the Common Agriculturalrepresent in savings would depend on how radical
this global agreement would be and by when and Policy. It is not from the Commission’s point of view

that any uncertainty is introduced because thewhether there would be a transition period and so on.
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punishing eYciency. This is already built into theCommission has fully signed up to the 2002 ceiling
and has integrated that into its proposals for the current reform.
financial perspectives until 2013. I think the aspect of
certainty has played an enormous role in this decision Q474 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: The implication of
of the Commission to integrate the ceiling to avoid what you have said, given that our farm structure in
uncertainty to the farmers who have to know what the United Kingdom is already larger than most
they have to rely on, uncertainty also with regard to other members of the European Union, is that we
the new incoming member states who must have felt could be hit quite hard by that in the UK.
that there was an agreement struck before they joined Mr Lehner: I cannot analyse it byMember State. The
which is now part of what will be their financial fact is modulation has been agreed now between 3 to
agreement, and an agreement for the old Member 5 per cent. If I have expressed positive feelings
States who felt that this ceiling was part of the towards this I want to be understood as having these
enlargement deal. That is why the Commission has positive feelings within that range which has been
put it forward and why the Commission is still agreed of 3 to 5 per cent. I cannot argue for anything
thinking that this ceiling should be part of the final further. It is clear that modulation has been agreed
decision. I have reacted more to your question than but there is now the risk of the application of the
the letter of the six which is ambiguous, which on the financial discipline mechanism and should there be
one hand reconfirms the ceiling and on the other the risk of an overrun of the ceiling there will be a cut
hand asks for 1 per cent which is incompatible with in direct payments. First of all, it is part of the rules
the ceiling in a way. I do not think the uncertainty that the newMember States will be exempt from this
comes from the Commission, it comes from a financial discipline until their direct payments have
negotiating situation where we do not see the reached the level of the old Member States. The
outcome yet but hopefully wewill see this uncertainty financial discipline mechanism will fall on the old
resolved in less than three and a half months’ time if Member States. The Commission intends to lessen
we get an agreement in the June Summit. the impact on the small recipients by applying a

ƒ5,000 franchise, an exemption. Indeed, “old”
Member States which have larger farm holdings

Q472 Chairman:Which is the Luxembourg aim. which receive higher amounts on average would be
Mr Lehner: The Luxembourg aim is the full more aVected by the application of this discipline
commitment of all Member States. It is in the mechanism than other Member States.
Council’s timedwork programme. All are committed Lord Livsey of Talgarth: That is what I would have
to it, and the Commission in particular, because of expected.
this uncertainty that has to be lifted as quickly as Chairman: I think we will go on to rural development
possible. issues and I will ask Lady Mar to ask questions on

that. If we have timewewill come back to sugar at the
end but it is such a large subject and it is not whollyQ473 Lord Plumb: You mentioned modulation and
immediate for us. Lady Mar, would you like to takesaid it is a very popular word in your field and it is a
us into rural development?very unpopular word in the minds of many farmers

perhaps, but there is another form ofmodulation and
Q475 Countess ofMar: I think your pattern has beenthat is the modulation of the large farm and the small
that you have had the questions and you havefarm and so on and so forth. There was a feeling in
prepared answers to them, so would you like to dothe past on the payments farmers received that there
your bit and then if I have got any questions comingperhaps ought to have been a cut-oV point
out of that, I will ask those.somewhere for some of the larger farmers. That is
Mr Lehner:Youwant me to follow the questions thatdescribed by many as a tax on eYciency. You can
were submitted to me?read into that whatever you will but I think it is a very

interesting point and one that is valid in relation to
the new development. Q476 Countess of Mar: Yes.
Mr Lehner: Let me just underline that modulation as Mr Lehner: The first one asks whether there is a limit
it is today in the regulation foresees that annual with regard to the national capacity for uptake and
payments belowƒ5,000 are exempt so there is a slight you refer particularly to the experience of the new
bias in favour of the small recipient. Should it ever Member States. It is amatter of public record that the
come to the application of financial discipline, which 10 candidate countries, which included Bulgaria and
would mean a further cut in the Single Farm Romania but not Malta and Cyprus, which
Payment, the Commission has declared that it would participated in the programme have had great
also apply this kind of franchise so it would exempt diYculties with the start-up of the implementation.
the very small recipients. An attempt exists to strike a Just to give you two numbers: for the first four years

to 2003 there was an amount of 2.2 billion which wasbalance protecting the smallest of recipients without
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should be incorporated into Structural and Cohesionmade available and only 425 was executed in that
period, so about 20 per cent. Funds. That is a very good question because I think

the pendulum has swung back and forth on this
question whether rural development is more sectoralQ477 Chairman: In the whole of the 10 countries?
assistance or part of a wider regional concept. At theMrLehner: In the whole of the 10 countries in the first
moment we have it separate, we have the fundingfour years.
under the first pillar, which is sectoral, which are so-
called accompanying measures, which is ruralQ478 Chairman: Was this a specific lack of
development spending but to the sector, and we haveorganisation?
the rural development part of the Structural Funds,Mr Lehner: That was due very much to the
which is clearly integrated in the Structural Funds.completely new administrative infrastructure which
We have a dual system at the moment. The newhad to be built up for the running of such community
instrument is a single instrument that is proposed. Inprogrammes which had never existed in these
my understanding, this retains this dual nature. It hascountries, the setting up of payment agencies which
a catalogue of measures from which Member Stateshad to go through a lengthy certification process. I
can choose with some proposed minimumremember vividly debates between the advocates in
percentages but leaving a wide range of choice to thefavour of pushing money to these countries as
Member States as to where to put the emphasis. Iquickly as possible and the advocates who said “Be
think the instrument is both sectoral and regional stillcareful, let us build up the infrastructure first and
and Member States are free to make it a bit moremake sure this money is well spent”. Commissioner
sectoral or a bit more regional if they have aFischler has always been very clearly part of the
preference one way or the other. There are twosecond camp and he has insisted that this is a careful
elements which make it a bit more sectoral than it hasbuilding up of infrastructures because he said that
been in the past. One is the new instrument willthese infrastructures will serve them for the
permit some assistance to meet the cross-compliancecommunity programmes once they are members.
criteria. The first pillar introduces the Single Farm
Payment with cross-compliance and farmers have toQ479 Countess of Mar: That can only make sense.
meet certain environmental standards, animal healthMr Lehner: It is a learning process, the building up of
standards and so on, and to meet these standardsan infrastructure. The 2004 execution, and we have
they can get some assistance from the new Ruralthe results just coming in, was that 574 million had
Development Fund, so there is a direct inter-linkbeen spent in 2004 alone, so considerably more than
between the two which makes the second pillar a bitthe first four years together. There could have been
closer to the first pillar than in the past. Then we haveeven more if we had the payments appropriations
the modulation. Farmers are taxed to give somethingbecause at the end of last year we had a considerable
to rural development, so they would like ruralshortage of payment appropriations in the 2004
developmentmoney to be spent as close as possible tobudget. The feeling is that 2004 was the first good

year of executing these rural development the farm rather than to some other economic
programmes in the newMember States and this is an activities which may benefit the farmers’ sons who
indication that they have reached cruising speed. My can then go out of farming into another economic
answer to your first question would be that we sector altogether but stay in the rural area. That may
interpret the experience more as a necessary building be quite interesting but it is a bit further away from
up and phasing in period rather than indicating a direct farming activities. To sum up, I still think that
structural obstacle to taking up these kinds of funds. the new instrument has a dual nature, that Member
Also, you ask whether there is a total maximum States have a choice whether to make it more a
capacity of uptake and to save time I will not go into structural instrument or a sectoral instrument. I
that very much. You may recall that in Agenda 2000, would suspect farmers who contribute to the funding
Heads of Government decided that 4 per cent should of this by means of modulation will have some
be the maximum of Structural Funds, of which rural preference for this to be spent closer to them rather
development is only part. The Structural Funds in than in any other economic activity in rural areas.
total should not exceed 4 per cent of GDP. This is
part of our proposal for 2007–13. I could go into
depth on this because it is very interesting for

Q480 Countess of Mar: There have been someeconomists to argue. There are questions of
objections raised about having it as regional spendingadditionality and of co-financing which are
because people are saying the urban and semi-urbanconstraining the national capacity to increase this
conurbations will have more power to attract moneykind of uptake. We have this 4 per cent now and we
because of their sophistication and the organisationsthink this is a reasonable order of magnitude. Your

second question on rural development is whether it that are used to gaining funding.
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Q483 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Which is a totallyMr Lehner: Yes. In any case rural development
diVerent type of economy in housing. It is a veryfunding has always been a distinct part of total
specific problem in the UK.structural funding. Let us say, a grab of these funds
Mr Lehner: I seem to recall that part of the fundsaway from more rural areas has always been more
could be used for renovating housing.limited because there are boundaries between the

two, but I do understand that the new instrument
may permit this more. Q484 Countess ofMar: That is no good if the houses

are already gone.
Mr Lehner: One would presume if there was the

Q481 Chairman:Thismorning one of our colleagues possibility for gainful employment in the rural areas
expressed some concern that in Commissioner for rural populations they would be able to finance
Fischer Boel’s statement of Brussels 19 January she the housing which they need out of their income.
included the words, “We will facilitate innovation That is completely outside our discussion. You have
and research in rural development”. I think there was mentioned Germany and there is, indeed, the issue of
some feeling of is this not really taking it too far, is second homes there in particular in areas which are
the EU Commission really capable of making particularly attractive for tourism where a lot of
appropriate judgments in this area? houses are bought up by people from the city and
Mr Lehner: I must say that I would be hard pressed they only go there four weeks a year, but there is the
to say whether the range of activities, this whole possibility of a local tax on second residences.
catalogue, which we are proposing to the Member Chairman:We have it in Britain already.
States at the margin would also permit financing Countess of Mar: It does not make much diVerence
some research activities. Probably it would have to be though, does it?
research related to farming or rural activities,
including the productivity of agricultural Q485 Chairman: I do not know. I would not totally
production, but it would clearly have to happen agree with that.
within the rural areas themselves. That is at the Mr Lehner: I mention it because I happen to know
margin of my knowledge. about it from Germany but it is outside the EU
Ms Brooks: They have added some measures on rural remit.
development. The rural development regulation is
split into three, so it has got competitiveness, land Q486 Lord Plumb: I was amused this morning
management and then wider rural measures. It is when the word “innovation” came up because there
under competitiveness, so it is very much linked to is not a farm in the land that I do not know that is
farm competitiveness. The idea is to try to link the not innovative in one form or another, and has to
rural development regulation into the general Lisbon be in order to keep up with the times and try to be
objectives of greater competitiveness within the EU ahead of the times. I think this becomes clearer as
as a whole. That is the thinking behind it in terms of we listen to experts, but to what extent do you see

the application of subsidiarity in some of thethe Commissioner. As with all of the measures in the
development areas here for rural development inrural development regulation, it is up to the Member
particular? Every country is diVerent, every regionState to select what it wants to do in terms of its
is diVerent, and every region is diVerent in thatindividual programme. It is still optional.
respect. I would have thought that the applicationCountess of Mar:One of the problems with this rural
of this could be fairly flexible without too muchdevelopment business is the rather fractured nature
rigid control and that we could apply subsidiarity inof it. If you want to keep people in the rural
a very positive way.communities you have got to have housing for them
Mr Lehner: I was willing to give you a fully positiveand nowhere is there any allowance for housing here.
reply until you mentioned the word “control”.You talk about keeping the farmers’ sons in the area

but if all the houses have already been bought by
Q487 Lord Plumb: I oppose controls, you see.people who are very much richer they cannot aVord
Mr Lehner: My understanding is that the newit. There has got to be aVordable housing linked in
proposal for rural development gives much morewith all of this. It is very important. It may be that is
margin for manoeuvre to the Member States thana problem in the UK only, I do not know whether it
the existing rules, so there is an inbuilt step towardsis a common problem.
subsidiarity. Also, I have to stress that we want to
maintain a Common Agricultural Policy and a

Q482 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Certainly in common market for agricultural products, so we
Germany it is true that most housing is rented still, is still have to have some remnants of a level playing
it not? field. Farmers must be able to compete with each

other under comparable terms somehow. WhileMr Lehner: Yes.
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quality standards for controls and that there is fullMember States get a certain sum allocated under
rural development and they can use it as they best trust between the diVerent levels of controls

community-wide. They are working very hard onsee fit, and some may make better use of it than
others and some farmers may get ahead of others, that and that would reduce costs.
therefore this is a normal competitive process in this
context, but if it gets too skewed in the sense there Q490 Chairman: Could we just go back to question
is a free-for-all it becomes very diYcult to defend eight, further reform of the Common Agricultural
that there is still a common market with open Policy, and the very diYcult sugar question. Our
borders for agricultural products. There is a limit, Committee will probably propose to do a short
a line that has to be drawn where we maintain some paper on this later in the year when we are a little
community coherence on this. That is why we are further down the line to knowing what is going to
still discussing very intensely with Member States happen, but it would be very helpful for us to know
whether there should be a minimum structure in our at this stage whether you think the eVect of
rural development proposal, whether they should reforming the sugar situation will be budget neutral.
have some minimum percentages used for certain Mr Lehner: It is a very good idea to come back to
tasks or whether there should be an even less this later because at the moment there has only been
centrally organised structure and more margin for a communication which the Commission has put
manoeuvre. I think it is all moving towards out and there are lots of reactions coming back, not
subsidiarity and there has to be a limit with regard all of them are finalised, and there is the WTO
to the level playing field, but not on control. On process going on. I think the Agricultural
control I think we have to have even stricter co- Commissioner intends to come back to this in the
operation with the Member States and the payment summer. First of all, if there is budget neutrality it
agencies because any nasty experience with an abuse should be understood that it is budget neutrality
of money will fall back not only on the Member from the point of view of first pillar agricultural
State or payment agency which missed it but also spending. If there is compensation for ACP sugar
on the European Community which gave the money suppliers—and I say if—then this has to come out
in the first place. In fact, we will try to have a clearer of a separate budget, this comes out of the
and better and more eYcient and eVective system of development budget, for which some provisions
control in the future than in the past. That is an exist and that would be extra, outside the term of
aspect where we intend to remain in the game. budget neutrality as we understand it. In the

communication of last year which laid out the sugar
reform when it said that it would be budget neutralQ488 Countess of Mar: On the point of control,
it meant against some kind of status quo scenariodoes the cost of the control come out of the total
in the agricultural area, so it would be neutral torural development budget because I can see a
agriculture spending but if there was extrabureaucracy building up massively at the expense
compensation for ACP producers that would beof—
on top.Mr Lehner: There are some activities related to

control, for example evaluations, which can be
financed out of the rural development budget and Q491 Chairman: That would be your present

reading of it.that is very helpful because it gives us objective
assessments of how things are working, but then Mr Lehner: That is my current understanding of the

term “budget neutral”.control is undertaken by the local, regional, national
and EU institutions—the European Court of Chairman: That is interesting to know.
Auditors, OLAF—and they all have their own
budgets. Q492 Lord Plumb: If there was compensation for

sugar beet growers and various schemes, where
would that money come from?Q489 Countess of Mar: If you come to Member
Mr Lehner:We would eliminate export subsidies, soStates, and obviously they must exert controls on
we are saving on those, and we would paythe ground, does that come out of this budget?
compensation to the producers. There are manyMr Lehner: No, it does not come out of this budget.
other elements in this package but these are the twoI suppose they are controlling their payment
key ones.agencies and so on already. For example, we are

working very closely with the European Court of
Auditors to have the so-called single audit concept, Q493 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: That would fit in

very well with WTO?meaning that they can rely on audits which are
undertaken by national audit institutes so there is Mr Lehner: Yes, I think it must. Everything we want

to do in the agricultural area is very much intendedno duplication of controls between them. However,
that requires that there are certain commonly agreed to fit in with the WTO green box requirements. My
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Q495 Countess of Mar: I think it is Jamaica thatpersonal experience is very short in the EU
compared with yours, but if I think back only 15 subsidises its sugar production, could they be forced
years I had to go to OECD meetings as a young to take their subsidy oV because they are poor
economist representing the EU Commission in those enough as it is?
meetings and at every meeting I was hit over the Mr Lehner: I could not say anything on that.
head with ‘EU subsidies distorting world trade’ and Chairman: We have a meeting with Mr Sørenson in
we were totally out of sync with the discussion. We 10 minutes or so. Thank you so much, both to you
had a very defensive position and we often said “It and Mr Pecci-Boriani, for coming today, we do
is our privilege to protect our farmers and so on”. appreciate it. It was very helpful from the financial
Fifteen years later with these reforms we go so far point of view of these diYcult exercises. If we have
that we can go on the oVensive in the world trade further questions we might come back to you intalks and put something on the table and say, “Let

writing, it would be very much appreciated. Thankus stop all agricultural export subsidies.”
you both very much indeed for coming.

Q494 Chairman: That is very satisfying.
Mr Lehner: That is an enormous change which I
have personally experienced. It is a limited time
period but I am struck by this change.
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Room 379, Berlaymont, 200 rue de la Loi, Brussels

Present Livsey of Talgarth, L Renton of Mount Harry, L
Mar, C (Chairman)
Plumb, L

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Claus Sørenson, Head of the Cabinet of the Agriculture Commissioner, and
Ms Christina Borchmann, Member of Cabinet responsible for Budget Financial Perspectives, examined.

Q496 Chairman:Good afternoon,Mr Sørenson and Hotel was probably themost expensive hotel bill ever
Ms Borchmann. paid by a single person because that paved the way
Mr Sørenson:Welcome to this lovely building that we for the famous Brussels ceiling. Maybe he should not
are still getting accustomed to. I am in your hands. I have done that, but that was what happened and it
can take you through how we see things, I can listen was accepted afterwards. We have the guarantee on
to your questions, it is up to you. the first pillar, which is political of course, and I do

not see that being thrown out of the window easily,
but we do not have as yet a political guarantee onQ497 Chairman: Mr Sørenson, thank you very
money for rural development. What I really see as amuch indeed for finding time in your busy life to see
problem is that the internal logic of the last CAPus this afternoon. Lord Plumb, who knows Brussels
reform said to the farmers and the people living outextremely well, tells me that if you stopmoving about
there that we would decouple and reduce the directin this building the lights go out. I do not know
aids and take in a number of new Member States. Ifwhether that is significant or not, it is a new approach
you look at the EU15 there is already quite a decreaseto see if we all work too hard. You know why we are
in the support there. Then as part of thehere. We are writing a report as a European Union
counterbalance, we would beef up the ruralLords Committee on future financing of the CAP,
development policy in a way that could collectlooking at what has already been decided or
support from a wider constituency. Because we beefannounced in terms of what the Council said in 2002,
rural development up in order to be able to producewhat the Commissioners have said is going to be
Public Goods such as improvement in theneeded both in terms of the CAP and then Pillar 1
environment, diversification in jobs, a certainand Pillar 2. If you would like to give us your
number of things that in eVect give benefits to thethoughts at the start as to is this all going to work, is
wider society. Some people in the agriculturalwhat has been announced by counsellors and
constituency did not fully realise or appreciate that atCommissioners going to be the final word
the beginning. But I think they have a great interestparticularly against the background of six countries
in absorbing this new mindset because that is one ofsaying they do notwant to contributemore than 1 per
the reasons why they can get the money. This was thecent of national income. Is everything compatible or
internal logic in the last CAP reform: a reductionnot? Obviously it is early days, we realise that, but we
over a period in the market support and a beefing uphope to report around June before the final decisions
of the rural support. That is a logic that wouldare taken giving our impressions at this early stage.
definitely break apart if the 1 per cent is going to beMr Sørenson: Let us start there and then we can go
the final result. I am not going to accuse anybody. Ifthrough the various elements. Anything canwork, let
I was a Minister of Finance in a particular countryus face it. We can stop the whole show and go back
that I happen to knowmaybe I would go for that andhome and start it all over again. Were we to land on
then see if I could get away with it. But this is a1 per cent then I think it is fair to say the whole basis
negotiation and I can say that seen from ouron which we launched the CAP reform would be
perspective the logic would not be there any more.challenged and very deeply so. I would say it would
Let me point to another type of reflection. In a way, ifbe extremely diYcult to move any further on the
possible, we have to look beyond the present financialoutstanding reforms. I do not see how we can handle
perspectives. It is not only about the period up toour constituencies if the whole basis on which they
2013, it is also preparing for what may come after. Ientered into the last CAP reform has been shaken,
am not sure that Mr Gerhard Schröder will sleepbecause that is what it could amount to. We may all
again in the Conrad Hotel and enter into a process ofhave our private thoughts about the budgetary deal
paying another hotel bill for the period after 2013that was struck in Berlin. Normally I say that the

night Mr Schröder spent down there in the Conrad until 2019–20. Something will be up for negotiation
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careful it will come out skewed because ofin 2013 and inmy view it would immensely important
if this period that we are entering into now was used misconceptions.
to build up resilient, hopefully competitive,
prosperous rural communities which are able to Q502 Chairman: Skewed?
receive some of our people who want to move out of Mr Sørenson: Yes, skewed. We have a political
the urban environment because they have a suYcient problem which is of an historical nature, that the
minimum level of services. These communities would credibility of our agricultural expenditure has not
also provide services of recreation, of tourism, of been very high because some of the expenditure has
clean drinking water because they act as a filter and been used in a trade distorting manner or to produce
so on and so forth. We have this window of for productionwithout thinking about the consumer.
opportunity until 2013 to get that right and we would This legacy in theminds ofmany peoplemakes it very
be wise to use that time. This is another reason why I easy to go and hammer the agricultural expenditure.
wouldwant to see the rural development because that This is a political problem. We will try to argue that
is what will be hammered if the 1 per cent get their the reform has changed the name of the game
way because the rest of the money is stable. The rural considerably, that agriculture is now much more
development will be hammered together with the decoupled, that the farmers can actually produce and
cohesion policy where we will have diVerent react to market signals. We have not seen the whole
problems and obviously more growth oriented impact of that yet, it is still to be seen out there in the
research and so on which is in rubric 1a at the top of fields and in the shops, but it is much easier today to
the list of financing items. We are not stubborn. The defend our Common Agricultural Policy. The
Prodi Commission put a proposal on the table and it message has not yet been fully understood and this is
is now up for negotiation. But I want to make it clear the problem.
that there are some red lines in the sand, or whatever
colour they may be, and beyond a certain pain

Q503 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: What do you meanthreshold it will not work. It is important to keep a
by “skewed”? Is it that this could be unscrambledlong-term perspective on these matters.
from the original 2002 almost by accident if the
Luxembourgers do not get it quite right?

Q498 Chairman: Can I make it absolutely clear that Mr Sørenson:No, I do not believe what was agreed in
the amount of money that goes into pillar two, the 2002 under Pillar 1 can be unscrambled.
amount of modulation from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, was
not dealt with at all in the agreement at the Conrad

Q504 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: That is sacrosanct.Hotel or the agreement of 2002, it is entirely now for
Mr Sørenson: Except if Jacques Chirac suddenly getsthe Commission to decide and argue that it should be
a brick in his head or something like that. They arewhatever it is?
pretty firm on that and there is a constituency insideMrSørenson: It is forGordon Brown and the new guy
all Member States to keep that. The skewing comesin Paris, for the Ministers of Finance. The
in when people start chopping oV under diVerentCommission has made its proposal and we will try to
headings and inadvertently they could chop oV a lotdefend it. We are not going to win everything.
in rural development and I would not like that to
happen. It is diYcult for me to be more precise

Q499 Chairman: It is all up for debate as to how because I would not like them to chop oV too much
much goes into Pillar 2? under other headings either but what I see is if we are
Ms Borchmann: Not the amount of modulation, that not good at defending our corner then we will be at
is fixed. That will be 5 per cent as from 2007. That is risk in the process.
in the CAP reform. The 8.8 million that comes from
modulation is fixed if the Brussels ceiling is fixed and

Q505 Lord Plumb: I am rather intrigued at yourthat is not up for discussion.
words to “beef up” the Rural Development Fund. I
think I understandwhat you are saying.Where is that

Q500 Chairman: That is over the period. money coming from? What I am really getting at is,
Mr Sørenson: Yes. The 8.8 million which is in the following your last comment, if you are beefing it up
Commission’s proposal is not up for discussion. from taxpayers’ money, the taxpayer has got to

understand that this is money that is going to
improve the countryside, if you like, this is ruralQ501 Chairman: The minimum figure is fixed but

anything beyond that is not. At the present moment, development funding, and there is a massive exercise
in explaining that this is a beefing up process in theirwhat do you think will most likely give way?

Mr Sørenson: We are waiting now for the interests and not giving more money to the farmer,
which is what it may be seen as, as part of the CAP.Luxembourg Presidency to come forward with their

famous toolbox in the negotiation. If we are not Where do you see the beefing up coming from?
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Lord Plumb: What about the Structural and theMr Sørenson: I think in overall amounts there is an
increase in the volume. It is true that if we look at the Cohesion Funds together.
biggest increase it will obviously go to some of the Chairman: Let us deal with rural development first
newMember States, let us be frank and honest about and then we will come back to the Single Farm
that. That is also where the need is the biggest. In the Payment and so forth because it leads on exactly
oldMember States, we keep a little bit of whatwe had from what you have been saying and I know the
and there will be a bit of an increase but it is not Countess of Mar would like to follow that up.
something to be bragging out. The overall figure is
increasing because we are extending this policy to
some of the newMember States. If you look at all the

Q506 Countess of Mar: I was just listening to whatexpenditure going to agriculture, market support and
you were saying about the schoolteacher staying inrural development, the relative weight between these
the village. Our county council is responsible fortwo pillars is shifting andwithmodulation it will shift
deciding on schools in the county. I live in a smalleven more. The question is would the taxpayer prefer
village of 350 people. The county council’s policy isto have the money in their pocket. If you ask them
to close the village schools and bus the children intolike that they will always prefer that but then we can
towns, so you are losing a whole community. Theresend everything back to them and we will see what
is a conflict between our national policy, and it hashappens. I do not think that is reasonable. The
got to be a national policy working its way downimportant thing for us is to be able to demonstrate
from central government, against this ruralthat this money will be managed in a way that will
development policy. How do we overcome that? Areproduce diversification, that will help not only the
you going to tell the British Government that theyfarmers and their immediate families but their village
must stop closing their schools or they do not get thisstructure, the rural communities that would make
funding?them nice places to live so that, in a way, the
Mr Sørenson: I would not be so naı̈ve as to believeschoolteacher who is thinking about moving to the
that we can finance all the village schools in thenext biggest town would think twice because there is
British countryside, let alone in the Polisha little transport network, there is broadband access,
countryside by Rural Development Funds. What Ithere is a kindergarten for his or her children to be
am saying is some of the money for ruraltaken care of, there is a livelihood there that gives
development could come in and help support civicthem a perspective for the future. You may say this
community groups, for example, or linking upcould be catered for under the regional policy and
community groups from village to village doing somethat is a fair point. We could have done it in the box
village renewal or helping them build up some basicdealing with cohesion, however because it was part of
services, God knows what. That can give a bit of anthe reform of the CAP and because very often we
extra push to getting a livelihood there. If Memberwould like to see it in connection with what happens
States believe that is a stupid policy then they shouldto the farming community, we thought it was better
cut that part of the rural development policy and justto drag it away from the cohesion policy a little bit
make it a purely environmental policy or purelyand subject it to the same financial control
restructuring policy. But I belive it is clever, so this ismechanism and the same planning mechanism as we
part of the proposal on the table of the Council at theknow from the Common Agricultural Policy, so we
moment. Frankly, I believe that in its very manyhave better synergy. At the same time we, and
forms, because our Member States are not all theespecially Christina who used to work in the
same, there may be those who would prefer to keepCohesion Fund before, will do our utmost to make
more population in these areas and may wish to usesure the rural development money works in synergy
the money to link up a village on broadband thatwith the regional funds. Let us be clear about it, the
unfortunately the Regional Funds could not fund. SoRegional Funds deliver the motorways, the
rural development can add a line for 20 miles orelectricity grid, they build the highways system and
something like that. They may wish to do that andthe big school, vocational training centre and so on.
other Member States may wish to go in the directionThe problem is that regional fund money tends to
your Government has chosen and they can chooseforget the rural areas because the votes are coming
other elements of the policy. It is a question offrom the urban and peri-urban areas. The Regional
philosophy, what do we want from our countryside?Funds have a tendency to cater to the needs of that
Do we want to depopulate it and simply have the biggroup of the electorate and that is where we have a
farms which are the order of the day and they caterdeficit. There is a financing deficit in the rural
for themselves and then we have a provincial centre,communities between the specific market support for
and that is it, or do we want some kind of livelihoodagriculture and the regional policy going to urban
in attractive villages that may also receive urbanand semi-urban areas. That is where the rural

development policy comes in. people doing the work.
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has to be well co-ordinated. We do not want oneQ507 Countess of Mar: Do you want it like a
chocolate box? I am talking about Britain in project dragging us in one direction and another

philosophy dragging us in the other direction. This isparticular because we have chocolate box scenery.
Do we want it preserved so that the townspeople can precisely why I asked Christina to join me because

she comes from that diVerent “regional policy”come out and look at these chocolate box pictures
rather than it being a working environment? world. Secondly, we have asked the Member States,

this is at least what we propose, that they make sureMr Sørenson: I do not know if looking at a chocolate
they describe very clearly in the national plans howbox is pejorative or a positive connotation. It
the two funds operate together. Obviously if wedepends if there is any chocolate inside, of course.
speak about a specific programme or a specificChairman: I think both of my colleagues would very
project they have to make a choice. We do not wantmuch like to come in on this.
them to get the money from the two taps at the sameLord Plumb: If a lot of people were listening to your
time and put it in the same pot. They have to choosedescription at the moment they would be quite
whether they take it from this shelf or from anotherimpressed thinking there is going to be money there
shelf. This is built into the system. Will it work?for help for rural development in the countryside,
Could it be done diVerently? Maybe. But this is whatand that is fine, but we have got the Regional Fund,
we have put on the table. I think the problem haswe have got the various objectives in various areas
been recognised.coming in diVerent categories. My friend here is from

Wales and there is a vast amount of money going
into Wales. Q509 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: I am encouraged by
Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Do not believe it. what you say about the specific rural objective in

what you are pushing. I come fromMidWales where
17 per cent of people are still on the land and 25 perQ508 Lord Plumb:We have got the Regional Fund,
cent of the population get their income fromactivitiesthe Structural Fund, the Cohesion Fund, we have got
associated with agriculture, which might bea new development where so much is going to be seen
machinery or whatever. That is very unusual in thegoing to agriculture and so much for rural
UK. We are much more like Ireland. Where we dodevelopment, and all of us are totally in favour of
not get Structural Funding Objective 1, it might befurther rural development, we want to see that taking
Objective 2 and going away from Objective 2.place and we want to see the results of Europe’s
Decisions on those Structural Funds tend to be takeninvestment in rural development. It has been
in urban centres a long way away from the rural areassuggested to us if you were to put the Structural and
and the application of these funds is a bit piecemealthe Cohesion Funds together it might make a lot
and is not always what people in those areas wishmore sense in both administrative terms and also in
would happen. Unfortunately, some of myterms of a better understanding of what Europe is
colleagues have had to go back home who maydoing in order to do more than help highways and
disagree fundamentally with what I am saying.help to build the factories or airports or whatever, to
Mr Sørenson: That is democratic.really try to improve those villages and village life

generally.
Mr Sørenson: It depends where you are in Europe. I Q510 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: As soon as you start

melding together urban and rural areas, the ruraldo not believe we can let go of the Structural Funds
because there are places in Europe where they do areas always lose out. The attraction of what you are

putting here that I see is the fund has been targetedneed this capital injection to get their basic
infrastructure and the big projects right. Something into the rural areas and the decision making will take

place on the basis of their priorities and nothas to be given there to support it. We may discuss
how much and we put in a cap of 4 per cent of their somebody else in a building like this somewhere a

long way away. If that could be achieved and thereGDP on the new Member States but we also know
what happened to the Structural Funds in Ireland was not a double funding issue, which you talked

about when you were responding, we would get quiteway back, they got up to six and a half per cent and it
was way toomuch, an over-financing. Then you have a long way in rural development.

Mr Sørenson: What I can say to that is this is theother Member States where they do not get that
much from the Structural Funds but they will get philosophy. We have asked Member States to use a

bottom-up approach in establishing their varioussomething from the Rural Development Funds
because they are not limited to the famous old plans. We cannot avoid the fact that it will have to

pass by London or Madrid. We deal with MemberObjective 1 areas. They can and may go to areas that
have a little bit more of an income but which are States, this is inevitable, but it is important for us to

make sure that we cater to the wishes of the peoplenevertheless rural. This is the situation. What I hear
you say is we bloody well have tomake sure if the two who are out there and the way inwhich the regulation

has been designed is to identify objectives and resultsfunds are operating more or less in the same region it
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development? Do you take it almost as granted thatthat we would like to see happening that fit with the
local agenda. This is very important. We have given Pillar 2 will grow more or less continuously at the

expense if Pillar 1?it a boost and we will see how it turns out. We will be
watchful to make sure that it benefits that Ms Borchmann: I think that is how it is being seen

after the CAP reform. With the decoupling there areconstituency.
so many handles on the direct aids and you can say it
is easier to cut it down, there is even a budgetaryQ511 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Just to sum up, it is
discipline instrument to do it. The idea is that theyour vision that these are not competitive with
farmers will become more competitive and there areStructural Funds but they run alongside?
the WTO negotiations. If the next seven years showMrSørenson:Themomentwe reach agreement on the
that competitiveness is going up there is thisdistribution of the sums in the negotiation under the
possibility and, as the Commissioner likes to say,financial perspectives then that money is ring-fenced,
rural development is the future, she sees the ruralbut it is not ring-fenced today at this very hour
development instrument as the real future ofbecause the negotiations are going on. That is where
agriculture policy.I come back to my worry that if the toolbox and the

Luxembourg Presidency want to give too many gifts
to the 1 per cent club then the result may be skewed Q517 Chairman: Do you regard WTO as being the
because inevitably it will be rural development that principal driver of this change or is it also popular
will be hammered. public opinion that Single FarmPayment is a straight

subsidy to farmers that it becomes less and less
Q512 Chairman: That is a very important point for explicable to the populace?
us to hear from you. Coming from where we do, we Ms Borchmann: Absolutely the two. We even
hope that will not happen but, in a way, for us experience it within the Commission. When you start
making a report at the present time that is the key talking about the financial perspectives nobody
point. You are saying if 1 per cent GNI remains, the thinks that you can keep on defending that
burden of that on the CAP project is that the rural agriculture is half the budget of the EuropeanUnion.
development policy will be the one that suVers. It was a policy which came into force to ensure that
Mr Sørenson: Yes. we had the food we needed to eat but this is no longer

the case, so this is definitely driving it.
Q513 Chairman: I think it is very good for us to have
such a clear view.

Q518 Chairman:What about the counter-argumentMr Sørenson: This is really what I believe. I think you
that even in this global world we—Europe—shouldbelieve it also, do you not?
remain self-suYcient in food production?Ms Borchmann: Yes.
Ms Borchmann: Europe is not just self-suYcient, it isMr Sørenson: So we are two.
over self-suYcient.Countess of Mar:We have heard quite a lot of others

who believe it too.

Q519 Countess of Mar: This morning when we were
Q514 Chairman: In your judgment, looking ahead, talking to COPA they were very concerned about the
and perhaps time is getting on and we should move eVect on our competitiveness in world markets with
on to the Single Farm Payment— our requirements for the environment and animal
Mr Sørenson: I must say I have a problem because I welfare and what they kept stressing was these
have just been called by my Commissioner and she is environmental and animal welfare costs are everyday
in Nairobi. She wants to speak to me before four costs, they are continuous, they are not a lump sum,
o’clock. If I could just pop out. Christina is right on so where rural development is to help them to be
the ball, so just ask her exactly the same types of competitive it is not going to meet the need because
questions and then I will come back as soon as I can. that cost is ongoing and everyday you have got to

make sure your pigs are kept in the right conditions
Q515 Chairman: I came back from Nairobi only 10 and those sorts of things. They felt that Pillar 1 was
days ago so please give her my good wishes and say I some sort of compensation for it so it should not be
hope she is enjoying the weather. eroded.
Ms Borchmann: I imagine she is inside in the Ms Borchmann: I do not think that it will disappear
negotiations. It is a mini-ministerial on the Doha but it is like a handle. One thing that was not
Round with Mandelson. mentioned is we all talk about the Brussels ceiling but

I am sure you have heard people in Brussels mention
that one is not so sure what will happen withQ516 Chairman: Look ahead now beyond 2007–13,

longer term how do you see the division of the CAP Romanian and Bulgarian expenditure vis-à-vis the
Brussels ceiling.budget between the Single Farm Payment and rural
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do not have figures on that. We are hoping that theQ520 Countess of Mar: We have had several ideas
on that. rural development simplification will bring savings

because we no longer have the Guarantee side, whichMs Borchmann: I will not say ideas but the question
is, is it included or not and the Commission view is it had one structure, and the Guidance side, which had

a diVerent structure. You could say the Guidanceis not included, that is why the Commission’s
proposal sets aside eight billion extra for them. If side had the same as the other Structural Funds but

our experience was that the Guidance was notsomebody was to decide they were part of the ceiling
that would mean an additional cut in 2013 of 8.8 per handled by the same people who were doing the
cent for EU15 farmers in their direct aid, just to say Regional Fund or Social Fund in theMember States.
that the handle is there. It is 8.8 per cent in 2013 for Now Guarantee and Guidance will be handled in the
EU15 farmers only. same way, so that should give simplification.

Hopefully the same is true of the Single Payment
Scheme because we are no longer expecting to countQ521 Chairman: As far as the new 10 entrants, how
animals on farms. I have also worked in DGdependent are they on Single Farm Payments and
Agriculture and I have been going around countingwhat is their general attitude to what you are saying,
animals, in the UK as well, and it takes a lot ofwhat you andMr Sørenson have been saying to us for
resources to go out to 10 per cent of the farmers whothe last half an hour? Do they really expect farmers in
have applied for a premium. That will no longer bethose countries to go on getting Single Farm
necessary. From my own hands-on experience,Payments or the equivalent of them forever?
hopefully the administrative costs will fall.Ms Borchmann: I think farmers are getting used to

that already. The latest figures show that farm
income has risen enormously in these countries. In

Q524 Lord Plumb: Do you see the possibility of anPoland it was something like a 50 per cent income rise
increase in fraud, because we know that fraud doesand even more after they became members. That is
exist from time to time in one form or another? If itnot only because they receive the Single Farm
is simplified yet more, if more subsidiarity takes placePayment but because they are allowed to use some of
because the situation is diVerent in every region andthe rural development money to pay the top-up.
in every country, do you see the possibility of theSome of these countries, like Slovenia, used to have
extension of fraud? It is a very diYcult question andthis support anyway, and the maximum they can pay
one does not know. Is there an area of doubt there?top-up is normally 40 per cent but if they paid the
Ms Borchmann: I have spent the last 11 yearssubsidy before it goes up to 70 per cent. They have
controlling EU expenditure in the diVerent Memberfarmers who are used to it and they have calculated
States and I would say there is a huge advantage forinto it that they will get this subsidy.
rural development. The eligibility rules are going to
be clearer, which is one thing we hope for. That has

Q522 Countess of Mar: Have their markets opened been a problem in the Structural Funds, that you do
up as well? not have clear eligibility rules, and then—I do not call
MsBorchmann:They have not beenmembers for that it fraud—it becomes easier to go into the grey zone of
long. I have not seen any analysis on that. whether it is eligible or not. There is one thing wemay

have to look at in world development. If you look at
Q523 Lord Plumb: We have been encouraged in the Single Farm Payment scheme or the direct aids,
hearing the views of several people while we have there we have administrative sanctions so if you go
been here to hear the word “simplification”which has out and find they have said they have so much and
been coming to the fore, saying “Let us make things only have so much, you do not just do a linear cut,
more understandable and more transparent so that there is a percentage cut or sanction in that and we
everybody knows what they are doing”, but we are have not had that in the Structural Funds. It has been
moving into a wider area of rural development and for the Member States to set those sanctions but
the Single Farm Payment people will begin to many have not done that, so they have been free to
understand as it starts to operate there are certain over-declare and if it was found this was not correct
problems around that, but nevertheless. How do you they still got paid for what they had done. There is an
see the administrative costs on both sides? area for improvement there.
Administration of aRuralDevelopment Fund, or the
various funds that are going to assist in rural

Q525 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Just a factualdevelopment, could be quite expensive, could it not?
question: disregarding the 10 new members, whatHow does that compare with the administrative costs
basis is the Single Farm Payment calculated on forof the Direct Farm Payment?
the 15? We know what the situation is in the UK. DoMs Borchmann:We do not have exact figures on this
many of them go on the historical basis of paymentsbecause all the administrative costs are borne by the

Member States. We have asked our services but we or is there a diVerent approach on area?
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guess of the likely reduction of the Single FarmMs Borchmann: Some of them go on an historical
Payment at that time?basis, I do not know how many it is. It is only 10
Ms Borchmann: I would not dare to make a guess.Member States who are implementing this year, there
That would be purely a political choice and wouldis another 10 next year and then in 2007 it is
not just come from the Commission. Obviouslyeverybody. I do not know the figures but that is
Chirac will not be President at the time but it dependssomething we can get for you.
very much on which people are in the seat at that
time. As Claus said, the Brussels Ceiling was decidedQ526 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: It would be useful to
in a hotel in Berlin, it was not decided within aknow what basis they are on.
meeting room. We are talking of personalities here.Ms Borchmann:We can get the figures.

Q531 Chairman: I had no idea that Jacques Chirac
Q527 Chairman: Time is getting on, I am afraid. had been so much the man behind this. We were told
Could we just talk about the further reform of CAP. this at our previous meeting.
Do you think that pressures on both the dairy and the Ms Borchmann: The same happened in 2000–06 in
cereals industries are likely to be further reforms Berlin when they made the agreement, this was not
because of the need for further savings? Particularly made in the room, it was Chirac and Schröder
there is the question of the sugar reform. Do you going—
think that committing ourselves to what has already Lord Plumb: And the one before that.
been promised under the sugar regime is likely to be

Q532 Chairman: That is democracy.budget neutral or is it going to cost the EU more?
Ms Borchmann: Yes, it is democracy, but you do notMs Borchmann: The proposal which was put forward
know who democracy will put in the driving seat inlast year from the Commission, which I know was
2011 or 2012.rejected, was budget neutral. The idea is that the one
Chairman: I understand that.which we hope to put forward after the appellate

body on theWTOwill be budget neutral. There is the
Q533 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: It is sometimes aaspect of the ACP countries, the ones that have a
trade-oV between one interest and another.legitimate expectation, everybody knows they will
Ms Borchmann: I do not see direct aids disappearinghave to be paid some compensation and that will be
or the Single Farm Payments disappearing as froman additional cost.
2014.

Q528 Chairman: What drawer in the budget would Q534 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: You do not?
that come out of? Ms Borchmann: No. The market measures are the
MsBorchmann: There have been some proposals that ones that are under pressure but that is linked more
it should come out of the European Development to WTO. Like the refunds, there are no deadlines on
Fund but that does not seem to be very likely. The the phasing out.
Commission has just published its annual policy
strategy for 2006 and it would have to be applicable Q535 Chairman: There are no deadlines set for that?
from 2006 if we do get the proposal adopted by Ms Borchmann: No, but the deadline will be set in
November, as we hope to. There is ƒ40 million Hong Kong.
foreseen for this compensation and that would come

Q536 Chairman: Are there any more questions?from the flexibility instrument, not from the EDFbut
Thank you very much indeed.simply from the reserve that is still in there. That is all
Ms Borchmann: You are welcome. I am sorry MrI can say at the moment because it is still up for
Sørenson had to leave.negotiation.

Q537 Chairman: It has been extremely interesting.
Q529 Chairman: It is not a huge sum. Thank you for finding the time to talk to us, it ismuch
Ms Borchmann: No. appreciated.

Ms Borchmann: I will let you have something about
Q530 Chairman: Finally, going back to Single Farm which Member States do what.
Payment for a moment, if you were to project Chairman: That would be very interesting. Thank

you.yourself forward to 2013, what would be your best
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UK Permanent Representation, 10 Avenue d’Auderghem, Brussels

Present Haskins, L Plumb, L

Examination of Witness

Witness: Dr Franz Fischler, former Commissioner for Agriculture and Rural Development, examined.

Q538 Lord Plumb: Apologies from our Chairman, agricultural expenditure for the First Pillar than the
agreement was, so this is added.Lord Renton of Mount Harry. He could not come.

We came here last week and youwere in Vienna sowe
particularly wanted to meet you this week. Lord Q542 Lord Haskins: Yes, the 1.14 per cent.Haskins you know andwe havemet a few times in the

Dr Fischler: This has nothing to do with that. I ampast. We are in the process of taking evidence from
speaking only about agricultural expenditure. Themany people. We have already taken evidence from a
1.14 is the overall amount for the whole budget. I amnumber of academics, the NFU, the CLA and so on.
speaking about the agreement which was achievedYou are the architect of the whole of the reform of
primarily between France and Germany and agreedthe CAP.
in the summit here in Brussels.

Dr Fischler: But what counts is not the plan of the
architect but what the constructors deliver.
Lord Plumb: It is whether we build the house Q543 Lord Haskins: Yes, in 2003.
according to what the architect demands. Dr Fischler: In this agreement Bulgaria and Romania

are not included. Therefore, the question is now, if
the Member States agree on something diVerentQ539 Lord Haskins: If the architect gets it wrong it
compared with the Commission proposal what iswill never be built.
likely to happen? One possibility is that they amend

Dr Fischler: That is a bit of a problem.
the agreement and say that while the overall amount
must be the same with this amount also Bulgaria and
Romania must be financed.Q540 Lord Plumb: The architect might decide how

much it is going to cost us and others might decide
that we cannot have that amount. That is part of it.

Q544 Lord Haskins: Which means less forWe would like your views on that but we would also
everybody else.like to take in Doha as part of that, because we have
Dr Fischler: This could be one of the outcomes,tended, in taking evidence from many people, to
especially if those countries which are more in favourleave that till the end until we realisedmore andmore
of agriculture agree to that. That is another question.that it is verymuch the influence (not that you needed
Another risk, so to speak, is if they agree on a cuta lot of influence because I know that for the last 12
compared with the Commission proposal, an overallyears that you have been moving towards this) of the
linear cut. These are as far as I can see the twocore conference in terms of the change for
changes which could be part of the final compromise.environmentally friendly operation that moves us in
A third possible option is in principle a repetition ofthat direction.
what we have discussed already in the context ofDr Fischler: When we start with the question of the
Agenda 2000, in other words a certain co-financing,overall financing and the new financial perspective
but this is much less likely than the two other options.and what is the status quo, so to speak, as you know,
You must also know that if they do not changethere is this agreement in the European Council,
anything this means that the financial discipline willwhich was achieved more than two years ago with
apply. This is important because in 2006 the level ofthis future ceiling until 2013 for agricultural
direct payments with the 10 new countries is only 35expenditure. Agricultural expenditure means in this
per cent of the normal level, so with the other 65 percontext the EU 25 and it means the First Pillar and
cent which comes later on they have to be financednothing else. This is the first question therefore.
under this ceiling, clearly. In addition to that the
increasing amounts necessary to finance the dairy
reform have also been financed under the existingQ541 Lord Haskins: What about Bulgaria and

Romania? discipline. This means that following the calculations
the Commission may decide, before we decide theDr Fischler: Bulgaria and Romania are not included

in this agreement but this is also the reason why the reform, from the year 2008 onwards there will be a
cut in the direct payments. The result of theCommission proposal is for this higher level of
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moved to rural development but for those who getcalculation we made was that in 2008 a cut of about
8 per cent would be necessary. the money it is the same situation; there is no

diVerence. Here then there is an additional element
and this is modulation. Modulation, as you know, isQ545 Lord Haskins: To the 15?
in principle money which is in the budget under theDr Fischler: To everybody.
heading of agricultural expenditure, but then moved
via the regulation to rural development support.Q546 Lord Haskins: The level would be 8 per cent
Here in principle the percentage which can be movedlower than it would otherwise have been?
is fixed in the regulation. I do not think it is very likelyDr Fischler: Yes, so this is the other point. It was not
that there would be a qualified majority in favour ofpossible to agree on the cutting method, so to speak.
changing that. There are some who are a bit over-I guess there will be again a discussion about, for
optimistic that theMember States would be preparedexample, should there be a linear cut in the level of
to move that amount.support with every hectare reduced by the same

amount, or should there be a diVerent cut depending
on the size of the farm? You will have the old

Q551 Lord Haskins: You mean to increase it?discussions.
DrFischler:No, because if they say yes to such a thing
then it is nothing else but an indirect cut of theQ547 Lord Plumb: On modulation.
agricultural expenditure and it is tactically a bitDr Fischler: It is not exactly modulation.
stupid to accept such a thing now. In addition to thatLord Plumb: But it can be a cut-oV point.
you have then the specific British problem because
your government has already used modulation in theQ548 Lord Haskins: Or a separation between one
past to a certain degree and therefore there is aand two.
diVerent type of phasing in of modulation and youDr Fischler: It is not unlikely that there will be a
have then also to renegotiate all this stuV. Not onlydiscussion that bigger farms should contribute more
that: you have then also this so-called nationalto finance the necessary amount.
reserve of up to 3 per cent of the direct payments.
They are in principle in the regulation Articles 6 andQ549 Lord Haskins: Fiercely fought in Britain.
42. These two articles in my view are very clear aboutDr Fischler: This is clear now. This will again revive
what is allowed and what is not allowed. I do notthe German discussion because the biggest receivers
know what theMember States finally are going to doare the former state farms in Germany. You will also
because first of all I think it is unlikely that there willhave some people from, for example, the Czech
be an agreement during the Luxembourg Presidency.Republic or Slovakia, or also Hungary or the Baltic
That is at least my impression. Nothing is going toStates because you have also such big farms there.
happen under the British Presidency, and thenYou will have a new mixture of positions. This will
follows the Austrian Presidency.not be the same as it was when we decided to reform.

This is broadly speaking what is going on in the
financing sector.

Q552 LordHaskins: It must be fixed by then though,
must it not?Q550 Lord Haskins: Is there pressure on the CAP in
DrFischler:Yes. It would be the latest date but on thetotal? Do you distinguish between Pillar 1 and
other hand do not forget that if they fix that in, let usPillar 2?
say, June then one or two months later the GermansDr Fischler: No. I will come now to Pillar 2. There is
have their general election, so is it likely that Mrno agreement about Pillar 2 for the time being. This
Schröder would accept something which isis totally separate and this is, I would say, linked
weakening his original position of the 1 per cent inmore to the discussion about the future of the
this situation?structure support because a major part of this money

goes to the Objective 1 regions. In addition to that we
managed, with our request that there should be one

Q553 Lord Haskins: You think it is not possible forfund and one programme, that part of the money
Luxembourg to achieve it?which is in the proposal, now world development
Dr Fischler: I think it is almost impossible.money, comes from the structural funds, the original

funds. Therefore, one has also to be a little bit careful
in the argument and one should not accept this trick

Q554 Lord Haskins: We will have had the Britishwhich is used in some quarters where they say,
election.“Look: in rural development there is a big increase of
Dr Fischler: They have a lot to do to complete theexpenditure”. It is not true. It is only a change in the

headings. It is former structure money which is negotiations about the Stability Pact.
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Q565 Lord Haskins: Then the single payment is aQ555 Lord Haskins: Somebody said to us that the
problem with this whole negotiation is that the process over the years of enabling farmers to come to

termswith it.Would you see the single payment beingFrench want the farmers, the Germans want the
Stability Pact and the British want the rebate. in place in 15 years’ time?

Dr Fischler: Yes, because if they are not in place, letDr Fischler: Yes, but maybe that is a bit too simple.
us be clear here, and this is the fundamental
argument, you can forget all the discussions aboutQ556 Lord Plumb: That is complicated, is it not?
maintaining the countryside. Finally andDr Fischler: It is a bit more diYcult.
economically speaking what you cannot have is
European farmers competing with the rest of the

Q557 Lord Haskins: It may be too simple but it is world and at the same time accepting many more
crude. rules relating to environment and animal welfare and
Dr Fischler: The Germans will not be satisfied if they what-have-you and an obligation to maintain
get only the Stability Pact, so the Germans will landscapes and the rural traditions and so on without
really fight— getting any money for that.

Q558 Lord Haskins: Against a rising budget?
Q566 Lord Haskins: And you think EuropeanDrFischler:No.They are not somuch against a rising
taxpayers will be happy with that over 15 years?budget. They are more against the rising net payer
Dr Fischler:Whether they are happy or not is not thestatus. That is their real problem. If one finds a way
question. Are you happy to pay taxes for manyto redistribute the burden-sharing amongst the net
other things?payers then I think it is a diVerent situation. Themore

you go in that direction the more you have the
discussion about the rebate. That is the consequence. Q567 Lord Haskins: But the politics of it are going

to be okay?
Dr Fischler: I would say that this type of spending isQ559 Lord Haskins: If you had to say in one
not the most stupid in our taxation system. I couldsentence what the purpose of these reforms was
find many others more stupid.overwhelmingly what would you say?

Dr Fischler: The agricultural reforms?
Q568 Lord Haskins:Basically what you are saying is
that this reform should be a 15-year reform.Q560 Lord Haskins: Yes.
DrFischler: I am sure it will be because, let us be clear,Dr Fischler: This is absolutely clear: to decouple, and
under the agreement reached in theWTO last year onto decouple means at the same time to break the link
1 August in Geneva this requires not an additionalbetween production and support, and in addition to
reform. All that is required is a clear reform in thethat to re-link the support with the public services
sugar sector; there is no doubt about that, but thethat agriculture is providing, for example, cross-
sugar reform as it is envisaged from the Commissioncompliance and all these kinds of things.
side is budgetary neutral so there are no additional
costs.Q561 LordHaskins:Butmainly the driver was to get

ready to be able to negotiate a new round of WTO
negotiations. Q569 Lord Haskins: On the WTO then, assuming a
Dr Fischler: This was one of the positive side eVects, settlement is made with a further pressure
let us say. downwards on prices and with the elimination of the

export subsidies, will they go back into the single
payment? That is the intention, money saved on theQ562 Lord Haskins: It was a side eVect; it was not
export subsidies?the purpose.
Dr Fischler: You should not expect too much out ofDr Fischler: This was not the original purpose.
that.

Q563 Lord Haskins: And the purpose was by
Q570 Lord Haskins: There is not very much leftdecoupling to reduce output basically.
now.Dr Fischler:Clearly. Let us say to increase themarket
Dr Fischler: As soon as there are no longer subsidiesforces. This was the purpose.
or export subsidies for sugar there is not much left.

Q564 Lord Haskins: Which eVectively would
reduce output. Q571 Lord Haskins:We were told that last year the

export subsidy was 1.5 billion for 2003. That was aDr Fischler: And the eVect of that is that you have
less output. good year but they expect it to go up this year.
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Q576 Lord Haskins: He can do that.Dr Fischler: But this year is an extraordinary year
because you have abnormally low prices in the grain Dr Fischler: The counter-cyclical payments are

clearly heavily trade-distorting. The crucial thingsector, but on average it is clear that in the future
there will be no longer export subsidisation and the here, and this is sometimes overlooked, is not the

amber box payments of the Americans but the demoney you save in principle is needed for certain
amendments which you will have from time to time minimis payments because the Americans use eight

billion dollars a year only for that.in the whole system. I do not see big savings. The
problem here is that people tend to compare always
with the past support system and ignore what is Q577 Lord Haskins: And there is big money going
changing where you cannot see for the moment the into that this year.
eVects of the change. As I have said, if we have to cut Dr Fischler: The Americans have an overlapping
the direct payments in three years’ time thenmaybe if system now. They have first the loan deficiency
we use less money for export subsidies the cut would payments and in addition to that, if the price is below
be a little bit less. I think there is not a major a certain level, they have the counter-cyclical
diVerence out of that because do not forget that for payments, so they pay in two steps.
the direct payments altogether you need almost
20 billion and if you save, let us say, one billion, it is

Q578 Lord Haskins: And they are getting both of5 per cent.
those this year.
Dr Fischler: They get both of those because they have

Q572 Lord Haskins: We have seen some figures on a low price situation. They had a major problem
the WTO that if you eliminate the subsidies it could last year.
have an impact of up to 10 per cent on cereal and
dairy prices.

Q579 Lord Haskins: And a huge grain harvest.Dr Fischler: I have not seen such figures. The first
Dr Fischler:No, that is not true. The American grainthing we should do here is that we need a timetable
harvest was lower than last year. This is the exceptionabout the phasing out of the export subsidies and
in the world. All other grain producing areas in thesuch a timetable for the time being does not exist.
world had a record harvest but the Americans had
5 per cent less than last year, I think.

Q573 Lord Haskins: It will be a long-drawn-out
thing.

Q580 Lord Haskins: Can we turn to Pillar 2? I amDr Fischler: The thinking behind the agreement was
very clear on what you are saying about Pillar 1’sthat the phasing out should go on during the whole
agricultural reform. That makes absolute sense.implementation period and the total phasing out
What I am worried about is whether everybody isshould then be completed at the end of the
going to get value for money under the agri-implementing period of the next round. Who knows
environmental scheme. How are we going to policewhen the result of the round will be implemented and
them? How are we going to make sure that farmerswhen it will start? The earliest it can start is 2007 but
do what they are expected to do? Is it going to be verymore likely 2008. This is under the condition that the
costly to administer?ministerial in the fall of this year does not fail inHong
Dr Fischler:Why is it costly to administer?Kong and I would not bid a penny for that.

Q581 Lord Haskins: Checking that the farmers areQ574 Lord Haskins: What do you think the
doing what they are meant to be doing. We have hadAmerican position is likely to be? Is it likely to be
experience in some of our English schemes that themore co-operative than last time?
bureaucrats go out to measure how they haveDr Fischler: The American position is the following.
performed.They have major troubles with their internal policy
Dr Fischler:Yes. The Second Pillar in principle is firstand we have no troubles at all. We can accept
of all more flexible and the design of the programmeseverything the Americans accept on the internal
is left much more to the Member States, so if youpolicy side but what we cannot accept is too big a
have a bureaucratic system it is partly because youdiVerence between how the Americans are treated
have developed a bureaucratic system.and how we are treated because this would then have

the consequences that the Americans could escape a
reform and I think it is really crucial that the Q582 Lord Haskins: And the Commission does not
Americans also do an agricultural reform. really care how this is administered. Is that what you

are saying?
Dr Fischler: That is not exactly right. We do not careQ575 Lord Haskins: And a decoupling.

Dr Fischler: Or at least go back to the former Farm how burdensome your administration is but we care
that you properly administer the system. If youBill and drop these counter-cyclical payments.
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Dr Fischler: This was one reason but there was reallydevelop a complicated system which is then more
complicated to control, that is your business. not much political interest in that kind of policy, and

also not in MAFF.
Q583 Lord Haskins: But do you think the
Commission can control this without a huge amount Q588 Lord Plumb: But now we are there.
of complexity? Dr Fischler: Now it is diVerent.
Dr Fischler: The Commission has no major problem
with controlling this because most of the necessary Q589 Lord Plumb:Dowe not have too many funds?
controls are combined with the cross-compliance Dr Fischler: Now you have the following situation
controls, so there is not much of a diVerence. broadly speaking. You have friends in some

countries which are faced with a similar situation.
Q584 Lord Haskins: The third element of Pillar 2 One of your friends is clearly Denmark because the
which I find the most diYcult to understand is the Danish have also not shown much interest in that
whole rural development policy and the confusion— policy. Another country is the Netherlands. They, I
and you mentioned it earlier—between the CAP would say, are automatically on your side. You
reforms and structural funds and how they work in. clearly have opponents. These are those who got in
This is really where we want to transfer funds to the the past a large amount compared with the size of
new Member States. their agricultural sector. There was a special problem
Dr Fischler: No, not at all. related to the enlargement in 1994 because in 1994

Finland, Austria and Sweden got a comparatively big
amount of money for rural development purposes—Q585 Lord Haskins: Structural funds and Objective
this was part of the accession negotiations—to find a1 are where you transfer the funds?
way, because all these three countries are clear netDr Fischler: No. The main transfer of the new
payers, to reduce a little bit their net payer status. OnMember States is the structural policy and also the
the other hand, if one could think with the head of apart of the rural development policy which was
British representative in the negotiations, one couldfinanced in the past following the principles of the
think about ways of how one could make a betterstructural policy. There more money goes to the new
deal with the rebate if one got in other areascountries but from modulation and from—
comparatively more money than in the past. There
would be some logic in that.Q586 Lord Haskins: That goes to everybody, does

it?
Q590 Lord Plumb: It has been suggested to us thatDr Fischler: This goes to everybody in the same way.
you could link the cohesion fund and the structuralThe part which is paid under the guarantee fund is
fund together. We have those funds, we have moneyalso distributed following the same principles in all
that is used in Objective 1.the countries but there is another problem. This has
Dr Fischler: But do not forget the cohesion fund andmuch more to do with the old Member States than
the structural fund are to a certain degree linkedwith the newMember States. Let us be clear: how did
already now and this does not help the rural areas atthat work in the former programming periods? The
all because the cohesion fund for the moment isfirst step was always that an amount in the financial
limited only to projects, for example, where youperspective was fixed which could be used for rural
increase the environmental standards, waste waterdevelopment in principle. There were diVerent
treatment for example, or waste treatment, and foramounts because it was not only under one heading;
infrastructure projects and they are also only for bigit was a bit more complicated than that, but in
projects like the construction of highways or newprinciple the amount was fixed. Then the
railways and things like that, so I do not see how thisCommission made a proposal about how this money
can help our interests.could be used. This was the rural development

regulation. Then there was a third element and this
was the distribution system amongst the Member Q591 Lord Haskins: Is there not a case (it is always
States. Letme be clear about that. It is true that in the said in Britain at any rate) for re-nationalising rural
past the UK did not show a lot of interest in this type development?
of policy, so therefore the share which goes to the Dr Fischler: Yes. What one could do, and this could
UK, or at least which went in the past to the UK, is also reduce—I am thinking aloud here a little bit—
small compared with the size of the UK agricultural the net payer status not only of Britain but also of
sector. other countries if you say you reduce the level of

Community support in the structural policy and
consequently also for rural development, but youQ587 Lord Haskins: The UK’s view on matched

funding mainly was because of the resistance of the introduce new rules, more tolerant rules, for state
aids because this would mean re-nationalisation,UK Treasury to match the funds.
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Q599 Lord Haskins: Just looking forward 10 years,because if you do not change the state aid rules then
you can forget this; this is a trick and nothing else. what sort of a prospect would you be giving

European farmers as to where they might be in 10You need these two elements. You can only do the
one if you get the other. This would have as a years’ time? What sort of structural changes do you

see in farming, particularly for the newMembers, likeconsequence that in reality the weaker countries
would pay the bill finally because they would get less Poland? Huge economic and social changes have got

to take place in the rural economy in Poland. Do youmoney out of the Community funds but they have
not got the necessary national money available to think those are going to be carried out?

Dr Fischler: One should do a proper impact analysiscompensate this via additional state aid programmes.
because it is not enough only to make certain
assumptions and to base such prospects only on aQ592 Lord Haskins: But you could take account of
certain feeling. Here some research would be good.that raising through the structural funds the amount
My feeling is the following. First of all, let us be clear.of money they were getting. Do you think that the
If you look at what the administration and thenew Member States are getting a fair deal out of all
ministries are doing in these countries, in reality theythis?
are not supporting the small farmers.Dr Fischler: On the basis of the Commission

proposals they get more than a fair deal.

Q600 Lord Haskins: They are letting them go.
Q593 Lord Haskins: Compared with Spain 20 Dr Fischler: Yes. On the other hand these typical
years ago? subsistence farms in Poland have not much to do in
Dr Fischler: Almost the same. reality with agriculture. This is nothing more than

hidden unemployment. This is unemployment but
Q594 Lord Haskins: I did not realise that. because in Poland you do not get much money if you
Dr Fischler: It is not much worse. are not employed then you find away to survive, so to

speak, if you have your own potatoes and if you have
Q595 Lord Haskins: So they are all pretty pleased some milk and things like that.
with the deal?
Dr Fischler: Yes, they are. Q601 Lord Haskins: A peasant society.

Dr Fischler: Yes. Therefore, in my view you also
Q596 Lord Haskins: And the ones who are cannot solve these types of problems by an
grumbling are the big countries? agricultural policy. You can only solve this by finding
Dr Fischler: And the Mediterraneans will clearly try new ways to give these people job opportunities.
to organise here a front against the net payers. The Also, in that sector all the new investments go to the
real mistake was made some years ago when they big cities and the surroundings of the big cities and
agreed in NITSA that this new financial perspective nothing goes to the countryside. The reality therefore
must be agreed unanimously, so the Spanish will only is that Poland has in some ways already gone too far
go for bare structural funds and nothing else. and you will find in 15 years’ time empty villages, and

not just a few; you will findmany such villages. I have
Q597 Lord Haskins:On the Doha agreement are the sometimes contact with people coming from there.
Mediterranean countries more exposed than the For example, I know a professor, a geologist in
north European countries? Innsbruck. He is Polish and he tells me that he goes
Dr Fischler: No. every year for one or two months during summer to

his home village. He said to me, “You will not believe
Q598 Lord Haskins: There is no particular problem it. I have been going there for almost 20 years in
for them? summer but now I participate only in funerals and
Dr Fischler: Let us say they see a particular problem never in a marriage or a birth”.
which has more to do with Mediterranean countries
but nothing to do with the support as such. You

Q602 Lord Haskins: But there is a huge change thatknow there is this discussion about the protection of
has got to take place in Poland. There is a massiveorigin and the question of names and all this kind of
social and economic change that has to take place.stuV. There is a much bigger interest in this in the
Dr Fischler: Yes, but these small farmers are all oldMediterranean countries than in the other part of the
people now, so this is all a question of time. The finalUnion, you can argue, because the major part of the
dissolution will be a natural one.world is very much against these ideas. If the Union

were forced by the Council to get something out in
that respect then you would have to pay something Q603 Lord Haskins: There will be no further

pressure on the EU as a way to do something aboutfor that, so indirectly there could be a link but there
is no direct link. this, you think?
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industry, in the food industry and so on. The thirdDr Fischler:They will make pressure but this pressure
is not very serious as long as it is not a priority in their element, which is going beyond farming, is an

element which has clearly also, indirectly at least, anown country.
eVect for the farmers. If you invest in a better
environment in a village the first ones who areQ604 Lord Plumb: You made a comment earlier
profiting out of that are the farmers living in thatabout the reaction of taxpayers to funding the whole
village. This third element is therefore alsooperation of reform and how they are going to
important, especially in that context but partly alsoreact, therefore, particularly to the rural
in the other context of investment. What isdevelopment fund. An answer to that, of course,
necessary is a much better and more intensivecould be that if you are improving or keeping the
augmentation that is in line with the Lisbonlandscape looking attractive and so on, which is part
objectives. The issue nowadays is growth and if youof the development plans, then people will react the
cannot demonstrate that this type of policy couldbetter. How are farmers reacting to the rural fund?
contribute to the economic growth in Europe thenIf I can just speak for the British farmers, they are
you risk more leaders saying, “We must go the mostnervous at the moment that firstly there is going to
eYcient way. We must put the money where thebe a limit on the overall fund. Therefore, cut back
biggest eVect in the context of Lisbon is and notalready the linear developments on support and so
where the mouth is”.on. The other part of it, of course, is that this is all

happening and many farmers are beginning to
recognise that there is money here and therefore Q606 Lord Haskins:What do you mean by “rural”?
they have to adapt their farms accordingly. The six- We have struggled with a definition of “rural”.
metre strips now you can see more and more around Dr Fischler: Let me give you first a political answer.
fields and in some of the bigger areas as well. My Sometimes it is advantageous to have a rather vague
understanding at the moment is that a lot of the definition, and I think in this context it is
larger farmers are taking a much greater interest in advantageous. Basically “rural” means the areas
the possibility of money from the rural development outside the densely populated areas, which creates
fund than a lot of the small farmers. They are for some farmers also a bit of a problem, especially
beginning to see now that there is some possibility the third element of the rural development policy,
here. and this is for those farmers, for example, living in
Dr Fischler: There you see now the clear evidence the surroundings of London.
that in reality intensive farming is more related to
small farms than to big farms. This is sometimes Q607 Lord Haskins: You could argue that there are
forgotten. There are also two other aspects. First of very few parts of England which are rural because
all, one has to be careful because one cannot give they are all close to big cities.
the impression that the farmers are asking to be paid

Dr Fischler: It is relative what is close.
twice. You argue that the single farm payment is Lord Haskins: The French have this definition of a
given also for the acceptance of certain hundred kilometres. They have rural rural and
environmental standards and so forth, and if you urban rural and if you are within a hundred
then have an overloaded rural development kilometres of a big town they look at it diVerently
programme related more or less only to agri- than if you are outside that and the Americans have
environmental measures then people start asking, the same sort of definition.
“What is that? I already paid under the single farm
payment for the services they are providing in

Q608 Lord Plumb: You have also got more cityrespect of the environment”. There one has to be
people moving into rural areas now.clear. Some of the rural development programmes
Dr Fischler: The hundred kilometres is a realneed a certain re-orientation.
problem because if you make circles around all the
bigger towns of England, for example, there isQ605 Lord Haskins: Away from agriculture?
nothing left. You have no rural areas any more.Dr Fischler: Partly, partly not. This was the reason

why I insisted that there should be a minimum
amount for each of the three axes. There is a clear Q609 Lord Haskins: My point would be that the

rural economies of England need much lesstendency, especially in Germany, for example, with
a green minister, to put all the money into the agri- attention than the rural economies of big countries

like France. I am arguing against the Britishenvironment but this has then to do, especially with
the more commercial farms, with the fact that we position.

Dr Fischler: It is true that nowadays the major partneed better investment conditions. Therefore, at this
first axis it is very important that this is clearly of England, maybe not so much Scotland, and also

not so much Wales,—investment in farms, investment in the follow-up
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Q615 Lord Haskins: And you are quite relaxedQ610 Lord Haskins: And certainly not Ireland.
about nascent Member States having theseDr Fischler:— is no longer really rural.
individual grants? You could argue that they are a
form of indirect subsidy to farmers in France.

Q611 Lord Haskins:You could say the Netherlands Dr Fischler: Do not forget this was the reason why
too, could you not? I fought for the blue box. It is absolutely clear that
Dr Fischler: In the Netherlands it is absolutely clear. not all these rural development measures are green
In France it is diVerent. In the new Member States box compatible. If you look a bit closer, not even
it is diVerent. What do you do in Andalucia, for all agri-environmental measures are.
example?

Q616 Lord Haskins: Thank you very much indeed.
You have been a most impressive Commissioner, I

Q612 Lord Plumb: Do you see France continuing have to say that. Henry and I have observed
with their scheme of assistance for young farmers to commissioners for many years and I think you have
help them into farming and their retiring farmers done more in your time than any of your
out of farming? predecessors.
Dr Fischler: Yes. Dr Fischler: We will see.

Q617 Lord Plumb: My understanding is that the
Q613 Lord Plumb: Do you think that is a good package is going down quite well at home but there
system? is a lot of confusion among a lot of farmers about
Dr Fischler: It is a very good system. You help the how it applies. It just gets a little bit silly when they
one to go in and at the same time you help the other say, “I will get three points for the tree in that field”
to go out. and so on.

Dr Fischler: This is one of the problems. I have
no recipe for that. If we reduce farm activitiesQ614 Lord Plumb: My understanding is that there
so that they are only optimisation operations inis a stream of young British farmers going into the
the farmer’s calculation and farming itself is not thearea around the north of Limoges buying up land
purpose of his activities, then we are on thein order to get the grant and of course the people wrong track.

going out are getting the payment.
Dr Fischler: I am not in principle against having a Q618 Lord Plumb: The reaction of farmers has
young farmer who is taking over the farm from his been, “Over my dead body. I am a farmer. I want
father having proper investment conditions. This to produce food. I am not going to be a park
makes sense to a certain degree. keeper”, but they are all attending these meetings to
Lord Plumb: But if we put a question down to ask see what they can get for park keeping.
should we do this, Lord Whitty will tell us, “I have Dr Fischler: That is a bit of a problem.
got to take the money from there in order to do it”, Lord Plumb: Thank you very much. It has been
and therefore will be very convincing, “You cannot really helpful. I am only sorry that the rest of our

team could not be here.take it oV the existing farmers”.
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Memorandum submitted by Dr Sophia Davidova, Imperial College, London

Introduction

1. The 2004 EU enlargement added substantial resources in terms of utilised agricultural area and labour to
the agricultural sector in the EU and necessitated financing at the EU level for the implementation of the CAP
to the New Member States (NMS).
2. Bulgaria and Romania are on their way to becoming members of the EU. This forthcoming enlargement
will involve the two poorest countries in the EU-27 (recent data indicate that GDP per capita in purchasing
power standard was Euro 5,940 in Bulgaria and 6,080 in Romania) both with large and underdeveloped rural
areas. The EU has explicit political commitments to these two countries for their full membership
3. The initial adjustments of the 10 2004NMS to the singlemarket, the phasing-in of the farm income support
and the accession of Bulgaria and Romania will take place during the next financial perspective 2007–13. All
the above will require substantial financing from the EU budget.
4. The Committee has formulated a number of questions related to the future financing of the CAP and
particularly the potential implications of capping the EU’s own resources at 1 per cent ofGNI during 2007–13.
According to my area of expertise, I will focus mainly on the implications of the capping for the rural areas
in the NMS and will share a few ideas about the need for future CAP reform.
5. In this evidence, my sources of information are some results from research projects I have been involved
with colleagues from Imperial College, London and my participation in the Network of Independent
Agricultural Experts on Central and Eastern European Candidate Countries funded by the European
Commission.

Rural Areas in the NMS: Dependence on Agriculture and Rural Living Standards

6. Rural areas in the NMS are strongly dependent on agriculture as the main employer. This automatically,
under the current CAP, leads to substantial costs. The dependence on agriculture will increase with the
accession in Bulgaria and Romania. The table below indicates that in some NUTS2 regions in Romania
employment in agriculture is over two thirds of the total employment.

Table 1

ROMANIA, SHARE OF AGRICULTURE IN TOTAL EMPLOYMENT BY REGION (per cent)

Region Share

North-East 55.9
South-East 68.7
South 56.8
South-West 57.2
West 65.7
North-West 72.7
Centre 70.7
Bucharest 44.5
Average 61.7

7. Most of farmers in the NMS operate very small holdings (large farms are mainly incorporated and are
successors of the state and collective farms from the previous system) with low productivity and low farm
incomes. In the NMS, individual farms typically have less physical, financial and landed capital than in the
EU-15 and often the only item they own is a parcel of land. The average farm size in the eight NMS from
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Central and Eastern Europe plus Bulgaria and Romania is 5 ha and 27 per cent of the land is cultivated by
farms smaller than 5 ha. The net farm income per annum per farm in countries where individual farmers
prevail varied just before the accession from 2,150 Euro in Latvia to 5,600 in Slovenia. Due to price eVects,
principally from increases in land and labour prices, the accession will undermine the competitiveness of the
NMS on the world market. These countries will need dynamic enhanced productivity growth to at least
recapture their pre-accession positions. All these points, suggest the need for substantial investment in
modernisation of agricultural holdings.

8. A large number of farms in the NMS are producing for self-suYciency and only sell the surplus output.
They do not contribute tomarket balances but have important social role. The cash income generated by these
farms is very low. In order to avoid the persistence of poverty in the rural areas of the NMS, the provision of
funding for support to the commercialisation of such semi-subsistence farms (which is a specific rural
development measure for theNMS) is of substantial importance and has to bemaintained for a longer period.

9. As a result of the high dependence on agriculture and low net farm incomes, the share of rural population
living in poverty (the poverty line is defined diVerently in diVerent NMS) is much greater than the national
average: 171 per cent in Latvia, 120 per cent in Romania and 114 per cent in Bulgaria. The unemployment
rates in rural areas are higher than the national average, reaching 20–25 per cent in rural Bulgaria and
Slovakia. Closing the welfare gap between rural and urban population in the NMS also requires significant
financial commitments.

10. All these handicaps of farming and rural environment in the NMS highlight the crucial importance of
rural development and farm modernisation. The majority of individual farms persist through a lack of other
employment options. To deal with this problem, the stimulation of the non-farm rural economy is paramount.
At present the latter is underdeveloped and this hinders structural adjustment.

11. Diversification into non-farm activities could help increase household incomes. A study of farm
households in Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic indicates that the lowest income group always has
the greatest proportion of households relying on farm income only. However, the empirical evidence from
these three countries suggests that the investments in non-agricultural businesses have been rather small, farm
tourism included. This emphasises the need for the implementation of farm diversification support.

12. All of the above emphasises the need for significant expenditure for Pillar 2 in the NMS. There are, of
course, fears that (i) the absorption capacity will be limited at the beginning and (ii) not all the spending will
be well-targeted to providing themaximum eVect for thosemost in need. Improvements in the implementation
of the rural development programmes are necessary to increase the eVectiveness of expenditure on Pillar II.

Why is the Time Not Right for Imposing a 1 per cent of GNI Ceiling?

13. In principle, a decreased spending on CAP is a positive step. However, capping the expenditure at
1 per cent for the financial perspective 2007–13 could hinder the development of the rural areas in the NMS.
To proceed with such cuts during the next financial perspective may be premature as the period is unusual due
to the large scale of 2004 enlargement with relatively poor countries and the forthcoming 2007 enlargement
with Romania and Bulgaria.

14. Capping the expenditure at 1 per cent of GNI will not directly aVect the single farm payment. Although
acclaimed as one of the most important changes to the CAP in its history, fundamentally it is consolidating
payments that stem from past price support.

15. Capping the expenditure, will most probably aVect rural development. Pillar 2 of the CAP seems to be
gaining speed, although slowly. If the simplification of the programming process were to be successful, then
contributions to the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) would be a good
investment, which it would be a pity to spoil at a period when the problems of rural areas are widening and
deepening due to the EU enlargement.

How can CAP Adjust in Future?

16. Looking beyond the 2004 enlargement, the accession of Bulgaria, Romania and, in a longer-term most
probably Croatia, FYR of Macedonia and Turkey, would also further substantially enlarge the agricultural
area of the EU. This implies that the 2003 CAP reforms cannot be the last and that further reductions in the
farm payment might be a reasonable step ahead (this will also save some of the phasing-in money, as the NMS
would have to align to a lower EU-15 level of payments).
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17. By 2008 there will be a review of the reformed CAP. This could be an adequate opportunity to proceed
with further reforms.

18. In order to decrease the burden of financing the CAP, one of the main directions of a further reform may
be the capping of the single farm payment and modulation. Neither instrument is new in the policy reform
debate, but neither has ever been properly agreed upon. The compulsory CommunityModulation Scheme, as
agreed to date, will exert little pressure on farms to cut costs and modernise, and will provide a very small
injection to rural development in countries which do not follow the experience in England of an additional
national rate of modulation. However, although the Community rate of modulation is modest and not
progressive in this phase of CAP reform, the introduction of such a compulsory scheme paves the way for its
more eVectual future use. A higher and progressive rate of modulation may be considered as an important
tool to secure funding for rural development whilst at the same time decreasing the CAP financing.

19. However, even without a further reform, the financial discipline might be enforced resulting in decreasing
amounts disbursed as income support to the farmers in the EU-15. To what extent the financial discipline will
become an eVective instrument to decrease the Pillar 1 money depends on the decision about Bulgaria and
Romania, namely whether they will be included in the Brussels ceiling. If they are included, this in fact will
mean a further reform with more substantial cuts in the single farm payment. Although positive from
economic point of view, this is a sensitive issue as it will redistribute support from theEU-15 farmers to farmers
in Romania and Bulgaria.

February 2005

Examination of Witness

Witness: Dr Sophia Davidova, Reader in European Agricultural Policy, Imperial College, examined.

Q619 Chairman: Thank you very much for coming agriculture, and may better reflect the priorities of
to give evidence to us today, Dr Davidova. I should the wider public; because, let us be plain, the wider
say that we are being broadcast, to the extent that public in Europe now is not preoccupied with the
this is all going into our website. What happens to production of more food. There are diVerent
it after that we never quite know, but in that sense priorities. They are the priorities of public goods in
it will all be in the public domain. Thank you for the countryside, and many of these public goods are
your CV and for your written evidence. Is there produced by farmers. However, I do not think that
anything that you would like to say to us before we to support and to increase the spending on the CAP
start asking you questions? is a step in the right direction. Let us turn to the
Dr Davidova: I have not prepared a statement, My second part. I am puzzled by some inconsistencies,
Lord Chairman, so I am happy to proceed with the let us say, in the list of Member States for the next
questions. perspective. Listening to diVerent talks, I have the

feeling that everybody agrees we need at least as
much as we have, if not more money for ruralQ620 Chairman: Thank you very much. We will
development. We need to refocus very much ontake the questions in a slightly diVerent order to that
agri-environment. There is a huge politicalwhich is in the list of our draft questions, which I
commitment to a new enlargement in two years’think we sent to you. What we would like to do is
time, with one of the countries, Romania—a veryto start with the rural development issue, and then
large country, very agricultural, very rural—come back to single farm payments later, because I

noticed that in paragraph 13 of your paper, Future
Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy, you

Q621 Chairman: We will come back to Bulgariamade the fairly strong comment, “In principle, a
and Romania later.decreased spending on CAP is a positive step.
Dr Davidova: So with all this pending during theHowever, capping the expenditure at 1 per cent for
perspective 2007–13, at the same time decreasing thethe financial perspective 2007–13 could hinder the
ceiling from the proposal of 1.14 to 1 per cent seemsdevelopment of the rural areas in the new Member
inconsistent. I cannot give you a number by howStates”. Would you like to develop on that thought?
much this will result in a decrease of ruralDr Davidova: Yes, of course. Let us start from my
development expenditure. If a cut to 1 per cent getsfirst statement, that “decreased spending on CAP is
through, there will be implications for structurala positive step”. For decades, we, as academics in
spending as well as for rural development. Bearingagricultural economics, have claimed that decreased
in mind the share of CAP in the total budget, andsupport to agriculture—gradually decreased

support—might produce more competitive that Pillar 1 is more or less fixed in nominal terms,
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modernisation of farms; not all the countries areI suspect that there will be implications for rural
development. fully over their transitional recession; they are in

these very, very small farm structures. Some of these
farms at the small end were created politically byQ622 Chairman: Let us just develop from that and
the reform process—but they are in place. Sotalk about the new Member States for a moment. I
probably—and it has also been the case withknow that our next witnesses from Poland are
SAPARD—the preference will go to the firstsitting behind you, and we say welcome to them and
heading, which is competitiveness. I also think thatlook forward to hearing their views on these matters
the new member states should pay more attentionin 45 minutes’ time. What about the new Member
to the third heading, namely the rural communitiesStates? Would you say that for them rural
which aim at creating an entrepreneurial spirit indevelopment is more important than the single farm
their countryside to develop non-agriculturalpayments, and that that is likely to be so throughout
enterprises.the next financial perspective?

Dr Davidova: This is a diYcult question. If we
observe the reality and the agreement that these Q624 Lord Sewel: You make the point—and it is a

point with which I do not disagree—that thecountries decided to switch money from rural
development to direct payments, we can see that, in objective ought to be to move people out of

agriculture into non-agricultural activities. What ispractice, they now put the priority on the single area
payment. This is in practice. It varies largely from available under Pillar 2 cannot really do that, can it?

Dr Davidova: Pillar 2 is not big. Pillar 2 is small incountry to country, according to the new Member
State. In some countries where the farms are small, comparison to structural funds; but Pillar 2 can help

small local initiatives which will be overlooked bywhere they have a large number of very small farms,
first of all, the single farm payment will not be very structural funds. Structural funds are used for big

projects. They are now building the Europeansubstantial in terms of increasing the capacity to
modernise these small farms. However, making transport network. New member states would like

to use the money to upgrade their airports, and sofarmers happy, it will lock them into their structural
ineYciencies. So I do not think that the single farm on. The small, local initiatives could be supported

by Pillar 2. I know that it is small—although it ispayment should be the priority. What we now
observe in the eastern part of Europe are vast rural gradually increasing. Otherwise, nobody will carry

out these initiatives very close to farmers orareas. In some of these rural areas they have a very
low density of services; they have high peasants—because in many countries there are

traditional peasants—to help them and theirunemployment; and they have agriculture as a
buVer, where people stay at subsistence level. What households somehow to decrease their reliance on

agriculture and to find a solution to this viciousis the priority, therefore? The priority is, if possible,
to take these people out of agriculture—if possible, circle of self-exploitation. They are there because

they accept very low returns on their land and onone person per household—and to provide some
employment for them in the vicinity; and to provide their labour. I think that there is a niche for Pillar

2, in comparison to the big funding.for them a community life in the countryside, so that
the countryside is not depopulated. From this point
of view, my strong opinion is that the emphasis Q625 Lord Haskins: Lord Plumb and I saw Franz
should be on rural development. Fischler yesterday, and he was adamant that CAP

reform and the CAP budget would not address the
issues that you are raising. He said that those wouldQ623 Lord Sewel: I wonder if we could we take this

further—the contribution of rural development and have to be dealt with through other funds. He
recognised that there was a problem, but he waspolicy objectives. If we look at Pillar 2 and take up

the agri-environment side of Pillar 2, concentrating adamant that what was on the table for CAP reform
was decoupling and all that sort of thing, to helpon conventional rural development, what is capable

of being delivered in policy terms within that rural farmers make the transition. However, he did not
address the issue of how many farmers there shoulddevelopment heading?

Dr Davidova: These are the most diYcult problems. be in Poland. That was somebody else’s problem.
Dr Davidova: The question is whether CAP is theThat is why, if we look at agri-environment and if

we look at the debate, it is the developed members right instrument. Let us take Pillar 2. I am familiar
with the debate about whether we need it or whetherin the west of Europe which say, “This is our

priority. Defra would like a threshold of 50 per cent we need one fund—one powerful fund—merging it
with the structural funds, to be more eYcient inof rural development money to be spent on agri-

environment”. If we look at the new Member States, management and have more money for real
projects. However, if we say that CAP is not thethey probably have diVerent priorities, but there is

a menu of these priorities. They still need some right instrument and Pillar 2 is not the right
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be delays, however, and these delays represent aninstrument to achieve something in the countryside;
I am not strongly against this, but I do have two or opportunity cost. There definitely will be delays in

absorbing the funds. We always observe delays inthree reservations. Do not treat Pillar 2 only as
money that has to achieve a particular objective. I the EU-15 when there is a new programming period.

The delays will probably be bigger in the newtreat Pillar 2 as a very important tool or avenue for
further CAP reform. Farmers in Europe think that member states, but I think that they will gradually

catch up.CAP is their money. Right or wrong, that is the
feeling. Somehow, there is this big diYculty. They
could be persuaded to transfer more money from

Q628 Countess of Mar: Is there some cross-direct payments, from the single farm payments, to
fertilisation between the older states and the newPillar 2 through modulation, but not to absorb cuts
Member States?and for that money to go to funds which might
Dr Davidova: Yes, of course there is cross-support very urbanised areas. So I think that Pillar
fertilisation. There is a lot of support, continuing2 serves many purposes. In fact, it is not a huge
support, for building institutions and, if you wish, toamount of money that will be involved, but it serves
learn not only from good experience but also fromthe purpose of moving gradually from more
mistakes. So there is a cross-fertilisation. However,distortive support to less distortive support. I do not
new Member States are so diverse in terms ofknow why we are paying Pillar 1 single farm
building the administrative infrastructure and thepayments. It is not support to poor people. It is
capacity for co-financing, and so there are countriesuniversal. I think that it is very important for Pillar
in which the problems will be more acute than in2 to stay within the CAP, if for no other reason than
others.to give this avenue for future reforms.

Q629 Chairman: Would you say that there wasQ626 Countess of Mar: Do you think that the
perhaps a parallel between some of the new Memberinfrastructure for delivering rural development
States and the state of agriculture in France 30 orprojects is in place in the eastern European
40 years ago?countries?
Dr Davidova: Another diYcult question. From theDr Davidova: The answer is no, to some extent it is
point of view of the reliance of the countryside onnot in place in some regions or some countries in
agriculture and from the point of view of somethingthe EU-15. We have two problems here. One is that
that still exists in France—a relatively very positivethe regulations, the programme in process, the
attitude of the general public to their farmers—yes,monitoring, are very complex. Working on EU
there are some similarities. Also, the number ofprojects sometimes means working only on
farmers and—as can be observed particularly inprocedures. Nobody is interested in the project, in
southern France—relatively small farms. I wouldthe outcome—
say yes; but in order to get from the state of France
40 years ago to this competitiveness now, it required

Q627 Chairman: I think that we might all agree decades. So I do not expect miracles over the next
with that! financial perspective, but gradual integration.
Dr Davidova: I have run two PHARE projects for
the college, and I know that to get the money back
we need to be strict on the procedures. It does not Q630 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Are there significant

diVerences between the EU-15 and new Membermatter how much we would like to help the
countries to build their potential. This is the States in rural development priorities? Is funding

targeted adequately to take account of potentialproblem, and it is the problem that the EU has to
address. There is now some simplification in the diVerences?

Dr Davidova: There are very clear diVerences. Inproposal for new rural development regulation,
which may save some transaction costs in not most of the countries in the EU-15 the emphasis is

now on agri-environment. The UK is a very typicalhaving two programmes and two software for
accounting, but it is very small. One problem is this example. There is an emphasis on agri-environment,

natural and semi-natural habitat. This is whatproblem of procedures, which is very complex. The
other problem is that the infrastructure is still not people and the general public would like to support.

As I told you, in the new Member States thein place in the new Member States. It varies from
country to country but, from what I observe, there emphasis is on on-farm investments: investments in

agri-food processing, marketing of agri-foodis very good success in terms of learning by doing.
We had almost no absorption of SAPARD funds products. There is a basis for diVerences. These are

diVerent levels of development. However, I thinkby 2001; the purse-holders in Europe said 9 per cent
payments only; and then gradually many of the that the new Member States need a more balanced

approach to rural development.countries managed to utilise the money. There will
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probably a blanket and covers everybody, but we doQ631 Chairman: How do you define “balance”?
Dr Davidova: To use a wider menu than they need it because we still do not know how the sector

in the EU-15 will adjust to the decoupling; hownormally use in SAPARD, in terms of investment
on farms. They also need to use the measures for farmers will react; how they will change their

strategic decisions. We do need this, therefore. Onagri-environment more extensively and, as I said,
measures that will benefit not farmers but the wider the other hand, I would like to see Pillar 1

decreasing, as well as the farm payment graduallyrural community. How do you achieve this? I think
that the Commission is clever, although very much increasing in the new Member States. They will

meet, but I would like to see them meeting at a lowercriticised in this country and in several other
countries. In the new regulations they have said that level. So in this case, for a united Europe, for the

enlarged Europe, the CAP will cost less; probablythere is a minimum that countries have to spend on
diVerent axes: 15 per cent on investments on not less in terms of budgetary resources if more is

targeted to what the European citizens would likefarms—they are tangible, they are easy to absorb;
20 per cent for what we would like to see, namely to see—to agri-environment or to viable rural

areas—but less to be put into farming. I think that,sustainable development, land management, agri-
environment, contracts with farmers—much more sooner or later, with this more transparent single

farm payment, the European public will say, “ArediYcult schemes and diYcult to value their
outcome; and 15 per cent where farmers have to we going to pay the farmers to do nothing forever?”.
decide that not everything goes back to them. It
goes to the wider community which will serve the Q634 Chairman:We are going to come on to single
farmers. The criticism in several countries in the farm payments in a moment. We will not leave the
EU-15 is that this decreases the flexibility, but I subject altogether, I assure you. Lord Plumb will be
think that this is a very good approach in order to asking you questions.
have the new Member States use a wider menu and Dr Davidova: But what I would like to say is that I
also to pay more attention to the agri-environment. do not think that the countries—and I know that

my Polish colleagues will probably disagree—
needed the level of payments in the EU. This willQ632 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: In that menu, do

you see substantial investment in marketing projects have even worse consequences for structural reform.
We need to see more dynamics in changing farmwhich clearly is oV-farm but nonetheless encourages

employment in rural areas? structures there. If you give money to farmers, they
will stay. So I think that it is unfair on the one handDr Davidova: The menu is inherited and has been

designed for the EU-15. Now there are small but, economically, it will probably benefit the new
Member States.adjustments, and there is this new measure for

micro-enterprises and the entrepreneurial spirit in
the countryside, but this is an inherited menu. Q635 Baroness Maddock: An issue which exercises
However, I think that you are perfectly right. some people in England is their perception that
Marketing and small-scale adding value to primary there is a lot of fraud in Europe. Could you tell us,
production could bring substantial results for particularly in the rural development area, whether
employment there; but this is only one, and a very you think there are diYculties arising because of
small measure. The menu is still much more adapted fraud? If there are, what can we do about it?
to the needs of the EU-15. This was how it was Dr Davidova: Apart from reading here and there, I
brought into life. do not really have evidence for fraud. The question

is in terms of how we use public money and whether
we waste public money. I think the problem is thatQ633 Lord Haskins: Do you not think that it is a

lot of nonsense for the richer countries to be it is not always used eVectively and eYciently, and
this is waste. I will give you some experience withreceiving regional aid from the CAP? When the

squeeze comes on the budget, maybe that would be SAPARD. For example, SAPARD money for
diversification went to companies or farms that hada route by which to reduce the amount of money

pulled out of the CAP by the richer countries, in diversified before, which had had these diversified
activities. Money went for the development of ruralorder to support the new members?

Dr Davidova: We are all clear on this budgetary tourism to destinations that had been quite well-
known as tourist destinations. So they did not giveissue. Somebody has to pay for enlargement. The

big question is who is paying. Is it the general additionality. I am therefore much more afraid of
this ineVective use of money than I am about fraud.taxpayers or the farming community in the EU-15,

so that it is balanced somehow? Although I am a In terms of fraud and what we can do about it, the
usual political response is, “Let’s tighten theliberal economist, I do realise that we need the single

farm payment for the EU-15. It is probably too procedures”. There is a point after which the tight
procedures will mean that this money cannot begenerous, and I think that it is too generous. It is
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Dr Davidova: Yes. I do not think in terms of fullproperly used. There should therefore be a proper
balance. Over recent years, we have more and more phasing-out of the payment. There will be some

safety net. We know that the safety net could be attightening by the Commission of the procedures;
but this is not the response. It probably means an a very low level, so that it is really a safety net and

guaranteeing some stability. In agriculture, priceseven greater waste of money, as it cannot be used
eYciently. and incomes are volatile, and some stability, some

safety net, will always be necessary. But do we need
to pay as much as we do now? That is the question.Q636 Lord Plumb: Can I ask you whether you

agree, since you have mentioned the importance of
Q639 Lord Plumb: You said earlier—and it makesbalance several times, that the real balance has to
a farmer flinch to hear it—that the taxpayer will notbe one between sound and sensible agriculture and
support money paid to farmers for doing nothing.the proper use of the money coming from Pillar 2
While the farmer might flinch, he knows that isin environmental and in development terms? In that
absolutely correct and he does not want to occupysense, I think that you will find no one in this room
land that is doing nothing. The set-asidewho disagrees with you on the importance of that
programme, of course, was done deliberately to trypart of it. However, on the first part, accepting that
to reduce the volume of product, because that wasfarmers themselves have to be much more market-
more expensive than the set-aside. It is very diYcultorientated and therefore have to concentrate on the
to explain this to the taxpayer; nevertheless, that ismarket price for their products, accepting also that
the situation. Under this scheme, some of this landexport subsidies will be reduced if not eliminated in
will be used in a much more environmentallythe not-too-distant future—and there will therefore
friendly way—which is really part of the wholebe a cutback in expenditure related to the money
package. I do know that farmers themselves are nowspent in Pillar 1—do you see this as a permanent
beginning to take a much greater interest in the usefeature of the reform package? And let us accept
of Pillar 2 than Pillar 1.that it is a radical change from what we have had
Dr Davidova: You are perfectly right if you speakin the past. Do you believe that this is something
for this country or if you speak for Sweden. If youthat is permanent or something that should be
move to France, southern Italy or Greece, thereduced, to be eliminated in the not-too-distant
picture may change. However, there is a big farmingfuture, say in 10 or 15 years?
interest in northern Europe in environmentalDr Davidova: If we read literally what the
schemes. They do not want to intensify further.Commission said in the Mid-Term Review, they
There is this understanding.have said that these new payments have a central

role for the living standards and well-being of the
agricultural community. If we read it in that way, Q640 Lord Haskins: Do you think that small
the feeling is—at least, my feeling—that the farmers should be treated preferentially?
Commission thinks of the new payments as a Dr Davidova: Preferentially? I do not think so. Do
permanent feature. I have debated that it is not real we need to keep them in some structural deficiency
income support, because it is not means-tested. I and to lock them into that? No. Give more help to
treat these payments as new adjustment payments— farmers either to be able to merge or to expand, or
adjustment to the new conditions of the CAP. To for the rest to get out of the industry? Yes, they do
me, they have been introduced as a permanent need help for that—but not to be helped
feature, but I think that they should be temporary preferentially to stay there.
and decreasing. It is diYcult for this argument to be
accepted by agricultural interests, but I think that Q641 Chairman: Do you think that money should
over a period of several years—as you said, 10, 15, come from the EU or from the nation, from the
20 years—they have to be phased out, in order to country?
use payments to farmers for the production of Dr Davidova: Pardon?
public goods which cannot be produced by the
market. Q642 Chairman: The money to help them get out

of the industry—is it appropriate for it to come from
Q637 Chairman: That cannot be produced by . . .? the European Union or should it come from
Dr Davidova: The market. There is no market for a national sources?
nice landscape, or for the protection of birds. This Dr Davidova: Both. Money coming from the
is where we have to pay them. European Union is a small part compared with what

they need to come from national sources and from
private investors. We should not only look at publicQ638 Lord Plumb: So you see this as a continuing

process, in order to try to keep the market money. We are obsessed with this public money.
There should be private investors.reasonably stable? In other words, a safety net.
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that Bulgaria and Romania should not be included.Q643 Lord Lewis of Newnham: You have in part
been discussing this question, but could we There is a big misunderstanding: not everyone is

clear whether or not Bulgaria and Romania areconcentrate specifically on it? How far would
developments in the new Member States be included. However, I am more certain that these

countries are not included. Do we want to reopencompromised if the net contributing governments
were successful in reducing the overall budget— the negotiations for the Pillar 1 ceiling? I think that

it will be quite a dangerous process.which is what they are trying to do—for the
2007–13 period?
Dr Davidova: I think that the development will be Q647 Chairman: To reopen?
compromised, not only rural development. Whether Dr Davidova: To reopen the negotiations. We have
the cuts will be reflected in the structural payments, the 10 new Member States, with a big wish list, and
which are a big share of the EU budget, or to some there could be diYcult negotiations. The other
extent the rural development need both. You can option—and I am talking only about the Pillar 1
look at the diVerences in GDP, in the hard payments—is, for Pillar 1 to accommodate Bulgaria
infrastructure, in the soft infrastructure—for and Romania under the ceiling from Brussels. This
example, computer networks or human capital—but will mean much more financial discipline than
they do need this money now to catch up. So there otherwise, and will therefore mean an immediate
will be implications. The development will not decreasing of payments for the EU-15. If this could
stop—again, because this is not the only money, and be negotiated then, politically, I think that this is
it should not be the only money. To some extent, preferable. This is preferable for the UK, and
however, what we can achieve through the EU preferable not to reopen the negotiations now.
money will be less if the funding is decreased.

Q648 Chairman: Can I ask you as a final question
Q644 Chairman: It is a diYcult question, is it not? when, in your judgment, do you think that these
Dr Davidova: Yes. negotiations will be finished? When would you guess

that the CAP finances will be decided for the next
Q645 Countess of Mar: You have said that there period and all the country members will know just
are other funds apart from the two pillars. Our what is in Pillar 1, and perhaps also Pillar 2?
Treasury is extremely stubborn about coughing up Dr Davidova: These positions are sometimes
for rural development. What is the response of other tactical; they are negotiating positions. The
governments, particularly in the newly introduced negotiations are for the overall financial perspective,
states? Are their treasuries a bit more generous? not only for this Pillar 1. Again, the wish is that it
Dr Davidova: I think that the Treasury here is should be completed by June this year.
relatively generous, even matching up the voluntary
modulation. First of all, their treasuries’ budgetary

Q649 Chairman: Yes, I think we know that that iscapacity is much smaller. Secondly, and that is why
the aim, but when do you think it will happen?they are very keen on rural development money, the
Dr Davidova: I think that they will strike aco-financing by the EU is much higher for the so-
compromise, again at the last minute.called convergence areas; and all the areas, apart

from Prague and Bratislava, are convergence areas.
Q650 Chairman: In June?So they can get a co-financing of 80 per cent from
Dr Davidova: In June, at the last minute, just beforethe EU for agri-environment; 75 per cent for others.
the changing of the presidency. I can see that peopleTo some extent, therefore, they are in a much better
disagree with that.position, and that is why they would like to have

this money—although co-financing capacity is still
a problem. Q651 Chairman: Perhaps we are a touch more cynical!

Dr Davidova: Or perhaps we all know that the
compromise will hardly be struck during the UKQ646 Countess of Mar: Do you believe that it is

possible to include Bulgaria and Romania under the presidency. There is nothing dangerous, however.
There are examples. The EU will continue running,ceilings agreed in 2002, or should further funding be

made available? I gather that it is about 1.1 billion even if it is not agreed; but, as usual, everything will
come at the last minute.euros per annum that is required.

Dr Davidova: I was thinking about what you meant Chairman: Dr Davidova, thank you for giving us so
much of your time this morning. We do appreciateby “possible”. Of course it is possible, but is it

desirable? For some reason, when this compromise it. We will send you a draft of the evidence and if
there are major corrections that you would like towas struck in that area regarding a ceiling for

market support, the Commission insisted that they make, please do so. Again, many thanks for giving
us of your time. It was extremely interesting for uswere not clear about Bulgaria and Romania and
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Q652 Chairman: Indeed, and your backing papers,to get your view, particularly of the eVect of the
CAP changes on the new members. as Lord Haskins says.

Dr Davidova: My Lord Chairman, thank you forLord Haskins: And the backing papers have been
very useful. inviting me to this very interesting discussion.

Memorandum by the Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development of Poland

2. Poland had undertaken enormous and costly eVorts in order to establish administrative capacity tomanage
the CommonAgricultural Policy. It would be desirable now to provide farmers with stablemedium term rules.
Except for the sugar CMO there is no imminent pressure to undertake significant CAP reform. Therefore we
do not see the need for further CAP reform till the end of the next financial perspective.

3. Farmers in the old Member States are receiving much higher financial support from the EU budget than
farmers from New Member States (NMS). This is because the direct payments for NMS are phased in over
10 years. Even if there is a reduction of the regional and structural aid for old Member States this diVerence
would remain very high for years. It is reasonable to assume that the needs of NMS in terms of rural
development are enormous. Therefore redistribution of those funds is unavoidable.

5. New direct payments in the sugar sector will not significantly increase Pillar 1 spending—as sugar reform
will reduce the spending for export refunds for sugar.

7. Concessions on export refunds may have a significant impact, especially on the dairy market. Reform of
the milk sector may be necessary in order to accommodate on the internal market those quantities of milk
which are currently exported from the EU with refunds.

9. Level of expenditure in the new financial perspective should correspond to the scope of new tasks to be
financed from the EU general budget. Levelling of developmental gaps in an enlarged EU is not possible
without significant financial outlays. Moreover, if financing of new policies generating growth or pertaining
to the areas of the CFSP and JHA is to be allowed for, expenditure from the EU general budget needs to be
significantly raised up to the level of 1.24 per cent EU GNI. Such budget volume should guarantee adequate
resources for financing of all actions under the framework of European policies. Any potential lowering of
this ceiling cannot take place at the cost of structural actions in the less aZuent Member States.

A fundamental part of expenditure under the Common Agricultural Policy was set out during the European
Council summit in Brussels in 2002. Poland accepts this agreement whilst stressing that a CAP reform needs
to be eVected in a manner that will not discriminate against New Member States—ie in the fields and in the
scope of mechanisms that were not covered by transitional periods in the Accession Treaty, New Member
States should be treated as stipulated by the provisions of EU treaties, on equal footing with present Member
States. Importance of CAP’s second pillar also needs to be emphasized in the context of rural areas’
restructuring needs in New EU Member States.

The respect of the agricultural ceiling set in Brussels in 2002 is of utmost importance for Poland. Any solution
proposed should respect the agreement reached in Brussels in 2002. The expenditure for Bulgaria and
Romania under CAP should be added to the ceiling of funding as set in Brussels.

We think that improving structures in poorer areas would be central to achieving the aims of Lisbon and
Gothenberg towards a more competitive and sustainable EU economy. With respect to allocations to rural
development, we postulate, assuming the criteria is related to cohesion giving preference to less wealthy states,
which have so far enjoyed little support in this area. The criteria should first of all take into account the rural
development needs in New Member States. Those countries have enormous needs in the scope of improving
farming and rural infrastructure.

7 February 2005
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Wladyslaw Piskorz, Minister Counsellor in the Permanent Representation of the Republic
of Poland to the EU in Brussels, Mr Dariusz Laska, First Counsellor, and Mr Wieslaw Moldawa,

First Secretary, examined.

Q653 Chairman: Good morning. I do not know the Q656 Chairman: Remind me of what the total
population of Poland is.proper way to address you. Is it as Minister

Counsellor? Mr Piskorz: Thirty-eight million. There is a large
number of people who are under-employed, whoMr Piskorz: As simply as possible. My rank is

Minister Counsellor. have work on farm for a few weeks or months a year,
and they do not have other jobs. This is in the general
situationwherewe have a total unemployment rate inQ654 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. You
Poland above 18 per cent. It means that there are nowill have heardwhat I said earlier,MinisterCounsellor:
jobs available for people who stay in agriculture.that we are being recorded.Whether it will all go out on
Therefore, answering your question, it will be reallyBBC 1 tonight, I rather doubt; but we are being
diYcult in the medium term to solve those seriousrecorded and it will be on the website. Would you like
problems, and those serious problems have politicalto introduce your colleagues and, if you would like to
implications. The farming sector is still important inmake an opening statement, please do so?
Poland because a large number of people depend forMr Piskorz:My Lord Chairman, I am accompanied
their income on agriculture, and therefore the Polishby my colleagues from the Polish Embassy, Mr
Government takes seriously the need to restructureDariusz Laska andMrWieslawMoldawa. If youwill
agriculture and the need to modernise rural areas.allow me, I will make a very short statement. I would

like to make clear that, for Poland, it was very
diYcult to reach an agreement in the accession Q657 Chairman:Before I askLord Lewis to take this
negotiation in the area of agriculture, because this a little further, could I mention to you that, when we
was a very sensitive point. One of the very diYcult were in Brussels last week, the comment was made to
points was the direct payments for the new Member us that there had been a 50 per cent increase in farm
States. During the negotiation, theMember States of incomes in Poland recently—almost in the time since
the EU said, “We have bigger needs in rural Poland joined the European Union. Is that correct?
development; therefore, the focus should be on rural Mr Piskorz: I would not quarrel with figures, because
development”. We have taken this point, and for my it depends what you take into the calculation.
government rural development is important. However, that is true. Incomes increased significantly
Therefore, we are in the position that, in the after Poland joined the European Union. Farmers
negotiation on the next financial perspective, there benefited from diVerent sources. First of all, the
will be a proper allocation for Poland for rural prices received for basic agricultural commodities
development. We therefore do not see the possibility increased—for some, very rapidly. To give you an
of reducing the rural development allocation for example, the prices received for milk increased by 30
Poland for the next financial perspective. I think that per cent; prices received for beef increased by 50 per
you will understand that position. cent and, for pork, 40 per cent. That means higher

revenues from the market. Secondly, it was a time
when we started to pay money from SAPARD. ItQ655 Chairman: We will come on to that in a little

more detail. What do you think about the ability of took us almost three years to prepare institutions to
pay pre-accession support, and money is paid outthe European Commission and the Council of

Ministers to maintain the undertakings that have right now. Every month, we are paying more than
100 million euros support for SAPARD and, frombeen made to the agricultural sector if the UK

Government, and the other five net contributor SAPARD, 15,000 farmers benefited. In addition, we
started payment of the direct payment. 1.4 milliongovernments, were successful in achieving the overall

target of 1 per cent only of national income for the applications for direct payment have been collected.
This is evidence that we succeeded. There was a lot of2007–13 period? What are your views on that?

Mr Piskorz: I think that the ability to finance the scepticism even in the European Commission that
Poland, having such a large number of very smallrestructuring and modernisation of agriculture and

the rural economy in the new Member States will be farms, would never ever be able to implement the
instruments of the CAP, and would not be able toseriously diminished. This would leave unresolved

serious social and economic diYculties in rural areas. have, on time, the integrated administration and
control system. It is true that it was very costly toI would like to illustrate what the kinds of social and

economic problems are in Polish rural areas.We have establish, but we were able to be on time and to pay
the direct payment on time. We were even able tohuge hidden unemployment on farms, which is

estimated to be above one million. convince the Commission to allow us to pay the
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unemployed people who would have to bedirect payment in advance: not on 1December but on
15 October. supported socially.

Chairman: It is extremely helpful to have this quick
sketch of the size of your farming industry, and I am

Q658 Chairman: I think that you have some lessons very glad that you have given it to us.
to teach our Department of Agriculture!
Mr Piskorz: But it was all possible, thanks also to the
European Commission. The European Commission Q660 Lord Plumb:You said that prices had risen by
was wise enough to oVer new Member States a 50 per cent. From what to what?
simplified area payment scheme, which is a kind of Mr Piskorz: The prices for milk have increased by 30
decoupled payment scheme, area payment scheme, per cent, but they are still about 10 to 15 per cent
where farmers have to identify only the parcel which below the prices paid in Germany. It means that we
they are cultivating, and they are not obliged to are not yet at the EU average. The prices for beef are
present what he is cultivated on each parcel. still about 20 to 25 per cent lower than most of the
Chairman: Before you make us any more jealous, EU-15. The reason why the milk prices did not align
Lord Livsey has caughtmy eye, and then Lord Lewis. is because milk production is concentrated on the

east part of Poland, so the transportation costs are
quite high. In the western part of Poland, theGermanQ659 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Just to establish a
dairies are coming and buying our milk, but there iscouple of facts on what we are talking about. You
not muchmilk produced. It means that prices remainsaid that there were 1.4 million applications for a
lower. It means that there is room formanoeuvre andsingle farm payment. Does that mean that there are
prices may increase. The other side of the situation is1.4 million farmers in Poland—that is, if they all
that prices of consumer goods and of food haveapplied? What is the average size of holding of those
increased. This was one of the impacts of ourfarmers?
accession to the EU.Mr Piskorz: I have to talk about statistics. In Polish

statistics, we recognise as a farm somebody who is
cultivating at least one hectare of agricultural land.

Q661 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Thank you veryWe have 1.8 million such units with more than one
much indeed, Minister Counsellor. I found yourhectare of agricultural land. If you take into account
summary extremely interesting. Perhaps I may ask athose above one hectare, then you have an average
supplementary question which, from what you havesize of eight hectares. However, please bear in mind
just said, I think that you will find diYcult to answer.that 25 per cent of the total agricultural area—
What sort of percentage of your population isaround five million hectares—is in large farms. They
involved in farming?are located in the north and the west of Poland, and
MrPiskorz:There are diVerent estimates. In the past,they were the former state farms, now private farms.
the statistics showed that 25 per cent of the totalThose are farms of that size: 5,000 hectares, 1,000
labour force were engaged in agriculture.hectares or more. We even have one farm which is

above 40,000 hectares. It means that on 25 per cent of
the total agricultural land we have large-scale farms

Q662 Chairman: 25 per cent?which are very competitive and very eYcient.
Mr Piskorz: 25 per cent. However, if you calculateHowever, in the south and east parts of Poland we
how much time people are working on the farm andhave very traditional, semi-subsistence farms, where
count this in terms of a full-time work force, then thisthe size of most farms is around three hectares and
figure will be reduced to 16 per cent. This is still a lot,you will not find many farms bigger than that. They
if you compare it with the share of agriculture in theare not commercial farms. People do not rely entirely
gross domestic product, which is below 3 per cent.on those farms. I would say that this is just a shelter
Sixteen per cent in employment, 3 per cent in GDP,for them. It is a transformation freezer—because
means that the productivity in agriculture is very low.Poland was going through a very dramatic economic
In general, I would say that this is very ineYcient.transformation. A lot of people, part-time farmers,
There is one other astonishing figure. You see Polandlost their jobs in the state factories; they have
as a big agricultural country but, if you look at thereturned to the farm. It is relatively cheap to stay on
value added created by Polish agriculture, it isthe farm, because the taxes which farmers pay are
comparable to the value added created by thevery low. The farmer does not pay personal income
agriculture of Greece—which is a much smallertax or property tax. It is therefore not very costly to
country, and with more severe conditions forkeep the farm, but it is a shelter and they are able to
agriculture.produce a little for their own family and for the local
Lord Haskins: In the context of Romania’s figures, itmarkets. This helped us survive these dramatic

changes. Otherwise, we would have a huge army of is 60 per cent rural—four times the Polish figure.
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little measures, instruments, which are supportingQ663 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Perhaps I could
continue with the point that my Lord Chairman has non-agricultural activity and this is witnessed. In

many Polish rural areas we do not have to find thebeen making. If there are strains on the agricultural
budget, where would you expect the main pressures future for those people in agriculture, we need to

provide jobs outside of agriculture, andwith the ruralto come from?
development it will not be possible and it will not beMr Piskorz: I think that we will face the diYculties,
easy. But, coming back to Mr Fischler’s statement,the debate, which you also have in the UK. Our
please recall that this was Mr Fischler’s proposal forfarmers do not want direct payment, single farm
the newMember States to oVer support for so-calledpayments, to be cut. It is easier money, it does not
semi-subsistence farms up to 1,250 euros per yearrequire co-financing, and there will be pressure. For
over five years for farms which will make theus, the government will not support this. We were
transition from semi-subsistence into commercial.observers when the reform was decided in
We have already received 57,000 applications forLuxembourg, and it was decided to introduce
such support, but from the economic point of view itmodulation—to lower direct payment in order to
is not sustainable. If you have a farm with two orincrease rural development money.Wewould not see
three hectares, they will receive, over five years, 1,250a reduction of rural development as justified. There is
euro. Do you believe that they will make thea discussion in some old Member States about the
transition into commercial farm from three hectares?possibility of introducing co-financing of the direct
This is not realistic. Usually it may be necessary topayments. We do not think that this is a good idea,
increase farm size up to 100–150 hectars in order tobut in fact 10 newMember States apply co-financing
recognize it as viable. It means it was the kind ofof direct payments. Poland has added from national
social support in order to prolong the existence in thebudget to the direct payment in 2004 the same
sector. Therefore Mr Fischler’s statement, I think,amount of money which we received from Brussels.
reflected that with this instrument we will notSo it means that, in eVect, we are doing that national
restructure agriculture—that is true—and the Polishco-financing. I think, though, if we need to reduce EU
Government’s position is that the solution for thebudget, this will be a big loss for the entire EU
problems in the rural areas are not within agriculture.because the enlargement of the EU was a big
This is depending on the performance of thehistorical achievement for the EU and now we are
economy. This is where we are focusing, and we aresaying we would like to have enlargement for a very
observing that accession to Europe gave impact tolow price. It is not compatible.
the Polish economy. The Polish economy is
developing. In 2004 the gross of the domestic product

Q664 LordHaskins:You probably heard us say that increased by 5.4 per cent, and the European
we visited Dr Fischler yesterday. He made three Commission predict that in this year it will increase
points which I would like to pursue. First of all, he above 5 per cent and this rate will give some hope that
said that he did not think a lot of the problems you we will be able to help also rural areas.
were talking about relating to Eastern Poland and
Southern Poland are best dealt with through the

Q665 Chairman: Thank you.CAP. He said categorically the CAP reform is not
there in the business of dealing with that. Secondly, Mr Piskorz: I did not answer it actually about the

constraint in the budget also. It is right that we arehe said very controversially that the new countries—
something which surprised me—were getting a better very intensively discussing on the structure of farms

and how the EU support for agriculture should bedeal than Spain did 20 years ago. I would like you to
comment on that. Thirdly, as part of all that, in the used, what instruments should be financed. This is

our focus and we try to involve the stakeholders onnegotiation of the budget are you not best interested
to be looking at reforms on the non CAP side, in this. I would like to say that we did not lose time like

some other countries in the first year of accession.Weother words the structure of funds? They are the ones
that you reallymust hold on to, because I firmly agree already absorbed a lot of the money available for

structure funds; we already absorbed a lot of moneythat the transfer of funds from the richer states to the
new states has got to be a fundamental part of the available for CAP. I am not able to compare the

conditions for us with the conditions given to Spain.budget, but that is best done outside the CAP rather
than inside the CAP? You remember that we were not happy during the

accession negotiations that the conditions that wereMr Piskorz: Thank you for those questions. I could
given to us in the accession negotiations, but at theagree that we will not be able to solve this problem
end of the day, I think,we came to the conclusion thatwhich we have in rural areas in Poland only on the
it is still better to be absorbed in the European Unionbasis of the support for rural development, because,

as Sophia Davidova said, rural development is first under the Common Agriculture Policy than being
outside, because the solution at that time was eitherpushing on agriculture. The Commission is saying

this is a second pillar of CAP, and you will find very we wait until you will be able to provide us full direct
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political grouping which was against ourpayments—nobody knows how long we have to
membership of the EU and now is losing support.wait—or we join now and be part of the club, and we
Lord Haskins: Which means you win thedecided to be part of the club.
referendum vote!Chairman: That is a good answer. I think we will

move on to the Single Farm Payment now for a
moment or two. Lord Plumb. Q667 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: First of all, Mr

Piskorz, I am very pleased to meet you. I come from
an area of mid Wales where almost identically theQ666 Lord Plumb: Firstly, Lord Chairman, may I
same number of people (16 per cent) work on the landsay you have joined at a most interesting time. To
or are associated with agricultural industries; so inbecome a member of the Club of 25, I think, is not
asking you this question I can almost anticipate youronly interesting, but obviously, you have said
answer. We have received evidence suggesting thatalready, it is proving to be beneficial. I know of the
there might be scope for greater modulation fromvery warm welcome Poland has received in joining
Pillar 1 in order to support Pillar 2. Do you believe

and I certainly personally join all those who oVer that this is a realistic thing to do given the historical
such welcome. You therefore have the ten-year resistance to reductions in Pillar 1 support?
period before you are fully in from the CAP point of Mr Piskorz: We were upset when in Luxembourg it
view. We went through that sort of period in this was decided about modulation. We were hoping that
country. When we joined we took six steps in five money from modulation would be distributed in
years getting away from the system that operated at order to help those who have the biggest needs, but
that particular time. You are in a diVerent position the decision was that 80 per cent of money will stay
because of the number of people involved, and so on, in the countries from which it was generated, and
and you have already said it is most interesting. The now some Member States are saying that rural
single farm payment is of importance to Poland as it development money is not for cohesion objectives so
is to everybody else. Do you therefore see this as a it should not be redistributed. Either the modulation
permanent feature, or do you see it as part of the will lead to such a result as it is now. Probably Poland
transition? will not object to this. For us it will be probably be
Mr Piskorz: I have to say that even before the Single easier to promote rural development as we now see
Farm Payment was decided in Luxembourg new positive results of investment in rural areas. I
Member States were oVered a simplified area mentioned SAPARD.Fifteen thousand farmers have
payment scheme. At that time nobody was sure that benefited, but there are another 15,000 beneficiaries,
a similar system would be decided for the EU 15, for mainly in local rural areas, and you start to see the
other countries. We decided on this simplified results because you see the sign with the EU, you see
payment because it was easier for us to implement better roads and it means that there is a bigger
CAP, and it was good for us that later the EUdecided support for investment, for thewider community, not
to apply a system which is similar to a simplified area only for farmers. The farmers are benefiting from
payment scheme. Therefore, for us it was also better prices, from direct payments, and therefore I
important that we did not have huge support for think we are not so heavily dependent on that
agriculture before joining the EU, and, if we were to support. We are in that particular situation because
introduce support, it is good that it was possible to as a result of negotiation our farmers are every year
introduce decoupled systems. Our position is that we receiving more direct payment from the EU.
will need cash, a flow of money to the farming sector
for some years in order to give impetuous for the Q668 Countess of Mar: Do you believe that it is
development of rural areas. Therefore, we hope that possible to include Bulgaria and Romania in the
the Single Farm Payment will be a stable instrument proceedings set in 2002 or should further funds be
supporting agriculture. It is something new for our made available?
farmers; that is true. I myself met many farmers Mr Piskorz: Following from the position that we
before we joined the EU, and some traditional should find additional budget to include spending for
peasants did not trust it, they did not believe that Pillar 1 for Bulgaria and Romania, as it is clear that
anybody would give them money for free—it was in 2002 it was not included, the Commission did not
never in the past, so this would not be in the future— include it, the spending necessary for Pillar 1 for
but this is the reason why we have seen such a radical Bulgaria andRomania, otherwise wewill face serious
change in the attitude of farmers towards the EU. problems, there will be bigger needs for applying
When we had the accession referendum in 2003 only financial discipline. As you know, new Member
40 per cent of farmers were in favour of accession to States are exempt from financial discipline until they
the EU. Now opinion polls are showing that this reach the EU level of direct payment, but after 2015
figure is 75 per cent. I think it was important for the the cuts will be very serious also for us, and I would

like to repeat my statement that enlargement is suchpolitical situation because we had a very strong
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be possible to persuade them to take a diVerent viewan important political historical event that we should
about subsidy and access?not have behaved like an accountant. We are all
MrPiskorz: I know that the position of the Europeanbenefiting politically and economically from
Union is that there should be a parallelism betweenenlargement and we should not try to squeeze the
the removal of exported refunds and the removal ofbudget.
other instruments facilitating export—like exportCountess of Mar: Thank you very much. That is an
credits, and it will not be easy for the Americans tointeresting view on it?
meet this challenge. Therefore, I think our decision to
remove the export subsidy will be spread over time. IQ669 Chairman: You said Minister Counsellor that
do not expect that our partners will challenge ourit is clear that the funds for Bulgaria and Romania
Single Farm Payment. It was prepared in the waywere not agreed in the 2002 ceiling. Is not that the
that it should meet the requirements of green boxproblem at the moment, that it is frankly unclear
Chairman: Thank you. We come back, finally, towhether this 1.1 billion euros a year was in the 2002
rural development again for a few more questions.ceiling or not? This is unfortunate, but I think there
Lord Sewel.are those who think it is clear?

Mr Piskorz: My understanding is that the
Q673 Lord Sewel: I fully understand your emphasisCommission did not include it in the calculation, the
on rural development and the need for ruralspending necessary for Bulgaria and Romania, but I development to reduce the agricultural sector and the

think the best way is to clarify this with the agricultural workforce. What I cannot quite get hold
Commission. of is the extent to which rural development under

Pillar 2 will help you achieve that objective, because
Q670 Chairman: It is quite a big figure to be it seems to me that your problem in scope and scale
unclear about. is so much greater than anything that Pillar 2 would
Mr Piskorz: Yes. enable you to come close to. In general that is my
Chairman: Before we get on to rural development question, but there is a specific element which is what
again, we are going to have a question on the Doha will you use Pillar 2 rural development for? What are
round from Baroness Maddock. the sorts of projects that you think are useful?

Mr Piskorz: My Lord Chairman, I agree that the
range of instruments available within ruralQ671 Baroness Maddock: Minister Counsellor, we
development is not adjusted to the specific needs ofare wondering what you expect will be the outcome
rural areas in new Member States and ruralof the Doha development round, particularly as far
development is still focused as a second Pillar of CAPas the European agricultural sector is concerned?
and linked with agriculture. At the currentSecondly, do you think that the eventual agreement
programme period we observe a big interest incould lead to further modification of the Common
investment in farms and investment in foodAgricultural Policy and do you think that perhaps
processing but specifically in adapting to the EUthis might have budgetary advantages?
standards in the area of food safety. There are bigMr Piskorz: Our position is that the European Union
needs also in investing in meeting standards. There iswith the reforms of CAP in 2003 and 2004made a very
a special instrument available for newMember Statesgood position in the Doha round, and we are told by
and during the last six months, since the starting ofthe Commission, and we believe that this is the case,
the rural development programme, we alreadythat those decisions should be suYcient to meet the
received 55,000 applications for instruments meetingrequirements of the Doha round agreement, with the
standards. It means those are the measures likeexception of sugar which is now debated and we hope
helping farmers to protect the leaking of sewage intoto get the agreement reached before December. There
the soil, to improve buildings for animals in order tois one sector where we are not sure what might be the
meet the requirements of the directives, and so forth.consequences. Part of the deal would be the gradual
We have a very big interest also on this oneremoval of export refunds. In the milk sector export
instrument in rural development. Support for lessrefunds are playing an important role. If there will be
favoured areas. There are 628,000 applications forno export refunds for the dairy sector, there will be a
less favoured areas currently.significant surplus of dairy products on theEUmarket

and then a reform might be unavoidable, but other Q674 Lord Sewel: Applications?
than that we see there is no need for an order of reform Mr Piskorz: Applications and payments.
because of Doha.

Q675 Chairman: Individual applications?
Q672 Chairman: Are you hopeful—and I think my Mr Piskorz: Yes.
colleagues were talking to Dr Fischler about this
yesterday—about the position of theUnited States in Q676 Lord Sewel: That beats the Highlands of

Scotland.relation to the Doha round, the WTO, that it might
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was that the payments were to compensate farmersMr Piskorsz: And there may be other figures. We
actually have an absorption capacity for rural for having to meet higher standards for animal

welfare and environmental factors. Are you going toareas. We received 23,000 applications for early
retirements, we received 22,500 applications for be able to meet these standards in time to be able to

cope with Doha, the competition from Brazil andyoung farmers, first-time young farmers, so it is
evidence that we are able to absorb, even if this has that sort of thing?
not always been solving our problem. I have to add Mr Piskorz: NewMember States have this system of
one thing which is not related to the EU. We had an a simplified area payment scheme, and they could
instrument to support farmers with a state subsidy apply the system up to five years, which means up to
for farmers’ social security and pension. From state the end of 2010. During this time the obligations
budget we are spending on this more than three apply from the accession treaty, which means they
billion euro per year. Three billion euro is four times should only make sure that the land is kept in good
more than we are receiving as a Single Farm Payment agricultural condition respecting the requirement of
from the EU, and this is done in order to support a environmental protection. The cross-compliance
minimum level of income for pensioner farmers, and obligation will be obligatory at the end of a simplified
this is a kind of social security. There have been, as area payment scheme. If you will decide to keep this
you illustrated, almost two million farmers, small simplified area payment until the end of 2008 it
farm. They were not able to contribute to the pension means that the inspection on cross-compliance will
fund because their income was very low. Now, 95 per be obligatory from 2009. We are starting to prepare
cent of the cost of the pension and retirement for for this already now because we have to have an
older farmers are subsidised from the state budget. inspection system verifying if farmers are respecting

those 18 directives, but we will need to have
inspection in almost 20,000 farms and this will be anQ677 Lord Sewel: Given the scale of the
enormous undertaking for us. As part of therestructuring that you are clearly aware of and
negotiations we received a transition period forgrappling with, you have actually got to be very
farmers to adjust to the requirements of the directivescareful how much money you put directly into
in the dairy sector, and this was three years. We haveagriculture, have you not, because you run the risk—
380,000 farmers which are selling milk and a big partand I think this is what the previous witness was
of them benefit is from that transition period, and sohinting at in some ways—of fossilising and slowing
the sum of money from rural development is going toup adjustment rather than facilitating adjustment. I
those farms helping them to adjust, but there is alsosuppose that really depends what the rest of the
a lot of deadlock, as Sophia said, because we investeconomy is doing.
money in the small farms with three, four cows, butMr Piskorz: I agree with you, and even some
it is not sustainable. Theywill have to go out anyway.instruments oVered for the new Member States will
Chairman: That is a very interesting story you tell,have the impact of slowing down restructuring. If
and, indeed, quite reminiscent of France perhaps.you are giving money for semi-subsistence farms it
Lord Haskins.will help them to stay a few years more in the

business. Normally they will go out, but this is a kind
of social support, because we are not ready with the Q679 Lord Haskins: I think you have answered the
jobs for those people and it is better socially to keep question I was going to ask you about the national
them as farmers then keep them on the street. I would capacity to take up the scheme. You have done that
have to say that peasant families are sound families: more, perhaps, than othermembers have done and so
they take care of children, they have good I leave that to one side. Can I come back to the
neighbourhood relations, and so on, and this is budget. The budget is going to be very controversial
important. We have serious problems with the about how it is going to be settled. One option that
former workers of state farms in some places. If state is being considered, andDr Fischler was sympathetic
farms collapsed, all the people lost jobs, and in those when we mentioned this to him yesterday, is the
villages, cities, the state farm collapsed 13/14 years possibility of re-nationalising Pillar 2. I know the new
ago, but there are still people in poverty there and it countries are very anxious about that, but if therewas
is catastrophic. There are a lot of problems. It ismuch an adjustment in structure and cohesion funds to
worse than in the small peasant farms which are not compensate, it has a lot of attractions from our point
eYcient, but they live decently. of view, but it would be a way around getting out of
Countess of Mar: The social benefits. the rebate problem that we have, and, as long as the
Lord Livsey of Talgarth: Social cohesion. interests of the new countries were not disadvantaged

by repatriation, would you have any diYculties?
Mr Piskorz: For me this is a diYculty in the capacityQ678 Countess of Mar: Can we go back to the Doha

question for a moment? One of the things we heard of the presenting of Polish authorities to have their
statement on this. I will still stick to the oYcialwhen we were in Brussels last week, quite frequently,
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either benefiting from or anticipating benefiting fromposition that we are not considering the changes
which have been agreed in Luxembourg in 2003. both those funds?

Mr Piskorz:We are quite eYcient using cohesion andLordHaskins:That is a very revealing answer. Thank
structure funds available for us since we joined theyou very much.
EU. Already in 2004 we received from this source 2.4Chairman: Do you want to come back on that?
billion euro when our contribution to the EU budgetLord Haskins: No, I think the answer Mr Piskorz
was around 1.2 billion euro, so there was a benefitgave is exactly the right answer. It was an
there. It means that we were able to present theencouraging answer.
applications, and in a very short time, 10 monthsChairman: Countess of Mar, do you want to come
after joining the EU, we received application forback on rural development projects?
support from structure funds and cohesion fundsCountess of Mar: I think the question has already
which will exhaust more than 35 per cent of thebeen answered about the infrastructure. It is very
envelope available for three years. We were told thatclear that you are happy with the infrastructure and
when Spain joined the EU, in the first two years theyyou are doing very well.
did not receive much money from structure fund
because they did not have the absorption capacity.

Q680 Lord Livsey of Talgarth:Are you expecting an We prepared ourselves andMember States helped us
increase in the spending on rural development over in the transition period to build in suYcient capacity,
the next few years? Are you expecting this to come the EU supported us with PHARE, and this was very
more fromwithin your own budget in Poland or from helpful and therefore we are benefiting from this.
the EU?
Mr Piskorz: If you follow the Commission’s

Q682 Lord Plumb: Land prices?proposals for rural development, on the graph it
Mr Piskorz: Land prices. I always told farmers thatlooks nice because it is increasing, but when you
they should not sell easy their land before we joinedanalyse what is behind it, you find that the only item
the EU because farming will be more profitable afterwhich is really increasing is the spending for
we join, and this is the case. Land prices increasedLEADER. The increase is foreseen for LEADER—
only in 2004 more than 30 per cent, but still the pricealmost doubling. Other items they are just because of
of agricultural land is relatively low in Poland. If youthe EU enlargement spending for Bulgaria and
take one hectare of agricultural land of averageRomania. For other items in the EU budget
quality in the areas where you could not change thisreduction of expenditures is planned in real terms
into construction land, just as agricultural land, you(increase in normal terms by 1 percent per year—with
may have one hectare of land for less than 2,000 euro,inflation 2 per cent per year it means reduction by
which is still relatively low.1 per cent in real terms) You see that there is an

increase by 25 per cent, but in reality there will be no
Q683 Chairman: Before we break up, and we must,more money available for Member States. For us
you have now been members of the EU for nearly aPoland’s accession to the EU is beneficial because we
full year, not quite. At this stage, you and the otherare starting now to spend more money on rural areas
new Member States, what is your attitude as far asbecause money from the EU is available for rural
the CAP is concerned? Do you talk together with thedevelopment. Before joining the EU we had other
other newMember States or not?Do you feel that theimportant issues at stake. Now, in order to get 80
promises that were made to you are going to be kept?euro from theEU, we need to add 20 of our euros.We
You were quite strong in your statement about thealso have other preferences maybe, but we could not
promises that you felt had been made to youget money from EU.
regarding CAP before you decided to join.Lord Plumb: Lord Chairman, after what we have
Mr Piskorz: We have been very warmly received inheard, I am wondering if there are any vacant farms
the club. There is still from time to time a situationaround!
where there is a separation—newMember States, oldChairman: I thought you might say that.
Member States—and sometimes we face some
scepticism, but the time of this division of very hard

Q681 Lord Plumb: I might ask the question: what negotiation is over and now you see the coalition, not
has happened to land prices during this last year? just new Member States but across. I think what still
Indeed, I will ask that question. It was not my is missing is we are not yet fully represented in the
intention to ask the question, but there are two funds European institution, we do not have people on the
in addition to the ones we have been talking about, of managerial level in the European Commission and it
course. One is the structural fund; the other is the is for us very diYcult to know in advance what is
cohesion fund. The cohesion fund, of course, is one prepared and what is cooked by the administration.
that has helped in building the roads, highways and I know that other Member States, existing Member

States, are in a much better situation because theyhelping with infrastructure. To what extent is Poland
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success, it was a win-win event, and this givesknow in advance and they could prepare the position
for us, sometimes not suYcient time. It is important satisfaction for the EU 15 and for the new Member

States.to have a knowledge of what is prepared in order to
be prepared for negotiation, but this is a transition
time and we are trying to learn very quickly. As you Q684 Chairman: Good. It is very good to hear that.

I would very much like to thank you, Ministerobserved, the world did not collapse. When Poland
with two million farmers joined the EU you did not Counsellor, and all your team for coming to talk to

us today. I know you have the full hearted support ofobserve that we flooded the EU market with cheap
agricultural products. It was not the case. There were all my colleagues in welcoming you into the

European Union and we hope the years ahead will befears that this would happen, but it did not happen.
In other areas there were also fears that Polish cheap very fruitful for you as a member of this club.

Mr Piskorz: Thank you very much.workers would flood the European labour market. It
did not happen. I think at the end enlargement was a Chairman: Thank you very much indeed.
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Present Lewis of Newnham, L Plumb, L
Maddock, B Renton of Mount Harry, L (Chairman)
Peel, E Sewel, L

Memorandum by the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Food of the Republic of Slovenia

CAP as a Part of the EU Budget

1. How will total CAP expenditure be affected by the European Commission’s proposed financial perspectives, or the
1 per cent of GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributors, if agreed by the Council of Ministers?

As we understand, the first pillar expenditures were fixed at Brussels Summit in October 2002. At this stage,
we do not see any open attempt to change it. In case of reductions of the 1,14 per cent of GNI, as proposed
by the EU Commission, the expenditures for the rural development seem to be the most liable to change.

2. Is there a need for further reform of the CAP? If so, what opportunities exist for reforming it further as a result of
the financial perspective negotiations?

The reform of CAP appears to be an ongoing process with the pending reforms in the sectors of sugar, fruits
and vegetables and latter also wine. Results of Doha Development Agenda will undoubtedly mean a call for
a new CAP reform as a consequence of dismantled border protection (customs tariVs and special import
charges) and phasing out of export refunds. Some common market organisations (dairy, sugar, beef) and
market intervention measures will have to adapt to new post Doha realities.

Enlargement

3. How will rural development expenditure (Pillar 2) be affected by enlargement, recent and future?

Further EU enlargements will aVect both first as well as second pillar expenditures. For the accession of
Bulgaria and Romania, the EU Commission has planned some additional funds for the rural development
measures as well. Rural areas in new Member States are faced with certain development problems and are
generally lagging behind, especially when compared with old member states. Therefore, funds for rural
development will be important for new Member States in the next programming period, as this support will
accelerate structural changes and adjustment of agriculture and other related activities in rural areas. In the
long term, rural development funds will contribute to reduction of the development gap between new and old
Member States.

4. What is the potential impact on the rural economy of increasing structural funds, which will mainly be available to
new Member States, at the same time as reducing direct (Pillar 1) payments?

In case of newMember States, the mandatory modulation takes place after 2013 as that will be the time when
direct payments are completely paid out of EAGGF. Until then, direct payments will be complemented by so-
called national complementary payments, funded out of our national budget. Already now, the share of
second pillar measures represents close to 40 per cent of all agricultural subsidies in our country. Slovenia has
a high share of less favourable areas (85 per cent) and very strong agri-enviromental programme. In a way one
can say that we have already anticipated the future developments of CAP, putting more emphasis on the
second pillar measures.

Increasing structural funds, as a result of the modulation mechanism applied to direct payments, will have a
beneficial eVect on rural economy in an individualMember State, as at least 80 per cent of these collected funds
must be spent in a State, where modulation was applied. Remaining funds will most probably be earmarked
to new member states, which are less developed.
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Financial Discipline

5. How far are market support and direct subsidy expenditure (Pillar 1) likely to increase as a result of further
enlargement and the payment of new subsidies to the dairy and (possibly) the sugar sector?

Possible increase of market support and direct subsidy expenditure for the new entrants depends largely upon
the results of the new financial perspective agreement.

6. Can use of the financial discipline mechanism realistically be avoided?

Mechanism of financial discipline will be mandatory for the new Member States only from the year 2013
onwards. It is a part of the same package as was arranged in case of a modulation. Having in mind accession
of Bulgaria and Romania and all new Member States being entitled to full level of direct payments, it can be
expected that financial discipline will have to be applied at the end of programming period 2007–13 in order
to remain within set limits.

7. Will market support and direct subsidy (Pillar 1) be affected by any concessions which the EU has to make on export
subsidisation, import tariffs and domestic support expenditure in any agreement in the Doha Development Round of
trade negotiations?

According to our calculations, a shift from the market support measures to the direct payments will be
necessary. At the end of NFP, the former can be as low as about 1.3 billion euros and the latter would have
to partially compensate the loss of farmers’ income because of the results of the new WTO round and on the
other hand will be the result of the phasing in scheme for direct payments for the new Member countries.

Rural Development

8. Are the spending ceilings likely to be exceeded? If so, what will the consequences be for the farming industry if the
EU fails to meet the financial demands of both market and structural policies in an EU25 or EU27?

Any reductions in the rural development funds would slow down the pace of restructuring of a very
fragmented agriculture structure and widen the lag between the structure and level of development in
agriculture of the EU-15.

9. Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries, who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI,
appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

Position of the net contributor countries who aim at 1 per cent of GNI can be seen as problematic from the
standpoint that a need for restructuring and development cannot be addressed appropriately. It is important
to state that rural development measures are not liable to any reduction commitments in the context of the
WTO “Green Box”.

10. Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain similar to
current levels?

In our opinion there is a strong need for keeping the rural development funds rising as far as possible.

11. Will the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy
improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

As foreseen in Regulation proposal on the financing the CAP, the rural development fund will have two main
sources: funds from rural development guarantee section and a part from the structural funds or guidance
section of the EAGGF. Criteria for the allocation have to be set up by the EU Commission. Rural
development policy is of exceptional significance to Slovenia, therefore we support the development-oriented
rural development policy in the new financial perspective and the proposed level of expenses for this policy,
as proposed by the Commission. However, Slovenia has certain concerns regarding the criteria for the
allocation of rural development funds.
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We do not oppose the Commission’s methodology concerning the establishment of shares of funds
resulting from the envelope for “convergence regions” and financing the Rural Development Fund.
However, the historical amount of funds for rural development and the extent to which this historical
share has been used, as a main criterion for allocating the funds among the Member States, are
questionable. For new Member States, the allocation of cohesion funds in the period 2004–06 took into
account only the development level within the group of Candidate Countries (CC-10) and was not
calculated on the basis of the development key of all theMember States in the enlarged EU (EU-25). Thus,
Slovenia as one of the most developed CC was granted a comparatively lower amount of funds for the
cohesion policy (and consequently also for the cohesion part of rural development funds). This share was
considerably lower than the ones which were received by the EU-15Member States with comparable level
of economic development. Besides historical principle, a strong emphasis should be placed on the actual
need for restructuring and development. More consideration should be given to the needs that Slovenia
has as a new and a relatively—in terms of EU-25—less developed Member State. With the average of 7.3
ha of utilised agricultural area, the agricultural holdings in Slovenia are more than three times smaller
than the average EU agricultural holdings. The needs for agricultural restructuring towards increased
specialisation and concentration are significant. The initial period following the accession will be of the
utmost importance, in particular for investment measures for processing and marketing of agricultural
products, which can contribute to the strengthening of the competitive capacity in the whole agri-food
industry chain. As well, past performance as a criterion has a limited explanatory power in case of new
Member States, because implementation of rural development programmes according to EU principles
has just started. Therefore, it could be more appropriate to take into consideration implementation of
comparable national rural development programmes and eVectiveness of the implementation of
SAPARD pre-accession assistance in the pre-accession period. Additionally, a reserve fund of 5 per cent
of the total rural development envelope could be created for solving the needs of Member States in a
specific situation. A share of Natura 2000 within the total surface can play an additional role for allocation
of funds among the EU member states. We agree that one single fund, one programming system, single
set of financial rules, one monitoring system, as foreseen in the proposal, will result in simplification of
rural development policy and this will also improve the distribution of rural development funds.

8 March 2005

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Franc But, State Secretary, Slovenia, Mr Bojan Skoda and Mr Dusan Vujandinovic,
examined.

Q685 Chairman:Mr But, may I thank you and your inviting us and we have pleasure in answering your
questions.colleagues for coming to talk to us this morning. We

do appreciate it. Thank you also for the written
evidence that you sent us a week ago, which is very Q686 Chairman: As you know, our subject is the
helpful. We have told you the sort of further CAP, its future financing and the budget
questions that we would like to be asking. We may negotiations, whether the CAP and what the
vary slightly from those but we really appreciate your Commission have promised is going to be possible or
presence. The meeting is in public and available on not. Could you tell us what your country hopes to
the website. You will be able to correct the transcript achieve during the budget negotiations regarding
of your evidence later. Would you like to introduce common agricultural spending in the period 2007–13.
your colleagues and make an opening statement In Slovenia what do you hope to achieve out of those
before we start? negotiations?
Mr But: Thank you for inviting me and my Mr But: First, the expenditures for the first pillar
colleagues. Dusan Vujandinovic is Director General were fixed in 2002. We can expect what was agreed
of the EU International Department of the Ministry, and decided. We are in the second group of Member
and Mr Bojan Skoda is from our Embassy here in States, one of 10 new Member States. We are still
London. I am Franc But, at present State Secretary. partially paid by the EU budget in the case of the first
Previously, I was at the Trade Ministry for Slovenia pillar. We have to top up the payments from the
in the field of agriculture, rural development and national budget. For your information, together with
fisheries. I was also Acting Director of the payment Malta, we are the only exception to the rule where the
agency for CAP implementation in Slovenia, standard scheme of payments has been implemented
previously a support agency. I was also Minister for and introduced in the case of the first pillar. The level

of payments in the last year was 85 per cent of the EUAgriculture, Forestry and Food. Thank you for
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negotiations and possible results, the need forlevel; this year it is 90 per cent; and in the year 2007
it will be at the same level as in the old EU of 15. The compensation will be even higher. We can expect

some loss of income and we believe that at leastother newMember States will reach this level only in
2014. This is the result of negotiations because the partially this has to be compensated for by the

continuation of direct payments, based on single arealevel of prices in Slovenia before enlargement we
generally higher than in the EU. This year we have to payments. In future, people will be paid in a way that

is as lean as possible oYcially.top up the diVerence, from 30 and 90 per cent; last
year the figurewas between 25 and 85; next year it will
be between 35 and 95; and then a year later 40/100; Q689 Earl Peel: Despite the historical nature of the
then 50/100, 60/100, et cetera. We can expect just Pillar 1 payments, and we have been receiving quite
what was agreed, otherwise we would be very happy a degree of evidence which would suggest that there
to have another opportunity of increased payments could be a move to try to transfer funds under the
in the cycle of the EU. We think the solution as it is modernisation scheme from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 for
now is unfair for Slovenia. It is diVerent for other rural development, do you see that as being an
Member States than for the 10 new members. That is objective which you would support and do you see
the position, and there is no reason to discus it any that happening?
further. Concerning the second pillar, of course we Mr But: At the moment, this is not really relevant to
expect that the second pillar expenditure— the new Member States because there is no

moderation and no financial discipline until the end
Q687 Chairman: It might be better if we leave the of the next financial period for the 10 new Member
second pillar but we will come on to it in a moment. States. This is probably of a little advantage to
We would like to ask you a fewmore questions about Slovenia in our special position within the group of
the single farm payment first, while making the point 10 new Member States. However, this was agreed. I
at the start that the standard payments you refer to think it is clear that the majority of the money
are production-linked and therefore they are not the collected from the moderation will remain in the
same thing as the single farm payment, clearly. Member State where it was collected; so 80 per cent
Mr But: At the moment, but in Slovenia standard of the money has to stay in the United Kingdom, for
scheme payments have been introduced and we instance, if it is collected here. Whether or not that is
would start with the form agreed in Luxembourg in the right decision, whether we support it or not, I
2003 and then somemonths later in 2007. This means think that it is better to have a clear first pillar
that the decision for Slovenia is the latest possible position and clear second pillar position and not to
date. Until today, our payments will be based on the look around for something artificial. It would be
regionalised standard scheme payments, but with better to have things clearly on the table to which we
certain flexibility. This means that we will keep some can agree.
payments, especially beef premiums for slaughtering
coupled, and the rest will not be coupled. Hops will Q690 Baroness Maddock: I want to talk about
also be coupled. We see a problem in Slovenia with Bulgaria and Romania. You have mentioned this in
the redistribution of money. We are a new Member your submission not us. Do you believe it is possible
State and we do not have a clear right. to include Bulgaria and Romania under the ceilings
Chairman: Let us deal with the single farm payment that were agreed in 2002 or do you think further
first. Then I would like to go on to the Doha Round funds should be made available?
and finally we will come to the second pillar and the

Mr But: I do not really think so. It would not be
role of development. We will take it in that order. possible without certain new financial resources

being made available. That is the short answer.
Q688 Earl Peel: I would like to ask you two specific
questions about the single farm payment. Firstly, do

Q691 Chairman: Do you reckon then that Bulgariayou see the single farm payments developing as a
and Romania will have particular problems inpermanent part of the European Agricultural Policy
adapting to the Common Agricultural Policy?and rural policy or more as a transitional measure,
MrBut: I know from personal experience because wewhich should be phased out sooner rather than later?
are partners, together with Austria, in theMrBut:The single farm payment is a fact for the next
establishment of the payment agency in Romaniafinancial period 2007–13. After 2013, the first pillar
that they still have some significant problems but theyhas to remain a reality of CAP. We expect that it will
believe these will be solved on the day of accession.be even more non-production oriented. That means
We hope so as well but it probably will not happen.that something that could still be coupled in the next

financial period will be decoupled after that period as
well. On the other hand, we believe that with further Q692 Chairman: One inevitably asks: do you think

accession is solving a lot of problems for you?liberalisation of trade, based on the WTO
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clear that negotiations are on the table for sugar, fruitMr But: This is a problem for the EU as a whole. We
are a member of the EU, a new one perhaps but we and vegetables and probably also for wine. By the

way, Slovenia is not really a big admirer of too radicalare still a member. Slovenia’s problem is that it looks
as though Slovenia will become the first newMember a reform in the sugar sector. We support strongly the

introduction of direct payments for sugar beetState that is a net contributor in the next financial
perspective. That depends on the timetable and when production in the case of reform. We believe that the

United States is at the forefront of big reforms ofthe next financial perspective is adopted. If it is
adopted under the Luxembourg presidency, then we their agricultural policy. They have many measures

which are being discussed; they do not qualify ascan still be at the very threshold but even three or four
months later we will be out. It looks as though “green box”measures. They have to play their part in

the work as well and not just the EU. The UnitedSlovenia as awholewill become the first newMember
State to become a net contributor or net payer. We States and the European Union will have to be equal

partners in these negotiations. We believe that at theare losing almost the status of a region in convergence
and thatmeans that wewill have to co-finance at least moment not the EU especially but the United States

may have to oVer something new.twice as much in the measures.

Q694 Lord Sewel: Your paper, which was veryQ693 Lord Plumb: It has been suggested to us that
helpful, dealt to quite an extent with ruralthe CAP reform has taken place because of the Doha
development and the importance you attach to ruralRound; in other words, trying to fit into the demands
development. You mention in particular the fact thatand requirement soft Doha. In your answer you say
your average agricultural holdings are three timesthat the results of the Doha developments together
smaller than the EU average and the need for majorundoubtedly mean a call for a new CAP reform as a
restructuring. The first question is: does Pillar 2, theconsequence of dismantling the border protection
rural development element in Pillar 2, really give youand phasing out of export refunds. To what extent,
an opportunity to do a great deal in terms oftherefore, do you see further development in the
restructuring and rural development?changes that have already taken place that many
Mr But: Of course it does and I will give you somepeople in the 15 countries think are fairly radical
facts. This year in Slovenia we will pay at least 53 perchanges anyway? You are now suggesting that
cent of the total agricultural expenditure on theperhaps, in the light of Doha, further changes might
second pillar and, together with Austria andtake place. Will this have a budgetary advantage for
probably Finland, the majority on the first pillar. InSlovenia in particular? Can you see the changes
the second pillar measures in Slovenia, the biggesttaking place? You recognise that of course there are
share is available for the future second axis (landproducts that have yet to be dealt with: dairy, sugar,
consolidation, agri-environmental programmes, lessfruit and vegetables, wine and so on. These are not
favoured area payments). We have 86 per cent of theoutstanding but nevertheless it is going to be an
total area under less favoured area status and aboutongoing situation in dealing with those particular
half the farmers involved in one of the 24 diVerentproblems. Do you think that the United States will
sub-programmes of that environmental programmeeventually change its policies? I think in Europe
in Slovenia.many people believe that the changes that are already

on the table do fitwith theDoha demands rather than
the American policies that exist at the moment. Q695 Lord Sewel: If you are putting it into less
Mr But: First, we expect that, on the basis of further favoured area payments, how does that help
steps in negotiation with the WTO, the results will restructuring?
bring long-term an increase of imports from other Mr But: It does so by elevated payments. There are
states into the EU internal market. Because of the two other aspects. The first, the future first axis, is
non-continuation of export subsidies and some restructuring. You mention that an average farm in
problems in the internal EU markets that pressure Slovenia is at least three times smaller than the
will have the result of a decrease in price to farmers. average for the EU. On average, a Slovenian farm
This will have to have certain financial influence on would be 7.5 hectares. We never had any so-called
the EU budget. However, in reality this will have to collectivisation as in the other new Member States.
be flexible and fair to the farmers, the producers. At There was a prohibition on increasing the level of
least a certain part of the loss in income for the hectares. The normal procedure in the old EU of 15
producers, the farmers, will have to be replaced or was frozen for 40 years in Slovenia. That is the reason
compensated for with new money paid from further for this. Restructuring is the first axis and the third
reforms. We believe that after the end of the WTO axis as well. The first axis will be extremely important
negotiations, probably almost immediately, the EU for Slovenia, after reform in the field of restructuring
will have to start negotiations for the new further of the sector. In reality, half the farmers will be part-

time farmers and they will have to act as they do atCAP reform of the first pillar. At the moment, it is
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three years of the existing financial perspective. Thethe moment, but in the future they will have to work
even more in the field of other activities, mostly EU co-finances at present 80 per cent and we have to

pay 20 per cent. In the future, for axis one and axisservices and industry.
three investments (land consolidation, quality of life
measures and economic diversification) the generalQ696 Lord Sewel: How does Pillar 2 help that
rule is that 50 per cent will be paid by the EU and 50problem? Can you give us some examples of activities
per cent through our own budget. Generally in thethat you could generate and encourage through Pillar
future, as I mentioned earlier, it looks as though we2 that help you deal with that issue of alternatives?
will be losing the status of an existing objective oneMr But: In the case of part-time farmers, the future
region. In future convergence means generally 55 perthird axis and existing measures somewhere else are
cent will come from EU and 45 from our side.extremely important. We started with these measures

many years ago. Our on-farm activities, for instance,
are of great importance to part-time farmers. For the Q700 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Has your particular
full-time farmers the first axis of great important is contribution been a limitation to what you can
investment in holdings and investment in the food actually take up?
industry. Something that was done in the UK for Mr But: At the moment, there are no problems. For
instance 20 or 30 years ago will have to be done in a the future, we will see. I think we will probably have
short period of time in Slovenia now. That is why we to limit some programmes.
still need these measures and why we believe that the
second pillar measures are important. Q701 Baroness Maddock: I want to ask about

infrastructure because that is very important if you
Q697 Lord Sewel:My knowledge of Slovenia’s rural are going to deliver on rural development projects.
development is zero. I am trying to get an idea of the Like my colleague Lord Sewel, I do not know very
types of activities, the things that can go on in rural much about Slovenia. This is rather new for us. Have
Slovenia, that Pillar 2 would enable you to support in you got the infrastructure in place and, if you have,
terms of rural development. has it been diYcult to set up?Has it taken a long time?
Mr But: The question of new land is important. Is there more to do?
Measures in dispute are important and could be of Mr But: Slovenia is the most developed of the new
benefit. Member States. We are more developed than some

old Member States. That means that not only the
quality of life but also generally the infrastructure inQ698 Earl Peel: May I briefly pick up on Lord
Slovenia is in very good condition. What we areSewel’s line of questioning? You mention in your
doing through the rural development programme ispaper the adjustment of agriculture. With regard to
related to doing more than just, say, building a newthe use of Pillar 2 funding, do you see this as
road. Building one road is the basis of ourrestructuring with a view to enhancing agricultural
programme of measures in this field. With UKoutput? As I understand, that would be against the
support we started these programmes at least 10competition rules within the use of Pillar 2 funding.
years ago, and the results are very good. We haveMr But: We do not believe that this is against the
multi-functionality in trying towork in this field. Onebasic rules of the EU in this field. We believe that
road is the basis for the development of society.these investments are needed in order to increase the
Many farmers will then decide to undertake farmlevel of food quality, food standards, and in fact also
tourism; others will have farms with open doors.farmers need certain money to buy the new land, et
These things may be artificially made but the resultscetera. This is important and it is probably the
can be good. Generally, the infrastructure inanswer to the previous question.
Slovenia, except modernisation of the railways, is in
good condition.Q699 Lord Lewis of Newnham: We have received

evidence which states that the Pillar 2 expenditure in
the new states has been limited by the national Q702 Lord Sewel: If you are looking at what your

rural development programme wants to deliver, docapacity for uptake. What percentage of available
funds have been taken up by Slovenia? In your you think you can getmeasurable outcomes?Howdo

you get some sort of matrix to look at what ruralopinion, what are the factors which limit the capacity
for uptake by an economy? development is trying to deliver and how will you

know that you are successfully delivering it?MrBut:At present, Slovenia as a whole is a so-called
objective one region because we not regionalised. The MrBut:You have to put the results on the table. The

results are: new employment in the countryside;whole of Slovenia is just one region. We are involved
in two general main programmes. One is the Rural bigger farmers; modernised farms; more land per

farm. Generally it is about modernisation and beingDevelopment Programme of the Republic of
Slovenia for 2004–06. We are in the period of the last in line with the acquis communautaire in the area of
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and responsibility to Europe and the CAP, or wouldthe environment, food quality and standards for
keeping animals. it be better to leave it within the CAP budget?

MrBut:The early retirement scheme and support for
young farmers are important parts of our rural

Q703 Lord Sewel: It is really measures for larger development programme in the Republic of
farms and an increase in non-farm employment. Slovenia. It is important to repeat that in the case
What about the rural population levels? Do youwant of the first pillar we have already some
to maintain those or decrease them? renationalisation. We have to pay the majority of the
Mr But: This depends on the understanding. In expenditure ourselves. For the future, we believe that
Slovenia, generally 60 per cent of the population live the EUneeds the bulk; this means the first and second
in the countryside, a high figure, in towns and villages pillar.We believe that at this stage the EUhas to keep
with less than 3,000 inhabitants. Slovenia is very the system as it is. It is probably too early to start to
rural but only 4 per cent of the population are implement renationalisation either in the field of the
farmers. The reason the land is so fragmented is first pillar or the second. This may be an important
because one-third of these inhabitants come in the question if and when, for instance, Turkey joins the
category of the oldest people. The question is how EU.
and with what measures we can reorganise this
reoriented this in the right way. This is a complicated

Q705 Lord Lewis of Newnham: You did mention ingroup of people. Most of these people have no
your answer to Lord Plumb that in fact you had somecontention with agriculture and they are not ready to
scheme for young farmers. What is this and who

sell their land. They feel that will only happen in the sponsors it?
distant future. We believe that we need a certain Mr But: Both schemes are connected: on the one
number of big farmers. Big farmers in Slovenia will hand, early retirement and, on the other, young
not be like big farmers in the UK or in some of the farmers. We have the same rules for both just as in
otherMember States but more like those inGermany any other EU Member state, but you know that
and some parts of Austria. They will not be able to many Member States have not decided on an early
survive as a family with an income from agriculture. retirement scheme yet. In Slovenia we think this is
Because of unnatural conditions, in some regions of important and useful. The reason is clear and that is
Slovenia, such as the alpine regions, it is impossible because we have a bad structure. We will have to
to be a very big farmer because some physical work decrease the number of active farmers, although only
still needs to be done. We have to find, and we are 4 per cent of the population are farmers. Themeasure
doing this, I hope successfully, a combination of non- to encourage young farmers is helping with the
farm activities combined with farm activities. That is transfer. Combinedwith the early retirement scheme,
why in certain regions the majority of farmers are people are probably ready oYcially and actively to
involved in farm activities like farm tourism. The leave agriculture. At the start, we tried to have a
second step, which is not developed well yet, must be combination so that people could get money or
to do more in the field of on-farm activities and to support for young farmers and for the early
combine the traditional handicrafts and studies of retirement scheme if it was clearly shown that the
nature in the region, to give support with the new result would mean a bigger farm and that after the
investment, and to push these people to survive in the measure instead of five you will only have one or two
high mountains not just through agriculture. farmers. This is a diYcult and complicated thing to
Chairman: I think we all recognise the problems in do. That figure shows that on average a farmer in
achieving what you are setting out to do. These are Slovenia is 58 years old, not a very positive figure.
not unique to your country.

Q706 Lord Plumb: He is quite a young man!
Mr But: Yes, he is a young man. Taking intoQ704 Lord Plumb: It is obvious from the comments
consideration the structure, in the group between 25you have already made that you recognise some
and 40 years old, 15 per cent are farmers, andcountries are more generous than others towards
between 55 and 75, 55 per cent are farmers. This is notfunding agricultural programmes and inevitably will
a good position.be more generous than others in funding

development programmes. For instance, in some
countries retirement scheme help farmers who wish Q707 Lord Plumb: Could you give us the size of the
to leave agriculture and others fund start-up schemes farms? How large is the farm to help young farmers
to help young farmers to start. I am not really asking start and for how long? With the retirement scheme,
you to comment on that. Do you believe, as has for how many years is that?
already been suggested to us, that rural development Mr But: Although we have a long tradition of
could instead be funded nationally, leaving the diVerent measures in the rural development package,

in this field we just started two years ago and so it isfunding of course for the agricultural development
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Q708 Chairman: You seem to be in a moment ofdiYcult to give a clear answer on the results of the
change but also of stability and one of relativemeasures. Even as the country was formerly, we had
satisfaction with the position in which you findhad less favoured area payments since 1972. Some
yourselves.people in the south did ask why this was necessary.
Mr But: Honestly, the farmers are not very muchWe will be able to say more about this by the end of
against the EU, but they are not happy with thethis year after the results of the first few years of
decrease in importance of the first pillar. They wouldimplementation. We believe that the results will be
simply like to have lots of money. They do notpositive but the resources for these measures are still
understand the artificial, multi-functional aspects oflimited. In future, we may have to think about where
the rural development measures for the future thirdto decrease support to be able to add more here. The
axis. That honestly needs to be said. That is thenext complicated step for Slovenia will be the Natura
position of other parts of society.2000 payments. Our environmental people have
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed to you anddecided that 36 per cent of the territory of Slovenia
your colleagues. It has been most interesting.will be in the Natura 2000 region. That is the highest

possible figure of all 25 Member States.
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Present Christopher, L Mar, C
Haskins, L Peel, E
Lewis of Newnham, L Plumb, L
Livsey of Talgarth, L Renton of Mount Harry, L (Chairman)
Maddock B Sewel, L

Memorandum by Professor Michel Petit1

The main focus of the Call for evidence is on “how the budget for the CAP will be set through the financial
perspective negotiations”. Given the past and current importance of CAP expenditures in total EU spending,
there is little doubt that the outcome of the “financial perspective” debate will be critical for the future
financing of the CAP, more precisely during the 2007–13 period. The margin between the Commission’s
proposals and the 1 per cent ofGNI ceiling advocated by some importantMember State governments (namely
the UK, France, Germany, Sweden, the Netherlands and Austria) is huge in terms of available financial
resources. Admittedly, some parameters are already fixed. Thus, spending ceilings for direct subsidies (Pillar
1) until 2013 have been set. Incidentally, these ceilings are viewed at the same time as commitments that the
corresponding resources will be available to fund Pillar 1 expenditures. But additional claims on these
resources will come from the new compensatory payments, which everybody expects to be necessary to pass
the reforms of the sugar and the dairy regimes. An additional complication will result from the likely entry
into the EU of new members, such as Bulgaria and Romania. Will Pillar 1 expenditures in these countries be
counted against the ceiling? As a result, one may expect that European policy makers will have very little
margin of manoeuvre on this chapter. Further reductions of direct payments, both coupled and decoupled,
might indeed be unavoidable. These may prove to be very diYcult politically in several, perhaps many,
Member States.

What about rural development expenditures? The consensus on the desirability of devoting additional
resources to rural development measures seems to be very broad. But available resources will heavily depend
on the outcome of the financial perspective debate. The agreed “modulation” of Pillar 1 expenditures will bring
some additional resources for rural development. But the corresponding amounts will fall far short of what
would be necessary, given the consensus alluded to above. This means that rural development programmes
will have to compete with all the other EU policies for the financial resources which will be available as the
outcome of the financial perspective debate. Undoubtedly, the consequences of the enlargement will loom
large in the resource allocation debate, which will probably follow once a global ceiling has been set. New
Member States hope to repeat the success stories of Ireland, Portugal and Greece after they joined the Union
and they expect that they will have access to significant financial resources for that purpose. New initiatives
and new EU-wide programmes of various sorts have been proposed. Similarly, some strong voices will foster
the expansion of some existing programmes, eg scientific research. All of this suggests that the allocation
debate will be very hot. One should not be too optimistic, as a result, that significant additional resources will
be available for rural development programmes.

January 2005

1 Honorary Professor, Institut National Agronomique Paris-Grignon, former Director, Agriculture Department, World Bank.
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Examination of Witness

Witness: Professor Michel Petit, Institut Agronomique Mediterraneen de Montpellier, examined.

Q709 Chairman: Good morning. Thank you very Professor Petit: The future debates around the
much indeed for finding the time to come and join us Common Agricultural Policy will in part be
and to give us your thoughts about the future determined by the debate around the payments to
financing of the Common Agricultural Policy. We farmers. Those payments are more visible when they
will be broadcast on our website and this meeting is come from the government or from the EU budget
held in public. We will send you the draft evidence thanwhen the support used to come from consumers.
afterwards so if there is anything you wish to change It is somewhat surprising that there has not been
or correct you will have an opportunity to do so. I more opposition to large farmers getting a lot of
think you know Lord Plumb but for the rest of us it payments when there are many more poor,
is a great pleasure to meet you. Is there any statement disadvantaged people in our societies who receive
that you would like to make before we start on much less from the government. We have a paradox
questions? here. However, I believe pressure will come from
Professor Petit: Not particularly. Thank you very consumers and citizens and the budget pressures
much for your invitation. I am deeply honoured to be which we are debating this morning. Farmers and
here. I am at your disposal. I sent a short, written farm groups will do as much as they can to resist the
statement a few weeks ago. erosion of their income which will come from the

reduction in those payments.
Q710 Chairman: I have that in front of me and it is
extremely useful.
Professor Petit: It is very brief.

Q714 Chairman: What, in your opinion, is France
particularly likely to seek to achieve during theQ711 Chairman: That is a great advantage. Not
budget negotiations covering the period 2007–13?many of our witnesses can say that. Could I pick up
What will be France’s prime objective?the last sentence of your first paragraph: “Further
Professor Petit: This negotiation is just beginning toreductions of direct payments, both coupled and
take place. The driving force will be the reduction indecoupled, might indeed be unavoidable. These may
the transfer of budget resources from the Frenchprove to be very diYcult politically in several,
government to the EU budget. It is a paradox thatperhaps many, Member States.” That is the heart of
our two countries are in the same boat on this one forthe problem, is it not? Would you like to expand on
the first time in history probably or in the history ofthat?Who will it be more diYcult for and who will be
the European Union. Secondly, because ofthe great objectors? What do you think will be the
commitments and what I believe is a very deep crisisend result?
of the agricultural policy process in France, FranceProfessor Petit: Depending on the Member country,
has been saying no since 1992. Each time, it had tobecause reactions are very diVerent from country to
accept. Only with window dressing changes in thecountry, the same general economic interests are at
Commission proposals to make them acceptable canplay. I am sure, to take two strikingly diVerent
the French say, “We resisted and we obtained aexamples, thatUK farmers would bemore discreet in
major breakthrough”—for instance last time, partialvoicing the position than the French. That is an
decoupling. France has been on the defensive all theunderstatement.
time. The French agricultural establishment has been
on the defensive. My perception is a sense of a deepQ712 Chairman: You know both.
crisis, a collapse of the old social contracts. As aProfessor Petit: I know the French a little better. As a
result, the French government will probably not be inresult, the way the debate will evolve will continue to
a very good position to develop a new, creative,be diVerent from country to country and I am sure
imaginative strategy. As a result, my perception isthat is why you askedme to come here. I do not know
that the French government will continue to defendif it is usual but I do not think the French Parliament
the first Pillar because of the commitment made byinvites many witnesses from other Member

countries. The diYculty is that there are several our President in the October 2002 Brussels summit
forces at play. One is the direct payments, whether and prior to that in the meeting with Mr Schroeder
the single farm payment or the coupled formula. and Mr Chirac that led to agreement. Protection of
Those are much more visible. the first Pillar will continue to be important. It will be

diYcult, I believe, to reduce a lot of the rural
development component. As a result, it seems to meQ713 Chairman: We will ask you some specific
the French government will say, “Let’s reduce thequestions about single farm payments and Doha and
ambitious objectives put forth by the Commissionrural development so perhaps at this stage you could

make just a general observation. around heading one of the financial framework.”
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wanted them. All the agricultural economists in myQ715 Lord Haskins: In a conversation I had about a
year ago with the PrimeMinister’s oYce in Paris and profession knew the problems associated with

quotas. The American example of tobacco was verysenior oYcials, I felt there was much more readiness
and preparedness for French oYcials to move with well known and well documented. They were

presented as perhaps a temporary adjustmentthe times and the President was taking a more
resolute position on farmers than maybe other mechanism. We still have them and we are going to

have them for a few more years. I would assume withmembers of the government and senior oYcials were.
Would that be a fair assessment, that there is more direct payments it is going to be diYcult to get rid of

them. Within 15 years, if you ask me and my crystalscope formovement in the French position than there
would have been 10 years ago? ball, yes, we will have them but probably less in real

terms of income than they are today. They willProfessor Petit: Undoubtedly. Most government
decline slowly.oYcials, including interviews I had recently within

the Ministry of Agriculture, the Minister of
Agriculture at the moment is in a very dire political Q717 Lord Lewis of Newnham: How far do you
predicament because of the awareness that the status think it is possible to reorientate the viewing of these
quo is impossible to maintain. One has to adjust but, particular types of payment by emphasising the
on the other hand, the continuing pressure from farm implication as far as the environment is concerned, as
organisations which I find in disarray and as a result far as animal husbandry is concerned and things of
very much on the defensive. My sense is that even this particular nature, because the competition is
though there might be a fairly widespread awareness with areas where perhaps these are not considered as
that things have changed, however, the political a high priority.
pressure coming from the farm organisations, Professor Petit:My personal view as a citizen—I am a
including the fact that they are split now and that we retired but still active professor—is to seek to enter a
have this leftist group aroundMr Bovet and what he debate with the French farmers and farm
represents, which is a thorn in the side of the leading organisations. I have been involved in a few such
farm organisation.We can see the organisation of the meetings, discussions, public fora etc, to try to engage
young farmers. We can see that they are them precisely in that direction. The European
disorientated. They understand that the status quo Union, the Commission in particular, around the
cannot be maintained. However, they are afraid and concept of a specific European department of
particularly the young farmers because they have agriculture which goes exactly in this direction, I
paid high prices for land, maybe for single payment believe is following the same lines. Lord Plumb
rights which are now supposed to be disassociated chaired the Cork meeting quite a few years ago. I see
from the price of land legally. They pay high prices that very much as an ongoing development going in
for their assets and rights to farm and they see the that direction.My sense is that, interestingly, we have
writing on the wall. Prices are going to decline. They a convergence between continental Europe and the
even went as far as rallying behind the cry of higher UK on the place of agriculture, the importance of the
prices for farmers the world over which is absolutely countryside. I thought a few years ago that animal
unfeasible economically and politically. welfare concerns were just a strange English concept.
Lord Haskins: Lord Plumb and myself saw Dr Now they are shared Europe-wide. Now consumers
Fischler last weekwho assured us that the single farm have food safety, the environment, national
payment was going to be there for the next 15 years resources. This is the direction of the future. There
and that he felt undertakings had been given to are two challenges: an internal one including
farmers on that basis; and yet the way the Directive particularly in my own country but I assume it is
is written would suggest that the single farm payment going to be diYcult in countries such as Poland,
would take the pressure if the budget comes under Germany, Spain and in several Member countries,
pressure.What do you think will happen to the single the internal challenge of convincing the farmers that
farm payments over the next 6 to 15 years? this is the way to go. Today, the buzz word in Paris is

usine à gaz in agricultural circles, which is a French
expression to say something very complicated. WhenQ716 Chairman:Where is your crystal ball?
you look at a gas factory, there are all kinds of pipesProfessor Petit: They are going to be under pressure
going in all directions. If you are like me and not abecause of budget pressures, because of
petroleum engineer, it is very complicated.transparency, possibly because of more stringent

rules coming out of the WTO negotiations. At the
same time, politically the farmers and farm Q718 Lord Plumb: I gather that France decided to

delay the implementation of the direct payment for aorganisations will continue to want to defend them.
Given what we know about the inertia of agricultural year. Is this going to cause any complications and

was it a wise decision? Is it something other countriespolicies, remember in 1984 when dairy quotas were
established. Nobody wanted them. No government ought to have considered?
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Q720 Earl Peel: Disregarding for one moment theProfessor Petit: The delay is seen from an English
complex issues and, if I may say so, the rather over-perspective because the UK Government decided to
complicated way in which the French haveimplement it in the first year. The Member States
introduced the decoupling process, do you agree inwere given a range of choices regarding the
principle with what Fischler said in that a single farmimplementation. Yes, compared to the UK, the
payment is justified to allow European farmers toFrench are delayed but not compared to the average
compete on a global basis, because without it theyon the European side. That is not a key question. As
would not be able to do so, given that there are nowI alluded to earlier, the fact of coming home from
environmental conditions imposed through cross-Brussels and Strasbourg in June 2003 was declaring
compliance? The basic principle is that the paymentvictory over the Commission because we, the French
is there to keep them trading because otherwise theygovernment, managed to get decoupling but only
simply would not be able to compete.partially. This is, in my judgment, creating havoc. If
Professor Petit:Generally speaking, I agree.However,you look at the implementation, you can see that we
that is clearly in the logic of the Commission’shave decoupled 75 per cent on cereals. On beef, it
proposals and Mr Fischler was the key actor in that.depends which premium, one of which is zero and
A slight observation which you hear in my reactionanother of which is 40 per cent, whether it is suckling
comes from the fact that I believe the key forum forcows etc For goats, a very small product, if goats fail
that will be theWTOnegotiation. Towhat extent willit will be diYcult. Goat farmers were very worried
those payments be eligible for the green box?about their future but they decided that they could be
Obviously they need to be fully decoupled to befully decoupled. Even if they abandon goat
eligible for the green box although the criteria wereproduction, they are eligible for the payment. This, in
for the blue box where the 1992 direct payments weremy judgment, illustrates the fact that partial
classified. The future of the blue box, the criteria fordecoupling is creating more complication than
the green box—all of that is being negotiated at theneeded. I was here two weeks ago in the conference
moment. The implication of the cotton cases wonorganised by Agri-Europe and there was a
now by Brazil against the United States whereby thepresentation by the director of agriculture in your
panel, supported by the appeals process, argued thatDefra who explained the desire of the British
some of the direct payments to cotton farmers andgovernment to implement in a manner which is as
US cotton farmers which had been classified in thesimple as possible. It is not easy to make it simple
green box but, no, these are not enough decoupledbecause of the eco-conditionality in particular. By
and therefore they have to be in the amber box. Thatcontrast, the French process is extremely complex. In
is the substance of the last cotton panel which was

addition—this is what I learn through my adjudicated two weeks ago. It puts more pressure on
interviews—the leading farm organisations do not international negotiators, particularly on developed
really dialogue with the government at the moment. country Member governments from the G20 and
There is still a very serious question about the they receive the support of the poorest countries on
historical base and who is entitled to a single this as well. This game, this negotiation, going on in
payment. The decision was taken in 2003 and Geneva right now in theWTO framework is going to
implemented in 2004. We have a legal text to that be very important for the future and will determine
eVect. That would mean that when it is put in place whether or not those payments will be acceptable.
farmers who were farming in 2004 and are no longer If they are accepted, that strengthens the
farmers today are eligible for those payments. This is competitiveness of those farmers in Europe and the
the principle of Fischler’s reform. Of course, the United States who receive payments. Whether they
French farm organisations are objecting to that. are said to be decoupled or not, they do encourage
Secondly, those payments are supposed to be agricultural production. It seems to me the key for
marketable and transfer through the markets. competitiveness is that negotiation.
Although I alluded to that as of May 2004, any land
transaction has to have some provision as to the

Q721 Earl Peel: Can I ask whether you think thatsingle farmer payment rights. That principle of
further funds will have to be made available tomarketability is objected to by the farm
include Bulgaria and Romania?organisations. The government is in a quandary.
Professor Petit: As an analyst, I think I am moreThat is why I said earlier that the Minister of
useful to you in analysing the processes, the forces,Agriculture is in real diYculty.
which are at play rather than telling you what my
personal opinion is of what should be. I had
conversations on this including with Stefan

Q719 Chairman: We know that France likes Donnerman recently, the director of agriculture in
complex issues. the OECD. We were at the same meeting in Agri-

Europe and we were part of the discussion on theProfessor Petit: Yes.
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Australia case against the European sugar regime,financial perspective. The truth of the matter is that
this question is muddled. I believe the political will most likely be vindicated through the appeals

process and therefore we Europeans will need toagreement which everybody seems towant to respect,
meaning they do not want to upset, is the Brussels change our sugar policy more than the Commission

has proposed. This will perhaps mean a reduction by2002 agreement both on putting a ceiling, Mr
Schroeder’s concern, and getting a firm commitment, half of the production of sugar in Europe which is a

major adjustment. Pressure will be on dairy andMr Chirac’s concern, on funding for the first Pillar.
The original was accepted andmodified slightly in the abolishing the quotas is going to be diYcult. There is

the issue of the criteria for the green box. Where willEuropean Council but that is essentially the standing
political agreement. In that agreement, expenditure all the single payments be placed? Yes, I expect it will

put on more pressure and the general direction of thefor Bulgaria and Romania were not included in that
political deal. Therefore, if we follow that logic, that evolution of the Common Agricultural Policy is

going further in the same direction that we initiatedwould mean that more resources would be needed to
accommodate CAP expenditure if and when in 1992, Agenda 2000 and for the mid-term review.
Romania and Bulgaria become members. However,
there is the agreement on budget discipline which Q723 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: This question is in
commits the Commission within its authority to two parts. What is the relative importance of rural
make tomake changes and if the Commission has not development compared to the single farm payment
the authority then to make proposals to the Council in France?
of Ministers. My understanding is that in the Professor Petit: If you believe the rhetoric, it is very
financial perspective, the document which was put up high but if you believe the political realities you can
by the proposal of the Commission in the summer of see that the government is in a bind. There would be
2004, there is some provision for Romania and a fairly wide consensus in French society beyond
Bulgaria but I looked at those figures and I could not farmers and farm organisations on the desirability of
satisfy myself that the provisions for EU15 for the having amore vigorous rural development policy. As
first Pillar were indeed consistent with the political a French citizen, I think it would make a lot of sense
agreement. That is why I think the situation remains for what I call deep rural space. The rural population,
somewhat obscure. defined as the total population in towns, villages etc,
Chairman: That is our view too from the various of less than 2,000 inhabitants, so the rural population
interviews and meetings we have had. in France went down very much and now it has been

going up. There is in a sense a revitalisation of rural
space.Most of that is coming from urban people whoQ722 Lord Plumb: It has been suggested to us that
want to live in the countryside but they do not go verythe reform of the CAP following the mid-term review
far away from where they work. In the centralonly took place because of the WTO and the Doha
mountains, that process is not taking place.development round. Firstly, do you anticipate

getting a settlement in the Doha round? From the
Q724 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: I can identify withcomplications we have been talking about now, there
that very strongly as aWelshman. What has been thewill be further complications when we are running to
relative importance of the diVerence between ruralabout 146 countries, not just 25. Do you expect the
development and farm payments in the past, becauseeventual agreement to lead to further modification of
I used to take students to France to studythe CAP and if so what advantage or disadvantage is
cooperatives in particular. My impression was thatthat as far as the budget is concerned?
there had been a lot of investment in agrico-ops. I canProfessor Petit: You need a crystal ball to be able to
quote you one that in a 30 mile radius employed 300answer the question. My sense is the probability that
people but I think because of national support forwe will get a deal is higher than the opposite. When
this in the past, levering out money from the EU, youwe deal with agriculture, we probably therefore
are in a competitive advantage situation because youshould plan and think as if there will be a deal, but
have already done a lot of rural development already.that does not guarantee that there will be one. The
Is that true?history of GATT negotiations is that deals take
Professor Petit: I hope you are right. I can see a lot oflonger than anticipated. Already this Doha round
concern and there were violent demonstrations. Mrwill take a lot more than four years, and before that
Olen received snowballs in a demonstration becausethe Tokyo round also was stalled on agriculture for
of the disappearance of public services in rural areasseveral years. It may be debated and there will not be
and remote areas, so there is still a lot of debate.an essential agreement needed in Hong Kong in

December for a finalised outcome to happen in 2006.
Secondly, if there is a deal, there is no doubt that this Q725 Countess of Mar: How do you see the rural
would put more pressure for further reform of the economy changing in France over the period of the

next financial perspective?CAP. The sugar panel, the Brazil payment and the
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I am pretty sure it is going to be a much betterProfessor Petit: Most of the action is not in
agriculture. I live in southern France, south of the improvement for them than it has been for Spain and

Portugal, even though in terms of cohesion andcentral mountains, facing the Mediterranean basin.
Agriculture is hardly anything, a few onions and a regional development the record of the European

Union, in my judgment, is absolutely fantastic infew sheep, but tourism, particularly European,
English and Dutch people wanting to have a second Greece, Portugal, southern Spain and southern Italy.

Whether there will be enough money to do the samehome, camping, so there is some revitalisation. The
urban people who in 1968wanted to settle back in the thing in those countries I do not have a strong view

on.countryside accepted very low income but they are
usually fairly educated people demanding some kind
of cultural life. Many survived and they provided a

Q730 Lord Sewel: If more resource is going intocultural, intellectual and entrepreneurial language.
rural development and the Pillar 2 site, is there not aThere ismuchmore life in those areas than onewould
need to develop more systematic outcome measuresexpect. I assume this will continue but that is where it
to judge whether rural development funding iswould be a tragedy if European funds were not
successful?available any more. The so-called Leader
Professor Petit: First of all I should come back onProgramme and particularly the Leader!
your premise. The financial perspective put forth byProgramme has provided very interesting
the Commission in the optimistic scenario thatexperiments and pilot projects with people getting
France, the UK and others will not prevail, namelytogether developing collective products.
the ceiling on budget resources will remain at 1.24 per
cent—that is the Commission’s hypothesis—

Q726 Countess of Mar: Is there any concern in expenditures for rural development in the EU 15 are
France, with the erosion of food production in the going to decrease between 2006 and 2013. The ideal
country and our reliance on imports? For example, which was very much put forth by the Commission
when we were in Brussels, they said, “Brazil will that we were going to make a transfer from Pillar 1 to
provide us with everything we need.” Is there any Pillar 2 and that we were going have a new policy
concern about this amongst French farmers? along the lines suggested earlier is not on the cards
Professor Petit: In terms of quantity? because even under optimistic scenarios this is not

going to happen. I am not convinced that we,
Q727 Countess of Mar: Food security. European citizens and societies, will need to go in the
Professor Petit: For France? direction which you say because the outcome of rural

development expenditures is always diYcult to
Q728 Countess of Mar: Yes. pinpoint. Our societies will require more and more
Professor Petit: I do not detect any and I do not impact studies. I dealt with agricultural research in
have any. developing countries in an earlier part of my life and

we put together an impact assessment team to do
that. Yes, I think it will, but it is going to be extremelyQ729 Lord Haskins: Dr Fischler, when we met him,
diYcult because the precise impact is diYcult toassured us that the deal under CAP reform for the
pinpoint.newMember States was every bit as good as had been

oVered to Spain 20 years ago. Do you agree that the
provisions that are made for the newMember States, Q731 Lord Christopher:Has the French government
particularly on rural development, satisfactorily set clear priorities for Pillar 2 expenditure?
address the needs of those Member States? Professor Petit: Not to my knowledge. The French
Professor Petit: I would not dare to make an government has been lagging in implementing rural
authoritative statement on this. I do not know development programmes because all of these are co-
enough. This is an important issue so I will try to get financed and even the French government has not
informed but I am not an expert. However, one ofmy been able to use all the European funds which were
colleagues, a very well respected scholar on central allocated. My perception is that so much political
European agriculture, told me recently that farm attention has been given to Pillar 1 that not enough
organisations in Poland were agitating against political attention has been given to Pillar 2 and Pillar
Europe. They were told, “You are not going to get 2 rural development programmes are complex. They
any payments. This is an illusion.” Now the money is will need much more political attention.
coming and apparently a lot of people in the Polish
countryside at the moment are very happy with
Europe because they get these direct payments. This Q732 Lord Christopher: Are any politicians asking

questions about it?is not rural development, but those direct payments
make a big diVerence in relative terms, relative to Professor Petit: Some people are complaining but it is

not generating a lot of political pressure.their income as it was before they joined the Union.
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optimistic, as a result, that significant additionalQ733 Baroness Maddock: It has been suggested that
rural development could be funded nationally rather resources will be available for rural development

programmes.”Would you guess that the compromisethan from the CAP budget. I wonder if you have any
views. Do you think it would be a more eYcient way will be in the end that there will be some additional

resources—this is what France will want—butof funding development of rural economies?
Professor Petit: I have a very strong view as a Germany will want a good policy in terms of industry

moving forward and we will keep our rebate?European citizen more than as an analyst. I think it
would be a tragedy if it were this way. I alluded earlier Professor Petit: I hope not. My prediction is slightly
to the success of the cohesion policy in Portugal, diVerent.
Greece and southern Italy. I believe this is a fantastic
success and essential, which goes to the core of the

Q736 Chairman:What is your prediction?European integration process. In my judgment, the
Professor Petit:On the last point in particular, I thinkrural development programmes and expenditures,
you will keep a rebate but maybe not the existingeven though in the past they have been clearly
rebate. There will be a need for compromise anddistinguished because of the history of failure,
discussion. It is a very hard political issue. Whetherguarantee and guidance section etc, those European
it can be swung under the Luxembourg presidency, Idevelopment funds created later, because of the long
understand it is very diYcult now because of thehistory, we have many instruments. It is not easy to
referenda on the constitution coming.Whether it canget through. However, they go in the same direction
be done by a British government after the election butand, in spite of lack of precise outcome indicators, the
facing a referendum on the European constitution itgeneral view is that it is a big success. Renationalising
is diYcult. The process has a lot of uncertainty but,guarantee and guidance section etc, those European
yes, I would expect everybody has the same view,for the new Member countries. I hope we do not go
namely that compromise will be between the 1 perin that direction, even though I know there are some
cent composed by the six Members and 1.2 or so orarguments, but I am not a specialist. I do not believe
maybe 1.07 or 1.1, so there will be some additionalthat the impact of the European funds, because of the
resources. I doubt that there will be a revisiting of thecomplexity and the several tiers of governments
so-called Brussels agreement of 2002. Therefore,involved, has been that bad. Therefore, the
Pillar 1 will be protected but with some erosion,arguments for renationalisation in terms of
maybe Bulgaria and Romania, some payments foreVectiveness are not very strong, inmy judgment, and
sugar which will be more necessary so that will putin terms of equity they are very weak.
some pressure on those resources but essentially
protected. The consensus which may be diVerentQ734 Baroness Maddock: There is a view in Britain
than what I wrote to you because, since I knew I wasthat we could probably get on and do it ourselves in
coming here, each time I met somebody who could besome ways.
knowledgeable I tried to pick their brains, if there isProfessor Petit: I know this is a viewwhich exists. The
a consensus, it is that there will be a squeeze on thearguments for renationalisation are essentially on an
proposals of theCommission as they are today. It willeVectiveness basis. I am no expert. My sense is that
be very diYcult to squeeze without squeezing ruralthose arguments are not very strong but my real
development, without taking anything, even thoughposition is on the equity projects.
there is not that much money but symbolically all
will lose.Q735 Chairman: You end your written evidence to
Chairman: Thank you very much. We reallyus by saying, “All of this suggests that the allocation

debate will be very hot. One should not be too appreciate the time you have given us this morning.

Memorandum by The English Regional Development Agencies (RDAs)

1. Summary and Context

1.1 The RDAs welcome this opportunity to submit evidence to the Lords’ inquiry. We regard the future
financing of the CAP to be a key resource allocation process, given the size of the budgets involved, the
direction of travel (from trade distorting production support to broader based investment in the rural
economy, a process we support) and the competing demands and expectations being placed on the process.
In summary we:

— Support the need and rationale for rural development resourcing through CAP.

— Support the continued modulation/reallocation of resources from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2.
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— Place our concerns on record that the 1 per cent GNI position needs to be critically evaluated
for its potential impacts.

— Question the complexity of the draft finance regulations and the apparent inflexibility and
prescriptive nature of the RDR proposals with regard to community based rural development.

1.2 The RDAs believe the case for the overall shift of resources towards the newer Member States is
undeniable, based on their long term development needs. One result of this is that the EU sourced resources
that remain available within England for sustainable development at regional and local levels need to be
closely critically examined. The interests of the rural economy and rural communities and the natural
environment will be best supported through us making the most eVective and eYcient use of the available
resources.

1.3 The RDAs’ position is that EAFRD is a key mechanism for the achievement of key national strategic
objectives, particularly those emerging from Rural, Sustainable Development Strategy & Energy strategies.
The achievement of appropriate mechanisms is also a key component of the achievement of all Regional
Economic Strategies. The Fund also must be based on the principles established at Salzburg for Rural
Development and Lisbon, for competitiveness, equalities and environment.

1.4 Within this context we are also concerned that the level of scrutiny and constraint placed upon the
Pillar 2 components of the CAP are not commensurate with those placed on the Pillar 1 payments. We
are concerned that the purposes of the Single Farm Payment are not clear. We believe that the proportion
of the EU budget allocated to these purposes mean that it should remain under review. In our view an
increase in the pace of Pillar 1 to 2 resource allocation is required.

2. The Regional Development Agencies Response to Questions 8–12

2.1 The Regional Development Agencies have been asked to concentrate their responses on the rural
development questions asked by the Committee. We have therefore concentrated on these questions
although in responding to these questions we have provided information which addresses a number of the
other questions raised by the Committee.

Are the spending ceilings likely to be exceeded? If so, what will the consequences be for the farming industry
if the EU fails to meet the financial demands of both market and structural policies in an EU25 or EU27?

2.2 Implementing the CAP reform will be diYcult under the tight financial framework proposed by the
Commission. The budgetary discipline mechanism may need to be applied as early as 2007 in order to
prevent spend ceilings being exceeded. There are concerns that, within the overall budget, the increasing
pressures against Pillar 1 payments will result in reductions in the allocations to rural development through
modulation. Uncertainties around the full impact of implementation of CAP in the new states mean such
impacts are, to a degree, unpredictable.

2.3 It has been stated that EU is not the only source of RD funding and that national and regional sources
can also be accessed. In connection with this we welcome the increased flexibility to spend up to four times
the EU allocated amounts within regional or national programmes. Achievement of appropriate regional
rural development programmes requires both the existence of Pillar 2 programmes and a national
commitment to deliver funding.

Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries, who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI,
appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

2.4 At this stage it is not possible to give a clear response to this question. If the 1 per cent GNI ceiling
is adopted then this will need to be accompanied by a significant adjustment to the Commission’s proposed
spending for the next financial perspective. The UK government along with a group of other countries who
support the 1 per cent GNI position believe this level of funding is suYcient to support the EU’s priorities
and to achieve this the UK has argued that payments under the Structural Funds should be targeted on
the poorest Member States where the need is greatest. According to the European Commission (COM
(2004) 101 final), however, the consequences of limiting the ceiling to 1 per cent GNI would: reduce external
aid; reduce support for rural development; put at risk a number of international commitments and pledges.
Alternatively, the Commission proposes cuts across all budget lines and to re-open discussions on existing
agreements, in particular the ceiling decided at the Brussels European Council of October 2002 and the re-
orientation of the CAP towards rural development.

2.5 The proposals for the 1 per cent of GNI basis appear to have been reached without any practical
allocation according to needs and identified priorities. Whilst we appreciate that the final negotiations are
likely to be made on political, rather than practical considerations, the RDAs believe that this is not an
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appropriate starting point from the stand point of rural development needs. We see the 1 per cent GNI
stance as a blunt policy instrument which has given inadequate consideration to its practical
implementation. We would therefore advocate an evaluation of the mechanisms and needs and development
of a position that maximises the benefit to Sustainable development at regional and local level.

2.6 We are increasingly concerned that, should the funding for rural development be insuYcient to eVect
the changes and meet EU, national and regional objectives over the 2007 programme period, a failure to
achieve identified targets within the period may well will be followed by greater cuts in the next programme
owing to continuing overall budget pressures and this will have considerable impact on achieving the overall
objectives of the support.

2.7 This concern is also reflected in the wider context of the reform of the structural funds. The
concentration of the structural funds towards the new Member States could have considerable impacts on
the overall levels of support available in England in the next programme period. This will not only impact
on the overall levels of support available to address sustainable development issues within the regions but
will in particular reduce the levels available for the rural areas.

2.8 The UK has emphasised its support for the environmental measures within Pillar 2 over and above
the wider socio-economic support. Whilst the RDAs acknowledge and accept the importance of the
environmental issues and the potential for the environment to contribute to social and economic benefits
and vice versa, we would be concerned where a cut in budget saw remaining funding targeted at the
environment in the UK since we maintain the importance of all the pillars of sustainability in achieving a
competitive and sustainable farming sector and wider rural economies for the future.

2.9 Should the results of the financial perspectives negotiations result in squeezing the Pillar 2 budgets, we
would therefore wish to ensure that suYcient funding could still be targeted at socio-economic regeneration
and are therefore supportive in principle of the EAFRD proposals for minima spend on all three priority
axes. Any reductions should be applied across all three priority axes. Further, the complex 3!1 axis
arrangement suggested by the Commission would become increasingly untenable at lower budget levels.
The viability of Axis 4 should be critically assessed in this light. We would also therefore support the option
to reinstate national voluntary modulation, should the resources from the budget allocation exercise prove
inadequate to meet the three priority axes.

2.10 Should the decision be taken to support the 1 per cent of GNI proposal, and the expected budgetary
pressures are realised, there will be an ever increasing need to ensure that any smaller allocations of funding
for rural development are utilised in the most eYcient and eVective way possible. It is therefore imperative
that the EAFRD provides the flexibility required to support the ability to deliver integrated projects across
the axes through appropriate mechanisms including LEADER type community based groups. Whilst the
Commission are currently pursuing the potential for increased flexibility within the EAFRD policy context,
the accompanying draft financial regulation conversely appears to be requiring increasingly restrictive
demands and accountability. It is vital that these two agendas are aligned.

Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain similar
to current levels?

2.11 The RDAs believe that the longer term strategy should include the increasing move of funding away
from Pillar 1 payments into Pillar 2. We also advocate the funding allocations being made on the basis of
need rather than historic allocations.

Will the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy
improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

2.12 The Haskins Review and the Rural Strategy 2004 have identified and proposed changes in the way
rural services are delivered. The proposals currently set out in the EAFRD are underpinned by the Salzburg
and Lisbon agendas. They set the three broad areas of support covering competitiveness, environment and
wider rural regeneration which fit fairly closely with the areas of focus outlined within the Rural Strategy.
The context for the support is therefore broadly in line with national and EU policy.

2.13 The RDAs are concerned that we maximise our ability to eVectively bend the funding to be responsive
to diverse regional and local requirements. The RDAs welcome the Commission’s agreement that integrated
projects may be supported. However, the requirement to support them through one axis only may well
result in financial reporting issues which, in practical terms, may well actually preclude the ability to
genuinely drive forward multi-oriented projects. If delivery is complicated by misalignment of financial
reporting procedures with policy objectives then this will also inevitably impact on resourcing for the RDAs.
We are therefore looking for the flexibility to operate cross-axis approaches in programmes and projects.
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2.14 Certain other aspects of the Rural Development Regulation may impact on the eVective achievement
of the objectives. The Commission are very supportive of the LEADER approach, particularly in respect
of delivery of the Axis 3 objectives, although oYcially the LEADER axis is cross cutting. RDAs believe
that it is important that the Commission should not require a separate axis for what is in eVect a delivery
mechanism rather than a rural development objective.

2.15 Whilst RDAs support the part to be played by bottom up mechanisms in achieving rural development
objectives, this should be set within the context of each region’s economic strategy and locally appropriate
mechanisms established. The approach advocated by the Commission is highly prescriptive and put simply,
the top down prescription of a bottom up mechanism doesn’t work in eVective resource targeting. If the
7 per cent minima spend is eVectively restricted to axis 3 for example, it may well mean that funding is
channelled towards sometimes inappropriate delivery mechanisms and restricted funding available for rural
development per se. Its emphasis on one axis could also inhibit the potential for addressing integrated
support. The RDAs believe that a range of delivery mechanisms may be required according to the issues
addressed but that community based delivery partnerships should be encouraged where appropriate to
deliver across all the axes.

2.16 Timing is crucial. There are decisions that need to be made in Brussels which will have a major impact
on the ability to deliver a simplified and customer focussed in England, and the decisions on the finance
are not due until, at earliest, January 2006. It is only after this that national and regional allocations may
be decided. In order to eVect implementation by 1 January 07 this timing as well as the results of the
allocations may result in concessions needing to be made in delivery approaches potentially impacting on
their customer orientation.

2.17 The RDAs support the UK position that there should be a longer term programme of continuing
reform, where the logic of supporting a market oriented agriculture needs to prevail, with a reduction in
basic income payments which are an ineYcient mode of supporting the rural economy. The EU (and the
UK Government) has a clear agenda to open up global agricultural markets and to reduce trade-distorting
interventions, including export refunds.

March 2005

Annex 1

Regional Development Agencies, established in 1999, have a common mission to transform England’s
regions through sustainable economic development. They play a central role in developing regional strategic
interventions which respond to customers’ needs and which are delivered at the most appropriate level.
They lead the creation of Regional Economic Strategies, developed through extensive stakeholder
consultation and, jointly with Government OYces they lead the development of regional implementation
plans for the Strategy for Sustainable Farming & Food (SSFF), developed through consultation with
farmers, their representatives and associated industries. They are also closely engaged with GOs and
partners in the development of Regional Rural Delivery Frameworks. They work with other key regional
players to develop suites of integrated regional strategies such as the Regional Sustainable Development
Frameworks, Regional Housing Strategies, Regional Social Strategies etc They have the increasing
confidence of government as regional delivery agents for Public Service Agreement (PSA) priorities and it
is against these PSAs that RDAs are held accountable.

The leadership role played by RDAs in relation to the rural economy combines mainstream activity (on
business support, learning and skills, clusters, manufacturing etc) with specialist, tailored activity targeted
at rural communities and businesses. The cumulative contribution of RDA mainstream and rural-specific
investment (eg in market towns, provision of workspace, broadband, small-scale community-led projects
etc) is supporting communities to create a sustainable future. They have developed and delivered a range
of “rural” initiatives, underpinned by a sustainable development ethos and often with the community in
the driving seat, all of which have contributed to making rural areas places where people want to, and can,
work and invest, live and visit. RDAs deliver substantial funding to rural areas through their networks of
regional, sub-regional and local delivery arrangements, many of which are multi-agency involving the
public, private, voluntary and community sector. Small central teams oversee the delivery process ensuring
that eYcient and cost-eVective delivery is achieved within a framework that allows for regional and local
identification of rural needs.

The Rural Strategy 2004 assigned a greater role to Regional Development Agencies who are now working
together nationally to ensure that regional implementation is underpinned by national consistency. The
Rural Strategy devolves delivery of additional socio-economic funding to RDAs and assigns them a stronger
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regional leadership and co-ordination role in relation to the England Rural Development Programme’s
(ERDP) Project-Based Schemes prior to taking control of these schemes (or their equivalents) from
1 January 2007.

The RDAs are closely engaged with Defra and partners in implementing the proposals within the Strategy
and hold the following as their principles in moving forward on this agenda:

— The customer must be at the heart of rural policy and delivery.

— Regional tailoring coupled with delivery at the most local level will best address the needs of rural
customers.

— Integrated, simplified funding streams are important for reducing customer confusion.

— The RDAs are championing the goal of better service to people and businesses in rural areas,
delivered closer to where people need it, and reducing bureaucracy and confusion.

— RDAs want to maximise rural communities’ potential as places where people want to and can
work and invest, live and visit, now and on a genuinely sustainable basis.

— Regional Rural Delivery Frameworks are important tools for determining the priorities of the
regions and appropriate delivery mechanisms.

— RDAs will be working closely with the Integrated Agency to ensure sustainable development is
achieved through the connection of policies.

— RDAs are creating a national framework for MRD implementation to ensure that regional
delivery is underpinned by national consistency.

Memorandum by Local Government Association (LGA)

Background

1. The Local Government Association (LGA) represents the local authorities of England and Wales and
exists to promote better local government. We work with and for our local authorities to promote a shared
vision of local government that enables people to shape a better future for their localities and communities.
The LGA aims to put local councils at the heart of the drive to improve public services and to work with
government to ensure that the policy, legislative and financial context in which local authorities operate
supports that objective.

2. This submission concentrates, as requested by the Committee clerk, on the questions in the inquiry that
specifically relate to the European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD), better known as
Pillar 2 of the CAP.

3. Rural development is a phrase that can mean many diVerent things. LGA would like to note that when
we refer to rural development we mean non-agricultural (but not necessarily oV-farm) rural development
measures that also contribute to the social and economic development of rural and agricultural
communities. A reference to Pillar 2, however, will encompass all three axes of the EAFRD (on farm
competitiveness, environment and land management, enhancing the quality of life in rural areas), which
are the three theme axes used within Pillar 2.

4. The Salzburg Conference on European Rural Development, which took place in November 2003, was
used to establish the European Commission’s future vision of a balanced EU rural development policy.

5. The subsequent Salzburg Declaration stated that the competitiveness of agriculture should be a key aim
of any future rural development policy, but that it must also serve the needs of the broader society in rural
areas; that strengthening the wider rural community will promote the sustainable development of rural
areas sought by all rural stakeholders.

6. In line with the 2003 Salzburg Declaration, in June 2004, the Commission proposed that Member States
should use a minimum of 15 per cent of the EAFRD budget on projects and measures under axis 3
(enhancing the quality of life in rural areas). The same proposals were for 15 per cent of axis 1 and 25 per
cent on axis 2.
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The amount of the EU budget to be spent on rural development remains to be agreed during the financial perspective
negotiations. If the financial discipline is likely to be implemented over direct subsidies, it is possible that cutbacks
would have to be made to the rural development (Pillar 2) part of the CAP budget.

7. The LGA would be disappointed if Pillar 2 of the CAP is penalised as a result of over budgeting on
direct subsidies from Pillar 1. The two pillars are linked; inextricably so, but the aims of Pillar 2 go much
further than agricultural income support. The objectives and measures available in Pillar 2 emphasise the
emerging trends related to the importance of agricultural and environmental benefits to the landscape and
improving the quality of life in rural areas as well as agricultural competitiveness. Many of the activities
to be supported are classed as “public goods” which help ensure the sustainability of future support.

Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI, appropriate
to balance to needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

8. As already stated in written evidence to Lords’ Inquiry into the future financing of the European Union
(in November 2004), the LGA position here is that the EU budget of 1.14 per cent should be enough to
cover its agreed task. There is also a strong view among local authorities and regions that EU regional
policy should remain a priority, both as a visible expression of solidarity and as a practical means of
ensuring economic and social cohesion. The consensus view, shared by the LGA and LGIB, is that the
Commission has got the broad balance of activities about right in its proposals for 2007–13.

9. The debate on the EU budget has created a concern for rural areas which goes beyond the EAFRD.
A resulting reduction in available structural funds could lead to a perception that structural funds, with
their emphasis on competitiveness, are not for rural areas; that the EAFRD is the “rural fund”, despite
the fact “quality of life in rural areas” is only one of three Commission axes.

10. We believe that a 1 per cent budget would also result in cutbacks to other areas of rural support from
funds such as the European Regional Development Fund (under the access to services heading of
Competitiveness and Employment), so consideration of Pillar 2 support needs to bear that in mind at the
same time.

Should the rural development budget be increased significantly up to 2013 or can spending remain similar to
current levels?

11. LGA supports the government in working to increase the UK’s allocation of the EAFRD budget.

12. The LGA supports the transfer of budgets from Pillar 1 to the production of public goods under Pillar
2 and was supportive of EU-wide modulation of up to 5 per cent by 2013 introduced in the CAP reform
of 2003. We understand that the UK will also be maintaining voluntary modulation, which will take the
level of modulation to 10 per cent in the UK.

13. Funds created through modulation (and subsequent match-funding) are targeted back to the farming
community through agri-environment schemes. Modulated funds are however, distinct from the actual
budget of the EAFRD.

14. It would be a step-change for modulated funds to be diverted to other non-agricultural rural
development measures and there would have to be a debate on this. LGA has already suggested that any
further increase in modulation levels, these modulated funds should also be used for diversification and
assistance for the wider rural economy

15. The LGA supports the Commission’s proposals for 15 per cent of the EAFRD budget to go towards
Axis 3 measures. If agreed by Member States, would create the significant increase in question, in European
funding for non-agricultural rural development in the UK, which would help to support the multi-sector
approach to the economy.

16. However, the LGA understands that Member States in discussion with the Commission have already
sidelined the idea of thresholds, in order for them to have as much flexibility as possible to produce rural
development programmes that are a reflection of their local, regional and national needs. Understandably
each Member State has their own ideas about what levels of expenditure should be for each of the three
priority axes.
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17. The LGA supports the principle of a balanced rural development fund. However, the LGA understands
that for England at least, the broad-and-shallow agri-environment scheme is likely to account for the
majority of available EAFRD funds (perhaps up to 85 per cent) from 2007 onwards. In the current
programming period, around 9 per cent of Pillar 2 funds were spent on “Article 33” measures, the majority
of which were spent on the farm.

18. The proposed EAFRD is not only for agri-environment goals, but is intended to improve both
agricultural and rural competitiveness across diVerent sectors and communities. The three distinct axes are
there to ensure that the EAFRD is able to facilitate balanced and sustainable rural development, on-farm,
environmentally and beyond the farm-gate and the UK will have to demonstrate such a balanced approach
to the Commission.

19. Local authorities are concerned that if the current low rate of Pillar 2 expenditure on wider rural
development beyond the farm gate continues, then encouragement of new rural employment opportunities
will be constrained mainly to agriculture and in its related sectors and will not respond to the multi sector
view of rural economies which are oV farm and provide employment opportunities for farmers family
members and those who leave the land as a result of rationalisation.

20. Given the declining relative economic importance of farming in many rural areas (agricultural
employment now accounts for less than 4 per cent of employment), the rural economy needs to respond
to a changing environment and develop other income streams to keep communities viable in addition to
relying on its agricultural base.

21. Assuming 15 per cent of the EAFRD budget is spent on axis 3 measures), it would be right for the
Government to set criteria so as to be satisfied that the money is spent eVectively and productively (see
comments on distribution of funds).

Will the rural development fund improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

22. It is diYcult to answer this question without knowing the full plans for delivering the projects under
EAFRD.

23. We understand that the “economic and social” project-based measures of the EAFRD will be devolved
to the Regional Development Agencies.

24. In light of this, we welcome Defra’s review of rural delivery and the subsequent commitment to working
with local authorities and to strengthen the role of local authorities in the regional decision-making process.

25. The proposed LEADER implementation axis would be one way of delivering locally-led projects, as
long as there were adequate targets and flexibility to allow this.

26. As already stated, the LGA believes that the rural development regulation proposals are written with
the aim of creating a more balanced approach to rural development and that implementation of the
proposals should ensure a balanced and strategic approach to rural development and should encompass
all three priority axes in parallel with Leader Axis actions/programmes.

27. We would expect the UK to demonstrate a balanced strategy to stakeholders using both domestic and
EU funds and are pleased to see that the Commissions three axes are very similar to the three strategic
priorities of Defra (sustainable food and farming, environmental land management and natural resource
protection; and sustainable rural communities)

How will total CAP expenditure be affected by the Commission’s financial perspectives proposals or the 1 per cent
of GNI limit?

28. This is a diYcult question to answer in absolute terms.

29. At an EU level around one-third of the budget is spent on the CAP. Whilst the Commission has
indicated that 90 per cent of the EU consists of rural areas, the majority of people in rural areas do not
directly benefit from CAP expenditure, although it does have a multiplier eVect on the wider rural economy.

30. The budget for Pillar 1 has been set so is unlikely to be aVected by the debate on the financial
perspectives unless reopened by the Commission unless there is a majority agreement from Member States.
However, the concern is that the level of funding available for Pillar 2, the rural development part of the
Common Agricultural Policy will be aVected by the budget negotiations, as noted before if the financial
resource for wider rural development is reduced under Pillar 2 this will come at a time when rural resources
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are potentially cut buck under ERDF and rural areas could suVer what is sometimes called “a double
whammy eVect”. Hence the need for rural areas to have some funding assurances during budget
negotiations.

7 March 2004

Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Councillor Patricia Aston and Ms Lisa Bremner, Policy and Public Affairs Officer, Local
Government International Bureau; Sir Harry Studholme, Board Member of the South West Regional
Development Agency; Ms Fiona Bryant, National RDA Modernising Rural Delivery Coordinator, East of

England Development Agency, examined.

Q737 Chairman:Goodmorning. Thank you all very work together. Specifically in Pillar 2 funding, in the
review Rural Strategy in 2004, there is a specificmuch indeed for coming to see us and talk to us on

this diYcult subject of CAP and its future financing. responsibility given to the RDAs both in trying to
ensure consistency but also in respect of certainWe appreciate the written evidence that we have

already had. Does anyone want to make an opening elements of the Pillar 2 funding that are likely to be
transferred to RDAs. The second thing is that as astatement or to introduce yourselves?

Sir Harry Studholme: I do not want to make an specific, integral part of the legislation that set up
RDAs “rural” was integrated in it. As a developmentopening statement, particularly. I realise that I have

to declare an interest. I am in receipt of both Pillar 1 agency, rural is a key element in what RDAs are
supposed to do.and Pillar 2 funding as a farmer.

Ms Bryant: I am the national coordinator for the
RDAs for themodernising rural delivery programme Q739 Lord Haskins:Having played some small part
but outside of my day job, when I have time, I farm in a few of these changes, two criticisms came across
outside Cambridge and I am technically in receipt of to me all the time about Regional Development
Pillar 1 payments as well. Agencies and local government: that Regional
Councillor Aston: I amCouncillor Pat Aston. I am not Development Agencies did not really take the rural
in receipt of any funds. I am vice-chair of the agenda very seriously and local governments took it
European Rural Commission and accompanying me seriously according to where they were. If there was
is Ms Lisa Bremner, who is an oYcer of the Local a strong, rural population, they took it seriously. If it
Government International Bureau. I would like to was a small, rural population, they did not.
make three points about our evidence. First, we want Nevertheless, the government has rightly pressed on
to support a more balanced approach to EU rural with giving both theRDAs and local authorities total
development funds and Pillar 2 of CAP. We support responsibility for the Pillar 2 rural development
the European Commission’s proposal that 15 per funds. How are you going to satisfy your critics and
cent of the funds should be on axis three and we are what are the sort of priorities for the spending of this
concerned that a reduction in the EU budget will money that you think are going to develop?
have an adverse impact on Pillar 2 of CAP. Sir Harry Studholme: On behalf of the RDAs, my

perspective is not as broad as Fiona’s, as she
represents the full breadth, but within the south westQ738 Chairman: Could you explain the role of the

Regional Development Agencies and local the rural priorities have significantly moved up the
agenda. In the corporate strategy that has recentlyauthorities in rural development as described in Pillar

2?We are an EUCommittee and our focus is not just been produced, rural has been an increasing priority.
There is a timing diVerence in the progress of theon the UK; it is on the whole of the EU.

Councillor Aston: We think local government has an RDAs. We have specific rural renaissance
programmes in each sub-region or county, which areessential role to play in rural development. In our

evidence, I hope we have included our document The quite analogous to the LeaderOne type programmes.
There is a significant budget allocated for those.Rural Environment. It shows that whenever there are

problems in rural communities, local government There is a range of projects happening on top of that.
In particular, we have put £3 million very recentlycomes to the rescue and comes forward with

innovative schemes to help people back onto their towards a training and business support scheme
which has a multipurpose role, partly to bringfeet. We believe that in these changing times in the

rural economy local authorities must play an together the business links and to focus themselves so
they have a better relationship with farming, but alsoessential part to make sure that communities survive.

Sir Harry Studholme: The Regional Development to bring farmers together in groups, to try to get them
to be able to access the training that is specificallyAgency’s role is a mixture of things. First of all, as a

strategic body, we are responsible for helping funds relevant to their needs. We are increasingly focused
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also have a frequent meeting with Defra oYcers onon rural areas and spending increasinglymoremoney
on them. that basis. Certainly within that we exchange best
Councillor Aston: The charge that we do not take it practice and have discussions about what we are
seriously when we are not rural is not entirely true. doing at regional level.
There has been a great eVort by the urban authorities,
particularly during foot and mouth, to look at how

Q741 Lord Sewel: Remember that we are talkingthey can be of assistance to their rural hinterlands.
about Pillar 2 of CAP and not the great scope of ruralEvery authority in England sent out information
development so if we can try and focus on thatsaying that people could buy goods in rural areas to
particular issue. What are the rural developmentboost the economy during the eVects of foot and
objectives of Pillar 2 that are likely to enable you tomouth. Very few authorities, apart from in the
achieve anything? If you take out the agri-middle of big cities, have rural areas. It matters that
environment side, what have you got left in terms ofrural developments, wherever they are, get good
rural development? What will it achieve, what is itservice from local government. The Rural
capable of achieving? And then if there is theCommission exists to insist within local government
increased emphasis on rural development, how dothat everybody knows what they have been doing
you start justifying the expenditure in terms ofincluding what payments have beenmet.With regard
measured outputs?to what we might do directly, I think local
Councillor Aston: We are talking about non-government can help to diversify, it can help in
agricultural business development. We have had theplanning particularly, it can help in developing skills
experience in the Eden Project of looking atso people do change from what they do now to
enhancing tourism, looking at improving thediVerent things, so that more people who live in the
accommodation for tourism (because it wascountryside do go out to work. That means
dreadful) looking at increasing the skills of peopleincreasing employability. We have certainly helped
who work in the tourism industry (because that wasaccessing between where people live and getting a job
pretty bad, too). There are other industries,with a whole series of schemes, including about two
particularly IT and where I am from down inyears ago we did a scheme which gave £200 for them
Cornwall the film industry, so looking at skills forto learn to get from where they are to where they
young people coming up to do things in themight get a job. I think those things can only be done
countryside that can only be done in the countryside.by local government.
Is that a help?

Q740 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Could I ask on
Q742 Lord Sewel: Okay, what about measuringRDAs, I appreciate that of course you have a series
outputs systematically?of diVerent regions that you are concerned with but

in particular when you look at the area involved with Councillor Aston: You tend to measure them in job
rural development how do you exchange views creation, job retention, and you alsomeasure them in
between one area and another? It seems to me that how many young people are staying on at school to
one area could come up with a very good idea do higher education in these related industries.
applicable in another one. Is there anymechanism for
the transference of these ideas?

Q743 Lord Sewel: You mentioned cities and theirSir Henry Studholme: There certainly is a mechanism
rural hinterlands. Is there a diVerence in what youand perhaps the best thing to do is to transfer to
can do in terms of the rural development and theFiona who is involved with the RDAs rural plan in
relevance of Pillar 2 between near urban rural andEEDA, who are the lead RDA, who co-ordinate that
rural rural?type of activity.
Councillor Aston: I think there is. One of the thingsMs Bryant: I am not sure how much you are aware
that is quite clear is that rural dwellers in hinterlandsbut each RDA takes the lead role for a particular
in authorities lose out in terms of access to skills.government department in terms of its thematic
Young people lose out in terms of what opportunitiesissues and EEDA holds the lead role for Defra at the
are oVered in colleges. The young people who livemoment. We hold the lead for all RDAs on
nearer are given the first opportunity of choice.environment, food, rural aVairs and sustainable
Young people living further out do not have enoughdevelopment. In addition to that, the lead oYcers for
transport to get in to do these things. They do noteach RDA (and in our case the rural lead oYcers)
have in the poorer parts of the rural economy—andactually come together every month to discuss issues
there are some very poor areas—PCs at home, theyparticularly pertaining to the modernising rural
do not have broadband at home. There is a really bigdelivery programme and every two months to talk

about the wider issues around the Defra agenda. We gap for children and young people.
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what we would prefer to see is a greater degree ofChairman:Lord Haskins has a point and then I think
what you have said rather refers to what Earl Peel is measurement of outcomes and strategic added value
asking next. that we can add in meeting integration across those

projects because at the moment in terms of delivering
real on-the-ground rural development there is a highQ744 Lord Haskins: Just a supplementary question
degree of inflexibility in the ability to meet what isand as Lord Sewel said we want to concentrate on
really needed on the ground in joining up all of thosePillar 2; you may not be able to answer it now but I
pillars to deliver real sustainable development.would be very interested to know what percentage of

rural development spending of either the local
authorities or RDAs comes from Pillar 2 because my Q746 Earl Peel:To a large extent you have answered
impression is it is quite small.

this question, particularly Councillor Aston in your
Councillor Aston: It is minute. That is why we want

initial comments. Do you believe that the proposedit bigger.
rural development regulation contains the correct
balance between competitiveness, agri-environment

Q745 Lord Haskins: You are not going to get it and the wider rural environment?
bigger. If anything, you are going to get it smaller. Ms Bremner: The draft rural development regulation
Are we wasting our time talking about rural is proposing minimum expenditure for the first time
development under Pillar 2? of 15 per cent expenditure on competitiveness, 25 per
Ms Bremner: At the moment the rural development cent on agri-environment and landmanagement, and
regulation, the current Pillar 2, has only a couple of 15 per cent on wider rural development. This is the
areas in which what we are calling the wider rural first time that this has been done and it does leave a
economy, non-agricultural rural development, is

balance of 45 per cent that can be used in the wayavailable, and that is the Rural Economic Scheme
oYcers see fit and where they see that the need is(RES) and the Processing and Marketing Grant
greatest. The LGIB believes that the minimum(PMG). I have got the mid-term review of the
expenditure is a good thing. It is a sign from theEngland Rural Development Programme which
Commission that they want to see a more balancedcame out a couple of years ago, and only about 1 per
Pillar 2 and more balanced rural development. Thecent of total programme expenditure for Pillar 2 went
issue is also one of implementation. If the percentageson these non-agricultural schemes, so there probably
are agreed by theMember States, which of course weis some scope there and the authors of the report also
do not know whether that is even going to happenacknowledge there is some scope for improvements.
yet, that will be fine but if they are not agreed we areWe are not talking about not assisting farmers, we
wondering how Defra will implement that. Will theyare talking about non-agricultural support, so that is
follow the Commission’s guidelines for a balancedsupport for farmers diversifying as well as the wider
rural development or will they carry on with anrural economy.
extremely high amount on agri-environments?Ms Bryant:Could I add on behalf of the RDAs some

points in answer to Lord Sewel. I think there are the
policy objectives around axis one and three of the Q747 Earl Peel:Can I just pick you up on one point.rural development regulation, which are primarily

In your submission in paragraph 17 you point outaround competitiveness and supporting the
that the broad-and-shallow agri-environmentregeneration of the wider rural economy, and are
scheme (one of the recommendations coming fromreally designed to complement activity that has been
Sir DonCurry) is likely to account for themajority ofgoing on in ensuring that the industry and the wider
the available EAFRD funds from 2007 onwards. Arerural economy are prepared to meet future
you suggesting that in fact that should be cut to allowrequirements in terms of the restructuring of the
for an increase in socio-economic development or areagricultural industry to meet a more open market
you actually looking for a larger sum of money toeconomy. In the question you did talk about
accommodate both?outcomes and I think most of the measures that are
Ms Bremner: We do think that the majority of thecurrently in place are more about outputs and there
funding will go on the agri-environment scheme. Iare very specificmeasures of outputs on that. In terms
think the figure that is in there is probably a littleof the RDAs, for example, we have a tasking
high. There probably is just enough scope to meet theframework where we are going to be required to give
15 per cent that the Commission proposes. Obviouslydisaggregated reports on how we are meeting both
there are very high priorities and strong priorities onurban and rural regeneration. In terms of the rural
the broad-and-shallow and entry level agri-development regulation itself there are very specific
environment schemes. That is an important part ofoutputs likely to be in place for some of themeasures.

The important thing, to back up what Lisa said, is Defra’s approach.
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commitment to spending on rural priorities withinQ748 Earl Peel: An important part of Pillar 2 as
well. each region. We are very much hoping to build on

that as part of the future rural developmentMs Bremner:Of course, and a very important part of
Pillar 2. What we are saying is that, yes, it is an programmes and that will bring together a number of

organisations. Obviously there are likely to be fewerimportant part but it is not the only part of rural
development, and the other part is the Axis One organisations directly involved but it is bringing them

together to ensuring we have the most eVective andinitiative which concentrates on competitiveness on
farms, which is an important part, but the wider rural eYcient spend on rural development funding on the

ground in future.development, including opportunities for farmers
and farmers’ families tomove away from farming but Councillor Aston: Following Lord Haskins’s excellent

report about rural delivery, Defra has streamlined itsremain in their communities to allow for other
economic choices to be available for people who live funding from hundreds of streams down to just three

and we are looking at how we can devolve thingsin rural communities other than agriculture, is also
very important. down further, as a result of which last week we

launched eight regional Pathfinders, one per region,
each led by a consortium of local authorities, all of

Q749 Lord Plumb:You each declared your interests them doing something diVerent and it might be
as you arrived. I also have interests in making sure helpful if you had their business plans sent in for you.
that the pillars prop me up for a little while in the They are not that big. We hope in each region that
future! I am also, and have been for some time since these Pathfinders will look at how you can get rural
its inception, the President of the Cotswolds AONB delivery to the people who want it faster than it
and there we bring together 22 local authorities into currently is going.
one organisation. I have always been quite impressed Chairman: I think we must slightly restrain ourselves
with the contribution it has made. It is now a here. We could talk about the good and bad points of
conservation board. To what extent, as things Defra indefinitely. You have Lord Haskins and I am
develop, do you see co-ordination between the Chairman of the Sussex Downs Conservation Board
various rural development programmes and the andwe have environmentally sensitive agreements on
diVerent national and European support schemes? Is the small amount of land that we have. However, we
there going to be a proliferation of various bodies or really are talking about the EU and we have to
do you see this coming together in a sensible way so concentrate on that andwhat you think about the EU
that we make the best use of the resources available? schemes.
Sir Henry Studholme: I would hope there was not a
proliferation of bodies. One of the interesting points

Q750 Countess of Mar:What is the national budgetabout the current proposals for the rural
contribution to rural development, compared to thedevelopment regulation is this Leader! approach—
amount of EU funding actually spent in the UK?and it is not quite clear now but it may be in the
Ms Bryant: If I may take that one initially. I thinkfuture—and the fact that it allows people to focus
that would be a virtually impossible question,that sort of funding on landscape features of that
certainly for us, as far as I am aware, to answer. If Itype, so it is quite an interesting development outside
may make a point in terms of EU activity but alsowhat is being put forward here. The other thing that I
broader activity, rural development is not the onlythink is highly important is there is no doubt that the
bit, it is also in the mainstreaming of some of theenvironmental aspect of Pillar 2 is absolutely
mainstream support in rural areas. Certainly as far asessential and I totally understand that. I think the
the RDAs are concerned we do not just deliverdiYculty is making sure that there is some kind of
specific rural streams. There are issues about marketrecognition that the other axes of that are also
failure and there is sector specific support requiredimportant because they will be part of making that
but in themajority what we are about is ensuring thatenvironment a viable future.
mainstream support is delivered both within urbanMsBryant: If I may addmyLordChairman, in terms
and within rural areas that need it. Thereforeof the European organisations there has already been
although we are moving into disaggregation of oursome show of coming together in terms of the single
budgets we would not necessarily at this stage be ableRural Development Fund, which is bringing together
to specifically say what we are spending on ruralsome separate funds from past rural development
development because it is very much integrated withregulation activity, but in terms of regional and local
support around about urban and rural areas.ability to integrate on the ground, as part of the

results of the Haskins review, each region is
developing a regional rural delivery framework and Q751 Countess of Mar: So your money all goes into

the same kitty whether it comes from the EU or fromthat is bringing together partners at a regional and
local level together to decide on the priorities and the central government?
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Q755 Lord Livsey of Talgarth:—which isMs Bryant: The RDAs currently operate what is
known as the “single pot”. It does give us huge particularly topical today. Particularly addressed to

the RDAs, could you quantify the RDA budgets inadvantages in that it brings together the support from
all government departments and allows RDAs to some way as to their adequacy?

Ms Bryant: In practical terms the RDAs would sayoperate in an holistic way on the ground. We operate
both within a mainstreaming of support right across that the national funding of rural development could

lead to a simpler, less bureaucratic, less targeted andthe regions and also, where required, most RDAs
would have some support, whether it is a rural more flexible approach, so in that way because the

Exchequer funding tends to have less bureaucraticrenaissance programme or some specific support
around sectors where they feel it is required, but that administration attached to it and it is more able to be

integrated in the support, we would support that.would certainly not be the only money they spend in
rural areas. Having said that, I think it is quite important to

ensure that we would only support it if the levels ofCouncillor Aston: One of the ring-fenced parts of the
money is Neighbourhood Renewal funding and in a funding made available were appropriate to achieve

rural development. I think there are certain questionsnumber of rural areas we get Neighbourhood
Renewal funding. There will be less next year because both in terms of the financial discipline that is likely

to be attached to the future CAP funding regulationthe policies have changed again. Down in my part of
the world we have some Neighbourhood Renewal and in terms of the emphasis on the environmental

support. I think it would bemuchmore diYcult if themoney and we have done some research looking at
even smaller pockets of deprivation because quite national approach were taken to co-ordinate that

with the Pillar I spending on the CAP. There areoften the nice big earthy people living in your area
hide entirely these poor pockets. advantages and disadvantages but I think we have to

be very careful about caveats in terms of taking the
national approach.Q752 Countess of Mar: Do you divide the funding
Ms Bremner: I have just a little extra something tobetween EU funding and central government
add, Lord Chairman. I think the question offunding?
renationalisation of the rural development budget isCouncillor Aston:Yes we do because we tend to apply
linked with the big debate that is happening on theseparately to the RDA.
moment on the UK’s position on whether theSir Henry Studholme: The answer is the single pot
structural funds should also be nationalised.only takes into account the national funding and the
Obviously that is a very political debate. Some of theEuropean funding is separate from that. Wherever
questions that we may raise about that would be thewe can—and this is something which we are learning
Commission’s programming periods at the momenthow to do—we incorporate European funding in
are for seven years so one of the things that we wouldsuch a way that there is a sort of seamless entry into
maybe have to think about if these funds werethis. So for instance the Gateway project that I
renationalised is whether any government couldreferred to before, which is about helping farmers in
guarantee a funding stream for that amount of time,times of transition, takes VFS funding which I think
for seven years, and that is something that we wouldcomes from Europe but to the farmers looking at it,
be concerned about.it does not, it is all part of the same scheme.

Q753 Countess of Mar: In your accounting do you Q756 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Ms Bryant, you
account separately for EU funding and UK funding? made a point there that I was very interested in. You
Sir Henry Studholme:At the moment as far as I know said reduced bureaucracy. Do you find there is very
there is no EU funding that goes through RDAs much bureaucracy in dealing with the European
directly. Union over these types of funding?
Councillor Aston:We do. Ms Bryant: One of the major issues that we came

across quite recently, for example, is that, by and
large, DGAgriculture is looking atmaking the policyQ754 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: This question is

about rural development resources. It has been side of the new rural development regulation much
more flexible in its approach although we still havesuggested that rural development could be funded

nationally rather than funding the CAP budget. concerns about the ability to integrate between the
axes but in general terms they are looking at a moreWhat are your views on this? Would it be a more

eYcient way of funding the development of rural flexible approach. On the other hand, the AGRIFIN,
who are responsible for the finance regulation, areeconomies? Indeed, would it be eVective? Do you

think it might be more diYcult to get the money out drafting a regulation which is moving in the other
direction and increasingly requiring quite complexof the Treasury—?

Councillor Aston: Yes. and quite strict rules and regulations. Whilst we
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Q759 Lord Christopher:Do you see the Single Farmappreciate the need to report on what the funding is
being spent on, we feel that it is not in line with Payment and indeed the Pillar 1/Pillar 2 concept

going on forever or do you think it should be broughtmoving down to a bottom-up approach and a more
Community-based delivery, which in eVect will to an end? How long do you think it will last?
deliver better rural development on the ground. Sir Henry Studholme: Can I make a point on the
Obviously the capacity and partnership approach on previous question. I think there are two additional
that basis would find it increasingly complicated to points on that. I totally support the point about need.
meet with complex procedures. Certainly in that way, I think one key question about the new EU states is
having to report in two diVerent streams, for EU and that of capacity. There is a real risk of trying to pour
national Exchequer funding, makes it more large amounts of money into something which has
complicated and more costly. not experienced large amounts of money being

poured into it. There is a limit to the capacity that
those states can absorb.

Q757 Lord Sewel: Can we think Europe-wide for a Lord Sewel: Reduce the total expenditure.
moment rather than England, let alone the United
Kingdom. We have been hearing evidence from
representatives of many of the new Member States.

Q760 Lord Christopher: The evidence does not showTheir story is a story of a large agricultural sector, a
that so far from Poland, the Czech Republic, thelarge rural sector, a large but ineYcient agricultural
Slovak Republic and Hungary. They had hugesector, lots of smallholdings, lots of people employed
exports last year and their economies are risingor working in agriculture, a desperate need to
against the euro.restructure, to reduce the number of units, to reduce
Sir Henry Studholme: There certainly have beenthe size of the agricultural dependent workforce.
problems in the past when they have tried to pushThey see Pillar 2 as a means of helping them to
large amounts of funding into areas where they doimprove competitiveness and to improve the rest of
not use it eVectively. I think the second point is thatthe rural economy. Major restructuring challenges.
part of the purpose of Pillar 2 is to look after theSet against that, why should we spend any of the
landscape and to care for our environment. We haveEuropeanmoney in England on Pillar 2?Why should
completely the opposite end of the spectrum to theit not all go to the new states?
problems faced by the new Member States. We haveCouncillor Aston: As a matter of principle the LGIB
potentially a terrible shortage of rural skills, a terriblebelieves that we should support targeting at the most
shortage of people who will look after ourpoor. However, the rural development funds are
environment and landscape in the future, and wediVerent and they are for all rural areas of Europe. To
need to be careful to retain that base. To come backsay that you will not spend in any particular area is
to Lord Christopher’s point, my Lord Chairman, Inot a sensible approach.
think there is a general understanding and acceptance
that there will be a diVerent world after 2003 and that

Q758 Lord Sewel: Allocation by need? nobody looking sensibly into the future would
Councillor Aston: I think initially you must but you imagine that Pillar 1 will continue forever. I think
must always remember that need is quite well hidden there is an additional point on that, speaking again as
in areas, particularly in England. We tend to think somebody in receipt of Pillar 1 payments, that the
that England is aZuent and that the rural areas are transition at the moment is a very traumatic one.
all aZuent. If I give you an example, we just had some There are a great deal of problems in going through
research done about poverty and deprivation in the with farmers coming to grips with the new regime,
far west corner in the 1990s by Bristol University and and it is important in making transitions to
it showed in some wards that life expectancy was 35 understand that it takes a surprisingly long time for
per cent below the national average. That is one of communities to settle down to new regimes, and
the bases of getting Objective 1 funding. That is not therefore that kind of timescale may be appropriate.
just poor; that is poverty. That is not changing of Stability however is an important element of trying to

create satisfactory and viable change.governments; that is long term poor food, poor
housing, low jobs, low money, and it is not getting Councillor Aston: I do not believe that the agricultural
much better. There are pockets of deprivation in this industry has faced the thought of being without

support of some sort. I do not think they have. I thinkcountry that you ought not to ignore.
they are all, as Harry said, looking at the short term.Chairman: I do not think any of us are quarrelling
I also do not think they can yet see a world wherewith that; we really are not. We would like to ask
there is not support.some questions about the Single Farm Payment.

Lord Christopher? Chairman: A final question from Lord Lewis.
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will be aVected? Will Pillar 1 be aVected? We wouldQ761 Lord Lewis of Newnham: This is a little bit
doubtful because we have had diVerent views on this imagine that Pillar 2 would have a greater impact

from loss of budget.but we have received evidence suggesting that there
might be scope for greater modulation from Pillar 1
in order to support Pillar 2. There are people who say Q764 Earl Peel: If I may, my Lord, just return to the

point that Ms Bryant made just now about thethat could not happen but let’s make the assumption
it could. Do you believe that this would be desirable desirability of the transfer of resources through

modulation from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, which might befor rural development in the UK?
Ms Bryant:On behalf of the RDAs we would say yes in contradiction to what Sir Harry was saying about

the need to maintain people on the land to look aftera longer term plan to move funding from Pillar 1 to
Pillar 2 is a concrete step towards the decoupling of the landscape. That is one of the cross-compliance

conditions imposed on Pillar 1 and indeed one of thefunding from production and moving it towards
support for the transition into a more market- main purposes of the Pillar so it could be detrimental

to pursue that policy.orientated culture. Where we would be concerned
would be whether the funding was actually used in a Ms Bryant: I do not think what I said was in

contradiction because one of the policy objectives forbalanced approach and therefore integration across
the three pillars of sustainability, a point that has Pillar 2 is to deal with the transition but also take the

farming economy towards a more market-orientatedalready been made. Certainly in terms of a longer
term move we believe that there should be a culture. In terms of that at the moment something

like 60 per cent of farmers are getting income fromtransition of Pillar 1 funding to Pillar 2.
diversified enterprises, if not more, and it is growing
all the time. That has had the result of not onlyQ762 Lord Lewis of Newnham: What do you mean

by “balanced” approach? That seems to me to be a maintaining but also creating jobs on the farm. Partly
it has been maintaining farm employment that wasvery subjective type of word.

Ms Bryant: We believe that an increase in already there and maybe would have been lost. You
have got farm employees still skilled in the skills ofmodulation in order to contribute to Pillar 2 funding

should not all be spent on environmental measures maintaining the landscape but they also have
additional roles which allow them to stay on the farmhowever important they are and that it should be

taken in a balanced approach right across the and to keep those skills. I think the overall position
which Sir Harry raised about a concern over loss ofsustainable development agenda.

Ms Bremner: As you all know, the UK has taken up skills is still there but I do not think transferring from
Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 necessarily has any detrimentalthe option and is continuing to take up the option to

increase its modulation from what was proposed in impact on that because Pillar 1, by and large, is there
still as a more basic income support type of paymentthe CAP reform of 2003. There is increased

modulation already and I think that will be going up whereas the Pillar 2 is more into the transition for
facing the future of the market based culture.to 10 per cent in the future LGIB agree with the

RDAs in that in the long term a probably very slow
movement of funds from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 would be Q765 Lord Plumb: Do you include the cost of the

stewardship scheme within the 60 per cent?welcomed as long as they are not just focused on agri-
environment schemes but on the three axes of the Ms Bryant: This is more about farm diversification

rather than direct agri-environment support.rural development regulation.
Chairman: Thank you very much to all four of you.
We must draw stumps there. We appreciate you allQ763 Lord Lewis of Newnham: The real feature that

worries us of course is whether it is going to be 1 per coming and giving your views. The evidence will be
sent to you in draft so if you want to correct it in anycent or 1.14 per cent. If it was 1 per cent then this

particular problem may not be on a gradual basis. way please do so and if there is anything you have not
said that you would have liked to have done, then doMs Bryant: Yes, you are right. I think one of the

issues of the EU budget is if it is 1 per cent rather than not hesitate to send us a bit more written evidence.
Thank you very much indeed.1.14 per cent, how will long-term rural development
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Memorandum by Romanian Ministry of Agriculture

Common Agricultural Policy in the Context of the Current Negotiations on the next EU Budget

After decades of using over 50 per cent of the community budget for European agriculture, it is hard to believe
that EU farmers will accept such a drastic subsidy reduction for a short-medium period of time.

TheFischler Reformwill allow part of the funds allocated to support CAP to be directed to rural development;
community farmers will be both producers and main actors involved in preserving the rural area.

It is not obvious yet, to what extent they could face the challenges, taking into consideration the WTO
negotiations regarding low custom taxes, and their eVect on EUproducers lacking a proper border protection,
will have to compete with cheaper imports due to subsidy reduction.

It is diYcult to presume that solely technical improvements will render enough competitiveness for the
community producers, since the ongoing demand for food products at a world wide level gives the opportunity
to reinvest the profit into modern equipment for average developed agriculture countries.

In this situation, we consider that reducing CAP community budget for 2007–13, by reducing the contribution
to the EU budget from1.14 per cent to 1 per cent of the GNI, will only exacerbate the community producers
situation, forcing them to choose between giving up agriculture, or moving to new member states with lower
input costs.

In these circumstances, ensuring the budget proposed by the European Commission would represent a
minimum guarantee that the CAP can continue to be, not only Europe’s instrument of economic balance (by
maintaining a stable agro-food market, with quality products and veterinary approved), but also a social
instrument in the rural area, in need of support, due to it’s diversity and it’s strong rural component.

EU Enlargement

Directing important structural and regional funds towards new member states and depriving potential
beneficiaries from EU15 of support won’t have a major impact over farmers from “old” Member States. The
reason is that until enlargement, the community regions of EU15 did not all directly benefit from structural
funds, or even indirectly, the farmers did not receive any support.

The impact on EU15 farmers could be estimated taking into account the aids they benefited from, if the
modulation and fund redistribution from Pillar 1 (market measures) to Pillar 2 (rural development) hadn’t
been agreed on. Considering that these funds are provided to remain within the Member State, the estimated
impact for the EU15 farmers would be less significant. On the other hand, the community solidarity principle,
according to which the EU low developed areas are most supported, shouldn’t be ignored. We must mention
that not only member states like Greece and Portugal benefited from structural funds, but also rich MS like
Eastern Germany.

Impact on the rural economy of increasing structural funds

Increasing structural funds in spite of agriculture production expenditure will give New Member States the
opportunity to reduce active population in agriculture and to redirect it to other activities in rural areas. New
Member States agriculture will become more competitive, rural areas will develop, focusing on diversifying
the economic activities and environment protection.

Regarding the EU15, structural fund reduction will not slowdown rural development, as the transfer of funds
from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 will oVer these countries the opportunity to develop new activities regarding the rural
landscape preservation, environment and so on, maintaining a dynamic lifestyle in the rural areas.
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Financial Discipline

We consider that expenses for the first Pillar won’t increase much after the EU enlargement because:

— the subsidy application in NMS will be gradual, the level in EU15 will only be reached in 10 years
time;

— the yields per hectare in NMS and candidate countries are generally much lower then in EU15
(in Romania 2,65 t/ha at wheat, compared to the EU average of 5,5 t/ha), leading to lower direct
payments;

— the process of lowering intervention prices, to get them in line with the real market prices, restricts
the increase of total intervention expenditure.We need tomention here, the drastic cut down of sums
allocated for intervention lead NMS to become unable to accomplish an essential objective, namely
to ensure equitable income for the farmers;

— export refunds limitations, regarding value and number of products, will not trigger additional
expenses at the budget level. However, farmers from the NMS will confront with cheaper products
from outside the EU, bearing low custom protection and without benefiting from the technical
advantages of the EU15; and

— overall, the technical level in the NMS is low.

We estimate the support in the milk sector (paid for 100 l) won’t have amajor eVect because yields in theNMS
are generally lower than in EU15.

The sugar sector reform will not trigger special financial problems through Romania’s and Bulgaria’s
accession, because both countries are net importers.

The use of financial discipline mechanisms can be avoided in case of net contributory member states would
approve the latest proposal of the European Commission regarding the budget ceiling at 1.14 per cent of GNI.

The WTO negotiations could trigger drastically limited measures or even prohibit export refunds. If so, a
limitation of community production could be taken into consideration, to cut down available quantities for
export. One of the measures could be the reduction of subsidies for market support, or even for direct
payments.

Rural Development

Possible effects of exceeding the agricultural budget

Taking into account the applied CAP reform and the adjustments to be made until 2007, there are chances for
the allocated agricultural funds not to be exceeded and the financial discipline for direct payments won’t be
enforced.

At this moment, the eVects of the new CAP (applied only by some Member States from 1 January 2005) are
not fully known. It can’t be foreseen if the 2007–13 ceiling can be complied with.

If financial discipline comes into question, the expenditures for direct payments will have to be limited, but
not the rural development funds.

If the funds for Pillar 1 of the CAPwill be exceeded, Romania, which needs significant funds for its rural areas,
encourages the proportional reduction of the direct payments rather than the amount for rural development.

Of course, there is the risk for other Member States to decide a reduction of the rural development funds and
to maintain those for direct payments. But this would come in contradiction with the new EU policy, applied
in the last CAP reform, to encourage the redistribution of the future budgetary funds from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2.

In case of exceeding the ceilings for EU 27 that would lead to the decision of reducing rural development funds,
this would generate an impact on restructuring agri-food industry, in the new Member States (including
Romania and Bulgaria). These count on investments funds (axis 1) and the development of alternative
economic activities (axis 3) to sustain agricultural restructuring and the decrease of the rather big number of
holdings not viable (semi subsistence and subsistence).
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Budgetary limit of 1 per cent of the National Gross Income (NGI) and agriculture financing

If negotiations with the Member States will set the budget at a lower level than the one estimated by the
European Commission (1,14 per cent), there is the risk that the funds allocated between 2007–13 for rural
development to be reduced in order to comply to the agreed percentage.

It is obvious that the ceiling of 1 per cent will not allow for enlargement expenses with Romania and Bulgaria,
when the adjustment of the funds for CAP in general, direct payments/market and rural development will
be needed.

Concerning Romania, a cut in the agricultural and rural development foreseen budget after 2009 will have a
negative impact on the development of agricultural structures and the viable holdings, as well as for the rural
environment in general. Agriculture will continue to be the main living source of the rural population, since
the process of creating new alternative activities can not be properly financially supported any longer.

The Increase of the Rural Development Budget for 2007–13

Redistribution of community funds from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 of CAP indicates the course of future actions.
There must also be mentioned that the WTO partners ask the reduction to the maximum of the community
subsidies for agriculture, rural development funds no longer being in question. For Romania it is obvious that
the gradual increase of the rural development funds is best choice for the community policy in the field.

The distribution of rural development funds under CAP

The provisions of the acquis regarding the programming of the rural development measures ensure a good
distribution of the funds for the new axes proposed by the European Commission. For Romania the
distribution of the rural development funds to the measures in Axis 1 (improvement of the agricultural and
forestry competitiveness) and Axis 3 (improvement of the life quality and activity diversification) and less in
Axe 2 (environment measure and land management) is a better option.

In conclusion

Our point of view is to maintain the budget at a certain level allowing for the CAP to be applied and integrate
new structural reforms for the agricultural and rural sector of the NMS including Romania and Bulgaria. We
also consider, that regarding the importance of the reforms that need to be supported in Romania, it is
imperative that the budget allocated for this country after accession to be decided on the same criteria as for
the 10NMS. For a successful integration, a solid structural policy and important structural funds is necessary.

Within the European Council—March 2004 in Brussels, there was a political agreement for the financial
package (Ring Fencing) for Romania and Bulgaria, regarding market policies, direct payments and rural
development from the “Guarantee” section for 2007–09. This political agreement was reached, without
establishing the budget source from which it would be ensured. We consider that, regarding the importance
of the structural reforms that need to be supported in Romania for the integration to the common market,
these funds are indispensable, so the trend regarding their level should be maintained after 2009 within the
new Regulation for rural development. Romania prepares to ensure not only national co-financing for this
fund, but also measures for a good absorption of funds within the investment projects in the private sector.

We consider that the prospective reforms for some specific sectors, like sugar and milk ones, within the
common market organisations, and the impact of the negotiations on agricultural markets will not have a
drastic eVect on the transformation that the agri-food sector needs to undergo. The necessary structural
reform in Romania, similar to other NMS with an important agricultural sector, is emphasised by a majority
of analysts, and it has to be sustained in the future as a minimum condition for a successful accession. The
settlement of rural population, the assurance of a competitive agricultural and agri food market and the
preservation of a healthy natural rural environment, require important investments which can not be ensured
without solid structural funds.

March 2005
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Examination of Witnesses

Witnesses: Mr Mugur Craciun, Secretary of State for European Integration, Mr Dacian Ciolos, Minister’s
Advisor on European Integration issues, and Ms Carmen Turturea, Councillor for EU Affairs, Ministry of

Agriculture, Forests and Rural Development, Romania, examined.

Q766 Chairman: Thank you and your colleagues of the employed population is still in agriculture?
Could you give us some basic details so that we havevery much indeed for coming to talk to us this

morning; we do appreciate it. As you know, we are a better view of the Romanian agricultural situation?
Mr Craciun: Romania has 22.5 million people asdoing an inquiry into the future financing of the

Common Agricultural Policy. You actually will be inhabitants. In terms of agriculture, we have a very
poor standard of technology and very small farms. Iour last witnesses giving us oral evidence today; we

thank you very much, and for the written evidence would say in 4.7 million farms half of them have less
than a hectare, which means most of them arethat you have sent to us very recently. We are being

recorded, so everything—I will not say five million producing just for their family, not goods for the
markets. 32 per cent of active people are working inpeople are going to be listening to it—will be there on

the website. We will send you a draft of the evidence agriculture.
of what is said, so that if there are elements in it that
you or your colleagues would like to correct, you will

Q768 Chairman: Thirty-two per cent—one-in-three.have the opportunity to do so. Before we start asking
Mr Craciun: And 45 per cent of Romanians areyou questions, would you like to introduce your
connected with rural areas. In this case we have tocolleagues to us and is there any statement that you
face a lot of challenges. For this the government iswould like to make at the start?
promoting new laws. First of all, we are supportingMr Craciun: I would like, first of all, to thank you for
our people working in agriculture and owning thethe honour of your oVer for Romanian
land to leave the land for younger farmers having arepresentatives to be present in the House of Lords.
pension paid by the state of one hundred euro perI will introduce Mrs Carmen Turturea, our embassy
hectare.representative, and Mr Dacian Ciolos, the Minister

Councillor. I am the State Secretary for Integration
in the Ministry of Agriculture, Forests. Just briefly, I Q769 Chairman: This would be a capital payment?
would like to say that theRomanian government and Mr Craciun: Right, in order to leave the land.
most Romanians—more than 85 per cent of the
people—are fully supporting the Romanian

Q770 Chairman: To give the land to someoneintegration into the European community. The
younger.Government has decided, there is already funding
Mr Craciun: I would mention that more than half ofand working in the ministry specially designed for
the farmers are more than 65 years of age. It is a timeEuropean integration. We realise that we have a lot
to be retiring and to leave the land. The other supportof work to do from now, and we are counting every
in order to join up the land is to support the familyday—from today we have 640 days—until
farms. We are designing the family farms between 60integration. Integration means institutional
and 80 hectares, but this is quite a challenge from therestructuring, especially rural development, in order
2.6 hectares that the farms actually are. To join themto join European community structures in 2007. As
up to 60 hectares they need relief support forwith any restructuring and any institutional creation,
investment and relief support in the ruralwe need the financial support that national support
development area. We have a programme namedcould not cover integrally. I guess that our
PHARE that is supporting 6,000 farms across thegovernment is thinking that being supported by both
country; 15,000 euro for each farm.More or less eachsides—by European funds and national funds—our
village will have state support for farm developmentpolitics of agriculture, development and integration
and in each village will be a livestock unit and ato European structures would be profitable and
vegetable farm developed with this money. In thebeneficial even for members of the European
same way we are creating rural credit houses in ordercommunity. This way we can oVer the people
to allow the farmers to take credits for technologyopportunities to live in their area and to prevent
development. On the other hand, we have tomigration.
restructure all the rural area in order to oVer the
farmers not able to compete in 2007 when Romanian

Q767 Chairman: Thank you very much. You could borders on the west side will disappear.We are trying
help us, Secretary of State, if you could, at the start, to oVer them other opportunities as agri-tourism, as
perhaps, give us an idea of the type of rural economy recreation. That would have two advantages: it will
which exists in Romania. What are the average farm rebuild the environment and we oVer the people
sizes? What does agriculture contribute to the opportunities to live other than agriculture, that it is

actually a single activity.economy as a percentage of GDP? What percentage
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than half. Last year the contribution of agricultureChairman: Very interesting. What a programme. It is
a huge challenge. was 14 per cent.

Q773 LordHaskins:Youmentioned that, hopefully,Q771 Lord Plumb: I am fascinated with this
development plan you have. I just wonder what you may be joining the European Union in 2007–08.

How are you getting on inmeeting the administrativeadvisory service you have. Is this a service that is
going to be made by your own government? Is it a criteria on the rural agenda—food safety and all of

those things—which have to achieve a certainministry service which is then going to tell people that
they should have mixed farms with some stock and standard to enable you to join?

Mr Craciun: There are some critical points that wesome arable, and so on? How do you see the process
moving over a period of years? have to solve as soon as possible, together with

European experts. First of all, for 2007, by this time,Mr Craciun: Romania has a national agency for
expansion. These people are present, I would say, in this date, Romania will be the east border of the

European Community. The hot issue is to buildthe villages and have a thousand specialist staV:
livestock, agronomists, horticulturists and border inspection points and Community experts

have decided to have eight for the countries ofeconomists. These people are already present in the
villages’ agricultural chamber that is located close to Ukraine, Moldavia, Serbia and the Black Sea with

two appointed harbours. Up to now we have sold thethe mayor. They are responsible from now even for
SAPARD projects; SAPARD projects oVering them land for these border inspection points and, using the

PHARE programme and a World Bank loan, wenot only agriculture infrastructure and knowledge
but, also, other activities. This agency actually is hope to collect the 12 million euro necessary to build

them. Just in the last couple of days we have hadrestructuring in the way to support the farms to
develop new activities, new manufactured products, discussions with Defra and we asked for a training

programme and also for bilateral connections into use local tradition, local products out of,
particularly, technology advice they give up to now. order to have one or two experts from Great Britain

to help us to design the border points in order to beNow we are thinking for them to charge, even with
new steps, for a new kind of economy, more able to transfer all veterinary staV and all the

agricultural products. The other target of ours is thediversified.
Chairman: We will get on to this further when we building of the paying and intervention agency with

the evidence of the land. From 1 March, the payingcome on to Pillar 2 of the CAP and rural
development. agency has a staV of 1,012 people organised at three

levels. The central level has 48 people, specialists, at
the counties level there are 266 specialists, and forQ772 Lord Lewis of Newnham: You obviously have
every nine villages there are two experts. This is thea very exciting programme of development in front of
size up to 2006 when the paying and interventionyou. You didmention that inmany instances some of
agency will have 2,600 people on its staV and close toyour farms were relatively small. What proportion of
integration time it will have 3,000. For those 3,000 weyour agricultural activity is subsistence rather than
have to process 1.8 million claims from the farmers;contributing to the economy?
it is a huge task. The first issue for this paying agencyMr Craciun: In terms of area, subsistence farms
is the IT network, to build it, and we are embarkingrepresent the minimum hectares but the contribution
now on a programme for one million euro in order toof agriculture is based mainly on commercial
bring in computers, a network, and to realise all ofsocieties that we have in the field of agriculture. Part
these steps. A point which is delayed is the bovineof the land that is already joined is workable in a
identification. It started last year, but up to now Iprofitable way by commercial societies. In this way,
recognise that we are late and for this we have toI have mentioned, the contribution of agriculture to
prolong the formal law for milk subvention up toGDP is between 11 and 14 per cent. Eleven per cent
December 2006. It was a confusion of the lastwas three years from2001 to 2003, whichwas because
Government where they did not realise the necessaryof a terrible period of drought and the farmers
steps. The trouble that we have actually is with milksuVered by drought, having no yield. 2004 has been a
and meat processing plants. I should mention thatvery favourable climate and all the farms produced.
out of 2,000 units of milk, only 50 are able to realiseThe Romanian Government discovered at that time
the European standard.how important is the role of a paying agency and
Chairman: You have a major task ahead of youintervention, because having now a very eVective
indeed.market intervention system the farmers lost more

money in a very favourable year from an agricultural
point of view than during the drought period because Q774 Lord Lewis of Newnham: Minister, you quite

rightly point out that you will have theseeverybody produced corn, sunflower and wheat and
the prices decreased due to over-production to lower responsibilities of being the border and, as a result,
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but we have to look very positively sometimes thatthe inspection point for entry because once a
commodity is through, then of course it is free to these people working in a legal way outside have

joined European companies and systems and are verymove anywhere within the whole context of the
European Union. Will you get direct help from the well adapted, so that is a good sign, that the human

mind can accept new systems.European Union to set up these situations? It seems
hard that it is left merely to you as a country to do Chairman: Yes, understood.
when it is, in point of fact, something which has
implications for the whole Union. Perhaps it is done Q776 Lord Plumb: It looks as if you have a huge
and my ignorance is showing. problem ahead of you andwe admire the courage you
Mr Craciun: There are many co-operation problems are showing in trying to tackle it, but it would appear
between Romania and European countries. There that it will be extremely diYcult to separate funding
are several twinnings, there are bilateral co-operation between Pillar 1 and 2 because all your emphasis is on
relations and not least the World Bank programme, restructuring. There is the Structural Fund of course
the European Bank for Reconstruction and available from the European Union and the
Development programmes, but the most eVective is Cohesion Fund. TheCohesion Fund is mostly for the
the PHARE programme and SAPARDwith the new use of development of huge projects in road-building,
measures going deeply to rural areas. transport, et cetera, et cetera. I just wonder how you
Chairman: Well, you have already told us in some are going really to follow the rules of the Community
detail what your plans are, but let’s explore Pillar 2 in applying the money that is available in Pillar 1
and rural development a little more. which, you say, is already a commitment as you see

it, and applying the money that is available for Pillar
2 which really is for rural development, a veryQ775 Lord Sewel: Yes, let’s have a look at rural
important part of your whole project. However,development and Pillar 2. Could you give us some
Pillar 2 is not there for developing agriculture, but itidea of Romania’s priorities in terms of rural
is there for identifying the other alternatives that aredevelopment and what it wants to see delivered by
related to agriculture.using the Pillar 2 route?
Mr Craciun: For Pillar 2, we have several objectives.Mr Craciun:We cannot couple Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 in
From the very beginning I have mentioned that forRomania because we have lost half a century already.
all the problems we have European experts,The European developed countries can be coupled or
European partners who are helping us. Thethey can transfer money from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2
Agriculture Ministry has 40 European councillors.because Pillar 1 is already done to a certain level and
For each field, for each issue there is a Romanian sidea certain standard. Romania now has to face both of
and a European councillor ready to join us inthem. I already mentioned that some money would
developing ideas. For Pillar 2, we are focused onbe transferred. We have to use first such a method of
diversification of economic activities to the villagemoney allocation and after 2009 to search for other
level, supporting and even registering the localsystems. Pillar 2 is mostly based on SAPARD
products, as well as investments in farms, in livestockprogrammes and up to now we have used 72 per cent
units or vegetable farms to the size that I mentionedof SAPARD funding mainly on infrastructure where
in order to join and to give not only self-suYcientcollaterals were not strictly necessary. For the
products, but also to be on the market with them. Imeasures where collaterals were 50 per cent, we have
would say that a long-term programme of SAPARDsought only 8 per cent. It gives you the real image of
and probably other bilateral relations will solve up toRomanian rural areas as a poor country. I presented
2009 and not later than 2013 this big problem, and itto the European Council also that Romania has a
is quite a problem, of rural infrastructure. I havenation-specific view in terms of rural areas. The first
mentioned that water is not available to all theidea is to realise compatible infrastructure of
villages. All the villages, as I have mentioned, haveinstitutions with the European Community, such as,
electricity and main roads, but not collateral roads.as I mentioned, rural credit houses or extension
All the villages have schools, but not to the right levelservices as well as transport, infrastructure and
as we would like. All the villages have transportwater. I will give you some figures, that we have done
networks, trains and roads, but only a few airports.up to now 1,000 kilometres of pipes and roads, but it

is only a few, like a drop in the ocean.We have to join
the European Community in order to make it more Q777 Chairman: I think, Secretary, that we have a

slight problem in that we fully understand theand more attractive for the people. I mentioned that
in the last 15 years more than two million working situation which you have described Romania as

being in, but in front of me here I have the financialpeople left Romania to work outside, with one
million to Spain, half a million to Italy and quite a framework, the figures that are put out by the

Commission themselves, and they are making a verysignificant number of people to England to work.
This is a bad sign, that the people left the rural areas, clear division between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 and saying,
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in order to cancel all this confusion and to give thefor example, that by the year 2009 Bulgaria and
people their land in the right way.Romania together should be receiving rather more

than one billion euros between your two countries on
Pillar 1, and, on Pillar 2, 1.2 billion euros, so here we Q779 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: I am thinking,
have the EU saying that in two or three years after Minister, of the infrastructure and particularly do
you have joined, something like 2.5 billion euros a you have co-operatives—
year will be coming under fairly strict definition to Mr Craciun: State farms.
Bulgaria and Romania. Then of course there is the
argument as to whether this is already allowed for

Q780 Lord Livsey of Talgarth:Well, not actually theunder the financial perspective or whether it is to be
farms, but the infrastructure for marketing theadded to it. If I get you right, you are really saying
products of the farms, the machinery, the marketingthat because of the state of Romanian agriculture, it
of the food from the farms, do you have anythingis eVectively impossible to draw the line between
like that?Pillar 1 and Pillar 2. You are stating the fact that
Mr Craciun: I would mention in this respect the co-actually this distinction which the EU sees as pretty
operation between dairy farmers where they have astrict between Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 eVectively does not
system already and they have their organisation toexist in Romania.
collect milk in especially the hill areas to a certainMr Craciun: EVectively the funds are coming by
level of technology in connection with the processingdiVerent channels and the Government is checked by
plants, and this is the kind of activity that is working.

European organisations as to where the money is I would not say the same for grain. Everybody is
going. Each Ministry has a control on every penny, I producing grain and then they are looking for
would say, that is allocated under Pillar 1 or Pillar 2 diVerent buyers, for diVerent traders.
or other programmes. I wouldmention that, let’s say,
for this fund the national budget is adding a stopgap

Q781 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: What I think wein order to fulfil the requirement part of the money.
would like to know is whether you can develop whatEven for a national budget, allocating for Pillar 1 or
you have got now.Have you got plans to develop thisfor Pillar 2, it is strictly controlled and there are
infrastructure into the future to make it morespecial institutions following it up to the end of the
eYcient?project. The paying agency that we established
Mr Craciun: The intervention of the market has torecently will be able from 1 July of this year to roll out
respect already established rules in Europeanthe national budget allocated for farmer support and
markets, but it is necessary first to equilibratethis will be a training period, let’s say, rolling out the
Romania having very dependable agriculturalnational budget as to how the money is running on
activity and it is very necessary that the State actuallydiVerent programmes, Pillar 1 or Pillar 2, in order to
and later on the European Community, with us as abe ready in 2007 to roll out that billion euro coming
member, have intervention systems on themarket formostly from the European Community.
diVerent products. This would be quite diYcult to be
realised due to diVerent support of diVerent
countries. From western countries to easternQ778 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: I am very interested
countries, the state support for agricultural productsin what you have to say and the resolutionwith which
is decreasing. At the same time as the borders willyou are trying to tackle the huge problems and I am
disappear, the competition will be diVerent andvery encouraged by that, although you have
farmers’ products will not be fair.obviously a very long way to go with it. I would like

to establish a couple of facts. My understanding is
that collective farms in Romania are not really Q782 Lord Livsey of Talgarth: You mentioned the
prominent. Is that correct? development of the infrastructure of credit,
Mr Craciun: The co-operative farm, it is a big idea in transport, advice and water. What other
the human mind due to the last century of infrastructure are you trying to develop? Because you
communism, but we are encouraging the people to are so agricultural, are you developing your added
associate respecting the land property, but value to your product by investing in plant and are
transforming the property for the exploitation of the you actually looking for investment funds for that
land to be profitable and they are free to associate. I and are you doing it already?
would say that agriculture is the most privatised Mr Craciun: It is true that selling only grain, cereals
sector with more than 80 per cent of the land being or oil crops, would not be expected to have such a
private. During the confusion of the former land law, tremendous increase for a farmer’s budget. I
we have actually 1.2 million trials which have mentioned at the very beginning that the farmers
occurred and this is just a period when the new have to use their skills and local, I would say, culture

to promote their products.Agriculture Minister is promoting the new land law
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Chairman: Under the circumstances, it seems almostQ783 Lord Christopher: Correct me if I am wrong,
but all you have told us, which is quite fascinating irrelevant to talk about the single farm payment.
and challenging, suggests to me that, say, in the next
five to seven years there is going to be a limit to the Q786 Lord Plumb: I think it is very relevant to talk
amount of money you can actually spend properly on about the single farm payment in the sense that the
the things you have to do and that unless that is taken mind boggles when you think of distributing the
into account, then it is not in fact going to work. If I single farm payment to 1.2 million farmers.
have understood you correctly, you will have Nevertheless, as things develop and you join the
something like another seven million pensioners, you European Union hopefully in 2007, that being so,
have a relativelymodest populationwith a number of you will perhaps see some of the diYculties which
your skilled workers who have come over here, and I arise between now and then in other countries. There
have had some working around me and they are very are many farmers in this country who are finding it
good indeed, so am I right in thinking that there is a extremely diYcult at the moment to find their way
limit to what you can spend in the next five or six through the detailed points that are made for the
years, without putting a figure on it? If we gave you applications, so are you satisfied that you have the
100 million euro or one billion euro today, you could necessary institutional and administrative structures
not actually spend it all because there is a limit to the to deal with the applications, the applications that
physical nature of the task you have got, the labour obviously farmers are entitled to in subsidy form, as
you have, the skills you have, so there has to be a you join or as you proceed after joining the Union?
programme which gradually gets you through what Mr Craciun: For the time being, we are very related
you want. by plot identification. Last week the Government
Mr Craciun: The best example in this respect is the modified by emergency ordinance the law that made
way that we use the SAPARD money. To spend secret the aerial pictures of the land impossible to use
money, we need institutions to absorb it and to for land identification followed by direct payment.
organise it in the right way. If tomorrow it rains with For the future, the trend of joining the land will be
money on the country, I am fairly sure that it would much more accelerated by farm development, farm
not be very eYciently used. First, before asking for support, rural area diversification. For 2009, we are
money, we are building the institutions, we are thinking at the national level that Romania will have
building the systems to control and analyse how the two paying agencies. One will be the actual paying
money is allocated and our principle with a limited agency that we have and then we will transform the
amount ofmoney is to allocate this limited amount of staV and the structure of the SAPARD programme
money to the hot points where it is very strictly so that it is also organised at the country level and
necessary and not to spread the money all over for workable. It is workable and it is already accredited,
social reasons. I would like to mention that in 62 but unfortunately has used the money up to 2009 and
years, now is the first time that the Ministry of at that time we will have two paying agencies to

correlate direct payments of such programmes withAgriculture has the Liberal Party leading it. It has
other payments.been decided to apply the liberal system in

agriculture, the free market economy, and it does not
matter, the political cost. We have to realise the Q787 Lord Plumb: Can I ask whether you think the
eYcient agriculture and to develop the rural ceilings which were set in 2002 are suYcient to
infrastructure even at the cost of losing popularity, include the funding of the schemes that you have in
but there is no time to lose. mind in Romania?

Mr Craciun: The money is enough according to the
actual financial power of the farmer to bringQ784 Chairman: But under Ceausescu, basically all
collaterals for the programme, but immediately wethe land was nationalised and now it is being un-
will support them by registering the land in a free waynationalised and you have got 1.2million claims from
by rural credits and 15,000 euro per farm and wefamilies, saying, “Give us our land back”, even if it is
suppose, we are sure that the farms attracted byonly one hectare.
SAPARD will be higher than used.

Mr Craciun: Yes.

Q788 Lord Haskins: Does Romania have any
Q785 Chairman: It is a huge problem, a huge interest in the outcome of the forthcoming WTO
challenge. negotiations at Doha and how might they aVect
Mr Craciun: That is why there is a law in Parliament Romania, the free trade negotiations?
that we are creating of the land law court to separate MrCraciun:There are fields wherewe are not directly
civil trials and land trials, if you know what I mean. aVected, say, in terms of sugar. Romania is especially
It is another kind of court just to solve it immediately an importer of sugar, though we produced it years

ago, but we are not directly aVected because we joinand to put people in the way of working.
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Q789 Chairman: Thank you very much indeed andthe European rules, so not directly aVected by WTO
this autumn. In terms of milk, it would be at a time thank you for finding the time with your colleagues

to come here this morning. May I say that we lookwhen Romania will reach its quotas. Actually
Romania is producing fivemillion tonnes ofmilk and forward to welcoming Romania to the European

Union and we wish you every success in the veryprocessing 1.2 million of milk and the quota is three
million. We have a lot to do at the moment to reach substantial changes and the transformation which

you will be making in your agriculture. We wish youthe quota. I am afraid we cannot transfer the quota
to other countries, but our national programme for all the best in that and thank you for taking time to

explain it to us today.milk processing development is divided between milk
plants in four categories and probably the last one,D, Mr Craciun: Thank you on behalf of the Romanian

Government for this meeting which is making us feelwill never reach the standard, but the first three
would be motivated to have development that Great Britain is a real supporter of Romania for

the next couple of years and of course after when weprogrammes. WTO is not directly aVecting us.
will be part of the EuropeanCommunity. Thank you,
my Lords.
Chairman: Thank you very much.
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Written Evidence

Memorandum by the Biscuit Cake Chocolate & Confectionery Association

1. The House of Lords EU Sub-Committee D (Environment and Agriculture) has invited views on the above.
The Committee has posed closely linked key questions under general headings. The following comments
attempt to address several of the questions, but there is obvious overlap between questions and headings.

2. The Biscuit, Cake, Chocolate & Confectionery Association (BCCCA) represents all the leading and many
smaller manufacturers of biscuits, cakes, chocolate and confectionery in the UK—more than 90 companies,
accounting for over 90 per cent of the industry’s production. The sector as a whole employs some 60,000
people and has annual consumer sales of around £8 billion.

CAP as a Part of the EU Budget

3. CAP budget expenditure is likely to come under pressure from the following:

— the production response of new member states to application of the CAP;

— further EU enlargement (Bulgaria, Romania, Croatia and possibly Turkey);

— the impact of the 2003 reforms on EU-15 production.

4. Assuming that Member States use their direct payment allocations to full entitlement, CAP Pillar 1 (direct
aids and market support) expenditure between 2005–13 is likely to exceed the spending limit in every year bar
one. By 2013 the potential excess is likely to have risen to ƒ2.4 billion. In order to remain within budget, the
EU could look at cutting back on direct subsidies or on Pillar 2 (Rural Development Fund). The latter option
may eventually have to be taken, but initially the EU commitment to rural development will probably mean
that in the earlier years recourse will be had to the financial discipline mechanism. This discipline is likely to
kick in from 2007 onwards.

5. The Single Farm Payment, which comes into eVect in either 2005 or 2006 for Member States, may be key
to respecting the overall CAP budget. Between 2007 and 2013 a budgetary ceiling of between ƒ35 and
ƒ38 billion per annum has been allocated for CAP direct aid payments in the EU 27. At the same time, the
overall ceiling for CAP Pillar 1 support is likely to be squeezed significantly as a result of the spending curbs
agreed by EU leaders in 2002 and in the Commission’s latest proposals on “financial perspectives” for
2007–13. According to these proposals, the total Pillar 1 budget in 2013 will be no more than ƒ42.293 billion
and may be less if net contributor Member States succeed in limiting the overall financial perspectives on
grounds of cost. Even so, with some ƒ38.684 billion earmarked for Single Farm Payment aids in 2013, this
would leave a mere ƒ3.609 billion available to spend on non-Single Farm Payment Pillar 1 objectives, such
as intervention buying and export subsidies. This factor could be instrumental in triggering further reforms of
the CAP. Many farmers may continue to pursue their traditional livelihoods even if the economically optimal
solution would be to do something else. Will farmers regard their decoupled Single Farm Payments as an
opportunity to restructure their holdings and convert to alternative sources of income, or as a subsidy to prop
up a loss-making agricultural activity?

6. The strength of the euro, particularly against the US dollar, aVects the cost of the CAP within the overall
EU budget. The present weakness of the dollar against the euro has serious implications for the operation of
the EU’s agricultural budget.Weakening of theUS dollar against the euro automatically increases the amount
of the export subsidy which has to fill the gap between the EU indicative prices for cereals, dairy products and
sugar, etc and a dollar-denominated world price. Any slide in the value of the dollar over the next several years
will only worsen these CAP budgetary pressures.

Enlargement

7. The currencies of several of the newMember States have strengthened following accession. This has meant
an unwelcome reduction in the value of their EU market support and direct aid payments. These countries
could be further hit when they adopt the euro, if the latter’s strength against the US dollar continues over the
forthcoming years. In Poland, where the zloty has appreciated by almost 15 per cent since 1 May 2004, the
farming lobby is already pressing for corrective changes.
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8. The cost of Romanian and Bulgarian accession is projected at ƒ15.4 billion over the period 2007–09
(ƒ5.5 billion on agriculture and rural development). The cost of Croatian accession will be much smaller, but
there are concerns that Croatian farmers will not be able to compete in the EU because of the small scale of
their farms and low productivity. Croatia may ask the EU to consider alternative years for the reference
period, which could give rise to subsequent requests from the recently acceded Member States. Although
possible Turkish accession is beyond the timescale of this inquiry, the eventual cost could be huge and special
safeguard mechanisms for both agriculture and structural (regional) policy will almost certainly have to be
considered.

Financial Discipline

9. The question is posed as to how far market support and direct subsidy expenditure (Pillar 1) are likely to
increase as a result of further enlargement and the payment of new subsidies to the dairy and (possibly)
sugar sector.

10. The dairy reform measures are moving in the right direction, but not quickly enough. The reductions for
support prices for butter and skimmed milk powder should have instead been 36 per cent and 24 per cent
respectively over the same period. The quota extension through to 2014–15 is incoherent with the objective of
market orientation and competitiveness. Quotas prevent producers reaching the optimal critical mass to lower
production costs, limiting the eYciency of the entire supply chain. Quotas should have been increased by a
larger margin for a shorter period to phase out by 2008. In the light of these inadequacies in the dairy sector,
there will be further pressure on the CAP budget, particularly from the new Member States such as Poland,
where the issue of strength of currencywill also impact. Although evidence suggests that there will be pressures
to increase market support in the dairy sector, the possible scope for increased productivity in this area could
have a bearing. Falling prices are likely to force eYcient producers to continue to maximise output, whilst the
less eYcient will have an improved incentive, because of the subsidy, to sell oV or lease quota to the larger
operators. Evidence suggests that the larger operators are still making good profits and are still operating at
less than full eYciency. If the ineYcient farmers leave the sector and the remainder increase their eYciency,
then the threatened pressures on the CAP budget may not materialise. However, there could be further
downsides if a move to higher intensification of dairy farming is at the expense of rural development and the
environment.

11. The cost of reform of the EU sugar regime is a huge imponderable. The Commission’s communication
outlines a programme of a one-third cut in the sugar support price over three years; a reduction in domestic
production quotas of 2.8 million tonnes over four years; partial compensation for EU producers, in the form
of a direct decoupled payment; and restructuring of the EU sugar sector by making quotas transferable
betweenMember States so as to concentrate production in the most eYcient areas. The partial compensation
to EU beet growers will presumably follow the Single Farm Payment model and is estimated to compensate
up to 60 per cent of income losses. The EU has already made a commitment to remove export refunds within
the context of the WTO Doha Round negotiations, whilst there are further pressures from the challenge by
Australia, Brazil and Thailand over the legality of export refund payments on EU sugar exports. The initial
challenge has been upheld and, although the EU has appealed, the verdict is likely to be sustained. The general
assumptions are that the EU will have to cease export refund payments on sugar, which should release funds
for compensation of EU beet farmers, and that these measures will be budgetary neutral.

12. However, the cost of accommodating ACP cane growers within a reformed EU sugar regime could be
immense. The European Commission is currently devising a plan/programme, but compensation will almost
certainly not exceed, if even match, the level of compensation for EU beet growers. The ACP growers are far
from satisfied and are pushing for guarantees on maintenance of preferential markets and/or significant
funding for infrastructure development purposes over a lengthy period. The likelihood is that the level of
funding required as seen by the Commission will be significantly less than the request by the ACP growers.
There will be much hard negotiation in order to meet somewhere in the middle, but whatever the final figures,
it is almost certain that the pressure on the EU budget will be very large. The Commission should look to fund
compensation for the ACP growers out of the EUDevelopment Fund rather than the CAP budget, but whilst
this decisionmay ease pressure on theCAP budget, the overall EUbudget cannot escape from serious financial
demands probably over a protracted period. We believe that compensation for the ACP cane growers will be
fundamental to securing reform of the EU sugar regime. As such, the UK Government should recognise the
need for significant funding for a compensation package over several years (probably beyondCAP and overall
EU budgetary limits). Individual compensation packages will have to be devised and implemented over
specific timetables for each of the supplier countries. Adherence to agreed funding limits and timetables must
be non-negotiable. The UKmust press other Member States to adopt the principle that short-term exceeding
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of CAP and/or EU budgetary limits is a price well worth paying in order to secure long-term solution of the
inadequacies of the EU sugar regime.

13. Coupled to the demands from the ACP sugar cane growers are those from the least developed countries
(LDCs), who wish to renegotiate the terms of duty-free imports for sugar with eVect from 2009 under the
Everything But Arms (EBA) agreement. LDCs would like to see an extension of the prevailing situation but
with increased quotas for individual LDCs to be able to access the artificially high priced EU market. The
LDCs want such a proposal extended 10 years beyond the 2009 end date of the existing EBA agreement for
sugar. As in the case of the ACPs, it seems inevitable that the EU will have to amend the existing EBA
arrangements to accommodate to some extent the requests by the LDCs. Whatever decision is reached will
increase costs of the overall EU budget.

14. Global consumption of sugar is forecast to outrun production for the next two years, which will reduce
world stocks by around nine million tonnes by 2006–07. A prolonged deficit in the sugar market will result in
higher prices over that period, but with increased areas being given over to sugar growing and the possibility
of improved yields in future years, there is every likelihood that the world sugar market will once again be
depressed by the start of the 2007–13 financial period. This will put further pressure on EU support prices.

15. EU concessions in the WTO Doha Development Round negotiations will impact on overall EU CAP
expenditure. Whilst the EU is looking to the Single Farm Payment to resolve many of the existing problems
within the CAP, internal opposition from EU farmers and other sectors may be sidelined by challenges at the
WTOover whether the decoupled Single FarmPayment is genuinely “production-neutral” and as such should
qualify to come within the Green Box. The EU commitment to move towards abolition of export refunds
should be neutralized for EU exporters by the overall reduction in EU support prices as they are reduced
towards world price levels. However, the aspirations of EU Member States to export value added product
rather than compete with third countries in the export of raw materials, may be threatened by market access
being made progressively more diYcult for developed countries in the WTO agriculture negotiations. Market
access is without doubt the most diYcult issue to be resolved. The inability of EU exporters to succeed in
selling into third country markets owing to high import tariVs and reduced or non-existent export refunds
could force EU producers/manufacturers to seek to increase market share within the EU. This could drive
down prices for EU consumers, but could lead to increases in CAP budget expenditure if intervention levels
and support schemes are triggered.

Rural Development

16. All Member States have signed up to the fundamental principle within the CAP reform package of the
move from Pillar 1 (direct payments) to Pillar 2 (rural development). However, it would be naive not to
recognise that when the overall budget comes under pressure, the individual member states, particularly the
recently acceded countries, may well press for Pillar 1 to be maintained or increased, even at the expense of
Pillar 2 commitments.

17. The EU may have to return to degressivity as a means to hold down budgetary expenditure. The gradual
reduction of overall payments towards a target date may prove the most appropriate way of adhering to
budgetary limits.

17 January 2005.

Memorandum by British Sugar Plc

Introduction

1. British Sugar has been asked for a short contribution to the Committee’s inquiry, particularly on the
implications for the EU Budget of the forthcoming reform of the EU Sugar Regime. The European
Commission will not be publishing its final legislative proposals for reforming the EU sugar sector until June
2005 at the earliest, so we can only comment on what is available to date.

2. The European processing sector, including British Sugar, has also put forward some alternative ideas on
reduction in EU sugar production, which are given in this paper. These ideas would not add to the EUBudget,
but the final decision will, of course, remain with the Council of Ministers.

European Commission Communication, 14 July 2004

3. On 14 July 2004 the Commission produced a “White Paper”, or Communication, to the Council of
Ministers and European Parliament setting out the main parameters of what they wished to see in a reform
package.
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4. The key proposals relevant to the Committee’s inquiry are:

4.1 Quota Reduction

The Commission has suggested a three-stage approach to quota reduction:

— An initial pro rata cut of 16 per cent across-the-board. The general view is that this would penalise
both eYcient and high cost industries alike and jeopardise the key reform objective to promote
eYciency and competition across the EU. UK sugar production in terms of yield is now second only
to France and our processing industry is by a wide margin the most eYcient in the EU25.We believe
that, on eYciency and competition grounds (not because of the UK’s deficit status) there is no case for
the UK to suVer quota reduction as envisaged by the Commission.

— A traded quota transfer scheme across borders. While we (and the UK Government) support this
concept, there is strong opposition to quota transfer from a number of Member States.

— As a last resort, a buy-out (or “restructuring”) scheme, at a very low figure of ƒ250/tonne, financed
half and half from the EU Budget and fromMember States, for those industries still wishing to exit
sugar production.

4.2 Price Reduction

— Support prices for sugar to be cut by 20 per cent for the first two years, and then by 33 per cent from
year three onwards, bringing the market price for sugar to ƒ421/tonne.

— Support prices for sugar beet and cane raw sugar to be cut by 25 per cent for the first two years, and
then by 37 per cent from year three onwards, bringing the grower price to ƒ27/tonne.

— Compensation, to be introduced over three years, for EU beet growers at 60 per cent of their income
loss, which will be decoupled and incorporated into the Single Farm Payment Scheme.

An Alternative Proposal for Reducing EU Production

5. There is widespread opposition to the Commission’s approach to quota reduction and it is unlikely to be
approved by the Council of Ministers. Over the past few months, therefore, the European processing sector
has been working on a diVerent approach more in keeping with reform objectives. The sector has now
unanimously approved an alternative scheme, which would work like this:

— A substantial restructuring schemewould be implemented at the start of the reformprocess, designed
to reduce a large volume of EU quota and oVering a significantly higher buy-out price.

— The scheme would be managed by the Commission and financed by a temporary levy on the whole
industry (in a similar way to the current Producer Levies). It would enable high cost industries to
oVer quota to the Commission in return for an “indemnification”, to help them rationalise or close
down altogether.

— Relinquished quota would be cancelled. Any additional quota reduction could be made using
mandatory cuts after the restructuring scheme has finished. Our view would be that any additional
cuts should use the existing method (ie the current coeYcients) which recognise each country’s
surplus/deficit status, and should not be applied across-the-board.

— British Sugar also support quota transfer being able to operate in parallel with restructuring, to drive
eYciency.

6. The call on the EU Budget would depend on the extent to which both the Commission and the Member
States were prepared to commit public funds. The Commission’s White Paper proposals envisage an EU
Budget contribution to their suggested buy-out scheme of ƒ125/tonne, funds for which we understand would
be available within current ceilings. It would not be the intention of the alternative scheme tomake additional
calls on the EUBudget. Rather, the intention is to design the scheme in such a way that the whole EU industry
can make a contribution, to enable it to be more aligned to the Commission’s objectives and more likely to
achieve final agreement amongst the 25 Member States.
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7. Provided the scheme operated on a suYciently large scale, it would reduce the need for both mandatory
quota cuts and quota transfer, and therefore be more likely to be supported in the Council. The concept has
been put to the Commission, approved by the European Parliament and explored with a number of Member
State governments, with a positive response so far. In our view, agreement for such a scheme would greatly
ease the task of the UK Presidency, especially as a decision on the Commission’s proposal is required before
the WTOMinisterial meeting in Hong Kong in December 2005. We very much hope that such a scheme can
be incorporated into the Commission’s final legislative proposals instead of their current White Paper
suggestions.

Price Reduction and Grower Compensation

8. At this stage, it is impossible to suggest a price level that would command the support of all EU Member
States as well as Governments and producers in the ACP and Least Developed Countries. There is general
agreement, however, that the proposed price ofƒ421/tonnewould have a very damaging eVect on all suppliers,
EU, ACP and LDC.

9. As far as compensation for EU growers is concerned, we strongly believe that this should be both
mandatorily de-coupled for all Member States and should also be paid to beet growers.

10. The Commission’s White Paper makes it clear that the beet grower compensation element of their reform
package would be Budget neutral, as this would be funded by the reduction and eventual elimination of export
subsidies for sugar. We would have no reason to challenge this. We would point out in this context that the
UK is a deficit beet supplier and the UK has rarely exported beet sugar onto the world market with export
subsidies. The disappearance of export subsidies would make no material diVerence to the UK beet industry.

11. In January 2005, the Commission put forward an ACP “Action Plan” to assist ACP producing countries
to adjust or diversify out of sugar and thereby help to oVset the negative eVects of price reduction on their
economies. We understand that funds to finance this “Action Plan” will be additional to the current EU
Budget, but that a separate financial envelope has been identified.

14 March 2005

Memorandum by the Commercial Farmers Group

1. The Commercial Farmers Group is grateful for the opportunity to submit a response to this request. After
this has been considered, we would welcome the chance to give further evidence in person.

2. Before proceeding to answering the listed key questions, we wish to make a point of fundamental
importance. The widely accepted perception is that the Common Agricultural Policy is “Common”. Indeed,
entry into the CAPwas seen to be of particular advantage to UKAgriculture—equal competition on an equal
market basis and, for this reason, was welcomed by British farmers. The reality has turned out to be very
diVerent. Successive British governments have used the CAP in many ways quite diVerent from that of other
countries. And the present Government has taken this further into the negotiations concerning the reform of
the CAP. We can supply many illustrations of this and the harmful eVect on the competitiveness of UK
agriculture. One of the most serious concerns Cross Compliance; where there now exist many great diVerences
between member countries of the UK, never mind the EU.

The fact is that there exists a fundamental lack of clear objectives for the CAP. The original food security and
rural wealth aims have largely been met. CAP reform has become merely a rear guard action to protect
incomes and placate public opinion and, in order to do this, to transfer support to rural development whatever
that may be taken to mean. Further and urgently needed reform must concentrate on a much more clearly
researched definition of the CAP in a world where global competition is intensifying.

Inmaking this point, we are excluding any eVect theremay be as a result ofmembership, or not, of the common
currency; that is altogether another subject.

We cannot over-emphasise the importance of this basic diVerence between the policies of diVerent
governments within the CAP, and the eVect that it has had, and will continue to have. Many of the questions
which we will now seek to answer would appear to make the under-lying assumption that the EU is indeed
“Common”. It is not.

3. Q 1. We do not know because we do not have details of the proposed financial perspectives.
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4. Q 2. There will continue to be a need for reform of the CAP, for a variety of reasons—not least of all as a
result of the need to ensure Community food security in the medium and longer term; and this in face of
growing pressure from environmental NGOs as well as decisions which may, or may not, be taken concerning
global free trade.

5. Q 3. Rural development expenditure will continue to diVer country from country according to the
perception of each of their own national priorities. The eastern European countries will, for example, almost
for certain wish to go down the route of developing their own production for good economic reasons.

6. Q 4. It all depends on how those structural funds are used. For example, increased production based
structure; or increased social structure (which can very well mean production based); or environmental
structure.

7. Q 5. Those countries where the economic benefit to be gained from increased production is in the national
interest will certainly try to devise ways and means of obtaining the desired support. It is impossible to judge
how far market support and direct subsidy expenditure will increase as a result of further enlargement and the
payment of new subsidies in the dairy and sugar sectors. We would argue that direct commodity related
support should not be allowed to increase—this merely encourages ineYciency andmarket distortion. Instead
support should be directed into areas which are not commodity specific. For example:

— Providing support for farmer owned processing and marketing businesses; the aim being to increase
their competitiveness in the market.

— Provide pump priming incentives for bio fuel production.

— Other similar measures aimed at increasing eYciency of production and marketing.

8. Q 6. No. But what chance would there be of making such a discipline work in practice? Both Germany and
France continue to manage their economy in contravention of the economic regulations laid down by the EU.

9. Q 7. We do not know what concessions will be made following the Doha Round—but any that there are
will inevitably have a roll on eVect on production economics, and that eVect will diVer substantially country
by country.

10. Q 8 to Q 11. These four questions illustrate the apparent shallowness of the “definition” of exactly what
is wanted, and what is needed. What does “Rural Development” really mean? And whatever it means, how
can it possibly mean the same thing in the vastly diVerent countries that will make up the future EU?How can
a country such as Romania with fragile economy, banking and legal systems and large numbers of small farms
co-exist and develop under the unilateral system of development and support?

You will realise from the above answers to your questions that we believe there is a need to define much more
clearly exactly what the objectives of your inquiry are—and, in consequence, to define what you are aiming to
achieve. Our belief is that far toomuch of current thinking is dominated by high sounding phraseology lacking
practicality especially when considering the economic consequences of present policies in the medium and
longer term. We would be very keen to help in whatever way we can and I wish to repeat our oVer to come to
a future meeting of the Committee to discuss these matters in greater depth.

January 2005

Memorandum by the Environment Agency

Summary

— The CAP and the Structural Funds have a major impact on Europe’s environment. To date these
funds have contributed to a widespread decline in the quality and quantity of natural resources and
wildlife throughout the EU. The key challenge for the next financial period, 2007–13, is to reverse
this trend and ensure delivery of the EU’s environmental objectives.

— Although the Commission’s Communication on the next Financial Perspective1 does propose an
environmental budget, it is very small as the majority of environmental priorities are meant to be
delivered via “mainstreaming” into existing expenditure programmes. There are plenty of
opportunities, but no guarantees, that environmental needs will be met.

— This is of particular concern in relation to successful implementation of the Water Framework
Directive (WFD). The first phase of characterisation (September 2004) identified that for a
significant proportion of water bodies, diVuse agricultural pollution (especially from nutrients), will
be the major factor in determining whether they achieve Good Ecological/Chemical Status.

1 Commission communication of 10 February 2004 Building our common future—Policy challenges and budgetary means of the enlarged
Union 2007–2013 [COM(2004) 101 final—Not published in the OYcial Journal]
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— More targeted, simple enhancements of environmental performance will need to be adopted by the
majority of farmers to deliver the objectives of the WFD and reduce the risk of infraction under
existing water quality and nature conservation directives (eg Bathing Water, Nitrates, Habitats).

It is also needed to ensure the successful delivery of the Government’s Strategy for Sustainable Farming &
Food and PSA targets. The proposed newRural Development Regulation (EAFRD) provides the framework
for delivering these changes (underpinned by targeted, risk-based regulation and advice), but lacks the
resources.

Regardless of the outcome of the political debate over Member States’ contributions to the EU budget, a
number of key principles should apply with regard to the next Financial Perspective:

— Environmental degradation will not be halted by 2010 unless the EU shows further commitment by
increasing the available funds for environmental land management and rural development schemes
and ensuring that the available funds contribute to this purpose.

— All funding instruments must be subject to environmental conditionality to help ensure that
expenditure is environmentally sustainable.

— Key budget lines which deliver clear public and environmental benefits, such as rural development
and LIFE, must not be cut.

CAP as Part of the EU Budget

1. How will total CAP expenditure be affected by the European Commission’s proposed financial perspectives, or the
1 per cent of the GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributors, if agreed by the Council of Ministers?

For the 2007–13 period, the EU is proposing to spend about ƒ150 billion every year (ƒ1,025 billion in total).
This figure is based on 1.14 per cent of Gross National Income (GNI). Approximately a third of this is to
support the CAP. The Commission points out in its Communication that there are a number of commitments
already entered into which cannot be ignored. These include direct aid to agriculture (agreed in 2002, fixed
until 2013), cohesion policy for the enlarged EU, future enlargement to include Romania and Bulgaria (in
2007), and the Lisbon andGothenburg Strategies. It considers that a ceiling of 1 per cent of GNI is insuYcient
and will require compromises to be made. Clearly any amendment to the proposed EU budget will have a
knock-on eVect on CAP expenditure.

Rural development funds, which were not part of the so-called “Chirac-Schröder” deal of 2002, are
particularly vulnerable to budgetary cuts. This is of particular concern to the Environment Agency:

— The existing Rural Development Regulation and the proposed new EuropeanAgricultural Fund for
Rural Development (EAFRD) are fundamental to the successful achievement of European
environmental objectives.

2. Is there a need for further reform of the CAP? If so, what opportunities exist for reforming it further as a result of
the financial perspective negotiations?

— More targeted, simple enhancements of environmental performance will need to be adopted by the
majority of farmers to deliver the objectives of the Water Framework Directive (including diVuse
water pollution from agriculture) and reduce the risk of infraction under existing water quality and
nature conservation directives (eg Bathing Water, Habitats).

— To ensure the successful delivery of theGovernment’s Strategy for Sustainable Farming&Food and
PSA targets. Whilst the 2003 CAP reform measures will certainly help meet the environmental
challenge, more so if implemented eVectively, studies over the last few months suggest that these
measures will certainly not be enough to achieve WFD objectives in many UK catchments.
Therefore we do not see CAP reform stopping here.

The Environment Agency believes that what is required is a significant budgetary shift from Pillar 1 towards
Pillar 2, which was developed to help farmers adapt to new economic circumstances and provide payments
for the delivery of a range of environmental “public goods”. The Agency supports the UK government in its
commitment to securing “a shift in support away from production subsidies and towards agri-environment
and wider rural development measures. . . public money should be used to pay for goods that the public wants
and needs” (Strategy for Sustainable Farming & Food, 2002).
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Enlargement

3. How will rural development expenditure (Pillar 2) be affected by enlargement, recent and future?

The rural development (RD) budget is vulnerable tomany pressures, including enlargement.Many of the new/
future Member States have significant environmental problems created by a legacy of industrial development
and little, if any, environmental regulatory control. Nonetheless, all retain important wildlife populations and
good natural resources. Even with the latest reforms, the emphasis (and budget) of the CAP is still focused on
Pillar 1, and with its history of environmental degradation, the environmental capital of the newMS is at risk.
Using Pillar 2 resources to protect these assets is clearly the right thing to do. However, unless the overall
budget is increased, this will squeeze the RD budgets for the original EU-15, who also have a genuine need
for such funds.

4. What is the potential impact on the rural economy of increasing structural funds, which will mainly be available to
new Member States, at the same time as reducing direct (Pillar 1) payments?

Clearly focusing Structural Funds on aiding development in the poorest MS will reduce/remove the resource
available to those areas currently receiving such support. In England, only Cornwall and the Isles of Scilly are
likely to remain eligible for support. Transitional arrangements will apply in other former Objective 1 areas.
MS will be required to ensure complementarity and consistency between measures co-financed by the new
EAFRD, the European Fisheries Fund and the European Regional Development Fund.

Financial Perspectives

5. How far are market support and direct subsidy expenditure (Pillar 1) likely to increase as a result of further
enlargement and the payment of new subsidies to the dairy and (possibly) the sugar sector?

6. Can use of the financial discipline mechanism realistically be avoided?

For reasons identified by the Committee, it is highly unlikely that use of the financial discipline mechanism
will be avoided.

7. Will market support and direct subsidy (Pillar 1) be affected by any concessions which the EU has to make on export
subsidisation, import tariffs and domestic support expenditure in any agreement in the Doha Development Round of
trade negotiations?

This is highly likely. See responses to Questions 2 and 5.

Rural Development

8. Are the spending ceilings likely to be exceeded? If so, what will be the consequences for the farming industry if the
EU fails to meet the financial demands of both market and structural policies in an EU25 or EU27?

For reasons already outlined, we consider it more than likely that the spending ceiling for Pillar 1 payments
will be exceeded. This has serious implications for the farming industry both in terms of Pillar 1 and 2
payments. This is even more pertinent given the farming sector is having to take steps to adapt to a decoupled
payment system, compulsory cross compliance and new higher environmental (and other) standards flowing
from newly introduced environmental legislation.

A safe working assumption that future funding for EU funded rural development programmes in the UK
beyond 2006 would seem to be:

— That there is unlikely to be a major increase in the UK’s basic allocation.

— Demands on resources to meet core environmental objectives will continue to greatly exceed the
available budget.

— Higher rates of modulation will be needed to sustain even a modest rural development programme
growth, and the legal means to do this has yet to be negotiated and agreed in Brussels and the
necessary case for any co-financing from HM Treasury will need to be made.
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9. Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries, who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI,
appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

Holding the budget to 1 per cent of GNI would appear to seriously jeopardise the ability of the EU and its
MS to deliver rural development objectives.

10. Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain similar to
current levels?

SuYcient resources should be made available to deliver the identified EU and national priorities for rural
development. These must be allocated amongst MS by objective criteria of need, for example Utilised
Agricultural Area. For the foreseeable future, the generation of adequate resources will require continued
modulation from the CAP Pillar 1 at an EU level. Where these resources prove insuYcient to meet the needs
identified in individual Rural Development Strategies, modulation must also be allowed at national or
regional level.

11. Will the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy
improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

The Environment Agency believes that the Rural Development Regulation and the draft European
Agricultural Fund for Rural Development (EAFRD) are fundamental to the successful achievement of
European environmental objectives. The draft regulation represents a welcome step in the right direction. In
particular, the Environment Agency:

— Supports the introduction of European and national strategies for rural development.

— Considers that the European Strategy should provide a clear vision for rural development, including
its vital role in delivering sustainable development in general, and helping tomeet EU environmental
objectives and targets in particular.

— Recommends that all EAFRD payments be subject to environmental conditions, to help ensure that
expenditure is environmentally sustainable.

— Believes that there is an important role for EAFRD in delivering better environmental performance
in farm businesses.

— Considers that rural development in England is significantly under-funded. The new Regulation
must provide for a more equitable distribution mechanism amongst Member States such as Utilised
Agricultural Area, and allow for greater compulsory and voluntary modulation.

12 January 2005

Memorandum by National Sheep Association (NSA)

1. National Sheep Association (NSA) welcomes this opportunity to submit its views on the future financing
of the CAP.

2. We would draw attention to the original concept which was enshrined in the Treaty of Rome, that
agricultural productivity should be increased by promoting technical progress and ensuring the rational
development of agricultural production and the optimum utilisation of the various pertinent factors including
the concept of producing what is most naturally appropriate to the particular area. We take the view that this
concept continues to be sound and is well expressed in the National Farmers’ Union (NFU) document
submitted on 12 January 2005.

3. We take the view that agriculture in the United Kingdom was put at a severe disadvantage by comparison
with other Member States as a consequence of the 1984 Fontainebleau mechanism and recognise that while
this remains in place, and for HM Government Treasury reasons it is sadly unlikely to be removed, there
would be tangible benefit if it could be consigned to the history books. UK agriculture would then be placed
in the same position as the agricultural sectors of all the other Member States with all the benefits which
would accrue.
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4. Included in these benefits would be amore enlightened approach to encouraging young people into farming
by the application of fiscal and social policies which would provide better opportunities. The application of
the opportunity which is provided under EU law to allow elderly farmers to retire with dignity, would make
room for new entrants and the possibility of developing a new dynamism for farming.

5. The reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and the way it is financed should, in our view, be
accompanied by a requirement to harmonise the way in which the CAP is applied in each state. As it is
currently operated it allows for vastly diVerent interpretation to be applied at country level, contributing in a
very real way to the lack of cohesion and to the negative way in which the European Union is seen by a
considerable number of people in the UK.

6. We have already implied that we are supportive of the NFU policy statement with regard to future
financing, we will therefore not revisit an issue which we believe is well argued except insofar as to draw
attention to the specific requirements of the sheep industry. In this respect wewouldmake the following points:

(i) The UK sheep industry remains the most important of all the EU’s sheep producers. As such, care
will be needed with the rural development expenditure to see that it is not disadvantaged in any way
by developments in other member states. We would argue that the continued maintenance of a
vibrant sheep industry contributes in a tangible way to an attractive countryside which acts as a
honey-pot to attract townsfolk to the country. This has a number of economic benefits both to the
country as a whole and to the particular area concerned. We also take the view that at some stage
the environmental benefit of less air travel will become recognised as an advantage.

(ii) Sheep have an important role to play within the development of the Government’s agri-
environmental strategy as set out in Sustainable Food and Farming.Wewould draw attention to the
need for sheep farming to be adequately funded under agri-environment schemes as the alternative
of larger numbers of sheep to shepherd above the numbers recommended by theGovernment’s Farm
AnimalWelfare Council (FAWC), could result in welfare problemswhich at some stage would cause
sheep farmers to fall foul of the Government’s Welfare Bill.

(iii) Wewould strongly advocate the exercise of great care in redrawing support lines so that the currently
unequal inter-country fiscal systems are shifted to claw back some of the inequalities thus providing
UK sheep farmers with opportunity to continue to play a full part in food production, environmental
benefit and traditional conservation.

7. The other aspect which we believe should be drawn into the debate as a matter of the utmost importance
is the seriousness with which we view the prospect of global warming and climate change. These twin issues
and their consequential eVects must, in our view, be factored into any exercise which considers the future
financing of the European CAP. We take the view that as our knowledge of global warming and climate
change improves so we should take into consideration the issue of secure food supplies. The way in which the
sheep has been a part of natural fertility in lowlands and a beneficial user of hills and uplands should be
recognised as a force for good in all future considerations, while its role as a converter of natural herbage to
provide quality meat for human consumption without any real environmental downsides should remain high
in the minds of politicians and legislators looking carefully at the future.

8. We would furthermore advocate that in order to ensure a robust well motivated sheep industry, to allow
it to fulfil the role for which it is uniquely capable of performing, there is every justification for a significant
increase in the share of the Rural Development Budget up to 2013.

2 February 2005

Memorandum by the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds

Executive Summary

Agricultural policy has, for the past 50 years, had a devastating impact on birds and the places where they
live in the UK and throughout Europe. The RSPB has for a number of years sought to advocate change
in the Common Agricultural Policy to reverse the declines in farmland birds. We have campaigned for
change within the UK and, as a member of the Birdlife International partnership, throughout Europe.

Our starting point, therefore, is that future reform of the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) is necessary
to increase our ability to make progress towards meeting our national and international biodiversity targets.
In particular to:

— Halt biodiversity loss across Europe (as agreed by European Ministers in Gothenburg in 2001).
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— Ensure all European water catchments are in good ecological status by 2015 (in accordance with
the Water Framework Directive).

— Properly manage all Natura 2000 sites (as notified under the EU Birds and Habitats Directives).

— Ensure 95 per cent of English Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSSIs) by area, are in favourable
condition by 2010 (in accordance with Defra’s Public Service Agreement Target).

— Reverse the decline in farmland birds in England by 2020 (in accordance with Defra’s Public
Service Agreement Target).

In summary, the RSPB believes that:

(a) If the Commission’s proposals for the reform of the Common Agricultural Policy are approved
then total CAP expenditure remains unchanged. If there is a 1 per cent GNI limit, then it is
assumed that Pillar 1 remains the same (having been fixed in 2002) and Pillar 2 may be reduced
or re-allocated amongst Member States. This is unacceptable for the reasons given below. The
RSPB believes that the “de-coupled” subsidy budget (Pillar 1) should be reduced in keeping with
the direction that CAP reform is moving.

(b) Of total CAP expenditure, 90 per cent goes to Pillar 1 which, following decoupling of payments
from production, now has no clear policy objective. Ten per cent of expenditure goes to Pillar 2,
which comprises 26 (expected to increase to 35) measures with economic, social and environmental
objectives. Importantly, the Commission sees Pillar 2 as one of the primary means for meeting
EU biodiversity objectives, although few funds are available for this purpose. The RSPB believes
that by helping deliver a wide range of public goods and services, Pillar 2 oVers better value for
the taxpayer, and should attract a greater share of the CAP budget through a much-increased
rate of modulation.

(c) Present and future enlargement will see a shift in rural development expenditure towards the New
Member States (NMS). The RSPB would expect such spending to be prioritised in convergence
areas in the NMS and some remaining areas of the EU15, which benefit from higher rates of EU
co-financing. The need for a Member State to match-fund expenditure under Pillar 2 (but not
Pillar 1) may act as a disincentive outside convergence areas in the EU15. As a result, the RSPB
believes that we may see further failure to implement agri-environment measures as a replacement
support system for Pillar I subsidies and in areas requiring most environmental protection (ie the
NATURA 2000 network). Future policy development should seek to prevent this outcome.

CAP as a Part of the EU Budget

1. How will total CAP expenditure be affected by the European Commission’s proposed financial perspectives, or
the 1 per cent of GNI limit proposed by the group of net contributors, if agreed by the Council of Ministers?

1.1 For the next financing period, 2007–13, a large proportion of the EU’s budget (30 per cent) has already
been “committed” to Pillar 1 of the CAP (market expenditure and direct payments) under the deal struck
between President Chirac of France and Chancellor Schröder of Germany, endorsed by the European
Council in 2002. This amounts to around ƒ43 billion per year, which is assumed to remain unaVected
whatever is agreed on the Financial Perspectives. Whilst it has been agreed that Pillar 2 of the CAP (rural
development) will be allocated an average of ƒ12.5 billion per year over the same period, this funding
stream is most at risk of being cut should a 1 per cent GNI limit be agreed. Furthermore, the negotiations
on allocations between Member States could also result in a re-allocation of funding. The RSPB considers
this to be unacceptable for the reasons set out below (see 2.1).

2. Is there a need for further reform of the CAP? If so, what opportunities exist for reforming it further as a result
of the financial perspective negotiations?

2.1 The 2003 CAP reform has left Pillar 1 in the historically unique position of having no policy objective
for decoupled subsidy expenditure—but still constitutes approximately 90 per cent of the total expenditure
for European agriculture. In contrast, CAP funds currently allocated to Pillar 2 represent only 10 per year of
the total budget and have to support 26 rural development measures with social, economic or environmental
objectives. Over 2007–20, the number of rural development measures is expected to increase to 35 with no
eVective increase in budget (see 3.1). Hence, the funds available under the two pillars are disproportionate
when compared to their respective objectives and societal impacts. As Pillar 2 measures can deliver
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outcomes that are more beneficial for the rural community as a whole than those under Pillar 1, they
warrant a much greater share of taxpayers’ support through the CAP.

2.2 The WTO Framework for Modalities in Agriculture will exert further pressure on Pillar 1 payments.
The growing demand to reduce subsidies to developed country agriculture sectors implies that any future
support for agricultural activity must shift to “green box” payments, the best developed of which are
payments under environmental programmes.

2.3 Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 funding should therefore be merged into one simplified agricultural and rural
development funding mechanism at the earliest opportunity. This would achieve the full market re-
orientation of the agricultural sector to deliver a wide range of public goods and services. To move towards
this goal, any agreement reached on the 2007–13 Financial Perspectives should allow for an increased rate
of modulation of funds from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 from 2007 to prepare land managers for such a shift in
support (see also 9.1). On this basis, the agreement reached at the European Council in Brussels in October
2002 on the Pillar 1 budget (see 1.1) would need to be renegotiated, and any cuts to the CAP budget
necessitated by a Financial Perspectives agreement should fall on the decoupled subsidy budget.

2.4 Without such reform, the slow pace of transfer of funds fromPillar 1 to Pillar 2 outside theUK (eVectively
fixed by the European Council in October 2002) will do little to halt declines in farmland biodiversity, running
contrary to the importance attached to Pillar 2 over the next financial period as one of the primary means of
meeting EU biodiversity targets by 2010. It will also be inadequate to promote rural development policies
within which agriculture can be supported as a sustainable part of the rural economy.

Enlargement

3. How will rural development expenditure (Pillar 2) be affected by enlargement, recent and future?

3.1 Whilst the rural development budget could increase as a result of modulation until 2007, no eVective
increase is likely over the 2007–13 period. On the contrary, the budget in 2013 could be significantly lower than
in 2007, due to financial discipline and inflation. Whatever is finally agreed in the Financial Perspective, it
seems certain that any initial increase in the rural development budget would largely be used to complete the
phasing in of the NewMember States (including Bulgaria and Romania’s accession in 2007), rather than help
EU15 farmers and other land managers protect the environment—one of the primary objectives of Pillar 2.

3.2 More specifically, rural development measures are subject to EU co-financing, the level of which is
determined according to a beneficiary’s location (within or outside convergence areas defined as having aGDP
less than 75 per cent of the EU average). Following the accession of 10 New Member States on 1 May 2004,
this resulted in a lowering of the EU’s averageGDP and a re-adjustment of those areas defined as convergence.
With a reduced number of convergence areas in some of the older Member States, this could result in the
prioritisation of rural development expenditure in any remaining convergence areas, which attract a higher
EU co-financing rate (ie allowing aMember State to minimise its own level of expenditure). Although funding
allocation and co-financing rates for environmental measures will continue to be much higher than other
measures under Pillar 2, there is a risk that such expenditure will be focused according to GDP and not those
areas in most need of environmental protection (ie the EU’s Natura 2000 network of sites, established to
protect Europe’s most vulnerable wildlife).

3.3 The existing failure to implement agri-environment measures and establish payments in Natura 2000
areas across some southern and New Member States can be attributed to lack of funds under Pillar 2, ie the
existence of co-financing rates for Pillar 2 measures acting as a disincentive to governments to spend on rural
development and the environment. The re-adjustment of convergence areas across the EU-25 is therefore
likely to exacerbate this situation. For New Member States with very restricted budgets, the match-funding
requirement acts as an unfortunate brake on rural development investment during the most crucial period as
their farming sectors adjust to the new CAP.

4. What is the potential impact on the rural economy of increasing structural funds, which will mainly be available to
new Member States, at the same time as reducing direct (Pillar 1) payments?

4.1 Structural funds assistance benefits farmers in their move away from production-oriented farming
towards a more diverse rural economy. This complements Pillar 2 rural development measures that
incorporate agriculture within that change and should be viewed in this context. If the Commission’s financial
proposals were approved, then Structural Funds assistance would still be available in the existing EU15
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Member States (albeit at a reduced rate), but targeted at areas in most need. If the Financial Perspectives were
capped, however, then there would eVectively be no Structural Funds available for the EU15 (ie “Objective
2” would be dropped). In its 2003 consultation, the UKGovernment promised to make up any diVerence, but
has not yet given a clear indication of how this would be achieved.

Rural Development

8. Are the spending ceilings likely to be exceeded? If so, what will the consequences be for the farming industry if the
EU fails to meet the financial demands of both market and structural policies in an EU25 or EU27?

8.1 Yes, almost certainly. If the farming industry has not adjusted to how it manages its business within a
“de-coupled” world, farmers will see their gross margins and profitability decline. A policy option is that
reductions in payments due to financial discipline could only impact above the ƒ5,000 ceiling, as with
modulation (ie it will aVect only the larger farms). This would no doubt help support smaller farms, which
oVer better opportunities for rural employment, and traditional farming systems, which are more likely to
oVer greater biodiversity value.

9. Is the negotiating stance of the net contributor countries, who aim to keep the budget at 1 per cent of GNI,
appropriate to balance the needs of rural development and promote agricultural reform in the EU as a whole?

9.1 Pillar 2, specifically axis II covering “land management” under the proposed Rural Development
Regulation, should be developed as the primary means of supporting sustainable land management and
delivering European and national environmental targets, with the ultimate aim of replacing Pillar 1 type
support for land managers (see 2.1–2.3). Therefore, any decision that caps or cuts investment in this area is
unacceptable and counter to sustainable development objectives. The negotiating stance of the 1 per cent
group is not in itself inappropriate, but the assumption that any consequent cuts should fall on Pillar 2 is. A
change in the total EU budget should precipitate an examination of the spending streams and any cuts should
be in line with the forward strategy of the EU, which is to move away from production support and towards
rural development support.

10. Should the Rural Development budget be increased significantly up to 2013, or can spending remain similar to
current levels?

10.1 The development of the Rural Development Regulation has been heavily influenced by the lack of
resources to meet all of its objectives. Not only that, but there is a growing recognition, from environmental,
development, and social commentators and policy-makers in many parts of the EU, that future support
for all aspects of farming will need to be justified in terms of its delivery of public goods and services.
There is also an increasing understanding of the land management systems and associated funding that
will be required in order to meet forthcoming environmental requirements, eg the Water Framework
Directive, as well as existing commitments such as halting biodiversity loss by 2010. In particular, the
funding needs of an enlarged Natura 2000 network means that a much larger rural development budget
than planned will be required to ensure biodiversity commitments are met (see also 2.1-2.3 and 3.2-3.3).

10.2 The concept of future change and sustainability is embedded in the idea of rural development, and
it is impossible to sensibly discuss public support for the non-marketable goods of rural areas without
considering where the resources to do so are to be sourced. Further fund switching from Pillar 1 to Pillar
2 is the inevitable future for rural and agricultural policies, ie the rural development budget should be
progressively and rapidly increased in real terms and as a proportion of the total CAP budget. Member
States who wish to increase their investment in rural development by further modulation should be
permitted to do so.

11. Will the Rural Development fund set up by the Regulation on the Financing of the Common Agricultural Policy
improve the distribution of funds to rural development projects?

11.1 The mid-term review of the CAP in 2003, particularly the provisions on “decoupling” subsidies from
production and “cross compliance”, should lead to improvements in the conservation of farmland
biodiversity, if implemented in an eVective way. However, further action must be taken to build up a strong
rural development mechanism within the Financial Perspectives 2007–2013, which delivers public benefits
(eg wildlife, traditional landscapes and clean water) in return for public payments. An explicit recognition
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of the EU’s environmental commitments should be built into the proposed Rural Development Regulation.
We recognise the importance of axes I (“improving competitiveness of agriculture and forestry”) and III
(“wider rural development”) under Pillar 2, but only if significant resources are transferred from Pillar 1
to Pillar 2 during the 2007–2013 programming period, should the measures under these axes receive
additional support. Measures in all three axes should be tested against the principle of making public
payments in return for public goods to ensure that they are designed to deliver the environmental priorities
of the EU.

11.2 In its currently proposed form, the Rural Development Regulation is essentially a tidying-up of
existing programmes, and does not simplify or integrate the available measures to any great degree. A
greater level of subsidiarity and a more flexible approach would stimulate the development of more
integrated and outcome-focused schemes, but only if this approach is linked to a clear strategic framework
and headline environmental objectives. The prescriptive approach taken in the proposed Regulation is
limiting, but should be retained unless Pillar 2 expenditure can be clearly focused on achieving biodiversity,
sustainable development and water targets across Europe. Given the varying levels of support for the
process of CAP reform in diVerent parts of Europe, there is a danger that funds could be redirected towards
production or income support for farmers without clear and monitorable headline objectives.

11.3 In addition, preparing land managers for a shift in policy support from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2 should
be identified as a specific priority and reflected in national and regional strategies and rural development
programmes.

January 2005
Memorandum by Which?

1. About Which?

Which? is an independent, not-for-profit consumer organisation with around 700,000 members and is the
largest consumer organisation in Europe. Entirely independent of government and industry, we are funded
through the sale of our Which? range of consumer magazines and books. Which? was formerly known as
Consumers’ Association.

2. The Consumer Interest in the CAP

2.1 The CAP continues to be a significant item of household expenditure. Based on the figures on EU
agricultural expenditure and the impact on consumers contained in the OECD 2004 report “Agricultural
policies in OECD countries”, we estimate that the cost of the CAP is around £1–£14 a week for an average
household of four people in the EU in tax and higher food prices.

2.2 The CAP keeps EU food prices higher than prevailing prices elsewhere, and particularly hits low-income
families who spend a high proportion of their income on food. However, the changes to the CAP agreed in
June 2003 will change little for consumers.

3. The Need for Further Reform of the CAP

3.1 The 2003 agreement following the Mid-term Review of Agenda 2000 leaves many of the most
objectionable features of the CAP untouched. Import tariVs and restrictions are unaVected, as are export
subsidies. WTO members have agreed in principle to improve market access and phase out export subsidies,
but there are not yet any figures or firm dates.

3.2 The CAP remains a substantial misallocation of resources. It is ineYcient, and is poor value for taxpayers,
with a significant level of fraud. It is anti-competitive and distorts markets, and is actually in some sectors a
barrier to a single market: anti-competitive measures such as dairy quotas continue. The Commission’s DG
Agriculture and the EUAgriculture Council appear to be immune from the ten year strategy agreed inMarch
2000 by the European Council at Lisbon tomake the EU the world’s most dynamic and competitive economy.

3.3 A recent paper published by the Commission makes clear that, despite the 2003 agreement, overall
support levels for the agricultural sector remain high and a burden to the rest of the economy, and that most
farm support still stems frommarket price support which it notes is “one of the least eYcient CAP instruments
currently in place”.1

1 Economics of the Common Agricultural Policy. Rainer Wichern, Directorate-General for Economic and Financial AVairs, August
2004.
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3.4 Which? welcomes the decision to break (at least partially) the link between support for farmers and
support for production. However, the single farm payment scheme means that most farmers will continue to
receive more or less the same subsidies as before, in return only for compliance with existing legal
requirements. In eVect, farmers will receive subsidies for being farmers.

3.5 This does not in our view amount to a coherent environmental and rural policy.We believe that any public
support should instead be linked to measurable and transparent public policy objectives. The single farm
payment scheme by contrast is likely to maintain current patterns of production, regardless of whether or not
they are economically sustainable.

3.6 Which? would like to see an end to the current CAP and its replacement with new food, rural and
environmental strategies. Agriculture should be integrated within a broader food policy framework as part of
a “plough to plate” approach that includes food safety, quality and nutrition. It should also be subject to
normal EU single market and competition rules.

3.7 The remaining direct and indirect subsidy mechanisms, including quotas, export subsidies and set-aside,
should be abolished and replaced with green subsidies designed to encourage environmentally friendly
agricultural practices, and non-agricultural policies designed to maintain rural communities and promote
tourism.

3.8 We believe that the production of basic agricultural commodities should be left to the working of the
market. The EU’s role should focus on ensuring food safety, the provision of appropriate consumer
information and the promotion of a competitive single market in both food and primary agricultural produce
which can deliver the range and quality of products, value and choice that consumers are entitled to expect.

4. The Doha Development Round

4.1 The Committee asks whether market support and direct subsidy will be aVected by any concessions which
the EUmay have to make on export and domestic subsidies. In our view, a strongWTO agreement is the best
hope for Europe’s consumers: CAP policy-makers generally only confront economic reality when forced to
do so by external pressures.

4.2 Which? wants to see a WTO agreement that includes the abolition of EU agricultural export refunds, the
phasing out of tariVs and the phased annual reductions of existing level of support in the developed countries,
with specific annual reductions of support on every major agricultural commodity. All production related
subsidies should be eliminated.

5. Future of the Rural Development Budget

5.1 Which? wants all agriculture spending moved from Pillar 1 to Pillar 2, with any support linked to
environmental, rural and other objectives, and the removal of the remaining single market distortions.

5.2 We would like to see an EU agreement to achieve this transition over a set period, with the share of the
current overall CAP budget spent on rural development progressively increased. However, we want decisions
on the overall level of expenditure under the present agriculture heading (ie for both Pillars 1 and 2) to be
subject to the same scrutiny as other Community expenditure and indeed subject to degressivity.
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